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Series Introduction 

Martin Heidegger is undeniably one of the most influential philoso
phers of the 20th century. His work has been appropriated by scholars in 
fields as diverse as philosophy, classics, psychology, literature, history, soci
ology, anthropology, political science, religious studies, and cultural studies. 

In this four-volume series, we've collected a set of articles that we 
believe represent some of the best research on the most interesting and dif
ficult issues in contemporary Heidegger scholarship. In putting together 
this collection, we have quite deliberately tried to identify the papers that 
engage critically with Heidegger's thought. This is not just because we 
wanted to focus on "live" issues in Heidegger scholarship. It is also because 
critical engagement with the text is, in our opinion, the best way to grasp 
Heidegger's thought. Heidegger is a notoriously difficult read-in part, 
because he is deliberately trying to break with the philosophical tradition, 
in part, because his way of breaking with the tradition was often to coin 
neologisms (a less sympathetic reader might dismiss it as obfuscatory jar
gon), and, in part, because Heidegger believed his task was to provoke his 
readers to thoughtfulness rather than provide them with a facile answer to 
a well-defined problem. Because of the difficulties in reading Heidegger, 
however, we believe that it is incumbent upon the commentator to keep the 
matter for thought in the forefront-the issue that Heidegger is trying to 
shed light on. Without such an engagement in the matter for thought, 
Heidegger scholarship all too often devolves into empty word play. 

So, the first and most important criterion we've used in selecting 
papers is that they engage with important issues in Heidegger's thought, 
and do so in a clear, non-obfuscatory fashion. Next, we have by and large 
avoided republishing articles that are already available in other collections 
of essays on Heidegger. We have made exceptions, however, particularly 
when the essay is located in a volume that would easily be overlooked by 
Heidegger scholars. Finally, as our primary intent was to collect and make 
readily available work on current issues and problems arising out of 
Heidegger's thought, we have tried to select recent rather than dated arti
cles. 

In selecting themes for each volume, we have, in general, been guided 
by the order in which Heidegger, over the course of his career, devoted 
extended attention to the problems involved. Thus, the first volume con-
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Vtlt Series Introduction 

tains essays focusing on Dasein-the human mode of existence-and "exis
tential" themes like authenticity and death, because these were prominent 
concerns in the years leading up to and immediately following the publica
tion of Being and Time in 1927. The second volume centers on Heidegger's 
account of truth, and his critique of the history of philosophy, because 
these were areas of extended interest in the 1930s and 1940s. The third vol
ume is organized around themes indigenous to the 'late' Heidegger
namely, Heidegger's work on art, poetry, and technology. 

But this is not to say that the volumes are governed by a strict notion 
of periods in Heidegger's work. In the past, it has been commonplace to 
subdivide Heidegger's work into two (early and late) or even three (early, 
middle, and late) periods. While there is something to be said for such divi
sions-there is an obvious sense in which Being and Time is thematically 
and stylistically unlike Heidegger's publications following the Second 
World War-it is also misleading to speak as if there were two or three dif
ferent Heideggers. The bifurcation, as is well known, is something that 
Heidegger himself was uneasy about!, and scholars today are increasingly 
hesitant to draw too sharp a divide between the early and late. So while the 
themes of the first three volumes have been set by Heidegger's own histor
ical course through philosophy, the distribution of papers into volumes 
does not respect a division of scholarship into early and late. We have 
found instead that the papers relevant to an 'early Heidegger' issue often 
draw on Heidegger's later work, and vice versa. 

The last volume in the series is organized less by Heidegger's own 
thematic concerns than by an interest in Heidegger's relevance to contem
porary philosophy. Given mainstream analytic philosophy's preoccupation 
with language and mind, however, this volume does have two thematic cen
ters of gravity-Heidegger's work on the essence of language, and his cri
tique of modernist accounts of subjectivity. 

In its focus on Heidegger's relevance to ongoing philosophical concerns, 
however, volume four merely makes obvious the intention of the series as 
a whole. In his 1925-1926 lecture course on logic, Heidegger bemoaned 
the fact that people "no longer philosophize from the issues, but from their 
colleague's books."2 In a similar way, we believe that Heidegger is deserv
ing of attention as a philosopher only because he is such an excellent guide 
to the issues themselves. We hope that the papers we have collected here 
demonstrate Heidegger's continuing pertinence to the most pressing issues 
in contemporary philosophy. 

NOTES 

I Writing to Richardson, Heidegger noted: "The distinction you make between 
Heidegger I and II is justified only on the condition that this is kept constantly in 
mind: only by way of what [Heideggerl I has thought does one gain access to what 
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is to-be-thought by [Heidegger] II. But the thought of [HeideggerJ I becomes possi
ble only if it is contained in IHeidegger] II." William ]. Richardson, "Letter to 

Richardson," in Heidegger: Through Phenomenology to Thought (The Hague: M. 
Nijhoff, 1963),8. 
2 Logik: Die Frage nach der Wahrheit, Gesamtausgabe 21 (Frankfurt am Main: 
Klostermann, 1995), 84. 



Volume Introduction 

This volume is organized around the theme of Heidegger's reception in 
contemporary philosophy. No single appraisal has been more responsible 
for the main stream analytic reaction to Heidegger's work than Carnap's 
dismissal of Heidegger's philosophical claims as metaphysical pseudo-sen
tences. For many years, if Heidegger was mentioned at all by an analytic 
philosopher, it was only to repeat facilely Carnap's critique. As Michael 
Friedman shows, however, both Heidegger and Carnap share a common 
starting point in the Neo-Kantianism prevalent in the German-language 
philosophy of their time. By exploring in detail the Carnap/Heidegger con
troversy, Friedman shows how a more subtle and substantive engagement 
between analytic and continental thought might be possible. 

Many of the papers in this volume use Heidegger's work to achieve 
such a productive engagement. Edward Witherspoon shows how there is 
room for a constructive encounter between analytic and continental phi
losophy by turning to the heart of the superficial analytical dismissal of 
Heidegger's work-his views on 'the Nothing.' Witherspoon argues that, 
properly understood, Heidegger's investigation of the Nothing reveals an 
effort at thinking about the inexpressible foundation of logic similar to that 
of Frege. Charles Guignon shows Heidegger's parallelism with another of 
the founders of analytic philosophy, Wittgenstein, while Mark Wrathall 
connects Heidegger's work on truth with the truth-conditional semantics of 
analysts like Donald Davidson. 

Perhaps the most fruitful areas for exploring Heidegger's relevance to 
contemporary philosophy are found in his views on language and his cri
tique of subjectivity. The linguistic turn in mainstream Anglo-American 
philosophy intersects in intriguing ways with Heidegger's own emphasis on 
language. Heidegger's philosophy, in some ways, is quite congenial to the 
analytic view that all issues in philosophy are best tackled by a study of 
how we talk about these issues. As Hans-Georg Gadamer, Christina 
Lafont, and Karl-Otto Ape! point out, Heidegger was an early advocate of 
the view that language plays a fundamental role in the constitution of the 
world. At the same time, Heidegger rejected unequivocally the view of lan
guage generally employed in the analytic philosophy of language. 
Heidegger would see the analyst's emphasis on the philosophy of mind or, 
indeed, the way analysts tend to conflate language and mind, as a vestige 
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of the modern subjectivism that he was trying to overcome. 
Christina Lafont, on the other hand, reviews Heidegger's explicit 

account of language presented in Being and Time. To make sense of this 
account, she argues, one must read between the lines to see that Heidegger 
accords to language a 'transcendental' role in the constitution of intelligi
bility-a transcendentalism which Lafont argues is problematic. 

John Stewart situates Heidegger's thought on language vis-a-vis con
temporary disputes over reference, and explores the consequences of this 
view of language for a Heideggerian account of intentionality in the phi
losophy of mind. Stewart's essay connects up in interesting ways with the 
essays in volume one that deal with the nature of Dasein and Heidegger's 
account of intentionality. The reader is referred back to the articles by 
Brandom, Haugeland, and Dreyfus for further discussion of these topics. 

Heidegger's interest in language was manifest already in Being and 
Time, where section thirty-four was devoted to showing how language 
"has its roots in the existential constitution of Dasein's disclosed ness. "1 

This means that Heidegger did not believe language could be treated as the 
most fundamental level for analyzing human existence. To the contrary, it 
is itself grounded in our practical mastery of our world, and the under
standing of being that this practical mastery presupposes. There is, as the 
essays in this volume make clear, considerable debate over how such an 
account of language is meant to work, how it bears on contemporary 
accounts of language in analytic philosophy (Stewart and Wrathal\), and 
even whether it is consistent with other features of Heidegger's thought 
(Lafont). 

There is a widespread sense among scholars that Heidegger's views on 
language changed in important ways in the decades following the publica
tion of Being and Time. In particular, he seems to have acknowledged in his 
later work a more central constitutive role for language in our experience 
of the world: "because language is the house of Being," Heidegger wrote, 
"we reach what is by constantly going through this house."2 On the face of 
it, this clearly seems to be a mediational view of the role of language-that 
is, the view that all our actions in the world are mediated through linguis
tic categories. On the other hand, it is equally clear that Heidegger doesn't 
understand language-the thing that is mediating our access to the world
on the representationalist model of mainstream philosophy of language. 
Even in the late Heidegger, language is not understood in terms of a repre
sentation of the world, but rather as a way of being oriented to the world. 
The late Heidegger is quite clear that if language is the house of being, this 
does not mean that the things we encounter in the world are our constructs. 
To the contrary, language, Heidegger says, "speaks us," which means that 
the 'language' he is talking about is the opening up of a world that makes 
ordinary talk possible: "Language speaks by saying; that is, by showing. Its 
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saying wells up from the once spoken yet long since unspoken saying that 
permeates the rift-design in the essence of language. Language speaks by 
Pointing, reaching out to every region of presencing, letting what is present 
in each case appear in such regions or vanish from them." 3 

Heidegger's views on language also have important consequences for 
how we understand the role of the logical analysis of language. Heidegger 
offered a number of lecture courses4 in the decades before and after the 
publication of Being and Time on the topic of logic in the broadest sense
"the theme for logic is discourse in regard to its most basic sense: to let the 
world and human existence [Dasein] be seen."5 Although Heidegger was 
not a logician, J. N. Mohanty shows that Heidegger's philosophical view of 
logic is worth taking seriously. Mohanty reviews and appraises Heidegger's 
main theses about logic. 

Heidegger's analysis of language has relevance not just to the analytic 
tradition, but also to the deconstructive tradition in philosophy. Hans
Georg Gadamer and Charles Spinosa both address aspects of the contem
porary deconstructive critique of Heidegger. Gadamer reviews Heidegger's 
path from his recognition of the constitutive role of language in our expe
rience of the world to his efforts in the destruction of the metaphysical tra
dition. If language is co-constitutive of the world, and our language is 
shaped by the conceptuality of the metaphysical tradition that has closed 
off an authentic experience of existence, then, Heidegger reasoned, the 
most pressing task for philosophy was a poetic effort at breaking our lan
guage free of the conceptuality of metaphysics. Gadamer argues, however, 
that this destructive move opens up two possible courses-one is the 
Derridean project of deconstruction, which would finally destroy meta
physics hy undermining even Heidegger's philosophical project of seeking 
the meaning of heing. The other path, the one Gadamer prefers, is a return 
to dialogue, which would reappropriate the metaphysical project. Spinosa, 
on the other hand, sees the point of conflict between Heidegger and decon
struction as turning on their respective understandings of the way back
ground practices tend to function in the production of intelligibility. 

Of course, there is a broader issue behind Heidegger's disagreement 
with contemporary philosophy of language and the elevation of logic as a 
scientific method. Heidegger sees these disciplines as inheritors of the errors 
of the modern view of subjectivity. The idea of a subject is the idea of an 
entity which has certainty and transparency regarding its own states, but 
knows other entities only through its representations of them. The impli
cations of this story, familiar since Descartes, can be traced out in two 
directions. With regard to ourselves, it supposes that we can have a clear, 
certain, and distinct grasp about every essential feature of our being. With 
regard to knowledge of things acquired through perception, it entails that 
we can never have a certain grasp of their existence or nature. Several arti-
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c1es in volume two reviewed Heidegger's critique of the skepticism this pro
duces about our knowledge of the external world and the discoveries of the 
natural sciences. 

We also have a number of articles detailing and criticizing Heidegger's 
attack on the notion of a self-transparent subject. Jean-Luc Marion 
addresses in general the achievements and limits of Heidegger's attempt to 
break out of the Cartesian tradition, which understands the self as a sub
jective ego cogito. At stake is a non-subjectivistic, non-mentalistic account 
of human being. Other articles address specific implications for the way we 
think about the philosophy of mind that follows from Heidegger's rejection 
of Cartesian subjectivity. Harrison Hall tackles the age-old Cartesian worry 
about our ability to know other minds. The problem dissolves once being
in-the-world is properly understood. The Cartesian view of the mind, as is 
well known, also has important consequences for epistemology-not least 
of which is the privileging of cognitivism in matters epistemological. 
Stephen Mulhall takes up this problem on the basis of the Heideggerian 
idea that disposedness (befindlichkeit) is one of the constitutive features of 
Dasein. This is to say that the human way of being always finds itself dis
posed to the world in a particular way. The ontic manifestation of dis
posedness is mood. The centrality of mood to the disclosedness of world, 
Mulhall shows, entails a revised assessment of the privileged status accord
ed cognitive states. 

But modernism is not without its defenders. David Carr and Robert 
Pippin argue that there are significant ways in which Heidegger's account 
of modernity has gone astray. They also contend that these errors in 
Heidegger's historical account of modernity highlight weaknesses in his 
response to the shortcomings of the metaphysical tradition. Carr reviews 
Heidegger's rejection of all philosophy since Descartes as a metaphysics of 
subjectivity. Carr argues, however, that Heidegger has, in two important 
respects, overlooked the transcendental tradition in modern philosophy, 
exemplified by Kant and Husserl. These transcendental philosophers, Carr 
argues, in fact affirmed the transcendence of the world, and thus cannot be 
fairly characterized as reducing all existence to existence for a subject. 
Second, these thinkers deny that the self has a foundation-giving self-trans
parency in thought. 

Robert Pippin argues that Heidegger's counter-Enlightenment reaction 
to modernity misunderstands the modern opposition to dogmatism and 
affirmation of self-grounding rationality (of which idealism is the' most 
extreme exponent), and thus overreacts or mis-reacts to the shortcomings 
of modernity. In particular, Pippin argues that we can acknowledge the pos
sibility of an unescapable historicism and lack of rational grounds, without 
thereby mystifying it. The result will be "a modernity necessarily unending 
and unsettled," but in which we need not give up on the rationalist ideal. 
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Like Pippin, Karl-Otto Apel believes that a central appeal, as well as a cen
tral difficulty, of Heidegger's history of being lies in its relativizing and his
toricizing of meaning and knowledge. Also like Pippin, Apel argues that the 
situatedness and historical contingency of the way our language mediates 
our knowledge need not force us to give up the ideal of validity. The alter
native to Heidegger's destruction of transcendental philosophy, Apel sug
gests, is the "regulative ideal" of "a consensual justification of validity 
claims." 

NOTES 

1 Being and Time, trans. John Macquarrie and Edward Robinson (New York: 
Harper & Row, 1962), p. 203. 
Z "What are Poets for?" in Poetry, Language, Thought, trans. Albert Hofstadter 
(New York: Harper & Row, 1971), p. 132. 
J"The Way to Language," in Martin Heidegger, Basic Writings, revised and expand
ed, ed. David Farrell Krell (San Francisco: HarperSanFrancisco, 1993), p. 411. 
4 See, for example, the 1925 course Logic. The Question concerning Truth, in 
Gesamtausgabe, vol. 21 (Frankfurt am Main: Klostermann, 1995), and the 1928 
course The Metaphysical Foundations of Logic. 
S Gesamtausgabe, vol. 21 (Frankfurt am Main: Klostermann, 1995), p. 6. 
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The Ego and Dasein 

1. The Figure of Descartes within Heidegger's Path 

Just as it is self-evident that Heidegger did not cease to confront Nietzsche, 
Hegel, Kant, or Aristotle, so his relation to Descartes can appear to be 
secondary. Thus, neither the commentators of Heidegger nor, to be 
sure. the historians of Descartes insist on the relation, when they do 
not ignore it altogether. Whatever the-bad or all too understandable
reasons for this misappreciation, they cannot lessen one massive fact: 
if only chronologically, Descartes appears already at the beginning of 
Heidegger's career and occupies it almost all the way to its end. If we 
stick to the texts already available in the present state of the publication 
of the Gesamtausgabe (in 1985), and unless we are forgetting something, 
the extreme evidence of a debate with Descartes intervenes as early as 
1921 and right up to 1974. 

In the course that he gives as Privatdozent in Freiburg during the 
winter semester of 1921-22, under the title of Phiinomenologische Interpre
tationen zu Aristoteles: Einfilhrung in die phiinomenologische Forschung [Phe
nomenological Interpretations of Aristotle: Introduction to Phenomenological 
Research], a course therefore prior to the Marburg period, Heidegger 
does not treat Aristotle so much as he outlines a whole introduction 
to phenomenology; however, that introduction does indeed approach a 
philosopher: but instead of Aristotle, it is Descartes. Examining in fact 
"the metaphysics ofthe I and the idealism of the I [Ich-metaphysik, ichlicher 
Idealismus]," first in its Kantian and phenomenological forms, he ends 
up finally at Descartes, whose limits he already very clearly marks: 

The "sum" is, to be sure, also first for Descartes, but it is precisely here 

already that the failure lies: he does not stop there, but already has the 

pre-conception ofthe meaning of Being in the mode of simple observation 
[Feststellung J and even of the ind ubitable [UnbezweiJelbaren J. The fact that 
Descartes was able to deviate toward the posing of a theoretical question 

1 
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of knowledge and even that, from the point of view of the history of spirit 
[geisligeschichtlichJ. he inaugurated it, simply expresses [the fact) that the 
"sum," its Being and its categorial structure, were in no way a problem to 
him, but that the significance of the word "sum" was [for him) understood 

in an indifferent sense [indifferenten . .. Sinn). absolutely not related 

[properly) to the ego, formally objective [formal gegenstiindlich). uncritical 

and unclarified. 

Already with this outline of an interpretation, Descartes appears as having 
privileged the ego in its certitude and as having assumed the sum without 
any real mediation: in other words, the mode of Being illustrated by the 
sum remains caught in its supposedly obvious, common, and indisputable 
sense and is therefore thought in fact on the basis of the acceptation of 
esse that is suitable to objects. Descartes privileges the question of the ego 
(hence the establishment of a theory of knowledge) and remains silent 
on the question of the sum (hence an objectivizing interpretation of all 
esse). Paradoxically, under the gaze of the young Heidegger, Descartes 
already poses the question of the mode of Being ofthe sum precisely by 
remaining silent on it in favor of a question concerning the status and 
the power of the I: "the weight of the question is placed immediately, 
without any motive and following the traditional standpoint, upon the 
'I,' whereby the meaning of the T remains essentially undetermined 
[unbestimmt], instead [of being placed] upon the meaning of the 'am.' "1 

Right away the essential is marked out: the I in the "I think" of the "I 
think, therefore I am," must be determined on the basis of the meaning 
of Being, and not on the basis of its own meaning as I. 

The confrontation with Descartes, outlined so early, unfolds largely 
during Heidegger's stay in Marburg. In fact, that stay both opens and 
closes with a course explicitly dedicated to Descartes. That of the first 
winter semester of 1923-24 (still unpublished) undertakes an introduc
tion to modern philosophy (Der Beginn derneuzeitlichenPhilosophie); it must 
have evoked the figure of Descartes, at least if one accepts the testimony 
from the last course given in Marburg, in the summer of 1928: "This 
class, during the summer semester of 1928, set itself the task of assuming 
a position opposed to Leibniz .... The first semester of 1923/ 1924 risked 
taking the corresponding position with Descartes, which is then surpassed 
in Sein und Zeit (§§ 19-21)." We should underscore that the last course 
not only confirms that the first was dedicated to the study of Descartes 
and also that it thus anticipated nothing less than Sein und Zeit, §§ 19-21, 
but also itself concerned Descartes inasmuch as he persists in Leibniz, 
who, "like Descartes, sees in the I, in the ego cogito, the dimension from 
which all the fundamental metaphysical concepts must be drawn. One 

2 
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attempted to resolve the problem of Being as the fundamental problem 
of metaphysics through a return to the subject. However, in Leibniz as 
well as in his predecessor [i.e., Descartes] and successors, this return to 
the I remains ambiguous because the I is not grasped in its essential 
structure and in its specific mode of Being."2 From these texts, which 
frame the stay at Marburg but also precede it, it is necessary to conclude
and all the more so, no doubt, insofar as others will come to confirm 
this clear preoccupation-that Heidegger discerns from the beginning 
of his "path of thinking" the decisive importance of Descartes; but he 
does not see it where, following the tradition, his contemporaries saw 
it-in the establishment of the ego at the level of transcendental or 
quasitranscendental r"inciple. He locates it, on the contrary, in what 
Descartes hides behind the evidence and the dignity of the ego cogito-in 
the indetermination of the way of Being of that ego, whose sum remains 
so indeterminate that it falls under the hold of the mode of Being 
of objects. Heidegger interrogates the ego cogito no longer concerning 
the cogitative origin of its primacy, but first concerning the ontological 
indetermination of its esse, and thus concerning what it conceals of itself 
and not what it proclaims of itself. This concealment, originally located 
in the indetermination of the Being of the I, in some way calls first for 
a phenomenological examination-since phenomenology bears above 
all on what, of itself, does not show itself. Thus the conversation with 
Descartes marks more than do other confrontations Heidegger's strictly 
phenomenological point of departure. 

But it characterizes just as well his last texts. Sticking to a narrowly 
chronological criterion, one could stress the fact that Descartes remains 
an essential preoccupation right up to the end. (1) In 1969, the second 
seminar at Le Thor recalls the historial position of Descartes: ''What 
happened between Hegel and the Greeks? The thought of Descartes"; 
or: "With Fichte we witness the absolutizing of the Cartesian cogito (which 
is a cogito only in the measure that it is a cogito me cogitaTe) in an absolute 
knowing."3 (2) In 1973, the Zahringen seminar carries to its highest point 
the interpretation of the Cartesian ego on the basis of the question of 
Being: " ... subjectivity itself is not questioned as to its Being; indeed, 
since Descartes it is the fundamentum inconcussum. Throughout all modern 
thought, issuing from Descartes, subjectivity consequently constitutes the 
barrier to the beginning of the question in search of Being."4 (3) In 
1974, one of the very last texts, Der Fehl heiliger Namen (The Lack of Divine 
Names) again signals this "barrier" in taking up again the theme of 
the first Marburg course: "At the beginning of modern thought are / 
According to the order before any clarification of the matter of the / 
thought of the treatises on method: / from Descartes the Discoune on 

3 
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Method and the / Regulae ad directionem Ingenii."5 If only chronologically, 
Heidegger's thought does not cease to encounter that of Descartes, 
in a confrontation at least as constant as those that tie Heidegger to 
Nietzsche or Aristotle. This textual datum, which will be confirmed 
by the great number of instances concerning Descartes in the mature 
works, nevertheless does not suffice to clarify the encounter between 
Heidegger's thought and Descartes's. At the very most it allows us to 
establish the fact of that encounter and to require an understanding of it. 
The abundance and constancy of the Cartesian references will themselves 
become intelligible, moreover, only to the extent that concepts come to 
motivate and justify them. What conceptually identifiable reason leads 
and therefore constrains Heidegger, from the beginning to the end of 
his path, to argue over and with Descartes? 

2. The Phenomenological Motif of the Original Confrontation 

At the very moment Heidegger was expounding and critiquing Descartes 
at Marburg, Husserl was expounding and agreeing with Descartes at 
Freiburg, in a course during the 1923-24 winter semester, from which the 
work First Philosophy issues: even when he happened to maintain a "false 
theory," the "philosophical genius" of Descartes led him to sow the "seeds 
oftranscendental philosophy. "6 In fact, HusserI had not awaited that date 
(nor, a fortiori, the Cartesian Meditations of 1929) to place Descartes at the 
center of his reflection; well before the Idem, the Gottingen lectures had 
done so in 1907, after, to be sure, other texts. 7 At least in its Husserlian 
form, phenomenology had already before Heidegger tied its destiny 
to that of its interpretation of Descartes, in such a way that nothing 
phenomenological could any longer be decided, regarding principle, 
without a discussion with Descartes. Such as Heidegger encounters him, 
Descartes already has the status of a phenomenological motif, if not the 
rank of a phenomenologist. For Heidegger, through the intermediary of 
Husser!, Descartes first appears positively as a phenomenologist. In other 
words, the authority of Husserl, especially after the reversal of 1907, in
vested Descartes with a phenomenological dignity of such a kind that any 
discussion concerning Descartes amounts to a discussion with Husserl; 
more exactly, any discussion of the Cartesian theses that were legitimated 
by Husserl is equivalent to a theoretical discussion ofHusserl himself. The 
equivalence between Descartes and (Husserlian) phenomenology can 
thus be developed in two absolutely opposed directions; either Descartes 
is a phenomenologist because he anticipates Husserl; or else Husserlian 
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phenomenology is not fully phenomenological because it remains impris
oned by uncriticized, even un discerned, Cartesian decisions. Very early 
on, Heidegger will follow the second direction: his departure from the 
Husserlian interpretation of phenomenology is carried out through a 
critique of the Cartesian presuppositions in it. Descartes will undergo a 
critique, but a critique that is addressed also and first at Husserl, who is 
all the less a phenomenologist insofar as he remains more a Cartesian. 
Descartes thus arises as the non phenomenological motif in Husser\. 

Thus, in the summer of 1925, the History of the Concept of Time: Prole
gomena attempts an "immanent critique of phenomenological research" 
by examining how the latter determines pure consciousness. In other 
words, 

Our [i.e., Heidegger'sl question will be: Does this elaboration of the 
thematic field of phenomenology, the field of intentionality, raise the 
question of the Bein~ of this region, of the Being of consciousne.lS? What does 
Being really mean here when it is said that the sphere of consciousness is a 
sphere and region of absolute Being? What does absolute Being mean here? 
What does Being mean when we speak of the Being of the transcendent 
world, of the reality of things? ... Does phenomenology anywhere really 
arrive at the methodological ground enabling us to construct [steLLenl this 
question of the meaning of Being, which must precede any phenomenological 
deliberation and is implicit in it? ... As the basic field of intentionality, is 
the region of pure consciousness determined in its Being, and how?!8 

One should notice that here, in 1925, Heidegger addresses to Husser! 
and to the region of consciousness the same question and, in fact, the 
same critique that he addressed already in 1921 to Descartes and to 
the ego cogito: to establish the epistemological priority of the ego and 
of consciousness is an achievement, but it does not free one from having 
to determine the ego's mode of Being. Descartes is repealed with Husserl, 
not only positively with the illumination of the condition for any certitude 
in knowledge, but also negatively, with the forgetful evasion of the mode 
of Being peculiar to originary certitude. To be sure, Husserl encountered 
and noted, between consciousness and the reality of the world, "an un
bridgeable difference of essence [ein unuberbriickbar Wesensunterschied]," 
"a veritable abyss of meaning [ein wahrer Abgrund des Sinnes]." But for 
all that, can he see therein only the divergence from "a necessary and 
absolute Being [ein notwendiges und absolutes Sein] "? In short, in order to 
think an epistemic divergence is it sufficient to name an ontic-ontological 
divergence, as if from the irreducibility of consciousness to what it consti
tutes there ensued, for this very reason. "the principial difference among 
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ways of Being, the most important that there is in general, that between 
consciousness and reality [die prinzipielle Unterschiedenheit der Seinsweisen, die 
kardinalste, die es ii.berhaupt giht, die zwischen BewuBtsein und RealitiitJ "?9 
It would have been necessary that Husserl not at all restrict himself to 
repeating the epistemic terms of the opposition-the absolutely certain 
because knowing consciousness, opposed to the reality that is contingent 
and relative because known-and undertake to elaborate the respective 
ways of Being of the two terms; but he reasons, in order to outline these 
two ways of Being, within a pair-certitude, contingency-that belongs 
entirely to the mode of Being which is solely that of the reality of the 
world, and which therefore has to do entirely with Being understood as 
permanent subsistence in the present. Like Descartes, Husserl is confined 
within the Being of the reality that is proper (or rather improper) to 
consciousness, such that he evades the supposedly principial question of 
its way of Being; for its epistemic primacy, consciousness thus pays, so to 
speak, the price of an implicit but total submission to the way of Being of 
reality, and therefore of the world. Husserl carries out such a desertion 
of the question of the Being of consciousness only by relying explicitly 
on Descartes. Indeed, he cites Descartes textually in order both to define 
and to obscure consciousness' way of Being: "Immanent Being is also 
indubitably in the sense of absolute Being, in that in principle nulla 're' 
indiget ad existendum [Das immanente Sein ist zweiffellos in dem Sinne absolutes 
Seins, dass es prinzipiell nulla 're' indiget ad existendum J."I 0 

Several remarks are necessary here. (1) Husserl undoubtedly does 
claim to define consciousness' way of Being, since he deduces absolute 
Being from immanent Being. (2) In order to reach his end, he cites 
the authority of Descartes, Principia Philosophiae, I, § 51: "Per substantiam 
nihil aliud intelligere possumus, quam rem quae ita existit, ut nulla alia re 
indigeat ad existendum [By substance we can understand nothing other 
than a thing which exists in such a way as to depend on no other thing 
for its existence]. "11 The meeting between these two thinkers certainly 
owes nothing to chance, since, already in agreement in recognizing the 
epistemic primacy of the ego, they meet again to define its way of Being 
by substantiality. (3) Husserl, however, modifies Descartes's formula: he 
omits alia in "alia re" and accepts res only between quotation marks: "nulla 
're.''' Why? Obviously because alia (res) would imply that consciousness 
was itself and first a res; but Husserl undertakes here precisely to op
pose consciousness to realitas; therefore, in defiance of any philological 
probity, he must modify what, in the quotation from Descartes, would 
implicitly extend realitas to the res cogitans, in order to retain from it 
only the application of substantiality to the ego. (4) This adjustment and 
therefore this difficulty already prove that Husser! utilizes in Descartes 
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an insufficient and unsuitable definition; and in fact, for Descartes sub
stantiality covers not only the res cogitans but even (although not with
out difficulties) all of the res extensa; therefore, it contradicts-far from 
confirming-the Husserlian privilege of consciousness: " ... substantia 
corporea et mens, sive substantia cogitans . .. [ ... corporeal substance and 
mind, or thinking substance ... ]" (Principia Philosophiae, I, § 52) .12 A 
second contradiction might be added, moreover: all finite substance, 
thinking as well as extended, admits, for Descartes, a radical indigence 
with regard to the ordinary support of God; because of this, substan
tiality, which the ego must share with extension (first disagreement with 
Husserl), has only a relative validity (with respect to God) and not at all 
an absolute validity (second disagreement with Husser!). (5) These gaps 
do not call into question Husserl's intimate familiarity with Descartes; 
they prove, on the contrary, that the fundamental convergence had more 
power than any divergence in detail. 13 Such an exemplary encounter
Husser! citing Descartes to attempt to determine consciousness' way of 
Being--could not have escaped the attention of Heidegger. In fact, the 
same course from 1925 points out Husserl's formula and identifies it with 
precision as a reprise of Descartes. It can then stigmatize the ontological 
insufficiency of the reprise: immanence, indubitability, and absoluteness 
in no way allow one to think the Being of consciousness: "This third 
determination-absolute Being-is not in its turn such that it determines 
being itself in its Being, but such that it grasps the region of consciousness 
within the order of constitution and assigns to it in this order a Being that 
is formally anterior to any objectivity."14 The Cartesian definition does 
not allow one to ground the difference of regions-which is ontological. 
Heidegger reduces to nothing the effort and the textual adaptations 
that Husserl imposes on Descartes's formula; here, it is Heidegger who 
defends the orthodoxy of the Cartesian text, precisely because it is con
ceptually opposed to Husserl. And what is more, Heidegger continues: 
not only does Husserllose his way in reprising and forcing an unsuitable 
answer from Descartes, not only does he shy away from the authentic 
determination of consciousness' way of Being by believing himself to 
satisfY such a determination through the simple reprise of Cartesian 
certitude, but he goes astray even more radically in assuming a Cartesian 
question that he has not legitimated phenomenologically. 

Husserl's primary question is simply not that concerning the character 

of the Being of consciousness [nach dem Seinscharakter des BewujJtseins J. 
Rather, he is guided by the following concern: How can consciousness 

in general become the possible object of an absolute science? What guides him 
primordially is the idea of an absolute science. But this idea, that consciousness 
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must be the region oj an absolute science, is not simply invented; it is the 
idea which has occupied modern philosophy ever since Descartes. The 
elaboration of pure consciousness as the thematic field of phenomenology 
is not derived phenomenologically by going back to the things themselves but by 

going back to a traditional idea of philosophy (nicht phanomenologisch 
im Riickgang auf selbst gewonnen, sondern im Ruckgang auJ eine traditionelk 

Idee der Philosaphie) .15 

Let us measure the scope and acuity of Heidegger's critique of 
Husser!. (1) The question of the way of Being of consciousness receives no 
answer, because Husserl remains dependent on Descartes. (2) Husserl, 
evading the authentically phenomenological difficulty of the Being of 
consciousness, privileges the non phenomenological ideal of a certain 
science of consciousness; we are therefore not far here from the parricidal 
declaration put forth by the same course: "In the basic task of determining 
its ownmost field, therefore, phenomenology is unphenomenological!"16 
(3) IfHusserl distances himselffrom phenomenology, he owes this to the 
persistence in him of the Cartesian ideal as mathesis universalis and univer
salissima sapientia, defined already in the Regulae. I? Far from guiding him 
along the phenomenological path, as HusserI thinks, Descartes played the 
notable role-from Heidegger's point of view-of holding Husserl back on 
the phenomenological path; between Husserl and full phenomenology, 
thus between Husserl and Heidegger, stands Descartes, a unique obstacle 
and stumbling block. The "affinity" that unites Husserl with DescartesIB 

therefore designates a unique phenomenological obstacle, which phe
nomenology must surmount in order to remain itself; henceforth, in 
order to advance along the phenomenological path that Husserlleaves, 
Heidegger will have not only to leave Husserl but to "destroy" the one 
who held Husserl back-Descartes himself. 

Thus can we better understand why Descartes occupies so much of 
Heidegger's attention: the chronological importance of the debate that 
he provokes ensues from the phenomenological radicality of the question 
that he poses---precisely by not posing it. To think Descartes means, for 
Heidegger, certainly not to repeat the establishment of the ego, as was 
attempted, each in his own way, by Hegel, Schelling, and Husserl, or even 
to overturn it like Nietzsche, but to destroy it in order to make appear, 
as the phenomenon that it hitherto concealed, the mode of Being of the 
ego (or of what is supposed to take its place) such as it is distinguished 
from the mode of Being of inner-worldly beings. Destroying the ego is not 
reducible to abolishing it ontically, but undertakes to free its ontOlogical 
dignity-in short, destroying the ego opens access to Dasein. In this sense, 
within Heidegger's thought Descartes has no other privilege than that of 
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the obstacle par excellence that prohibits the ontological fulfillment of 
phenomenology by blocking it with the ego and by thus masking Dasein. 

3. The First Omission: The Indetermination of the "Ego Sum" 

In 1927, and consistent with what has been outlined since 1921, Descartes 
intervenes in Sein und Zeit as "a supreme counter-example." A counterex
ample, exactly an extreme countercase (Gegenfall) of the ontological 
problematic of world hood, Descartes therefore pushes phenomenology 
to its final extremity by failing to recognize the way of Being of the beings 
of the world; but this being the case, he calls into question-such as we 
shall see-the way of Being of all beings, beginning with Dasein. Indeed, 
"since the interpretation of the world first begins with an intra-worldly 
being, in order then to lose sight completely of the phenomenon of 
the world, let us try to clarifY ontologically this point of departure by 
considering perhaps the most extreme development to which it ever 
led [in seiner vielleicht extremsten Durchfiihrung L" namely the Cartesian 
ontology of the world. In this extremity, moreover, it is also a question of 
"the phenomenological destruction of the' cogito sum,' "which Heidegger 
announces, as the third part of his debate with Descartes, after §§ 19-
20, just outlined in § 21 and put off to the unpublished "Second Part, 
Division 2."19 In fact, the reproach addressed to Descartes applies to two 
omissions, that with respect to the world, and that also with respect to 
the ego, whose two ways of Being are missed equally, if in different ways. 
It is necessary to remark, moreover, that the reproach made to Descartes 
precedes the famous analysis of the res extensa from §§ 18-21,20 where 
there is only a first confirmation, appearing first with regard to the cogito 
sum, already in the introduction to Sein und Zeit; this one holds, let us 
stress, for the entire plan announced in § 8, and therefore also for the 
unpublished part. The principle that institutes subjectivity within all of 
modern philosophy displays two characteristics: it claims to announce an 
absolutely certain beginning and, at the same time, it misses the thought 
of Being by masking the esse in the sum which is itself still left unthought 
under the shadow cast by the ego, which is alone thought in evidence: 
"In the course of this history, certain privileged domains of Being have 
come into view and have served as the primary guides for subsequent 
problematics (the ego cogito of Descartes, the subject, the I, reason, spirit, 
the person). But these domains, consistent with the complete omission 
[Versiiumnis] of the question of Being, remain uninterrogated as to Being 
and the structure of their Being." Or again: 
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In taking over Descartes' ontological position Kant made an essential 
omission rein wesentliches VeTSllumnis): he failed to provide an ontology 
of Dasein, This omission was a decisive one in the spirit of Descartes' 
own most tendencies, With the "cogito sum" Descartes had claimed that 
he was putting philosophy on a new and firm footing, But what he left 
undetermined [unbestimmt] in this "radical" beginning was the mode of 
Being of the res cogitans, or more precisely the meaning of the Being of the 
"sum ", The elaboration of the implicit ontological foundations of the 
cogito sum is what marks the second stage along the path of the destructive 
return toward the history of ontology, Our interpretation not only proves 
that Descartes had necessarily to omit [versaumen) the question of Being 
in general, but it even shows why he was able to suppose that the absolute 
"Being-certain" of the cogito exempted him from raising the question of 
the meaning of Being of that being,21 

Several remarks become unavoidable here, (1) In its § 6, Sein und 
Zeit questions Descartes first and above all with regard to the meaning of 
the Being of the sum; or rather, the Cartesian omission of the meaning of 
Being in general is indicated first and above all in the ego cogito; only the 
order of the first part and the absence of the second can give the reader 
the feeling that, within his debate with Descartes, Heidegger privileges 
the doctrine of the res extensa, With regard to this, one is dealing only 
with a particular failure (to think the phenomenon of the world), which 
is inscribed in the universal failure to think the way of Being of beings and, 
to begin with, of Dasein. (2) Nevertheless, the ego cogito and the res extensa 
offer to the phenomenological destruction undertaken by Sein und Zeit 
the case of two comparable "omissions": Descartes fails to recognize the 
ego's way of Being because he sticks to the certitude of its existence, with
out distinguishing a particular epistemic category from an ontologically 
determined existential; and ifhe sticks here to certitude, it is because he 
limits himself to transposing it into the ego starting from the domain 
where he first experienced it epistemically, the object of methodical 
science, extension. For if epistemically the object depends on the ego ac
cording to a tacit and undefined ontology (a gray ontology, let us say), the 
ego borrows from the res extensa in order to carry out its own interpreta
tion through certitude. In all cases, the two "omissions" go hand in hand, 
displaying the same insufficiency: the indetermination of the meaning 
of Being. (3) The two dimensions of this single insufficiency anticipate 
exactly the two regions distinguished by Husser\: the absolute region of 
consciousness, on the one hand, and the relative region of worldly things, 
on the other. Andjust as Descartes fails to think them as such, so Husser! 
fails to think their respective meanings of Being. It is therefore suitable 
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to take up and to specifY the two failures of which Sein und Zeit accuses 
Descartes as integral parts of the "destruction" of the history of ontology 
and therefore, positively, to understand them again as a breakthrough 
beyond the phenomenological obstacle presented by Descartes. 

Habitually taken as the thinker of the cogito sum, Descartes could 
therefore more properly be characterized by a radical inability to think 
that very same cogito sum, or at least to think the sum on the basis of the 
esse; on the contrary, Descartes reduces sum to cogito and cogito to sum. 
The ego itself is characterized only by an epistemic determination-that 
of the absolutely certain first principle which renders possible the certain 
knowledge of other beings. The extension of certitude, which goes from 
the known being back to the knowing ego, satisfies the generalized 
requirements of method only by leaving proportionally indeterminate 
and shadowy the question of the meaning of Being for the ego. The 
more that epistemic certitude invades ever more extended domains of 
being so as to render them homogenous as so many cogitata, the more 
the whole of being betrays the deep indetermination in which it is left 
by the forgetting of any interrogation concerning what, each time, Being 
means for each being or each domain of beings. This first affects the ego, 
which, by absorbing, so to speak, the esse in the sum and the sum in itself. 
assures in itself only its own ontological failure. This indetermination 
marks the first and radical omission of Descartes: " ... a total ontolog
ical indetermination of the res cogitans sive mens sive animus"; or again: 
"Descartes. to whom one attributes the discovery of the cogito sum as the 
point of departure for modern philosophical questioning, examined
within certain limits-the cogitare of the ego. On the other hand, he leaves 
the sum totally unelucidated [uneriirtet] , even though he posits it just 
as originally as the cogito. "22 By stigmatizing such an indetermination, 
Heidegger in no way contests, however, the certitude of the knowledge 
of the ego as cogito; it is even very remarkable that he never engages in the 
debate, as common as it is facile and lazy, to call into question the certitude 
of the reasons that end up demonstrating the first, absolutely indubitable 
and necessary existence of the ego as cogito. Heidegger contests an entirely 
different point-namely. that epistemic certitude, which delivers the ego 
as the first certain object for the knowledge that, finally, the ego itself 
is, should suffice to determine ontologically the ego's characteristic way 
of Being. Through his very silence on this point, Descartes postulates 
the univocity of certitude (which keeps the same meaning and the same 
validity when it goes from known objects back to the knowing subject); 
that univocity is founded (like, moreover, the medieval univocatio entis) 
only on a deep indetermination. Or better: the certitude remains not only 
ontologically undetermined, but above all indifferent to the question 
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bearing on the ways of Being of the meaning of Being. Descartes first 
claims that certitude applies in the same sense to the whole (nevertheless 
heterogeneous) series of cogitatum-cogita-ego; then he postulates that,just 
as the cogitatum is, ever since the gray ontology of the Regulae, supposed 
to find the correct determination of its mode of Being in certitude, so 
the ego requires no determination of the meaning of its Being other 
than, again, certitude alone. The certitude of the ego cogito therefore 
does not abolish the indetermination in it of the sum and of the esse but 
rather reinforces that indetermination. The evident certitude of the ego 
allows Descartes only to desert any interrogation of the mode of Being 
implied by that very certitude and leads him to consider the meaning 
of its Being as self-evident, evident by itself. "Nota est omnibus essentiae ab 
existentia distinctio," he responded to Hobbes.23 Descartes thus not only 
omits the question of the meaning of Being of the sum; he masks this 
omission itself, in blinding himself with the epistemic evidence of the 
cogito. Descartes's first omission is accomplished by omitting itself. 

This omission of the omission nevertheless decides the ego's way of 
Being, precisely because itdoes not explicitly determine that way of Being: 
if Descartes does not think its sum as such, he will think it implicitly on 
the model of intra-worldly being, following a "reflection [Riickstrahlung) 
of the understanding of the world on the explication of Dasein," for 
"Dasein . .. is inclined to fall [verfallen) upon the world where it is and 
to interpret itself reflectively [reluzentJ on the basis of that worJd. "24 The 
way of Being of intra-worldly being thus becomes, precisely because there 
lacks any approach to the meaning of Being of the ego, the pole of 
attraction and of interpretation of the way of Being of intra-worldly being. 
The Cartesian ego (like, moreover, its substitutes and derivatives within 
the metaphysical tradition, up to and including its Husserlian avatar) 
differs essentially from Dasein in this: it is not according to its proper 
way of Being, and therefore it is not thought according to its proper way, 
but, first and always, it runs aground on intra-worldly being and imports 
upon itself intra-worldly being's improper way of Being. It is certainly 
an ego only by not being according to its Being-epistemic certitude, 
ontologically undetermined. The Cartesian ego is lost the very instant it 
finds itself and precisely because it finds itself in the mode of certitude. 

4. The Second Omission: The Permanence of Intra-Worldly Being 

The impropriety is here doubled, for just as the Cartesian interpretation 
of the ego omits its way of Being and also fails to understand this first 
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omission; just as the absence of that interpretation delivers the ego to 
engulfment in the mode of Being of intra-worldly beings to which it 
nevertheless does not in principle belong; so finally the interpretation 
of the mode of Being of intra-worldly beings omits, in Descartes, the 
phenomenon of the world so as to substitute for it the univocal and 
minimal subsistence of presence-at-hand (VoThandenheit). According to 
an analysis that is as well known as it is ambiguous and ephemeral,25 
the worldhood of the world is manifested less by the subsistence of 
beings present-at-hand (voThanden) than by their play in the capacity of 
equipment that is manipulable and ready-to-hand; in this play, beings are 
defined by that for which they can serve (um zu), in a finality that, under 
the diverse aspects of interest, of utility, of function, of organization, etc., 
ultimately depends on "what it is all about" (Bewandtnis) , and therefore on 
Dasein itself, which thus opens the world in its worldhood. The subsistence 
of being present-at-hand (VOThandenheit) follows from Zuhandenheit only 
through the reduction and impoverishment of being ready-to-hand to 
the sole requirements of theory; the object required by the theoretical 
attitude must only remain, isolated as an atom of evidence, permanent 
as a perfect subsistence, neutralizing all finality as purely objective. The 
object of the theoretical attitude is obtained through reduction, abstrac
tion, and method; it does not precede the being that is usable and ready
to-hand, but follows from it through impoverishment and elimination. 
That operation, which thus reverses the phenomenological preeminence 
of Zuhandenheit over VOThandenheit, results from Descartes. The privilege 
that method accords to mathematical knowledge in fact does not rest 
for him on some intrinsic excellence of that science, but on its aptitUde 
for reaching the certitude and permanent subsistence of an object; the 
primacy accorded to mathematics results, according to Descartes, from 
the privilege, immediately conceded to permanent subsistence alone, of 
certain objectivity as the sole meaning of intra-worldly being. 

What has a mode of Being of the kind that measures up to the Being that 
is accessible to mathematical knowledge is in the proper sense. That being 
is what always is what it is; this is why what constitutes the real Being of 

beings experienced in the world is that which has the character of constant 

remaining (des standigen Verbleibs], as remanens capax mutationum . ... Far 
from allowing the mode of Being of intraworldly beings to be given 
beforehand by those beings, Descartes, on the contrary, prescribes to 

the world its "veritable" Being on the basis of an idea of Being (Being = 
constant Being-present-at-hand (Sein = stiindige VorhandenheitJ) that is no 
more legitimated in its own right than it is unveiled in its origin. 
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The permanence of being as an object present-at-hand, "sliindige Ding
vorhandenheit,"26 establishes the meaning of Being of intra-worldly being 
only by degrading it in an acceptation that imposes certitude upon it, at 
the expense ofthe phenomenality ofthe world. The interpretation of be
ing in general as permanent subsistence present-at-hand (Vorhandenheil) 
does not only omit the meaning of the Being of the ego by leaving the sum 
in it undetermined as such; it omits also and to begin with the meaning of 
the Being of intra-worldly being, of which it nevertheless claims to assure 
perfect knowledge. The two omissions come together in a common and 
more originary failure to think the Being of any being. 

What assessment can the historian of philosophy-if at least, by a 
fragile hypothesis, he can be isolated from the philosopher-give of such 
an analysis and "destruction" of Descartes? Without launching into a 
more ample discussion that it would be necessary to carry out in another 
framework, we shall stick to three remarks. 

1. Heidegger confirms that the stiindige Vorhandenheit obfuscates and 
occupies the meaning of Being by raising the Cartesian interpretation of 
the res extensa as substantia, itself reduced to what remanet (= verbleibt) 
in any reduction.27 This reference is obviously very exact; however, it 
masks another reference, which attributes permanence (remanet) first 
and directly to the ego before the res extensa itself; for, before asking 
"Remanetne adhuc eadem cera?" and responding "&manere jatendum est," 
thus before encountering the res extensa (which, it is necessary to repeat, 
does not intervene in the analysis of the piece of wax), Descartes had 
already reduced the ego to the cogito " ... ut ita tandem praecise remaneat 
illud tantum quod certum est et inconrussum. "28 If permanence characterizes 
certitude as the (missed) way of Being, then it would have to intervene 
already with the first certitude, and, in fact, it does indeed intervene 
with the existence of the ego; thus it is with respect to the ego that it 
would have been necessary to carry out the diagnostic of permanent 
subsistence: each time that it thinks, the ego remains. To miss such a 
Cartesian reference is surprising on the part of one who knows Descartes 
as precisely as Heidegger, and all the more insofar as this first remaining 
confirms, far from weakening, the whole thesis put forth by Sein und 
Zeit: Vorhandenheit does not determine only intra-worldly being, but flows 
back, through reflection (Ruckstrahlung) , upon the ego itself and closes 
all access for it to its true Being. One might respond, and quite rightly, 
that §§ 19-21, treating worldhood only such as Descartes misses it, did not 
have either to know or to mention a text treating the Vorhandenheit of the 
ego. However, even if one accepts this response, another question arises: 
Did Heidegger have to use the remaining of the ego, in the Second Part, 
Division 2, dedicated to the "ontological foundation of Descartes' 'cogito 
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sum' "?29 Within this hypothesis alone, he would have taken more from a 
text that backs him up at the very moment when, apparently, he ignores it. 

2. The omission of the meaning of Being in general is indicated 
in the Cartesian texts by the insufficiency of the doctrine of substance. 
On the one hand, Heidegger notes pertinently, substance is reputed as 
not affecting us directly, " ... non potest substantia primum animadverti 
ex hoc solo, quod sit res existens, quia hoc solum per se nos non afficit. "30 

Thus, the investigation concerning substance turns straightaway toward 
an investigation concerning its principal attribute, while substance itself 
remains in principle unknown in itself. There follows a fundamental 
"equivocity" of the term,3! which confuses its ontological acceptation 
with its ontic acceptation, so as to evade all the more easily the complete 
desertion of the first and take refuge in the treatment of the second. 
The debate, to which Descartes gives priority, concerning the distinction 
between finite and infinite substance only reinforces the fundamental 
orientation toward the solely ontic acceptation of substantia; in no way 
does the Cartesian treatise on substantia, in Principia, I, §§ 51-54, take 
up the discussion, which is ontological at least in intention, of ouoia by 
Aristotle in Metaphysics Z. This reproach of Heidegger to Descartes seems 
to us essentially justified. 

The debate becomes deeper in a second critique, which is less 
visible but more important. In submitting the ontological to the ontic 
in substantia, Descartes necessarily confuses the ontological difference: 
"The ontic being substituted for the ontological, the expression substantia 
functions sometimes in the ontological sense, sometimes in the ontic 
sense, but most often in a confused ontico-ontological sense. But what 
is harbored in this imperceptible difference [Unterschied] of signification 
is the inability to master the fundamental problem of Being." To this 
grundsatzliches Grundproblem, Heidegger adds a note in his personal copy, 
a simple phrase, ontologische Differenz.32 A decisive addition! For it reveals 
that by obscuring the ontological within substantia Descartes first gave 
rise to the aporia wherein Husserl was snpposed to be caught when he 
imagined himself able to distinguish substances (or "regions") solely 
by ontic criteria, without undertaking to distinguish their respective 
modes of Being (ontologically). It reveals, next, that Descartes failed to 
confront the difference between Being and beings, which alone would 
have allowed him to establish ontologically the distinction between beings 
or substances. The convergence of these two omissions-of the meaning 
of Being of the ego, and of the meaning of Being of intra-worldly being
flows finally from the original evasion before the ontological difference. 
The reintegration of Descartes within the history of metaphysics, through 
what Sein und Zeit as yet names only the "destruction of the history of 
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ontology," had, moreover, to finish by revealing in him the essential 
trait of metaphysics: the failure to recognize the difference between 
Being and beings. Since in Sein und Zeit this difference remains implicit, 
though really at work, it stigmatizes Descartes only under the form of 
the two omissions of the meaning of Being of beings. That, however, is 
sufficient to bring out the ontologically Cartesian genealogy of Husserl's 
phenomenological insufficiencies-which it was a matter of showing. 

3. Could one not, however, object to the analysis of Sein und Zeit 
that Descartes does indeed elaborate a thought of the world? Is not the 
worldhood of the world set up as an explicit problem to begin with when 
the ego asks itselfwhether it is alone in the world, "me solum esse in mundo, "33 

and then when it undertakes to prove the existence of the world in the 
Sixth Meditation? From these two references, one must on the contrary 
draw an argument in favor of the thesis of Seinund Zeit. In the first case, the 
ego reaches other possible beings only starting from itself, that is, from 
the ideae that it can have of such beings; thus representation determines 
them in advance as certain objects, and therefore according to subsisting 
persistence (Vorhandenheit), with God constituting no exception to this 
determination and, symptomatically, the other person finding in it no 
free place.34 In the second case, the very fact that the "existence of the 
external world" must be proved constitutes-more than the absence 
of convincing proof which Kant deplored in taking up the Cartesian 
plan35-the real phenomenological "scandal"; for the world can owe its 
existence to such a proof only inasmuch as it is first reduced to the level 
of a representation that awaits actuality, that is, the level of Vorhandenheit. 
To prove (or not) the existence of the world presupposes that one has 
already neglected the worldhood of the world-its appearance within the 
phenomenological horizon. 

The two omissions in Descartes therefore constitute only one
to have grasped "the Being of 'Dasein' ... in the very same way as the 
Being of the res extensa-namely, as substance." Thus he determines Kant: 
"'Consciousness of my Dasein' means for Kant a consciousness of my 
Being-present-at-hand [Vorhmidensein] in the sense of Descartes. When 
Kant uses the term 'Dasein' he has in mind the Being-present-at-hand of 
consciousness just as much as the Being-present-at-hand ofthings [sowohl 
das Vorhandensein des BewujJtseins wie das Vorhandensein der Dinge]. "36 

5. "Dasein" as a "Destruction" of the "Ego" 

Descartes's two omissions of the thought of the meaning of Being lead 
back therefore, in the end, to a single inability to think the Being of 
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beings without recourse to Vorhandenheit; that inability itself results from 
the failure to recognize the ontological difference-at least understood 
according to its negative formulation: "Being can never be explained by 
beings. "37 The ego is set up by Descartes, and after him by Kant no less 
than by Hegel, as a being which is privileged to the point that it must 
account for all other beings and take the place of any meaning of Being 
in them; in short, it must guarantee them ontically and legitimate them 
onto logically. But at the same time, and in an increasing measure, its 
own meaning of Being remains, first of all, completely undetermined. 
The indetermination of the ego cogito in its mode of Being overruns 
all the other beings and deprives them of any ontological solidity-"the 
ontological groundlessness [ontologische Bodenlosigkeit] of the problematic 
of the Self [Selbst] from Descartes' res cogitans to the Hegelian concept 
of spirit." In other words, "if idealism signifies tracing every being back 
to a subject or to a consciousness having the distinctive privilege of 
remaining undetermined [unbestimmt] in their Being and of being able 
at the very most to be characterized negatively as 'non-things,' then that 
idealism is no less naive on the methodological level than the crudest 
realism. "38 Consequently, what separates Descartes (and those whom he 
made possible) from the question concerning the meaning of Being is 
exactly equivalent to what separates the ego cogito from Dasein. Dasein 
maintains within itself an echo of what the ego [cogito] already exhibits: 
Da-, here, in this unique place where all the rest can then take place; 
but with the ego cogito the rest has the status only of cogitatum, because I 
limit myself, or rather I is limited in the capacity of ego, to cogitare; on 
the contrary, starting from Dasein, the Da- accords to the rest of being 
nothing less than sein, nothing less than to be. There where the ego gives 
to be thought, or rather to make itself be thought (or even to make 
itself simple thought) without ever giving Being in a determinate and 
determining sense, Dasein gives Being by determining the way of Being 
of the other beings, because it itself, in advance and according to its 
privilege, determines itself to be according to its own way of Being. To 
be sure, the ego is, but it is without thinking about it, since it thinks 
only about thinking its thinkable things, whose respective ways of Being 
it does not establish any more than it is itself determined in its own way 
of Being; in thinking itself as being only through and for the exercise of 
the cogitatio, it masks, through the epistemic evidence of its nevertheless 
ontologically loose existence, and then through the certitude of the other 
subsistent truths, the total absence of decision concerning the Being of 
beings, which are reduced to the level of pure and simple cogitata. Ego 
cogito, not ego sum, nor Dasein-the very formula that Descartes privileges 
betrays what indetermination disqualifies it ontologically and the two 
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omissions that it commits. From this point on, the whole interpretation 
of Descartes by Sein und Zeit would have to be thematizable within the 
sole opposition between the ego cogito and Dasein, consistent with the 
declaration of principle that "the res cogitans, which does not coincide 
with Dasein either ontically or ontologically .... "39 

These oppositions remain to be developed. According to the first, 
ontically, the res cogitans does not coincide with Dasein; indeed, the res 
cogitans has only an antic consciousness of itself (from the point of view 
of Dasein) , whereas Dasein is not identified (from the point of view of the 
res cogitans) as being itself another res cogitans. Although Heidegger never 
presents this opposition explicitly, it can nevertheless be reconstructed, 
in at least three ways. 

1. The ego is a res that shares the realitas of intra-worldly beings, 
whether they be present-at-hand or ready-to-hand; on the contrary, "the 
Being of Dasein was at the same time delimited in relation to [abgegrenzt 
gegen] modes of Being (Being-ready-to-hand, Being-present-at-hand, re
ality [Zuhandenheit, Vorhandenheit, Realitiit]) that characterize the being 
that is not to the measure of Dasein. "40 The res of the ego leads to 
the Husserlian impossibility of distinguishing effectively the region of 
consciousness from the region ofthe world; on the contrary, Dasein dues 
not count among the real terms, nor does it admit anything real in itself, 
because it precedes and renders possible the mode of Being of reality. 

2. The ego is defined by the absolute primacy in it of the theoretical 
attitude; it is born from doubt; but this very doubt becomes practicable 
only inasmuch as every immediate, urgent, useful, and necessary relation 
has disappeared: " ... no conversation ... no cares or passions," " ... 
curis omnibus exsolvi." On the contrary, "scientific research is neither the 
only. nor the closest possible mode of Being of this being [i.e .• Dasein] "; 
indeed. Dasein relates to the world in the mode of preoccupation. which 
manipulates and utilizes beings as ready-to-hand. and therefore without 
the least disinterest; the theoretical attitude befalls Dasein only after the 
fact and as through subtraction: "In order for knowing [Erkennen] to 
become possible. as a circunispective determination of the present-at
hand [des Vorhandenen] , there must first be a deficiency in our preoccupied 
having-to-do with the world."41 Dasein is not limited to maintaining the 
theoretical attitude, in rejecting the so-called "natural" attitude (in fact, 
the preoccupation that makes use of being inasmuch as ready-to-hand), 
but assures and passes beyond both, because, more radically, it is Dasein 
that, ontologically, first renders them possible. 

3. Finally, the res cogitans is confined to the domain of the cogitatio 
and relegates to other res that of extensio. according to an almost irreme
diable caesura; consequently, the res cogitans escapes space, which it also 
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lets escape. Dasein, on the contrary, because it is not first defined by the 
representation of present-at-hand (v(JT'handen) being, does not exclude 
a fundamental spatiality. The "spatiality of Dasein" has to do with the 
de-severing (Entfernung) through which it abolishes the distance of a 
being with respect to itself; such a nullification of distance, and thus a de
severing, modulates the original ecstasy of Dasein, its Being-in-the-world. 
As opposed to the subject of idealism, issuing from the ego cogito, "the 
'subject,' if well understood ontologically, Dasein, is spatial. "42 Dasein is 
neither nonextended in the way of the ego cogito, nor is it extended in the 
way of the material res: it is spatial, or, in other words, not nonextended. 
Thus, Dasein, by refusing to take on the common title of res, is not 
restrained in face of the res cogitans but on the contrary surpasses it, in 
not being limited either to the theoretical attitude or to nonextension. 
It is perfectly confirmed that, taken as a being, Dasein does not coincide 
with the res cogitans. 

But, as the "on tic characteristic of Dasein consists in the fact that it 
is ontological," its ontic opposition to the res cogitans can only prepare 
the ontological distinction that distinguishes it from the res cogitans (this 
time on the basis of itself and not at all of the res cogitans). No doubt, 
the res cogitans can claim, like Dasein, a multifarious "primacy," but not 
such an "ontological primacy." On at least three points the opposition 
between them becomes irreducible. 

1. In Dasein, its Being is at issue; it is peculiar to this being to have 
to decide on its mode of Being and, in that decision, not only is its 
(mode of) Being at issue, but Being as such, and therefore the mode 
of Being of other beings, which themselves do not have to decide on 
the one or the other.43 Dasein maintains with itself a surprising relation 
of uncertainty: far from assuring itself of itself in knowing itself as such, 
it knows itself only in admitting what play is at play in it-the play of its 
Being or more exactly the play of Being put into play, always to be decided 
in the case ofthis privileged being. Dasein knows itself authen tically only 
by recognizing itself as an undecided and all the more uncertain stake, 
which will never and must never be rendered certain. Dasein plays-in the 
sense that wood has play: it maintains a gap, an articulation, a mobility, 
in order that the fold of Being, everywhere else invisible, should unfold, 
turning on that being like a panel on a hinge. Such a play, in the end 
beyond both incertitude and certitude, decidedly opposes Dasein to the 
ego cogito. No doubt, Heidegger is textually wrong to characterize the ego 
cogito as fundamentum inconcussum; however, Descartes does indeed aim 
in it at a "fundamentum, cui omnis certitudo niti posses," at some "fairly solid 
foundations"; and Descartes does indeed wish it to be unshakable: "min
imum quid . .. certum et inconcussum"; it is even notable that he thinks it 
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according to the persistence of Vorhandenheit: "quidjirmum et mansurum"; 
even more, the ego itself immediately takes the form of a foundation, 
or better an autarchic and sufficient fund: "a fund that is entirely my 
own."44 In thinking itself, the ego takes hold of itself as full owner; not 
only is incertitude overcome, but the certitude of the fund, henceforth 
definitive, will be extended to every other cogitatum to come; the ego, to 
be sure, decides itself, but in order to abolish all play in the certitude of 
self; and if in the future the ego decides other beings, it will be in order to 
reduce them, as so many cogitata, to its own certitude. Thus Dasein opens 
a play, that of the Being of other beings, through its own, there where 
the ego closes all incertitude, first in itself, and then in the cogitata. 

2. Dasein exists, but existence is defined in its turn as possibility: 
"Dasein always understands itself in terms of its existence, in terms of a 
possibility of itself to be itself or not to be itself." To exist means: to be 
outside of oneself, in such a way as to be only in the mode of being
able-to-be, in accordance with the stakes that essentially establish this 
being in a fundamental play with its Being, and therefore with Being 
itself; existence implies the ecstasy of Dasein outside of itself in the play 
of Being on which it is up to Dasein to decide. When the res cogitans 
grabs hold of itself with certitude in saying "ego sum, ego existo,"45 It 
immediately interprets its sum, and therefore its Being, as an existence. 
Is it a matter of the existence that characterizes Dasein? On the contrary, 
specifies Heidegger: "if we choose existence to designate the Being of this 
being [i.e., Dasein], this term does not and cannot have the ontological 
signification of the traditional term existentia; existentia is ontologically 
[exactly] tantamount to Being-present-at-hand [Vorhandensein], a mode 
of Being that is essentially foreign to the being that has the character of 
Dasein." Is it necessary to prove that Descartes in fact understands existentia 
as the counterpart simply of possible essence, which it abolishes in certain 
and univocal permanence? He himself does not even define existence, 
insofar as he considers it as self-evident. "Neminem enim unquam extitisse tam 
stupidum crediderim, qui prius quid sit existentia edocendus fuerit, antequam se 
esse concludere potuerit atque afjitmare. "46 For the ego cogito, existentia means 
entrance into Vorhandenheit; for Dasein, existence signifies exit from self 
and transcendence with regard to Vorhandenheit, in order to enter into 
the possibility that, definitively, it is. 

3. Finally, "it belongs essentially to Dasein to be in the world." 
Contrary to its Husserlian limit, intentionality is not restricted to the 
theoretical attitude because the relation to the world does have to do 
first with the constitution of things; intentionality is broadened and 
radicalized to the point of opening the I, immediately and from itself, 
to something like a world; thus alone can the Being of other beings be 
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at issue in a being. This critique of Husserl, which in an important way 
motivated the publication of Sein und Zeit and which runs throughout the 
whole work, is also valid against Descartes, by virtue of the "affinity" that 
unites them. Descartes, indeed, reaches the ego cogito on the hypothesis 
of its independence with respect to the whole possible world; the ego 
appears in fact when and on condition that the beings of the world 
disappear under hyperbolic doubt; the ego is thus defined as "a substance 
whose whole essence or nature is simply to think, and which does not 
require any place, or depend on any material thing, in order to exist. "47 

Thus Heidegger is perfectly well founded in speaking (with regard to 
Husserl and Kant, and thus also with regard to Descartes) of a "worldless 
I [weltlose lch]," of a "worldless subject [weltlose Subjekt]."48 The classic 
difficulties of an opening to the world in Cartesian ism do not have to 
be recalled here; they would sufficiently confirm the diagnostic given by 
Heidegger. Thus Dasein in no way rediscovers itselfin the res cogitans, since 
the ego could be defined on the basis of Dasein as its strict reverse: the 
being for whom its own Being is not an issue. Reciprocally, Dasein could 
be defined, on the basis of the ego cogito, as its reverse: the being that is 
not inasmuch as it thinks (itself). Dasein therefore maintains with the ego 
cogito a relation of "destruction." 

6. "Dasein" as a Confirmation of the "Ego" 

Such a relation of "destruction," however, would not make any sense if 
there were not in the ego, such as it limits itself to thinking, already an 
ontology; for the "destruction" always bears on "the history of ontology." It 
is therefore necessary to presuppose for the ego a metaphysical situation, 
which inscribes it within the history ofthe ignored on tological difference; 
there follows a reexamination of the case of the ego cogito such as it 
still deploys a figure of the Being of being, although in an obscure and 
forgetful mode. But this historical (or rather historial) presupposition 
would not have any legitimacy if the ego cogito could not establish its 
ontological pertinence, even inauthentic and obfuscated, no longer in 
the course of the history of ontology but in the "new beginning"; if only 
to maintain its hermeneutic role toward and within metaphysics, the ego 
must keep in itself a reserve and potentiality of Being. It remains to be 
examined, therefore, whether Sein und Zeit does justice , if only partially, 
to these two postulations of the ego cogito. 

From the-dominant-point of view of its "omission," the Cartesian 
ego is absolutely denied the manifestation of the meaning of Being, a 
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property that characterizes Dasein alone. The ontico-ontological antag
onism between the ego cogito and Dasein appeared dearly enough (§ 5 
above) that, without insisting on it or weakening it, we would nevertheless 
counterbalance it with the remark of another relation between these same 
antagonists. To be sure, the ego cogito presents itself to Dasein as its most 
rigorous adversary; and yet Dasein would not have such an urgent need 
to destroy it if Dasein did not find in it, as in a delinquent outline, some 
of its own most characteristic traits: indeed, Dasein cannot not recognize 
itself in at least four characteristics of the ego cogito, according to a rivalry 
that is all the more troubling insofar as the similitudes only sharpen it. 

1. Dasein "does not have an end [Ende] at which it just stops, but 
it exists finitely [existiert endlich] "; finitude is not added as if from the 
outside to an existence which, thus, simply would not have an indefinite 
(endlose) duration; it essentially determines Dasein, which is only for a 
term, its own death, according to a temporality of the future; marking 
Being-toward-death, finitude opens access for Dasein to its characteristic 
ecstatic temporality, according to the privilege of the future, in oppo
sition to the temporality of Vorhandenheit, which privileges the present 
as remaining. But the ego cogito is just as well characterized by finitude: 
"cum sim finitus";49 this finitude does not have only an anthropological 
function (the ego has to die, it lacks several perfections, etc.) but a quasi
ontological function; indeed, finitude alone provokes doubt, and thus 
opens up the cogitatio, which in its turn establishes the beings of the 
world as so many cogitata to be constituted; the finitude of the ego thus 
directly determines the meaning of Being for beings other than the ego. 
The pertinence of this rapprochement, of course, remains hidden to and 
by Heidegger, since he envisages the finitude of the ego only within the 
horizon of "the anthropology of Christianity and the ancient world "50 and 
reduces the relation between finite substance and infinite substance to an 
efficient production, so as to deny Cartesian finitude an originaryvalidity. 
I t nevertheless remains that the ego can establish both itself as cogito and, 
indissolubly, the beings of the world as cogitata, only because it is ac
cording to an essential finitude; moreover, Heidegger's later meditation 
on the cogitatio (representation, Vorstellung) will continually develop this 
implication. Therefore, Dasein confirms the ego according to finitude. 

2. There is more: Dasein is that being for whom Being is an issue 
only on the express condition that that Being be its own, in person: "its 
essence lies rather in the fact that in each case it has its Being to be, 
and has it as its own [es je sein Sein als seiniges l.U sein hat]"; or again: 
"That Being which is an issue for this being is in each case minco ... 
Because Dasein has in each case minene.ss UemeinigkeitJ. one must always 
use a personal pronoun when one addresses it: 'I am,' 'you are.' "51 Dasein 
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could not be itself, namely the one to whom it characteristically belongs 
to put itself into playas a being with Being for its stakes, except in a 
personal capacity; no one can play the role of Dasein in place of anyone 
else; the function of Dasein does not allow any failure to appear; even if it 
is a "you are" that is the Dasein, this you will itself also have to say "I am "; 
Dasein, even and especially played by another than myself, is played in the 
first person because it must be played in person. Thus, even if Dasein does 
not say ego cogito to begin with, it can say -sein only by saying "ich bin," and 
therefore "ego sum." Dasein therefore inevitably speaks, at least once, like 
the ego cogito: "ego sum," "I am." This meeting appears absolutely decisive. 
Indeed, Descartes did not simply inaugurate the tie between cogitatio and 
existence in a "subject"; he tied them in a "subject" that itself is always 
interpreted (in the theatrical sense of the term) in the first person, or 
better, as a character (persona, also theatrical) that one must perform in 
person (stiII theatrically) by assuming the function of an "I"-by saying 
"I," "hoc pronunciatum, Ego. "52 The successors of Descartes wiII tend, on 
the contrary, to eliminate this involvement of and with the ego; either 
by replacing the first formula with another, which no one any longer has 
to perform exclusively: "Homo (ogitat" (Spinoza); or else they will abolish 
it, either by subtraction (Malebranche), or by generalization (Leibniz). 
Descartes is distinguished, therefore, not only by the necessary relation 
between the two simple natures (cogitatio and existentia), but above all by 
the performance oftheir necessary tie by the irreplaceable ego. Existence 
befalls man only inasmuch as he thinks, but above all inasmuch as he 
thinks in the position of the ego. Thus Descartes approaches fairly well 
the irreplaceability that characterizes Dasein. Therefore, Dasein confirms 
the ego according to mineness (Jemeinigkeit) .53 

3. The finitude and irreplaceability of Dasein befall it as the being 
for whom its Being is an issue; that way of Being falls to it by virtue 
of its Being-toward-death, for death is its own most, its most absolute, 
and its least surmountable possibility; indeed, "death [is] the possibility 
of the pure and simple impossibility of Dasein. "54 For its death, Dasein 
finds itself exposed to its own and final impossibility, as much because 
death remains to us ontically inconceivable (unimaginable), as because 
death puts an end to the possibility that Dasein is (even more than to 
its possibility to "do" this or that thing). Now, the ego knows a similar 
paradox, not, to be sure, with regard to its death, but with regard to 
its freedom; for possibility opens up, in Cartesian terms, with the free 
will, the only infinite formally in the finite Tes cogitans. This free will 
uncovers its impossibility when it confronts the divine omniscience and 
omnipotence, which annihilate the very notion of the possible; in such a 
meeting, the ego cogito does not only confront the impossibility of (free) 
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possibility, which nevertheless imposes itself according to theory; it also 
meets the possibility of impossibility, since it decides, in the practical 
order, to act as if it could act freely, even though it does not understand 
how it can. In each action, the ego cogito comports itself as if it were free 
and as if the impossible (an event not necessarily predetermined by God) 
again became open to the possible. The possibility of the impossible 
can therefore be understood offreedom as of Being-toward-death. Thus, 
Dasein confirms the ego again according to the possibility of impossibility. 

Even if one admits that these convergences rest on indisputable 
textual bases, it would nevertheless still seem dangerous, or even specious, 
to pretend to draw from them as a consequence an essential homogeneity 
between the ego and Dasein. No formal similarity seems to counterbalance 
the critique bearing on the ontological indetermination of the ego cogito 
supposedly established in principle by Descartes: "What he left undeter
mined [unbestimmt] when he began in this 'radical' way, was the kind of 
Being which belongs to the res cogitans, or-more precisely-the meaning 
of the Being of the 'sum. ' " A "complete ontological indetermination [vollig 
ontologische Unbestimmtheit] " not only gives rise to a "non-determination 
[Nichtbestimmung] of the res cogitans," but it even leaves "the cogitationes 
ontologically undetermined [unbestimmt]." If ontologically the ego and 
Dasein differ as the undetermined and the determined, is it not necessary 
simply to conclude that, from the strictly ontological point of view of Sein 
und Zeit, they differ absolutely? 

4. But it is precisely this indetermination that, far from leading 
to an opposition without mediation, will suggest a fourth convergence 
that draws the ego near to Dasein at least as much as it first seemed 
to separate them. For Dasein itself-and this is precisely why the exis
tential analytic is required-frees itself only slowly from an inevitable 
indetermination. Thus, when it is a matter of responding to the existen
tial question concerning the who of Dasein, the suspicion imIhediately 
arises that "the ontological horizon for the determination of the being 
that is accessible in pure and simple givenness remains fundamentally 
undetermined [unbestimmt J. "Even more, "the Being of Dasein remains 
[itself] ontologically undetermined [unbestimmt] "55 insofar as the sole de
termining phenomena of anxiety and care do not intervene. Therefore, 
the indetermination that is denounced in the ego cogito concerns Dasein 
just as much-at least provisionally, until the analysis of anxiety; to escape 
ontological indetermination remains a formidable task, whether one is 
dealing with Dasein or the ego, to the point that the final section of Sein 
und Zeit (§ 83) could allow om: to suppose that a sufficient determination 
of the horizon of givenness has not yet been attained.56 But there is 
more: the indetermination put forward against the ego and affecting 
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Dasein as an insufficiency can also receive a positive phenomenological 
characterization at certain decisive moments within the elucidation of 
Dasein. In other words, the indetermination can sometimes become an 
ontological determination, when it manifests the disappearance of any 
determination of Dasein by beings. Such a reversal can be located in at 
least three circumstances. 

1. During the experience of anxiety, Dasein suffers an absolutely 
indistinct mood, for "that before which anxiety is anxious is totally un
determined [das Wovor der Angst ist vollig unbestimmt]. Not only does this 
indetermination [Unbestimmtheit] leave factually undecided what intra
worldly being threatens, but it signifies that in general it is not intra
worldly being that is 'relevant.' " Anxiety therefore deploys a mood that 
is "totally undetermined" (in the very terms first put forward against the 
ego) whereby Dasein no longer confronts this or that being, but pre6sely 
the impossibility of identifying any being in face of which to flee; the fact 
that no determinate being can any longer come to determine anxiety 
as a specific fear determines the nothing as such; thus, "the peculiar 
indetermination of that alongside which Dasein finds itself in anxiety 
comes to expression: the nothing and the nowhere. "57 In short, through 
the ontic indetermination of anxiety, Dasein reaches its ontological de
termination; its transcendence with regard to being is accomplished only 
through radical ontic indetermination (the nothing); only thus can it be 
determined in its Being. 

2. In Be ing-toward-death , the indetermination reappears in an in
disputably phenomenological function. Indeed, death implies, precisely 
so that and because it is certain, a temporal indetermination: "Along 
with the certainty of death goes the indetermination [Unbestimmtheit] of 
its when." It is precisely the conjunction of the certainty of death with its 
indetermination that opens it up as the possibility of Dasein: "Death, as 
the end of Dasein, is Dasein 's ownmost possibility-non-relational, certain and as 
such indeterminate [gewisse und als solche unbestimmteJ, not to be outstripped." 
This indetermination-of dying-"originarily opens in anxiety," because 
it is equivalent to the "indetermination [UnbestimmtheitJ of being-able-to
be," such as it characterizes and therefore determines ontologically the 
being that can be resolute because it exists-"the indetermination [Unbes
timmtheit] that rules a being that exists." Not to be determined amounts, 
for Dasein, to being only in the mode of existence, through resoluteness 
and according to possibility-in short, it is equivalent to being deter
mined ontologically. 

3. In tl'\e analysis of conscience as call and care, the phenomenolog
ical "positivity" of indetermination is explicitly recognized: "The indeter
mination and indeterminability [Unbestimmtheit und Unbestimmbarkeit] of 
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the caller [Rufer] is not nothing, but a positive characteristic." In fact, it is 
resoluteness itself, such as it frees and sums up all the prior existentials, 
that imposes an essential indetermination-that of existence as such: 
''To resoluteness necessarily belongs the indetermination [Unbestimmtheit] 
that characterizes any factically thrown Being-able-to-be of Dasein. Res
oluteness is sure of itself only as decision. However, existentiel indeter
mination, being determined in each case in decision alone, possesses its 
existential determinateness [existentiale Bestimmtheit] from resoluteness."SB 
One must therefore hold as established that the ontic indetermination 
of Dasein assures it, precisely, its ontological determination, as the being 
that decides itself with nothing of beings. Dasein decides itself through its 
own resoluteness only inasmuch as nothing of beings determines it and 
inasmuch as it does not determine itself as a being. Related to the initial 
obje~tion made to the ego, what does the "positive" indetermination of 
Dasein signify? At the very least it signifies that the debate is not played 
out between indetermination and determination, but between, on the 
one hand, an ontological indetermination (ego, ontically determined) 
and, on the other hand, an ontic indetermination (Dasein, ontologically 
determined by this very possibility). The opposition therefore concerns 
two indeterminations; the one, ontic, positively assures Dasein of deter
mining itself in its Being, while the other, ontological, negatively leads 
the ego not to be determined in its Being. But does this conflict suffice to 
disqualify the ego definitively? Nothing is less sure, as soon as it belongs 
essentially to Dasein to give itself first as the They and to miss itself as such. 
Everything happens henceforth as if, even in its indetermination, the ego 
were miming Dasein, in the way that the They mimes, in the inauthentic 
mode, the authentic Dasein to which it essentially belongs. 

Thus ego and Dasein meet according to finitude, mineness, the 
possibility ~f the impossible, and indetermination. That their similari
ties remain separated, or even opposed, according to authenticity and 
inauthenticity does not suffice to alienate them one from the other
since this final opposition belongs entirely to the existence of Dasein. It 
does not seem so easy to decide phenomenologicalIy between the ego 
and Dasein as strict strangers. But what mime still unites them? 

7. The Repetition of the "Ego" 

What are we to deduce from these conditional confirmations? No doubt 
that the "destruction" of the res cogitans would never have shown such 
an urgency, already with the introduction to Sein und Zeit, and then 
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throughout the whole work, if Dasein had not been able to recognize 
itself so easily therein; the ego appeared to Dasein like a failure, but first 
as its own failure, and therefore above all as a danger whose fascination 
imposes its norms and against which it is necessary to resist better than 
did Husser\. In the ceaseless struggle to mark Dasein off from the ego 
cogito, Sein und Zeit therefore had step by step to locate the ego cogito's 
insufficiencies, highlight its decisions, and invert its orientations; such a 
confrontation, as warlike as it is, cannot avoid a sort of mimetic rivalry, 
where the victor sometimes appears, under some aspect, to be vanquished 
by the vanquished. In short, the ego cogito, precisely because Sein und 
Zeit does not cease to reject it, there appears all the more enigmatic in 
itself and all the more intimately tied to Dasein. The analytic of the one, 
because it advances only with the "destruction" of the other, confirms its 
undecided validity. This paradoxical conclusion could indeed have first 
been that of Heidegger: 

If the ego cogito is to serve as a point of departure for the existential 
analytic, there would have to be not only a reversal [Umkehrung] , but 
even a new onlologico-phenomenologico-phenomenal confirmation 
(Bewiihrung) of its tenor. The first statement would then be "sum," in 
the sense of "I-am-in-a-world." As such a being, "I am" in the possibility 
of Being toward various attitudes [cogitatianes] as [so many) modes of 
Being alongside intra-worldly beings. Descartes, on the contrary, says that 
cagitationes are present-at-hand [vorhandenl and that in them there is 
conjointly present-at-hand an ego as worldless res cagitans.59 

It is amazing that at the end of the preparatory analytic of Dasein and 
after the essential part of its "destruction" of Descartes, Heidegger stiII 
outlines the possibility ofa retranscription of the analytic of Dasein in the 
terms-to be sure, displaced and reinterpreted-of the Cartesian ego. 
Its historial figure doubtless must have exercised a powerful fascination 
in order that, surviving its historical avatars and its phenomenological 
critique, it should still be referred to. The confirmation here accorded 
the cogieo sum can be justified phenomenologically only if, in a way sti11 
to be determined, the formal statement consigned by Descartes can be 
rendered manifest under the aspect of another phenomenon than that to 
which Descartes, and therefore also Kant and Husserl, limited themselves. 
Concerning the possibility of such a confirmation of what nevertheless 
has just suffered a reversal, it can be a matter only of repeating, in a non
Cartesian mode, Descartes's ego cogito sum. As strange as it may appear, 
the plan of such a repetition has nothing of the hapax about it, not 
only because Sein und Zeit attempted to see it through, but also because 
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even the last seminars still formulate it: 'The paragraphs dedicated to 
Descartes in Sein und Zeit constitute the first attempt to exit from the 
prison of consciousness, or rather no longer to reenter it. It is not at all 
a matter of reestablishing realism against idealism, for by limiting itself 
to assuring that a world exists for the subject, realism remains a tributary 
of Cartesian ism. It is rather a matter of managing to think the Greek 
meaning of the tyw." To overcome the ego in the direction of the tyw 
was no doubt what Heidegger undertook topically by commenting on 
Protagoras and stressing his irreducibility to Descartes.60 But had he not, 
beforehand, accomplished this more radically through the analytic of 
Dasein-a non-Cartesian and perhaps already more than Greek ego? 

And in that case, must one not recognize definitively that in Sein 
und Zeit, in the "destruction" of the ego's Cartesian acceptation, the ego 
not only does not definitively disappear, but is born for the first time to 
its authentic phenomenological figure? Even more, would not the "new 
beginning" be inaugurated with the declension of the ego according 
to the not metaphysical, but existential, requirements of Dasein? It is 
therefore necessary to examine how the ego-hood of the ego can attain 
its phenomenological-that is, its non-Cartesian-legitimacy. 

Given Dasein: How does it differ essentially from the beings that are 
not in its mode? In the fact that it is the being for whom its Being is an 
issue, that is, the being for whom Being is in each case its own. But, since 
"the Being which is an issue for this being in its Being is in each case 
mine," it is necessary to admit that "the claim of Dasein, in accordance 
with this being's characteristic mineness, must always speak the personal 
pronoun: 'I am,' 'you are.' " Because it brings the Being in it into play, 
Dasein can only put itself into play, and therefore it can express itself 
only in person, since it can bring itself into play only as an I: "I myself 
am in each case [bin ich je selbstJ the being that we call Dasein, and 1 am 
so as a being-able-to-be for whom it is a matter of Being that being. "61 

Here, the possibility of saying "I am," and therefore of declining Being in 
the first person results from Dasein's property of bringing itself in person 
into the play of its own Being. The I would have neither interest nor 
legitimacy if, in the capacity of an "existential determination of Dasein," 
it did not have to be and could not be "interpreted existentially," that 
is, if" 'I'-hood and ipseity were not conceived existentially." But these 
two terms do not remain equivalent, as if the one could be substituted 
for the other. On the contrary, their existential interpretation demands 
that "the self [SelbstJ which the reticence of resolute existence unveils 
be the originary phenomenal ground for the question of the Being of 
the 'I.' Only the phenomenal orientation concerning the meaning of 
the Being of authentic being-able-to-be-oneself [Selbstseinkonneni puts the 
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meditation in the position of being able to elucidate what ontological 
right might be claimed by substantiality, simplicity, and personality as 
characteristics ofipseity [SeLbstheitJ."62 Selfhood (ipseity, SeLbstheit) alone 
renders possible, through its absolute coincidence with self, what might 
be expressed by no matter what personaL pronoun, and it therefore assures 
the I of any possible "I am" its authentic possibility; if the Self did not 
determine the I, no being would be such that it might in itself bring 
itself into play in its very Being-precisely because no same would then 
be accessible. Conversely, in its position as They, Dasein claims to stick to 
the I, itself the mere "appearance of a Self [scheinbare Selbst J. "63 The I can 
therefore say "I am" with perfect existential legitimacy only if it is reduced 
to the essential phenomenon of the Self (SeLbst). But the Self becomes 
visible and given only in the phenomenality ofcare (Sorge); indeed, "the 
expression 'care of self [SeLbstsorgeJ ... would be a tautology";64 in all 
care, it is indeed precisely of itself, with respect to other beings, that 
Dasein takes care: it cares only for itself, or rather all care concerns itself 
with other beings only by virtue of the care that the Self thus shows to 
take of itself. In this context, the "I am" finds a proper phenomenological 
site-it puts into operation the Selfs care of itself, according to care as 
the Being of Dasein. The "I am" intervenes, therefore, in order to mark 
the mineness of Dasein-"I am in each case myself [bin ich je selbstJ the 
being that we call Dasein, and I am so as a being-able-to-be for whom that 
Being is al} issue." 

Next it intervenes more precisely in order to develop the phe
nomenon of debt (SchuLd): "But where will we find the criterion for 
the originary existential meaning of the 'in debt' [schuldig]? [Answer:] 
the essential here is that the 'in-debt' arises as the predicate of the 'I 
am' [ich bin]." In the end, it is finally the whole opening of Dasein that, 
through resoluteness, is at play with and in the "I am ": "Henceforth, what 
is attained with resoluteness is the more originary, because authentic, 
truth of Dasein. The opening of the There co-originarily opens the Being
in-the-world that is in each case total, that is, the world, Being-in, and the 
Oneself that this being is as an 'I am' [als 'ich bin ']. "65 Not only does 
the "I am" not always imply the ontological indetermination of the sum 
in which Descartes founders, but it offers the most visible phenomenon 
for reaching the Being of Dasein, the care that establishes the Oneself. 
For the unique I can be developed phenomenologically in two opposite 
ways, which are inscribed precisely in the two postures offered to Dasein, 
authenticity and inauthenticity; thus the I opens itself to two statures, 
since "the ontological concept of the subject characterizes not the ipseity 
of the I as Self [die Selbslheit des Ich qua Selbst 1, but Ihe identity and the constancy 
[Selbigkeit und Bestiindigkeit 1 of a being that is always already present-at-hand 
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[Vorhanden]." One could not say it more clearly: the I can manifest itself 
either as the identical constancy of substance, and therefore in the mode 
of a being of the world, and even of a being present-at-hand (persistent 
and subsistent), or, on the contrary, as and starting from the Self, and 
therefore from the mineness that puts Dasein into play in its Being. 

The I therefore turns from the status of (subsistent) res cogitans to 
that of the "I am" according to whether it pertains to identity (Selbigkeit) 
or to the Self (Selbstheit). The unique I sustains resoluteness, in the very 
sense that Dasein does not cease to be at play in it: in order to decide on the 
way of Being of its Being. How does the I indeed reach its non-Cartesian 
status? By opposing to the ontological indetermination, and therefore 
also to the existential irresoluteness of inauthentic faIlenness, "the ipseity 
[Selbstheit] ... that is discerned existentially in authentic being-able-to
be, that is, in the authenticity of Dasein J Being as care [Sorge]." Taken 
starting from care, ipseity could not persist as a res; if it offers a "constancy 
of the Self [Stiindigkeit des Selbst]," a "self-constancy [Selbst-Stiindigkeit]," it 
does so not because the Self "is a constantly present-at-hand ground of 
care [stiindig vorhandene Grund]," but because the Self does not cease to 
resolve itselfauthenticaIly according to and on the basis ofits most proper 
Being: "Existentially, Self-constancy [Selbst-Stiindigkeit] signifies nothing 
other than anticipatory resoluteness. "66 The conclusion becomes un
avoidable: the I can just as well have to be "destroyed" as to be able to be 
"confirmed," according to whether it is repeated by one or the ollher of the 
possible determinations of Dasein; either inauthentically, in the Cartesian 
way of the persistent and subsistent res cogitans; or authentically, in the 
way of anticipatory resoluteness, of the structure of care, of the mineness 
of Dasein. The "I think" therefore no longer appears as a metaphysical 
thesis to be refuted, among others, in order to free up the phenomenon 
of Dasein, but.as the very terrain that Dasein must conquer, since no other 
terrain will ever be given to Dasein in which to become manifest. ngo 
cogito, sum states less a countercase of Dasein than a territory to occupy, a 
statement to reinterpret, a work to redo. 

Between the ego and Dasein, between Descartes and Heidegger, 
therefore, it would be a matter, beyond the patent critique, of a struggle 
for the interpretation of the same phenomenon-"I think," "I am." This 
placement of the two interlocutors on the same level leads one first to 
recognize them as interpreters of one another, more essentially than as 
interpreter and interpreted. But it also leads one to allow a new question 
to arise. If the I is determined ontologically only in the measure of ipseity 
(Selbstheit) , such as it is set into operation in care, it becomes legitimate to 

formulate two questions. (I) Is the I of "I am" in fact determined entirely 
by ipseity? In turn, is the latter defined sufficiently and exclusively by the 
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structure ofcare? Does that same ipseityreach all beings oronly the beings 
that are on par with Dasein? And in that case, what other determination 
takes over for it for the other beings?67 These questions are internal to 
the undertaking of Sein und Zeit. (2) There are others that go beyond Sein 
und Zeit, like this one: Even granting that it is attested more essentially as 
an "I am" than as an "I think," is the I that is to be determined exhausted 
for all that in its status as the I of a sum? In other words, does the I attest 
to its ultimate ground and does it reach its final phenomenality in its 
function as an "I am," fulfilled phenomenologically in "Da-sein"? Is the 
putting into play of the self by itself that characterizes the I devoted only 
to Being? Or indeed, in the I that I undoubtedly am, is not something 
also, or even first, at stake other than to be? Is what is put into play in, 
through, and in spite of the I exhausted necessarily, indisputably, and 
exclusively in terms of Being? Is it Being that is first at issue in the I, or, 
beyond that, is a more original stake at play? Is it permitted, despite the 
silence of Sein und Zeit, to pose this very question? 
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Can There be an Epistemology of 
Moods? 

STEPHE:--J :VI U LH..-\ L L 

By entitling her recent collection of essays on philosophy and 
literature Luz'("s Knowiedf{e, I l\lartha l\'ussbaum signals her com
mitment to gi\'ing a positive answer to the question posed by the 
title of this paper. If love can deliver or lay claim to knowledge, 
then moods (the variety of affective states to which human nature 
is subject) must be thought of as having a cognitive significance, 
and so must not only permit but require the attentions of the epis
temologist. As l\ussbaum points out, such a conclusion runs 
counter to a central strand of thinking in both ancient and modern 
philosophy. The rational or cogniti\'e side of human nature is 
often defined in contrast to its affective or emotional side, the lat
ter being understood as having no role to play in the revelation of 
reality. On the contrary, where reason and the senses can combine 
to disclose the way things are, moods t~'pically cloud that cognitive 
access by projecting a purely subjecti\'e colourntion onto the world 
and leading us to attribute properties or qualities to it which have 
at best a purely personal and internal reality. 
~ussbaum contests this understanding of the passions through 

her reading of Aristotle's moral philosophy. According to that 
reading, emotions are composites of belief and feeling, shaped by 
de\'eloping thought and highly discriminating in their reactions; 
they can lead or guide an agent, picking out objects to be pursued 
or ;l\'oided, working in responsi\'e interaction with perception and 
imagination. Anger, for example, requires and rests upon a belief 
that one has been wronged or damaged in some significant way by 
the persoll towards wholll the angcr is directed; the disco\'ery that 
this belief is false can be expected to remove the anger. 
Furthermore, thc acceptance of certain beliefs is not just a neces
sal'\' condition for emotion but a constituent part of it-even a suf
ficient condition for it; if one really accepts or takes in a certain 
belief, one will experience the emotion-experiencing the emotion 
is necessar\, for full belief. If a person believes that X is the most 
important person in her life and that X has just died, she ""ill feel 
grief; and if she does not, this must be because in some sense she 
doesn't fully comprehend or has not taken in or is repressing these 

I O:-;ford LTnin'rsitY Press, )9!)(). 
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facts. This cognitive dimension to the structure of emotions leads 
Nussbaum to conclude that the passions are intelligent parts of our 
ethical agency, responsive to the workings of deliberation and 
essential to its completion. There are certain contexts in which the 
pursuit of intellectual reasoning apart from emotion will actually 
prevent a full rational judgment-by, for example, preventing 
access to one's grief or IO\'e, withoLlt which a full understanding of 
what has taken place is not possihle. 

Since, however, i'\usshaum's main concern is with moral philos
ophy and literature, she does not develop her general claim about 
the cognitive dimension of emotions in any detail, and she manages 
to suggest (howe\'er un\\'ittingly) that the knowledge love can pro
vide primarily concerns the person whose passion it is rather than 
the world that person inhabits, and that it is a primarily ethical 
species of knowledge. In the essay which gi\'es her collection its 
title, for example, the knowledge that Proust's Marcel acquires by his 
love-the knowledge that that love constitutes-is the knowledge 
that he 100'es Alhertine; it is, in other words, a species of self-know
ledge that reveals his capacity for self-deception. In this lecture, I 
want to explore the question of whether the passions might be con
sidered to have a cognitive function which goes beyond the realm of 
the ethical, and which is more than retlexi\"l~ in its focus. i\iy pri
mary guidt.· in this exploration will he the I Ieidegger of Beillg alld 
Time (llT).' In that early, unfinished work, J-Ieidegger argues that 
moods are one aspect of the way in which human mode of being 
(what Heidegger refers (0 as 'Oasein' or 'there-being') discloses or 
uncovers the world we inhabit; and, perhaps most notoriously, he 
rests fundamental claims about the nature of both human beings 
and their world on a highly detailed epistemological analysis of the 
specific moods of fear alld anxiety. I intend to argue that thest' 
claims and arguments prefigure and underpin more recent work in 
the Anglo-American philosophical tradition, reveal important 
weaknesses in the still highly influential Kantian conception of 
epistemology, and imply that a radical re\·ision of our conception of 
the role and nature of philosophical thinking is called for. In so 
doing, I will deploy and elaborate ideas and arguments de\'eloped 
by Stanley Cavell in his work on 'Yittgenstein and Emerson. 

I. Fear: Subjectivity and Self-Interpretation 

I leidegger's analysis of moods in BeiliU lIlId Tilll!' is emhedded in a 
hroader analysis of the ways in which Dasein's relation to its world 

'Trans. J. I\lacquarrie and E. Rohinson (Black\\"l'II, Oxford, 19(2). 
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is a comprehending one. He underlines this by claiming that, inso
far as we think of our commerce \\'ith the world as a relation 
between subject and objects, then Oasein is the Being of this 
'between'. In other words, Dasein is not trapped within a mind or 
body from which it then attempts to reach out to objects, but is 
rather always already outside itself, dwelling amidst objects in all 
their variety. Dasein's thoughts, feelings and actions have entities 
themselves (not mental representations of them) as their objects, 
and those entities can appear not merely as environmental obsta
cles or as objects of desire and aversion, but in the full specificity 
of their nature, their mode of existence (e.g. as handy, unready-to
hand, occurrent, and so on), and their reality as existent things. 
This capacity to encounter and disclose entities as the entities they 
are is what Heidegger invokes when he talks of Dasein as the clear
ing, the being to whom and for whom entities appear as they arc. 
This disclosedness is seen as having two aspects or elements, 
'Befindlichkeit' and 'Verstehen' (standardly translated as 'state-of
mind' and 'understanding' respecti\'ely); and the former picks out 
what Heidegger thinks of as the ontological foundation for-that 
which makes it possible for human beings to experience-moods. 

What Hcidcgger labels 'Bcfindlichkeit' is an essentially passive 
or necessitarian aspect of Dasein's disclosure of itself and its 
world. The standard translation of 'Ilefindlichkeit' as 'state-of
mind' is seriously misleading, since the latter term has a technical 
significance in the philosophy of mind which fails to match the 
range of reference of the German term. Virtually any response to 
the question 'How are you?' or 'How's it going?' could be denoted 
by 'Befindlichkeit' but not by 'state-of-mind'; the latter also 
implies that the relenmt phenomena are purely subjective states, 
thus repressing Ileidegger's constant emphasis upon O .. scin as 
Being-in-the-\\"orld, as an essentially worldly or em-ironed being. 
'Frame of mind' is less inaccurate, but still retains some connota
tion of the mental as an inner realm; so it seems best to interpret 
'Befil1lllichke;I' as referring to Dasein's capacity to be affected by 
the world, to find that the entities and situations it faces matter to 
it, and in ways over which it has less than complete control. 

The most familiar manifestation of this underlying ontological 
or existential structure is what I-leidegger calls the phenomenon of 
'Stimmung' (standardh' translated as 'mood'). Depression, bore
dom and cheerfulness, joy and fear, are affective inflections of 
Dasein's temperament that are t~'pically experienced as 'given', as 
states into which one has been thrown-something underlined in 
the etymology of our language in this region. \\'e talk, for example, 
of moods and {'motions as 'passions', as something passin.' rather 
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than active, something that we suffer rather than something we 
inflict-where 'suffering' signifies not pain but submission, as it 
does when we talk of Christ's Passion or of His suffering little 
children to come unto Him. More generally, our affections do not 
just affect others but mark our having been affected by others; we 
cannot, for example, lo\'e and b:He where and when we will, but 
rather think of our affections as captured by their objects, or as 
making LIS vulnerable to others, open to suffering. 

For human beings, such affections are unavoidable and their 
impact pervasive; they constitute a fundamental condition of 
human existence. \Ye can, of course, sometimes O\'ercome or alter 
our prevailing mood, but only if that mood allo\\'s, and only by 
establishing ourseh'es in a new one (tranquillity and determination 
are no less moods than depression or ecstasy); and once in their 
grip, moods can colour every aspect of our existence. I n so doing, 
according to Heidegger, they determine our grasp upon the world: 
they inflect Dasein's relation to the ohjects and possibilities 
amongst which it finds itself-one and all being grasped in relation 
to the particular, actualized existential possibility that Dasein 
presently is. In this sense, moods are disclosive: a particular mood 
discloses something (sometimes e\'erything) ;n the world as mat
tering to Dasein in a particular way-as fearful, boring, cheering 
or hateful; and this reveals in turn that, ontologically speaking, 
Dasein is open to the world as something that can affect it. 

As we have seen, however, it is easier to accept the idea that 
moods disclose something about Dasein than that they reveal 
something ahout the world. Since human beings undergo moods, 
the claim that someone is bored or fearful might be said to record a 
simple fact about her; but her mood does not-i.t might be 
thought-pick out a simple fact about the world (namely, that it is, 
or some things within it are, boring or fearsome), for moods do not 
register objecti\'t.~ features of reality but nlther subjecti\'c responses 
to a world that is in itself essentially devoid of significance. In 
short, there can be no such thing as an epistemology of moods. 
Heidegger wholeheartedly rejects any such conclusion. Since 
moods are an aspect of Dasein's existence, they must be an aspect 
of Being-in-the-world-ancl so must be as revelatory of the world 
as they are of Dasein. As he puts it: 

.\ l1lood is not related to the psychical. .. anti is not itself an ;11111'/" 

(olldilioll \\"hiL"ll t1ll"1l reaches forth in an enigmatical way and 
puts its mark on things and persons ... It comes neither from 
'outside' nor from 'inside', hut arises out of Being-in-the-\\"orld, 
as a way of such Being. (BT, 29: 17()) 
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IIeidegger reinforces this claim \yith a more detailed analysis of 
fear as ha\'ing three basic elements: that in the face of which we 
fear. fearing itself and that ahout which \\'1' ft·ar. That in the face of 
which we fear is the fearful or the fearsome-something in the 
world which we encounter as detrimental to our well-being or 
safety; fearing itself is our response to something fearsome; and 
that abollt which we fear is of course Ollr well-heing or safety-in 
short. ollrseln's, Thus, fear has hoth a subjecti\'e and an objecti\'e 
face, ()n the one hand it is a human response, and one which has 
the existence of the person who fears as its main concern. This is 
because lJasein's Being is, as lleidegger puts it, an issue for it-for 
human beings, the nature and form (and so the continuation) of 
their existence is a question for them rather than something deter
mined br their biological nature; li\'ing is a matter of taking a 
stand on how to li\'e and of being defined by that stand. The dis
closi\'e self-attunement that such moods exemplify confirms 
Heidegger's earlier claim that Dasein's capacity to encounter 
objects typicallY involves grasping thelll in rdation to its own exis
tential possibilitil's. On the other hand, howen'r, Dasein's Being is 
put at issue here by something in the world that is genuinely fear
some, that poses a threat to the person who fears; and this reveals 
not only that the world Dasein inhabits can affect it in the most 
fundamental wavs, that Dasein is open and \'It\nerable to the 
\\'orld, but also that things in the world are really capable of affect
ing Dasein. The threat posed by a rabid dog, the sort of threat to 
which Dasein's capacity to respond to things as fearful is attuned, 
is not illusory. 

E\'en the relation of moods to those undergoing them-what I 
hm'e been calling the subjecti\'e side of the question of moods
should not be understood in an unduly subjective way. For 
Heidegger, Dasein's I3eing is I3eing-with-its relations with others 
are internally related to its own individual existence; accordinglv, 
its individual states not only affect but are affected by its relations 
to others. This has t\yO vcry important conSl'ljUl'nCes. First, it 
implies that IllOOUS can he social: a gi\"t~n Dasein's membership of 
a group might, for example, lead to her being thrown into the 
mood that grips that group, finding herself immersed in its melan
choly or hysteria. This point is reinforced by the fact that Dasein's 
e\Trn!;I\' Illode Ill' scltllOod or ind;\ idualit\, IS \\hat I h'ideggcr calls 
the tht'\'-self-a mode of l'Xistl'nCl' in whidl the thoughts and 
opinions of othns dl'tl'rnlinl' our sensl' of \\ho \\"t' 'Irl'. in which 
our indi\'idual answerahilitv for our own existence has heen dis
placed upon or swallowed up by whatever we ueem to be the com
mon or agreed-upon way of living one's life. 'Publicness, as the 
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kind of Being that belongs to the "they", not only has in general its 
o\\'n way of ha\'ing a mood, but needs moods and "makes" them 
for itself' (131', 29: 178). A politician determining judicial policy on 
the back of a \\'aye of moral panic is precisely responding to the 
public mood. 

The socialness of moods also implies that an indi\'idual's social 
world fixes the range of moods into which she can be thrown. Of 
course, an indi\'idual is capable of transcending or resisting the 
dominant social mood-her o\\"n mood need not merely renect that 
of the public; but even if it does not, tbe range of possible moods 
open to her is itself socially determined, This is because Dasein's 
moods arise out of Being-in-the-world, and I-\eidegger under
stands that world as underpinned by a set of socially-defined roles, 
categories and concepts; but it means that the underlying structure 
even of Dasein's seemingly most intimate and personal feelings 
and responses is socially conditioned. 

This Heideggerian idea underpins Charles Taylor's notion of 
human beings as self-interpreting animals.; Taylor follows 
Heidegger's tripartite analysis of moods, arguing that an emotion 
such as shame is related in its essence to a certain sort of situation (a 
'shameful' or 'humiliating' one), and to a particuhlr self-protective 
response to it (e.g. hiding or'covering up): such feelings thus cannot 
('\,en he identified independently of the type of situations which 
gi\'e rise to them, and so can he e\'aluated on an~' particular occa
sion in terms of their appropriateness to their context. nut the sig
nificance of the term \\'1.' employ to characterize the feeling and its 
appropriate context is partly dctermined by the wider field of terms 
for such clllotions and situations of which it forllls a part; each such 
tnm dnin's its mealling from the contrasts that exist oet\\'t'en it 
and othn terms in that semantic field. For example, describing a 
situation as 'fearful' \\'ill mean something different according to 
whether or not the available contrasts include such terms as 'terri
fying', 'worrying', 'disconcerting', 'threatening', 'disgusting'; the 
wider the field, the finn the discriminatiolls that can he made h~' 
the choice of one term as opposed to another, and the more specific 
the significance of each term, Thus, the significance of the situa
tions in which an individual finds herself, and the import and 
nature of her emotions, is determined hy the range and structure of 
the \'ocablilary available to her for their characteriz,ltion, She can
not feel shame if she lacks a \'ocablilary in \\hich the circle of situa
tion, fccling and goal characteristic of shame is a\'aihlbll'; and the 
precise significance of that feellllg will alter according to the seman
tic field in whicb that \'oC<lbulary is embedded. 

, Sec Plii/ow/>liit'llII'a/>l'l"S (Canlbridge L'ni\'(Tsity Press, I <JX5). 
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It is not that the relationship bet\\'een feeling and a,'ailable 
,'ocahulary is a simple one, In particular, thinking or s~lving does 
not make it so: not any definiti()n of our feelings can he forced 
upon us, ,md some we gladly take up are inauthentic or deluded, 
But neither do ,'ocabularies simply match or fail to match a pre
existing array of feelings in the indi,'idual; for \\'e often experience 
how access to a more sophisticated ,'ocahular\' makes our emotional 
life more sophisticated, And the term '\'()C<liJulary' here is mislead
ing: it denotes not just an array of signs, hut also the complex of 
concepts and practices within which alone those signs ha"e mean
ing, \rhen one claims that, for example, no-one in late twentieth
century Britain can experience the pride of a Samurai warrior 
hecause the rele\'ltnt ,'ocahulary is una,'ailable, \'ocahulary' refers 
not just to a set of Japanese terms but to their role in a complex 
web of customs, assumptions and institutions. And because our 
affecti"e life is conditioned by the culture in which we find ourself, 
our being immersed in a particular mood or feeling is revelatory of 
something about our world-is cogniti,'ely significant-in a fur
ther \\'ay. For ollr fl'cling horrified (for example) then not only 
registers the presence of something horrifying in our em'ironment; 
it also sho\\'s that our \\'orld is one in which we can encounter the 
specific complex of feeling, situation and response that constitutes 
horror-a \\'orld in which horror has a place. 

This is why both Taylor and Heidegger claim that the relation
ship between a person's inner life and the \'()ulbulary a,'ailable to 
her is an intimate one; lind since that vocabulary is itself something 
the indi"idual inherits from the society and culture within which 
she h;.PPl'ns to find hcrsl'lf, the range of spccifie feelings or moods 
into which she l1la~' be thro\\'n is itself s()mething into which she is 
thrown, I low things might conceivahlv matter to her, just as much 
as how they in fact matter to hcr at a gi,'en moment, is something 
determined by her society and culture rathn than b,' her own psy
chic make-up or ,viiI-power. It is this double sense of thrownness 
that is il1\'o!\t·d \\hl'll Ilcidcggl'l' S;I\'S: "·:;-.;istl'ntialh', a statl'-()f
mind implies a disclosi\'l' submission to the \\orld, out of which \\e 
can encoulltn something that matters to us' (Irr, 21.): J 77), 

If we return to the ohjecti,'e side of the question of moods, 
Heidegger's analysis of kar as potentially revelatory of the wa\' 
things are in realit"-his argunwnt against \\hat might he called a 
rrojl'l,ti"ist account of moods-is strong'" reminiscent of Olle 

dl'\l'lored hy John \lcDo\\l'II.' In essencl', the rrojl'cti\'ist is 
'See J, :\!c[)o\\,cll. '''alul's and Secondary Qualities', in T, Iionderich 

(ed,). .l[omtity (///(/ ()b.ll'cli7'ity: [~'s""."., ill [["/IIJ/11' of I L IHllcl~if' 
(London: [{()utkdgl', 14HS), 
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struck by the fact that when we characterize something as boring 
or fearful, we do so on the basis of a certain response to it, and 
concludes that such attributions are simply projections of those 
responses; but in so doing, she o\'erlooks the fact that those 
responses are to things and situations in the world, and any ade
quate explanation of their essential nature must take account of 
that. So, for example, any adequate account of the fearfulness of 
certain objects must in\'oke certain subjecti\'e states, certain facts 
about human beings and their responses, Howe\,er, it must also 
im'oke the object of fear-some feature of it that prompts our fear
response: in the case of a rabid dog, for example, the dangerous 
properties of its sali\'a, Now, of course, that sali\'a is dangerous 
only because it interacts in certain \\'ays with human physiology, so 
in\'oking the human subject is again essential in spelling out \\'hat 
it is about the dog that makes it fearful: but that does not make its 
fearfulness any less real-as we would confirm if it bit us, 

The point is that there are two senses in which something might 
be called subjective: it might mean 'illusory' (in contrast with 
veridical), or 'not comprehensible except by making reference to 
subjective states, properties or responses' (in contrast with phe
nomena whose explanation requires no such reference), Primary 
qualities like length are O{>t subjective in either sense; hallucina
tions are subjecti\'l' in both senses; and fearfulness (like secondary 
qualities and moral qualities, in i\IcDo\\ell's vie\\') is subjecti\'e 
only in the second sense, In other \\'ortls, whether something is 
really fearful is in an important sense an objecti\'e question-the 
fact that \\'e can find some things fearful when the\' do not merit 
that response (eg house spiders) shows this; and insofar as our 
capacity to fear things permits LIS to discriminate the genuinel~' 
fearful from the non-fearful, then that ufi'eeti\'e response re\'eals 
something abollt the \\'orld, 

II. Heidegger and Kant: Objectivity and Externality 

It might be thought that the case so far marshalled against the pro
jecti\'ist has been gi\'en m()fe plausibilit\, than it desern's by oLir 
exc!usi\'e focLis on the example of fear. Like !O\'e and angn, fear is 
a response to specific situations or objects, and so C<lll be more eas
ily characterized as responsi\'c to aspects of thost' situations OJ' 

objects; hut if \\'t' shifted our focus from L'llHltiollS to piwllonwlla 
that mi~ht he more natur;:II\' characterized as moods-depression, 
boredom, despair, cheerfulness, tranquillity-their lillks to specific 
circumstances art' ackno\\'led~ed to be far more tenuous and indiret't 
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(if indeed they have any such links at all) and so make it more dif
ficult to characterize their colorations of our world as revelatory of 
reality. 

A key point about such moods is, of course, the passive or 
necessitarian mode of their advent which we mentioned earlier; we 
experience them as something into which we can be thrown or 
thrust without warning or control, neither their onset nor their 
dissolution necessarily triggered by any particular event in either 
our minds or our world. It seems natural, therefore, to regard 
them as entirely subjective phenomena-as psychological or affec
ti\'e filters temporarily and arbitrarily imposed Oil our experience, 
and to which we must submit without allowing them to deceive us 
into thinking that they reveal anything other than our own mental 
state. This same sense of suhmissiveness is, however, precisely 
what leads Hcidegger to reject the projectivist idea that they are 
purely subjective or inner phenomena. As he puts it: 'A mood 
assails us. It comes neither from "outside" nor from "inside", but 
arises out of Being-in-the-world, as a way of such Being' (8T, 29: 
176). In other words, insofar as moods do assail us, then they can 
as legitimately be thought of as coming from outside us as from 
inside us. This suggests not only that they cannot be regarded as 
wholly subjective; it also, and more fundamentally. implies that 
moods put the very distinction between inside and outside, subjec
tivity and objectivity, in question. 

\\'e can best explore the implications of this suggestion by relat
ing Heidegger's conception of moods to Kant's famous and highly 
influential attempt to explicate and anchor the distinction between 
subjectivity and objectivity in human experience in the Second 
Analogy of the Critique of Pure R{'(lJ()J/.' Kant begins by noting 
that we distinguish in our experience between the order in which 
our senses represent different states of an object (the subjective 
temporal order) and the order of those successi\'e states in the 
object itself (the objecti\'l~ temporal order). For example, when I 
sllccessi\'Cly perceive the \'arious parts of a house, I do not judge 
that m\' perception of its basement must either succeed or precede 
my perception of its roof; but when [ perceive a ship sailing down
river, I do judge that my perception of it upstream must precede 
my perception of it further Jo\\'nstream. Since, !JO\\'e\'er, accord
ing to transcendental idealism, I never apprehend objects in them
seh'es but only successi\'e representations of objects, I can judge 
that certain sequences of representatiuns represent changes of state 
in the object (that is, I can experience an e\'ent) only if I can 
regard their order as irreversible-only, that is, if I suhject them to 

'Trans:\l, Kemp-Smith (London: l\lacl\lillan, 192<)). 
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an a priori temporal rule (the schema of causality), As a condition 
of the possibility of the experience of an objecti\'e succession, this 
schema is also a condition of the succession itself (as an object of 
possible experience), In short, the schema has 'objective reality'; 
its application alone makes possible both the experience of an 
objective temporal order and (of course) the experience of a merely 
subjective temporal order. In its absence, the very distinction 
between inner and outer orders of experience would ha\'e no 
ground, 

This line of argument has famously been criticized by Strawson 
as depending upon a 'noll sequitur of numbing grossness'," On his 
account, Kant begins from the conceptual truth that in the percep
tion of causal sequence of states A-B, the obsen'er's perceptions 
must follow the order: perception of A-perception of B; but he 
then illicitly presumes that this conceptwll necessity in the order 
of perceptions of an event establishes the causal necessity of the 
relevant event. In other words, Kant can only reach his conclusion 
about the objectivity of the causal order by distorting both the 
location and the kind of necessity invoked in his premise, I trust 
that it is by now equally well-known that Strawson's criticism 
itself depends upon a profound misunderstanding of Kant's argu
ment. As Allison has demonstrated,' Kant is not assuming that the 
subjective order of ollr perceptions is a datum or gi\'en piece of 
e\'idence, from which we must attempt to draw inferences about a 
putative objecti\'e order of events, To do so would be to occupy 
the position of a transcendental realist, someone \\'ho treats objects 
as things in themseh'es which exist indCfwndcntly of, although 
t:onstituting the t:ausal origin of, our cxperient:e; but Kant explicitly 
argues that such a person could not account for the possihllity of 
an objective temporal order, since any such order would hy defini
tion be entirely independent of the subjective order of representa
tions to which the transcendental realist thinks we are restricted, 
Neither is Kant an empirical or dogmatic idealist, someone who 
thinks that ()hj~,t:ts arc nothing Illore than constructions frolll suh
jective representations or sense data-that only subjecti"e repre
sentations are real. 

\Vhen Kant talks of 'the'subjective order' to which the schema 
of causality is applied, he is rather speaking as a transcenuental 
idealist, and so must be considering it not as something introspected 
or actually represented, but as the indeterminate precont:eptuaJ
ized marerial for sensible rcrrcsl'nrarioll; it i~ ",hat would r('main if 

" In The BOllndsofSense (London: Houtledge, ) <)(i(l) , p, lJ7, 
; II. Allison, K(/Ill's Tytlllsrelu/I'III(// IdealislII (:'>Jew Ha\'t~n: Yale 

University Press, 1983), 
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(per ill/possibile) \\'C could remO\'e the determinate structure 
imrosed on the sensibly giyen (the manifold of inner sense) hy the 
understanding, His claim is that if all we had were this indetermi
nate subjecti\'e order, \ye would not he able to rerresent any tem
roral order at all (whether suhjecti\'e or objectiye); since howe\'er, 
we can do so, that manifold must he concertually ordered by the 
understanding by subsuming it under a rule, As Kant ruts it, 'I 
render my suhjecti\'e synthesis of arrrehension objecti\'e only by 
reference to a rule in accordance with \\'hich the arpearances in 
their succession, that is, as they happen, are determined by the 
preceding state' (A 1<)5/824-0). 

In other words, this subjection of perceptions to a rule is not the 
means for making the perceptions themselves into objects, hut 
rather the hasis for conceiying of a distinct, objecti\'e temporal 
order in and through these perceptions. Kant does not claim that 
the Sll bjecti\'e order of perceptions is itself causally necessary, and 
that this property is the hasis for our inferring that these percep
tions retlect a causal necessity in the successive states of the object 
the\' represent. Any such property could only be recognized if the 
order of perceptions is already conceptualized and thereby made 
into an object for intrDsrection, which in turn preSllrposes that it 
is distinguishable from an ohjecti\'e temporal order; hut the recog
nition of this propert\' is supposed to he the condition for the pos
sibility of making slich a distinction. The irreversibility to which 
Kant refers is thus not that of a gi\'en percertual order, which we 
can insrect and then infer that it is somehow determined by the 
object; it is the concertual ordering of the understanding through 
which the understanding determines the thought of an objecti\'e 
succession. Prior to this conceptual determination there is no 
thought of an object at all, and so no cxperience, 

(;i\'en that Kant's transcendental perspecti\'e is not touched by 
Stra\\'son's criticisms, might the concertion of experience which 
grounds its explication of suhjecti\'ity and ohjecti\'ity be otherwise 
put ill question) \\'e Gill relllrn to the main thread of m\' disclls
sion hy noting that l/Cidegger's interpretation of moods as assail
ing us entails that those aspects of our experience are not tractable 
by the distinction between the subjective succession of apprehen
sion and the ohjl'cti\'l' SUl.'cession of appearances that Kant proposes, 
As Stanley Ca\'ell has rut it, discussing it r<lssage of Emerson:' 

The fan that \\'(' arc taken 0\'('1' In- this sliccession, this onward
ness, Illeans that you can think of it as at once a sUl.'cession of 

, Atll'ihuteJ to Emerson hy Ca\'cll; l.'f. 'Thinking of Emerson', in The 
5,('1/,1'(', {)f Waldell (S\\') (San Fnmcisco: :'\iorth Point Press, 1 ()81), 
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moods (inner matters) and a succession of objects (outer mat
ters). This very evanescence of the world proves its existence to 
me; it is what vanishes from me. (S'~, p. 127) 

Kant claims that the possibility of distinguishing an objective 
from a merely subjective order of experience is anchored in an 
irreversibility or necessity of succession imposed on the manifold 
of inner sense by its subsumption under a rule; to judge that we 
have perceived an event-a change of state in an object of experi
ence-we must judge the order of our perceptions of those states 
as necessary. But when we experience an alteration of mood-our 
present cheerfulness assailed by the onset of depression, or fear
fulness resolving into boredom-we experience that alteration as 
something to which we are irreversibly or necessarily subjected; 
according to Kant's argument, we must therefore regard it as both 
a subjective succession (something to which we are subjected) and 
an objective one (something imposed upon us from without). On 
these terms, we must conclude that the successions of our moods 
track transformations in the world as well as transformations in 
our orientation within it. When, for example, our apprehension of 
the world as a cheerful place is annihilated by a sudden apprehen
sion of it as dreadful, we find ourselves inhabiting a new world as 
well as a new stance towards that world; as \Vittgenstein once put it, 
the world of the unhappy man is not that of the happy man. The 
evanescence of our mood~ur inability to credit our lost sense of 
good cheer-is matched by the evanescence of the cheerful or cheer
ing world it revealed; and this mutual exclusion of moods and of 
worlds itself reveals something about both-that the world and our 
moods are mutually attuned, and that both can slip from our grasp. 

One way of expressing this attunement would be to say that 
moods must be taken as having at least as sound a role in advising 
us of reality as sense-experience has-that judging the world to be 
dreadful or boring may be no less objective (and of course, no less 
subjective) than judging an apple to be red or green. As Cavell 
puts it: 'sense-experience is to objects what moods are to the 
world' (SW, p. 125). The problem with the Kantian attempt to 
ground the distinction bet\\'een suhjective and objective orders of 
experience is that it is exclusively geared to sensory experience of 
objects and not to such experiences as moods; and by relying upon 
an impo\'erished conception of experience, it is fated to generate a 
correspondingly impoverished conception of the reality which that 
experience reveals. I n particular, it accommodates the fact that Ollr 
experience is of objt'cts whilst Lliling prc'pt'rh- tc) ;h'c'clmnhl,L!tt' th<' 
tact that those objects are met with in a world. 
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The basic principle of Kant's transcendental idealism is that 
'the conditions of the possibility of experience in general are likewise 
conditions of the possibility of the objects of experience' (A 158/B 
197); and the twelve categories of the understanding give us those 
conditions. But the implication of Heidegger's and Cavell's 
accounts of moods is that these categories-functioning as they do 
to relate our representations of objects to one another-articulate 
our notion of 'an object (of nature)' without articulating our sense 
of externality; more precisely, they articulate my sense of each 
object's externality to every other (making nature a whole, show
ing it to be spatial), but not my sense of their externality to me 
(making nature a world, showing it to be habitable). Instead, that 
idea of objects as being in a world apart from me is regi!'tered in 
Kant's concept of the thing-in-itself; and the problem is that that 
concept (or the concepts which go into it-the concepts of exter
nality or world) do not receive a transcendental deduction. Kant 
fails to recognize that these concepts should be seen as internal to 

the catf:gories of the understanding, as part of our concept of an 
object in general; and by dropping those concepts into the concept 
of the thing-in-itself, he makes it impossible to resist the conclu
sion that he is claiming that there are things, somethings or other, 
that we cannot know-that our knowledge of reality has limita
tions rather than limits. 

'Vhat Heidegger undertakes to provide in Being and Time is, of 
course, something that looks very like a transcendental deduction 
of the concept of a world, understood as that in which objects are 
met; he thereby attempts to show that there are more ways of mak
ing a habitable world-more la~'ers or aspects to it-than Kant's 
twelve categories allow. In the next part of this paper, I shall 
attempt to show ho\y his analysis of moods contributes to this 
enterprise--how the epistemology of moods casts light on the 
worldliness of human experience. 

III. Anxiety: The Finitude of Self and World 

Perhaps the most famous of Heidegger's analyses of mood is his 
discussion of 'Angst' (anxiety or dread)-a discussion heavily 
indebted to Kierkegaard. It begins by distinguishing anxiety from 
fear. Both are responses to the world as unnerving, hostile or 
threatening, but whereas fear is a response to something specific in 
the world (a gun, an animal, a gesture) anxiety is in this sense 
objectless. The distinctive oppressiveness of anxiety lies precisely 
in its not being elicited by anything specific, or at least in its being 
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entirely disproportionate to the specific circumstances which 
appear to haye triggered it; either way, it cannot be accommodated 
by responding to those specific circumstances in any concrete way 
(e,g, by running away), According to Heidegger, what oppresses 
us is not any specific totality of objects but rather the possibility of 
such a totality: we are oppressed by the world as such-or more 
precisely, by the worldliness of our existence, our Being-in-the
world, Anxiety confronts Dasein with the kno\\'ledgl' that it is 
thrown into the world-always already oelin.'red o\'er to situations 
of choice and action which matter to it but which it does not itself 
fully choose or determine; it confronts Dasein with the determin
ing ano yet sheerly contingent fact of its o\\'n worldly existence, 

But Being-in-the-\\'orld is not just that in the face of which the 
anxious person is anxious; it is also that for which she is anxious, 
In anxiety, Dasein is anxious about itself-not about some con
crete existential possibility, but about the fact that possibilities are 
the medium of its existence, that its life is necessarily a matter of 
realizing one or other existential possibility, In effect, then, anxi
ety plunges Dasein into an anxiety about itself in the face of itself; 
and since in this state particular objects ano persons within the 
world faoe into insignificance and the world as such occupies the 
foregrouno, then the specific structures of the they-world must 
also faoe away, Thus, anxiety can rescue Dasein from its fallen 
state, its lostness in the 'they'; it thro\\'s Dasein back lIpon the fact 
that it is a being for whom its o\\'n Being is an issue, ano so a crea
ture capable of indi\'iouality, 

[1]n anxiety, there lies the possihility of a disclosure that is quite 
oistincti\'e; for anxiety indi\'ioualizes, This indi\'idualization 
brings Dusein back from its falling, and makes manifest to it 
that authcnticity and inauthenticity are possibilities of its [king, 
These basic possibilities of Dasein .. , show themsel\'Cs in anxi" 
ety as they are in themsekes-unoisguised hy entities within the 
"'01'10, to which, proximally and for the most rart, Dasein 
clings, (BT, 4U: 235) 

\Yhat Heioegger claims to identify here is an experience of uncanni
ness, Anxiety makes una\'oiJable the realization that human life is 
al\\'a\'s conducted in the miost of objects ano e\'ents, and that typi
cally we bury ourseh'es in them-in tlight from acknowledging that 
our existence is always capable of being more or other than its pre
sent realizations, and so that \\t' an' nt'\Tr fully at hOIllt' in any par
ticular world, This uncanniness highlights the finitude of Dasein's 
freedom; Dasein is responsible for choosing its mode of life, but 
must do so without eyer fully controlling the circumstances in 
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which that choice must be exercised, and without ever being ahle 
entirely to identify itself with the outcome of any particular choice 
that it makes. It is alwa\"s haunted by the choices it didn't make, 
the choices it couldn't mnke, and its inability to choose to live 
without the capncity to choose-the conditions of freedom for a 
finite crentllre, n creature that must inhnbit a spntio-temporal 
world. 

In other words, the uncanniness of anxiety re\"enls the world as 
one component of Dnsein's finitude. l\lore precisely, by revealing 
the conditionedness of human freedom, it demonstrates the exter
nality of the world to its human denizens; for those conditions 
retlect the fact that human existence is essentially worldly or envi
roned, that the natural world of objects and events is one which we 
inhnbit, and so that the world must be thought of as both intimately 
related to us nnd yet separate from us. Furthermore, anxiety eluci
dates the relative autonomy of the world as a function of its being 
at once e\'nnescent and permnnent. The uncnnniness anxiety 
induces shows that each particular arrangement of objects and 
events will be succeeded by others, so no such arrangement can be 
thought of as exhaustive of the significance of the world ns such, 
which exists rather as the horizon of possibilities within which 
actuality is encountered; and yet, insofar as Dasein is capable of 
being entirely absorbed in the present nrrangements of its world to 
the point at which it loses its sense of itself as free to live otherwise 
than it does, anxiety teaches us that the world answers to our con
ceptions of it-that its successions can be fixed or frozen, and so 
that the world is such that it constantly and obediently becomes 
what we make of it. I n short, according to I-Ieidegger's epistemol
ogy of anxiety, the world's externality must be understood as its 
inexhaustible capacity to be all the ways our moods tell llS it can 
be-its capacity to he apart from LIS and yet be a part of LIS. 

IV. Moods and Criteria: The Mutual Attunement of 
Heidegger and Wittgenstein 

Heidegger's claim that moods arc revelatory of the world forms 
part of his more general claim thnt the passive or necessitarian 
aspect of human existence-our thrownness, our openness to 
'states-of-mind'-forms part of the human capacity to compre
hend the world we inhabit. Earlier in Bl'illR alld Time, he argued 
that the fundamental basis of this comprehension is something he 
calls 'Rede' (literally 'talk', but standardl), translated as 'dis
cOllrse')-an ontological structure that both is and is not essentiallv 
linguistic. According to his analysis, Dasein's encounters with 
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objects are all implicitly structured in terms of 'seeing as': we see a 
given entity as a table, a door, a carriage, and so on, and thus 
locate it in a certain field or horizon of significance-one which 
links the object to other objects and raw materials, to certain goals 
or outcomes, to other people (customers, fellow-workers) and to a 
particular existential possibility of our own (a project for which the 
object might or might not be useful). This socially constituted 
field of intelligibility is what J-Ieidegger thinks of as the worldhood 
of the world-that which conditions the possibility of any and all 
of our encounters with the objects of the world; and the structure 
of this field of intelligibility-the articulations of this widely rami
fying cultural web of concepts, roles, and functional inter
relations-he terms 'Rede'. As this term suggests, Heidegger sees 
a close relation between this field of significance and language. 
Since any language itself has a worldly existence, our capacity to 
grasp symbols and sentences must itself be understood in terms of 
the articulations of the field of significance; but precisely because 
language is the way in which discourse is expressed, its structure 
must be seen as internally related to the basic articulations of lan
guage-the categories or concepts in terms of which we grasp an 
entity as a particular kind of thing. Accordinglv, insofar as the 
worldhood of the world is grounded in discourse, it must be 
understood in terms appropriate to the distinctively human capacity 
for language; in Heidegger's vocabulary, the ontological structure 
of the world must be understood in existential terms. 

Ho\\' might such an understanding pn'scr\'e the \\orld's autonomy 
from human beings-however relative that autonomy turns out to 
be? How in other words, can such an account of the world respect 
its separateness from us as well as our intimacy with it? This diffi
culty is parallel to one that emerges in \\'ittgenstein's later philos
ophy, and I want to suggest that the solution to that difficulty can 
provide us with a way of seeing how Heidegger might sustain his 
own balancing-act. I have in mind \Vittgenstein's conception of 
criteria or grammar, and the concl'ption of langllage that goes with 
it. For \\'ittgenstein, criteria govern the use of words; they artiClI
late its gr<'lmmar, the ways in which it can he combined with other 
words to formulate propositions that might or might not he truc of 
reality. Assume, for example, that our criterion for a liquid's bcing 
water is that it have chemical composition fLO. That is not itself a 
claim about reality, something that might he true or false; it 
doesn't claim that an~' particular liquid dot'S han' that chcmical 
composition, or that any sllch liquid is to be found any\\'hcre in 
the world, and so it cannot be falsified if sllch e\'entualities occur. 
It simply licenses us to subi:titute one form of words (,water') for-
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another form of words ('liquid with chemical composition H 20),); 
it determines that whenever the latter is illicitly applied, so is the 
former. Such articulations of grammar are therefore akin to defini
tions, and definitions are not descriptions; they are, however, an 
essential precondition for constructing descriptions since they con
fer meaning on the terms used in the description. 

I suggest that we think of criteria as akin to Heidegger's dis
course; the grammatical structures they constitute are articulations 
of intelligibility, that which makes it possible for us to encounter 
objects as objects of a particular kind, and so ground the compre
hensibility of worldly phenomena-that is, the human capacity to 
disclose the world. Since any such grammatical structures will 
individuate phenomena in ways that express human interests and 
human nature-since the ways in which criteria tell one object 
from another will reflect the distinctions that matter to their users, 
their shared sense of what is natural and what outrageous, \'1hat 
useful and what pointless-the world hood of the world will in this 
sense be internally related to human culture and forms of life. 
Since, however, grammatical structures are not in the husiness of 
representing reality (since, like rules, criteria cannot coherently be 
assessed in terms of truth and falsity), then their rootedness in 
human practices and human nature cannot be said to undercut the 
world's independence from its human denizens. On the contrary: 
the world's autonomy finds expression, amongst other things, in 
reality's capacity to falsify putative descriptions of it; and given 
that such descriptions could not be constructed without criteria to 
give meaning to their constituent terms, it could be argued that the 
disclosedness of the world by grammar is precisely what makes 
possiblt' the world's indept'ndence from human representations of 
it. 

As we saw earlier, however, Heidegger implies that the world's 
relative autonomy or externality should be understood as a func
tion of its evanescence and permanence-its capacity to answer to 
and yet transcend our conceptions of it. Does \,yittgenstein's idea 
of the autonomy of grammar help to illuminate that further impli
cation? To see that it does, we need to appreciate the consequences 
of the autonomy of grammar or discourse for our understanding of 
scepticism-surely the key point at which modern philosophy has 
studied the externality of the world. From a \,yittgensteinian per
spenive, scepticism-like any other philosophical dogma-is rooted 
in confusion concerning the grammar of the terms it employs to 
gi\'e expression to its doubts. In claiming, for example, that 
although we typically believe that the world exists, we should 
rather regard it as a highly douhtful hypothesis, the sceptic fails to 
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appreciate that the world's existence-unlike the existence of a 
gi\'en object in the world-is not something in which we 'belie\'e', 
not an 'opinion' that we hold on the basis of e\'idence, By the same 
token, however, it is equally wrong to contradict the sceptic by 
arguing that we can he certain of the world's existence; if the con
cepts of belief, doubt and evidence do not apply here, then neither 
does the concept of certainty, There is, accordingly, a truth in 
scepticism: the sceptic rightly renders untenable the common
sense view that we can claim to know of the \I'orld's existence, 
lVIoreo\'er, insofar as the sceptic's scepticism results from a refusal 
to employ such concepts as 'belief' and 'world' in accordance with 
our usual criteria-insofar as her scepticism amounts to an attempt 
to speak outside language games-then it must be acknO\dedged 
that our ordinary agreement in the criteria we employ is precisely 
something that is, and must remain, open to repudiation; anything 
\\'hose existence requires the continued im'estment of consent is 
vulnerable to the withdrawal of that consent, 

Of course, on \Vittgenstein's view, criteria establish the connec
tion hetween words and world; so the consequences of their repu
diation are grave-the loss of the human capacity to \\'ord the 
world, the fate of finding oneself saying something other than one 
meant, or unable to say anything meaningful at all. In other words, 
since criteria disclose the world, their repudiation amounts to 
mnking the world \',mish from our grasp; in this sense, scepticism 
makes manifest the evanescence of the world, its capacity to 

answer to our conceptions-including the conception that it is 
lw~'()nd our grasp. Since, 11()\\'l'\'er, a repudiated agrcement can 
nlways he resuscitated (since it is possihle to restore the link 
between words and world by recalling the sceptic to her criteria) 
then \\'ittgenstein's attempts to O\'ercome scepticism amount to an 
attempted demonstration of the permanence of the world-of its 
being beyond our capacity for annihilation. 

\Vhat, howc\,er, has this tal\; of criteria and discourse to do with 
moods? The connection can he seen at se\'eral le\'els, :\Iost ob\i
ousl~', the sceptical impulse is itself characteristically associated 
with a specific mood, Insofar as its douhts about the realit~, of the 
external world arc seriously held or generated (and not \'iewed as 
merely a dramatic de\'ice for introducing epistemological proh
lems), scepticism is perqlded \\ith anxiety of ,I kind that precisely 
matches Heideggcr's :lnal\'sis of it, The s':l'ptic fecls an ah,'ss to 
open lip between hl'rsL'if alld the world, a sellse of liS insignificance 
and nothingness; she l'xpl'l'il'llcl's a hollo", at the heart of reality, 
and an essential uncanniness in her own existence-a sense of her
self as not at home in the wodd. And of course, gi"l'lI that sceptical 
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anxiety embodies a truth-gi\'en that it rightly percei\'es the inade
quacy of cogniti\'e models of our hasic rehttion to reality, and 
shows that criteria are subject to the withdrawal of consent-then 
its onset can properly be thought to reveal something fundamental 
about the world and our inhabitation of it: namely, that our rela
tion to the world is not one of knowing-that the world is not 
knowable, 

However, the connections between criteria and moods run deeper 
even than this-something that is happily (fortuitously?) regis
tered in the fact that, when \Vittgenstein describes the mode of our 
ordinary agreement in criteria, he uses the term 'Ubereinstim
mung'-a word which contains l-Ieidegger's term for moods 
(,Stimmung') ,lIld which im'okes exactly the same notion of 
attunement to the world, For the idea of agreement \\'ittgenstein 
wishes to inn)ke is not that of coming to an agreement on a gi\'en 
occasion (for example, agreeing to a contract), but that of being in 
agreement throughout (like being in harmony); human beings who 
agree in the language the~' use are mutually \'oiccd with respect to 
it, mutually attuned from top to bottom, This idea of attunement 
is further specified in the \\a~' criteria register the distinctions that 
matter to their users; if (\\'ith Cavell) we think of criteria as in this 
respect telling what counts or matters to human beings, the multi
ple connectiolls with I Jeidegger's understanding of moods should 
be clear. As we have seen, for J Ieidegger, llloods manifest the 
human capacity to he affected by the world (to find that we are 
attuned to it and it to us), they have a social as well as an indi\'id
ual a"pl'et, and they arc ultimatl'l\' groundl'd in thl' discourse
bascd human capacit~, to disclosl' or rL'\Tal rl'ality, Since criteria 
make manifest a culture's sense of \\,hat matters in the world as 
well as making kn()\dedge of that world possible, \\'ittgenstein's 
sense of our mutual attunement in gramlllar precisely parallels 
I Ieidegger's inn)cation of our mutual attunement in discourse, 

Perhaps Illosl rlllldaIlH'lltall~', IH,wl'vl'r, both philosophers draw 
a critical lesson for philosophical method that is itself attuned to a 
further aspect of moods-their passivity or giwnness, Both regard 
the structures of grammar or discourse as the proper domain of 
philosophical analysis or description, as the last word in under
standing the nature of world", things and the nature of the heing 
who is alone capahle of understanding worldly things; as 
\\'ittgcnstl'in J1l1t~ It, what must he alTcpIl'Li-thl' gin'n-is the 
form or human life with language, the ramirying grid or mutual 
attunl'nH'llts that gO\'l'I'n our access to the world, The mcthod of 
treating philosophical confusions that he advocates is therefore one 
of n~calling us to our criteria, of bringing us to acecpt them as tht· 
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fundamental condition of our existence-as a structure that we 
always already occupy and that we cannot simply choose to reject 
(on pain of unintelligibility). A final comparison with Kant's 
philosophical vision may help here. For Kant, experience is a 
function of combining concepts and intuitions, where concepts are 
based on the spontaneity of thought, and sensible intuitions on the 
recepti\'ity of impressions. Thinking is therefore understood as a 
matter of synthesizing impressions, of the understanding taking lip 
the given manifold of experience and imposing an organization 
upon it; the intellectual hemisphere is active and the intuitive 
hemisphere passive. In short, for Kant, there is no intellectual 
intuition. For \\'ittgenstein and Heidegger, by contrast, true 
thinking is passive or receptive; just as one can only overcome 
scepticism by recognizing that the world is not to he knOl\"O or 
grasped in cognition but accepted or acknowledged as the condi
tion for the possibility of knowledge claims, so more generally one 
can make philosophical progress only by recalling and accepting 
criteria or the structures of discourse. In shorr, there is only intel
lectual intuition; and this receptivity of genuine thinking reHects 
the fact that human beings are creatures \\'ho lead their lives in a 
world which matters to them, a world which is at once evanescent 
and permanent, and revealed as such by the mutual attunement of 
moous and world. 
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Die Rolle der Sprache in Sein und Zeit 

Die Tatsache, daB Heidegger der Sprache in Sein lind Zeit einen eige
nen Paragraphen gewidmer und sie damit abgehandelr zu haben scheint. 
hat hauflg dazu gefLihrt, da~ sich Interprttarionen ihres Stellenwenes fur 

Sein und Zeit mit einem BeZllg auf diesen, den § 34, begnligten. Damit 
halt man sich zwar eng an das Selhstvemandnis Heideggers hezliglich 
dessen, was er ,Sprache' nennr, lihersieht aber zugleich die genauso schil
lernde wie zenrrale Rolle, die die Sprache als im gesamten Verlauf von 
Sein lmd Zeit stillschweigend in Anspruch genommene GroBe spielt. 

Die hier eingeschlagene Interpretationsrichrung, die sich - wie oben 
ersichrlich - nicht dem Selbstverstandnis des Heidegger \'on Sein Imd 
Zeit beziiglich dieses Pllnkres verpAichtet fuhlt. soli es ermfiglichen. in 
zweierlei Hinsicht ein genaueres Bild iiber das Unternehmen 5e112 /lild 

Zeit ZlI gewinnen: einerseits erlallht die stillschweigende Inansprllch

nahme der Sprache es Heidegger, die von ihm ins Auge geFalhe herme
neutische TransFormation der Phanornenologie durchzufLihren. Anderer
seits ermoglicht Heideggers eigene Fehleinschiitzllng der Rolle der 
Sprache es uns, die internen Grlinde fur die Sackgasse, in die Sein lind 
Zeit gerat, praziser zu Fassen - namlich Rir genau diese Transformation 

bei "der rranszendentalen Fragestellllng" zu verharren. Eine solche Inter
pretation la~t sich also nur dllrchfiihren, wenn man zwischen der von 
Heidegger in Sein und Zeit de facto durchgeflihrren Analyse der ,Er
schlossenheir' - die dessen eigenrliche Neuerung darstellt - und dem 
methodologischen Rahmen unterscheidet, den er flir die Ducchflihrung 

dieser Analyse als einzig geeignet ansieht. 
Liesr man Sein und Zeit auf diese '-"'eise gegen den Srrich. la~r sich 

dartiber hinaus die Kontinuirat zwischen ,Heidegger I' und ,Heidegger 
II' deurlich eckennen, die irn fortSchceitenden Auskristallisieren der Pro
blemsrellung bestehr, die in Sein und Zeit an hand der Themarik dec ,Ec
schlossenheir' angesprochen wird und die von Heidegger nach der 
,Kehre' unter den Stichworren ,Sprache' und .Welterschliel~ung' hehan
delt wird. 

Zeitschrifr !lir philosophischc Forschung. Band 47 (199)). r 
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Bebnndich ist nir Seill IIlld Zeit das Anliegen bestimmenJ, das Para

digma dtr Btwugtseinsphilosophie zu uberwindw. Dies 5011 durch eine 

,radiblert' Fragestellung erreichr werdtn - die dtn Keim der ,Erschlos
senheitsanalyse' ausmacht -, VOl' der das zentrale Modell der BewuGr
seinsphilosophie, also das Subjekt-Objekt-Schema, bpiwlieren mug. 

Oiest Auseinanderserzung mit der Bewugrseinsphilosophie laufr in 

zwei Schrirren ab: zunachsr will Heidtgger nachweisen, dat~ das Suhjekr

Objekt-Schema, weil es einzig auf die Zwecke dt'!' "Erkenntnisrheorie" 

zugeschnirren isr, abgeleirer ist - was es nicht falseh, sondern schlicht zu 

beschrankt machr. Zum zwtiren ist in der zu diesem Nachweis durchge

fiihrten Radikalisiemng der Fragesrellung selbsr schon eine Erweiterung 
des Thtmenkreises der Philosophie enthalten: es soli sich zeigen, da~ 

"Erkennen" ein abgeleiteter Modus von "Vtrstehen" ist; dieses ,Verste

hen' wieJerum konstiwierr die Stinsverfassung des Daseins, aus der die 

vtrschiedenen \X/eisen dts Welterktnnens und damit auch die rtgionalen 
Onrologien erst hervorgehtn. und die daher unttr del' Zielstrzung del' 
Philosophie als Crundlegung jeglieher Regionalonrologie den zentralen 

Gegenstand tiner durchzufuhrenden existenzialen Analytik des Daseins 

als ,Fundamentalontologie' darstellr. 

Heidegger fuhrt daher zur lnangritfnahme der Oberwindung der Be
wutStseinsphilosophie einen Perspektivenwechsel durch, der den Kern 
seiner ,hermeneurischen' Transformation dtr Phanomenologie aus
machr: harre die in der ErkIarllng des "Erkennens" zentrierte BewuGt

seinsphilosophie noeh das Subjekt-Objekt-Modell, also das eines beob
tlchtenden SlIbjekts gegenuber dtr Weir als Gesamtheit aller Seienden, 

vorallSgesetzt, so bildet nun die diesem zugrundeliegende Perspektive ci
nes vente/lei/elm Daseins in eintr symboliseh strukturierten V1elt das fi.ir 

Sein IIl1d Zeit zenrrale Modell. 
Oer so vollzogene Schrirr yom Grundmodell del' 'X'ahrnelmillng zu dem 

des Vente/JellS laEt sich schon anhand einer immanenren Auseinanderset

zung Heideggers mir Husser! erkennen, und zwar genau an dtr Stelle, an 
der bereirs Husser! auf diesen Wendepunkr srogt, namlich anhand der 

Umkehrllng dessen, was dieser in Fassung einer nichr-sinnlichen Wahr
nehmung als ,karcgoriale Anschauung' bezeichncr harre. Heidegger be
merkr dazu in der i'v1arburger Vorlesung des Soml11trsemesrers 1925, dati 
"llnsere sehli(hte~ten 'W'ahrnehmungen und Vcrfassllngen schon ilwge
driickte, mehr noch, in besrimmrer Weise intelpretierte sind. Wir sehen 
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nicht so sehr primal' und ursprLinglich die CegenstJnde und Dinge, son
dl:rn zunachsr sprechC'1I wir dariiber, genJuer sprechen wir nicht das aus, 
was wir sehen, sondern umgekehrt, wir sehen, was man Liber die Sache 
spridn. Diese eigemiimliciJe Bestimmtheit del' Welt und ihre mfigliche Auf
fassung und Erfassllng durch die Ausdrlicklichkei[, durch das Schon-ge
sprochen-und-durchgesprochen-sein, is[ es, die nun bei del' FrJgc nach 
der Struktur der karcgorialen Anschauung grundsdtzJich in den Blick ge
bracht werden mulV (CA 20, S. 7), Hervorh. von mir) 

Die Analyse dieser "eigenriimlichen Bestimmtheir del' \Ve!r" nun isr 
es, die in Form dn Srrukrur de~ I n-der- \Ve!r-seins den Kern von Seill 
lind Zeit ausmachr, auch wenn es an jener S[elle nichr ganz leichr sein 
wird, den sich hier schon andelltenden Zusammenhang zwischen ,Spra
che' und ,In-der-\Vel t-sein' herauszupraparieren. 

Durch diesen Perspekrivenwechsel, del' ja schon in der Forme! Ill-der
Welt-sein besonders hervorsrich[, mu{; sich na[iiriich auch das Subjek[, 
das in der Weir isr, ver:indern: es hJndeir sich namlich dann lim ein filk
tisches Dasein, das sich diesem Umsr;}nd bzw. seiner ,natlirlichen fins[eI
lung' nichr mehr ohne wei[eres entziehen kann, ja, eigentlich kann es 
sich, von diesel' Wane aus gesehen, gar nichr mehr - wie bei Husser! 
noch vorausgeserzt - um eine zuers[ verfLigbare Eins[ellung handeln 
(vgl. GA 20, S. (57). 

Diese Pramisse ist es nun, aus der hervorgehr, inwiefern Heidtgger 
gerade durch seinen Perspek[ivenwechsel keine exrrall1und:lI1e lnstam 
(bzw. kein ,[ranszendeIHales Subjekr') mehr zu VerfLigung stehr. Daher 
mug auch die merhodologische Unrerscheidung, die das Riickgrar del' 
Transzendenralphilosophie darsrellr, verzichtbar werden: an die Srelle 
der Dichoromie empirischlrranszendenral wird so die ontologischl' Diffi
renz trtten. Nil11l11t man diese bei einer solchen Konsrellation offenkun
dig norwendige Erserzung ersr einmal hin, kann die VOI1 Heidegger mit 
dem Projekr einer Fundamenralonrologie weitergerragene "transzenden
tale Fragesrellung" dJvon nichr unberlihrr bleiben. 

Aus diesem Blickwinkel laGr sich dann auch absehen, inwiefern das 
Scheirern des Versuchs von Sein lind Zeit, die Transzendefl(J.lphilosophie 
unrer Verwendung ihrer eigenen Minel Zll iiberwinden, dal11i[ zusam
menhangr, dais dieses Unternehlllen die Funkrionsllloglichkeiren der 
von Heidegger neu eingeflihrren Regritfe Ubersreigr. Dami( mu(~ dann 
aber auch der Vollzug des von Heidegger anvisierren Perspekrivenwech
sels - eben die fnrfalrung der Problemarik der "Erschlossenheir" - in 
Seill II lid Zeit halbherzig bleiben. 
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Heidegger ubersieht namlich, da~ die von ihm benotigte und fur die
ses ,krirische' Vorhaben in Anspruch genommene Perspektive gerade auf 
der methodologischm Ebene eine Dberforderung der Transzendenralphi
losophie darstellt, insofern njmlich, als sie prinzipiell schon den Vollwg 

einer Demmszendmtalisierung impliziert, infolge derer die Dichotomie 
empirisch/transzendenral bzw. konstitutiv/konsrituiert als solche nicht 

mehr anwendbar ist. 
Am Leitfaden der onrologischen DiHerenz hringt Heidegger nun die 

Unrerscheidung zwischen formalen, ontologischen Strukturen des DaseillS 
iiberhallpt und ihren geschichrlichen, ontischen Konkrerisierungen in 
Anschlag und nimmt als selbstversrjndlich an, da~ zwischen beiden ein 
Fundierungsverhalrnis besreht. Die Tarsache, da~ der Ausgangspunkt 
dieser Analyse ein filktisc/Jes Dasein isr, das immer schon auf eine Weir 

angewiesen ist, \Vird jedoch dieses von Heidegger immer wieder (nur) 
behauptete FlllldiemngsverhiiltrJis zwischen onrologischen Strukturen 
und onrischen Verkorperungen derselben konterkarieren. 

Diese Schwierigkeiten ergeben sich jedoch prinzipiell schon aus der 
begriffiichen Ersetzung selbst, die Heidegger bei EinfLihrung der ontolo

gischen Difterenz impjizir vorgenommen hat: Zwar gelingr es ihm mir
tels del' Erserzung der Dichoromie empirisch/transzendenral durch die 
ontologische Differenz, die - weil sie die obengenannre Deuanszenden
talisierung voraussetzt - fur die Bewu~tseinsphilosophie unzugangliche 
Thematik der ,Erschlossenheir' zu enrfalten, und zwar weil erst in den in 
dieser Differenz enthaltenen Begriffen der Aufweis einer ontologischen 
Dimension ill den ontischill KOllStrukren jAbst moglich wird (d.h. weil 
es nun moglich wird, erwas als ,onrisch' und zlIgleich ,onrologisch' zu 
bestimmen). Diese Moglichkeit erlaubr es Heidegger, die Figur des 
,apriorischen Perfekrs' merhodisch in Anspruch zu nehmen, ohne dag 
sein Unternehmen unmittelbar an Plausibilirar verliert. 1st dies jedoch 
erst einmal gelungen, muR allch Heideggers Vef5uch, Omisches und 
Onrologisches in Analogie wr Dichoromie empirisch/rranszendenral ka
tegorisch ZLl trenuen, urn so ein Fundierungsverhalrnis unaffiziert in An
spruch nehmen zu konnen, in den Strudel der Detranszendentalisierung 

geraren. Und in del' Tat zeigr sich, da~ die von Heidegger angenom
mene Erserzbarkeit des uanszendenralen Apriori durch das ,apriorische 
Perfekr' (vgl. 5ein Imd Zeit, S. 44[-442 <8sb» im Ver/auf der Durch
fuhrung del' Analysen selbst immer wieder dementiert wird. 

Demzufolge wird zunachs( w zeigen sein, wie es Heidegger einerseirs 
gerade dank der Tarsache, daIS die ontologische Differenz im Unter-
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schied zur Differenz empirisch/transzendental per se noch kein Fundie
rungsverhalrnis implizien, gelingt, die Problematik der Erschlossenheit 
zu Tage zu fordern; dabei wird sich andererseits herausstellen, da(~ er 
durch sein in der Absicht, eine Fundamentalontologic Zll entwerfen, 
wurzelndes Festhairen an der Merhodologie der Transzendentalphilll
sophie zu einer hypost{uierenden Lesart der olltologisclJen Diffirenz ge

zwungen wird. Diese wird jedoch gerade durch die von Heidegger selbst 
vorgefi.ihne Analyse der ,Erschlossenhei[' immer wieder jeglicher Bedeu

tung enrleen. 

II 

Trotz ihrer Schliisselposition wird die Einfi.ihrung der ,0J1[ologischen 
Differenz' in Seill und Zeit von Heidegger keineswegs mit methodologi
schen Uberlegungen gerechtfertigt. Vielmehr appelliert er an der ent
sprechenden Stelle an unser intllitives Vorverstandnis und aldan, daG 
,,[uns] der Sinn von Sein scholl in gewisser Weise verfi.ighar sein [mug]" 

(S. 5)1 bzw., daG "wir uns immer schon in einem Seinsverst;indnis [he
wegenJ (. .. ) Diem durchsc/Jllittliche lind /lage Seiw/lemdlldnis ist ein Fak
tllm," (ihid.) Auf dieses Fakmm hiGt sich dann die ,onrologische Differ
enz', d.h. die Unterscheidllng Sein/Seiendes, zur[ickfi.ihren, die 
Heidegger am Leitfaden der ,Seinsfrage' folgendermagen einfi.ihn: "Das 
Gefragte ( ... ) ist das Sein, das, was Seiendes als Seiendes bestimr11t, das, 
woraufhin Seiendes ( ... ) je schon verstanden ist. Das Seill des Seienden 
,ist' nicht selhst ei n Seiendes. ( ... ) St'iend ist alles, wovon wir teden, was 
wir meinen, wozu wir uns so und so verhalren, seiend ist auch, was und 
wie \Vir selbst sind." (S. 6/7, Hervorh. von mir) 

Diese intuiti\' zugangliche Urzterscheidullg Sein/Seiendes wird aher im 
folgenden unter der Hand mit der Dichotol7lie Dasein/niclndaseins
maGiges Seiendes enggefi.ihn, die die "transzendentale Fragestellung" 

erst ermoglicht; dies geschieht auf der Basis eines Vorrangs dieses Seien-

I Sofern nich! naher be2eichner, sr.lnlnlen die lila!e l)lit Sei!enJl1g.lben aus Seill 1/111/ 

Zeil. Die Siglen der verwellderell \X'erke Heideggers ;ind folgende: 
(SuZj .'ieill /Iud Zeit, Tiibingen j('1986; 
[Brief] Brief an Husser! (19l7), in: Hllsserliana Bd. 9, S. 600-602; 
[ZSDj Zur Sache des Uenkms, Ti.ihingen '1988; 
[GA 20J I'l'OlegolilerJa zur C.'schichee des Zeitbegriffi. Marburgn Vorlesllng Sommerse
meSlcr 1920, Cesanuallsgabe Bd. 20, frankfurt a.M. '1988. 
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den (Dasein) \'or den anderen (nichtdaseinsmidsige Seiende): "Das Da
sein selbst ist tiberdies YOI' allderen Seielldell ausgezeichnet (. .. ) Jas Da

sein ist ein SeienJes, das nichr nur unter anderen Seienden vorkommt. 

(..,) Die onrische Auszeichllung des Daseins liegt darin, dag es onrolo
gisch isr." (5. [[-[2.) 

Den transzendentalphilosophischell Sinn ciieser Auszeichnung erklart 
Htidegger selbst in einem Brief an HllSserl, in dem er die Aufgabe einer 

Fundamenralonrologie folgendermaGen ul11reiGt: "Es gilt zu zeigen, daf\ 
die Seinsarr des lllenschlichen Daseins total verschieden ist \'on del' alles 

anderell Sci end en und daG sie als diejenige, die sie ist, gerade in sich die 

rvliiglichkeit del' rranszendenralen Konstitution birgr." (Brief, S. 600) 
1m Sinne einer auf diese ~'eise rranszendenralphilosophisch ver

standellen Allszeichnung behauptet Heidegger Jann, da(~ das 'seinwer

standnis', von dem wir ausgegangen waren, nun "selbst eine Seinsbe

stimmtheit des Daseins list)" (5. 12), und damit, dag zugleich mit der 

Erkhrung del' ,.1 priori notwendigen Seinsverfassung des Daseins' die 
BeJingllng der Moglichkeit jedes moglichen Seins\'emiindnisses angege
ben werden kann; folglich lllUG eine ,Fundalllenralonrologie' die Form 
einer ,existcnzialen Analvtik' des Daseins annehmen. 

!\Iir diesem skizzenhaften Abri(~ haben wir nun einen Eindruck vom 

zweitel! Still wltl Leit be;,tilllmenden lug gewonnen, niillllich dem Ver

such Heideggers, das Band zwischen der Grundlegungsfunklion del' 

Philosophie und ihrer - nunmehr durch ihn erweirerten - Them:ltik, 

auf keinen FJII ahreiGen Z1I lassen. Nur aus diesem Blickwinkel gewinnr 

die i 11 ilm:r Vel'\\ obenheir schwer auszllmachende aporerische Strukrur 
von Seill IIml Zeit etwas an Transparenz, deren verschiedenc Faden in 

der ehenso vielgesichtigen ,Allszeichnung' des Daseins mUnden, 

E, sind im wesenrlichen folgende zwei miteinander zus.ll1ll1lenhan

gende Irrrtimer heziig!ich dieset ,Auszeicilnllng', in denen Heidegger be

fangen bleibt: 
Einerseirs idenrifizierr Heidegger nicht die richtige Insram, dn diese 

Allszeichnung, niil1llich als on tisch und ontologisch zugleich auflllfassen 
III ~ein, prim:!r zllgehorig i~r; genauso 11l1\'erzichthar, wie das Phanolllen 

der Sprache irnplizir bereits flir die Plausibilisierung del' onrologischen 
Ditferem gewesC'n war, wird auch irn Kern der Analyse der Srrukruf des 
In-der-\Xlelr-seins eille ~'O}fl DrlJeill l'emiJiedene /wttll1Z werden, namlich 
die ZeiciJeJlSt)'uktll)" die insnfern in Kunkurrenz mir Jem Dasein gerat, 
als .luch sie nm aufgrund ihres onrisch-ontologischen Charakrers· 
speziflzierr \\'erden kann, (III) 
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Gerade darin, d:1G diese - von Heidegger lInrefSl:harzre - Inst:lIlz der 
llllverzirhtb{//'e Kcm des In-der-Welr-seins isr und blt:ibr, liegr der Grund 

fur die zweire Verfehlung, denn durch ihren speziflschen Charakter wird 
andererseirs die mir der ,Auszeichnllng' des Daseins ohne jeglidle me
thodologische Rechrterrigllng einfach iihernommene Begriindllngssrra
regie der Transzendenralphilosophie immer wieder unrerlallfen und ih

rer merhodologischen Rolle berallbr. 2 Das wird sich am dellrlichsten im 
Kern der Erschlossenheirsanall'se hz\\,. anhand der li'ennung \"on Spra
che und Rede zeigen. (IV) 

III 

Heidegger beginnr die Amarbeirung diesel' neuen \'011 ihm ins Auge 
gefagten Perspekrive anhand der Frage, worin die ,\Vddichkeit der \X/elt' 

bestehr, die die Eintuhrung der Srrllktur des .In-der- \Velr-seins' mit sieh 

bringr. 
lu ihrer Be;lnrworrung dienr die l.eugamlyse, die ja \'on Heidegger 

als "der phanomenologische Allhveis des Seins" des "niichsrbegegnenden 
Seienden" (5. 68) verstanden wird, d,h. del' ,Seinsan' der Seienden, 

denen das Dasein in seinem ,allr~i.gIichell Umgang in der \Vdt' begegnt't. 
Oa nun dieser allragliche Umgang gt'rJde nieht illl Erkennen, ~()ndern 
im ,hanriermden, gehrallchmden Besorgen' besreht, mll(~ ihm auch eine 

,vorrhemarische St'insarr des SeienJen' zugeordner werden. Diese be
zeichner Heidegger als ,Zuhandenheit'. fin Selendes dieser Selman 
glaubr Heidegger nun illl Zellg zu hnden, da dieses als so{che.i niehr 
"theorerisch erfa(~t" werden bnn; daw heiGr es enrsprechend in der 
Erklarung: "EiJ/ Zeug ,isr' srrenggenommen nil'. lllrn Sein \'011 Zeug 
gehorr je immer ein Zeugg<lllZes, darin es dieses ZCllg sein kann, das es 
ist. Zcug ist wesenhaft ,erwas, um zu ..... Die verschiedenen \X'eisen des 

lronischerweise bJr gcnau diesc BeJcutllngscnde"rung keincS\\rgs dell Cb.lr.'\.:rcr ci
nes Still IIml 7,,11 alll~erlichen llnc'ils, sondern illl CegclHeil i'r sie deSSCl1 fe<r"1 11,,
s[JnJreil. Cerade in den ,\{olllenfen, in denen Heidcgger UIl, Jie ,\\achh'lrkcir llllli 

PLlllsihilirar einer DUfchmischung d"ssen, \\.IS er gcrade zunI! nod1 .II, dmch ein 
FundierungS\'erhcilrnis gel!'t'1I1I1 crkLirr hane. durch den RiiLkgrilf aliI' d,l> .JpriorischL' 
Perlckr' (hz\\', das ,11l-der-\X'eir-sein') Llel11onsrriar, IIl1d ,l.!dllrch die tdiiglichkc'ir "i
ncr solchen li-cnnllng hir J.b "bkrische [),\sein" - die einlige filr HeiJegger in hage 
kOllllllende Inseam - ams,hlid;r. IYeisr er ,weir ,ellhr .11It' diL' [\liiglichkL'ir Ller Ion 
ihm ins Auge gd,lf;ren Uber\\'indllng der VorallsserZllngen dre B(,I~'III\h' iml'hiloso
phi" hin, 
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,Um-zu' (. .. ) konsriruieren eine Zeugganzheit. In der Srrukrur ,Um-zu' 
liegt eine Verweisztllg von erwas auf erwJs." (5. 68) 

DJS Besondere an einem ,Zellg' oesteht also darin, dag es auf die 
Praexisrenz einer ,Zellgganzheir' verweist. Diese jedoch ist, wie er sehr 
wahl bemerkr, nichr durch das Zeug se!bsr konstiruiert, lind kclllnte es 
allch gar nichr sein, denn ersr die "verschiedenen \X/eisen des ,Um-zu'" 
"komriruieren eine Zellgganzheir". Daher kann man fUr deren Analyse -
ozw. fUr die Anrworr auf die Frage, wie sich einer solchen ,Verweisungs
zusammenhang' konstiruierr - nichr mehr das Zellg in Anspruch neh
men, weil dieses, als durch die Verweisllng konsriruierr, gerade nichr 
mehr die Grundlage fUr die ErUilirerung der AiJllffillltioll selbsr dogeben 

kann. 
An diesem Punkt nun gehr Heidegger zllm nachsren Paragraphen 

Uber, um die Analyse des "Phanomens der Verweisung se!bst" (5. 77) in 
Angriff zu nchmen; gewils nimmr er dart "wieder den Allsgang beim 
Sein des Zlihandenen" (ibid.), jedoch wird er, wie der Tire! des Paragra
phen illusrrierr, dieses Mal ein besolldem Zeug behandeln, namlich das 
Zeichell. 

Ober die 13esonderheir dieses Zeugs gibt uns Heidegger gleich zu An
fang Auskunft, indem er es folgendermaEen beschreibr: "Das Zeichen
sein fur. .. kann se!bsr Zll einer uniuersalen Beziehllngsart formalisierr 
werden, so dag die Zeichensrrukrllf selbsr einen onrologischen Leitfaden 
abgibr nir eille , Charakteristik' aliI's Seienden z'iberhallpt." (5. 77, Her
vorh. von mir) 

Die Zuwendllng Heideggers Zll genau diesem besonderen Zeug isr 
deswegen bemerkenswerr, weil die Zeichenanalyse, die er nun dllrch
fUhren wird, darallf hin;luslaufr zu zeigen, (Ld~ "alie Seienden uber
haupt" in ihrer "nachsrbegegnenden Seinsart", d.h. als Zuhandene, erst 
dan k der Zeichensrrllkrur zuganglich werden. > In diesem Sinne fligr 

Die> Icd()(:h is! nich!s \wi[er als dJS Ilo[\\!endige Aqlliv,t/e(\( Zll der scholl ill da Ein
lci!llllg zu hlldcndcn These, derLlltlllgc "der ursprungliche Seinsmodlls dt's Daseins" 
l'ewe/'m iSL Somi[ stellt ,ieh dieser Konncx ,ds die s~'stematische ErkJarllng des "Fak-

111Il1S" dal", von dem Seill 1IJl(1 Zeir ausgegangen war, llam/idl daiS das Dasein ein Ver
srehen hat so\\'ohl "seines Seins", als alleh von ,,50 em'as \\,ie \X'dr", sowit "des Seins 
des Seiendcn, das inllerhJlb del \X'd[ wginglieh wird" (S. q). AlIfdieser B,lsis WI[ 
sieh dann die lweirc Versioll dieser BehJlIptllng HeiJeggers - namlieh dar; die ,AlIS
zeiehnung' des DJseins dJrin besrdu, da{\ es "in "Seinwerstandnis" har, das ersr seine 
Unrerscheidllng \011 "allen andercll Seiendcn" ausmaehr - in der \Xleise verslehen,. 
dJ(\ da> Dasein eine s)'llloniisch vermitlcire Beziehung ZUl" We/I hal, hz\\,. in einer 
svmbolisch strukrurierren Welt "is!". Diese Unil'ersalitit der Zeichenstrllkmr is! inso-
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Heidegger illl folgenJen hinw: "Zeicnen sind aher lun:ichsr stlbs[ 
Zeuge, deren spezifischer Zeugcharakter im Leig{'/! hesrenr" (ihid.) 

Hier nun ender die An~llogie zwischen Zeichen und den ,1Ilderen 
"Zeugen", denn: daG die anderen ,Zellge' als ,LIm-zu' auf ein ,\Vozu' 
verweisen, bedeuret, daG ihl' ~pezifischer ,Zeugcharakrer' (also: ihl'e 
,Seinsarr') in diesem ,\X'OZll' hesrehr (,HJl11mer-Zll-sein' hesrehr in ,l1il\1-

mem'), aber keineswegs illl ,Verweisen sdbsr', Dagegen besrehr das ,Zei
chen' tlls wlche.' ill /lichts 111llierelli als c\iescm 'verweisen auf', Des\\'egen 
sprichr Heidegger zureenr \'om "eigl'llill'tigm Zeugeharakrer tier Zei
chen" (5, 80, Hen'orh. von mir). Diese ,Eigen,migkeir' der Zeichen, die 
die zenlrak Einsichr dcr Leiehenanaly,e Heidegger\ ausma"hr, bringr er 
dann folgendermaf\en auf den Punkr: 

"DllS ;':l'ic/'I'll i.it lIitil{ III//' ZII/lllIIal'lI lliit (/!/r/c},(,1Il 7.1'11.'1, sonciern in ,,,incr 711-
h.\Ildenheir wird die Ul11welt jc flir die Umsichr Ju,drlicklich zug:ingllch, /1'1-
(/1m ist eill olltiscI, L.llh/lldI'III'S, dds Ii/S diesl's bestimllite ;':ellg <ug/tlel, ,d.i ,'{{I'd.' 

filllgit'l't, u.'a; dil' ollf%gisd,,' Stl'll/mll' {/a ;':1Ij,,/JIt/ell/Jl'if, l ~1'I1"'I""".'!.'.!!.'III.·J,.·l! 
IIlld W'e/tlichkeir Illl:!.tl~'!,t." (S. 8!, Hell·orh. v. mirl 

Hier nun finder sieh die SreHe, all del' deurlich wird, dar; dcr "tigenar
rige" Charakter Jieses Seienden, des Zeichens, mir del' AusLeichllung 
zusammenfillr, die, wie wir schon in der Einleirllng gesehen h,\bell, ei
genrlich das Dasein von allen anderen Seienden lIIlterscheiden ,>oltre. 

Diese Erkennrnis, autgrund dcrer das Dasein seinen ,ausgel.eichnerC:11 
Charakrer' harre verlieren miissen, lind mir del' folglich die Bresche in 
das fesrgdLigre Suhiekr-Objekr-Schem;l der BewlI!;[seinsphilosophie ra[
sachlich hane gescnlagen werden kiinnen, wird jedoch ill SfiJi /II/a Z'ir 
sysrema[isch verfehlr; vidmehr leirC'r das 511bjekt-Objekr-Sehem~\ g,Hl7 

il1l Gegemeil in form cler aus Illerhodologischen CriinJen nil' Sl'Ili lIilri 

Zeit unverzich rbaren Dichorom ie DasC'i n/n ieh rdasein smagiges Seiend"s 
weirerhin den Gang del' Unrersuchung. 

Oer Grund, warum Heideggcr nich[ his Zll der Spirze vordrillgr, den 
Ursprung der ollwlogischen DiA'crenz (d.h, des \'ollzugs des L'll!erschci
dens von Sein und Seienden odeI' ehen das ,be-deutens') in del' Sprache 
zu suchen, is( zweifellos, daG er lInrer einer der Fu~'!,1'Il des - schOll 1111 

Iei'll d.b geslichte I'kinomen, mit Jem Hcidegl'."' die lle\\'ul;r;ein'phiiu'''l'hre blll
frol1[it:rcll woJJrc, ab di,-,~t:' C~ in ihrcnl jJdlJJt'N'Ol'k niLin repr.i.'-.elltierc.'!l J{OlHHt', ude,. 
wic ~Ieidegger SJg[, dJS JiL Be\vl1Ers('in~philosophie w{.'gell dl'f \'CI'\\l'ndllllg dl'S "far

ren S-O-SLhcll1as "iiberspringen" mii«". 
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Progr;lmlll der "exisrenzialen Anal:'se des Daseins" vorgezeichneren -
Verhafretbleibells im Sllbjekt-Objekr-Schema leider, llimlich, dag er 
immer noch den Sprachbegrill der Bewubrseillsphiiosophie, also der 
Sprachc als (,onrisches') Instrument, reilL 

D,15 zeigt sich ZlIma!, wenn Hcidegger in der auf die oben zirierre fol
gend<:n Passage - inkonsequenrerweise -, von seinem eigenen Schri[[, in 
dem er das Zeichen als onrisch und zugkich onrologisch bezeichnet 
harre, zllrLickweichr, und so - in Hllsserlscher Manier - das Unrrenn
bare Zll trennen versucht, namlich das Ztichen und die .,Verweisung 
selbsr", die ja das Zeichen als solches - wie Heidegger sellm es gezeigt 
harre - irreduziblerweise aLlsmacht: "Die Verweisung selbst kann daher, 
soil sie olJlolo<~jst'i, da, Flllldtlnzmt fLir Zeichen sein, nicht selbst als Zei
chi'll begritfen werden, Verweisung isr nicht die ontische Besrimmtheit 
eines Zuhandenen, \\'0 sie doch Zuhandenheit selbsr konsrirllierr." 
(S, Sj, Hen'orh, von mir) 

So kommt er im folgenden Paragraphen (§ 18)' ill dem del' "Bczugs
charakrer des Verweisens" (5, 87) ,lis "be-dt'lItt'fl" (ibid.) besrimmt wird, 
dazu, dies einer Abstraktion ZlIlllweisen, der "Bedeutsam1..:eir'·, lind lwar 

als em'as von del' .sprache selbst Unrerschiedenem: "Sic [die Hedelltsarn
keit, CL.) ist Lias, was die Srrllklllr der W/dt ( .. ,) Jllsmacht" (ibid.) -
und sogar daruber hinaus noch das, was die 5prache selbst "fundieren" 
soli (I'gl. S. 87) 

Die Inkonseqllcnz dieses Versuches wird Heidegger sp:irer explizit er
kennen, wie sich in der folgenden auF Jundieren" bezogt.:nen Randbe
l11erkllng in seinem Handexemplar von Seill II lid Zeit zeigt: 

"Unwahr. Sprache is[ nich[ Jufgeswc\.a, sondcrn ist da; urspriingliche \V~sen 
der \'\'ahrhei[ ab D.l." (5. ++2 <~hc»' 

Implizil wird Heidegger jedoch diese ulll110gliche Trennung rLickgangig 
machen l11ussen, lIll1 die flir die Konstiturion der ,Welr' in Spiel ge
brachte Imtanz (n:imlich die Zeichensrrllktur) weiterhin lInversehrr in 
Ansprllch nehmen w kbnnen. Denn <luch \Venn die ZlIgrunddcgung 
del' Dichotomie Daseill/nich.rJaseinsl1l:lI~iges Seiendcs daZll h.ihrr, dall 
nur die von allem Onrischen gereinigte Absrraktion der ,Hedeutsamkeir' 
wr ,oJl[ologischen Bedingung der MCiglichkeiren' von ,\X/dt' erkJarr 

, Die txpiilirc A"trk""nllll~ di"'e, SaLilVcrhJirn, d.h ... Ii,l!' dit SpLlche nichr Ilttr 011· 

risch .. ,undcrn 'Oil vur"herein "nri"h-()nr()io~i"h i,," (lSI), S. ,,). tind"r man ill 

Heidrggers AlIsftihrllltgen liber die Sl'l'aLhe, wie si" illl .,Proroi.;oii lit riltl'1ll SeminJI 
lih"r den \'onrag .Ieir uud Stiu'" \\'iedergegd1<'u siud (ZSf), S. q If\. 
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werden kOllnre, hil/-r Heidcgger die.:ser absrrahierende Schrin ge.:nau an 
dem zenrralen Punkr nichr weirer, an dem er verslIchr, plausibel zu ma
chrn, Jag d,ls "Dasein ,ich, sofern es ist, je SC/lOll tllIf eille begegllelJ{/e 
,Wlelt' angewicsen [har], w seinem Sein gehorr wesenhatr Jiese Aligell'ie
senheit." (5. 8'-', Hervorh. \'on mir). Urn diesem Umsrand, del' das 
Haupr!l1ovens del' \'('elranal\'se Juslll,ldH, allcl! rheorc.:risch Rechnullg 
(f.lgen HI konnen, isr Heidegger also wiednu!11 zur RUcknahl11e des \'01-

her vollzogenen Absrrakrionsschrirrs zur ,BeJellrs,lmkeir' gez\\,llngen, in
dem er erkbrr: "Die elJ'(-/;lossme Bedell[sJmkcir isr als exi)-te7lzidie Verbs
sung des Daseins, seines In-der-Welr-seins, die ollti)','/Je Bedillgullg ria 
Mdgiic/Jkeit der EnrJeckbarkeir einer Bewandrnisganzheir." (S, R;, Her
\'orh. von mir) 

Heidegger kann an diesel' Srdlc nul' deswegcn eine schon konsriru
ierre Insral1Z (die "crschlossene [kdeUlsamkcir") als flir die.: "e.:xisrenzialc 
Verfassung des Daseins" konsriruriv erklaren, weil die RUcknahl11e del' 
vorherigen Trennung des Onrischcn vom Onrologischen ohl1e wL'ireres 
dllrchflihrhar geblieben isr, bz\\" weil er daw ehen Iloch iIl1Il1L'r eine ,011-

rische' lind llIgleich ,onrologische' (bzw. konsriwril'e lind zugleich kon
sriruierre) Jmranz WI' Verfiigung har. Nur so kann H.:idegge.:r mir Pbll
sibilitar behallpren und WI' PlarrtlJrlll seiner Kririk nehmen, dag das 
Dasein in einer il11l11er schon erschlossenen ,'(felr i,r (bzw. daG die Ce
wurfenheir hir LIas Dasein konsriruriv ist), Damir, daG Heidegger im 
Zenrrum da AllJI!,se der Sorgesrrukrur die Thes.:, daG del' Charakter 
dessen, was nir das Dasein konsriruriv isr, schlechrhin konsriruierr i~[, 

zur zenrralen Einsichr bezliglich del' Geworfe.:nheir erkbn, isr die RUck
nahme des Absrrakrionsschrincs d.lI1n abgeschlossen, Die The'>e I,lurer: 
"Zur Seinsverfassullg des Dase.:ins lind zwar als Konsrirurivull1 seiner Er
schlossenheir gehi)rt die Gewortenheir ( ... ) Die Erschlossenheir IS[ ll'i'

smiJaftfaktisciJe," (5. 22/, Hervorh. von mir) 
Diesel' einzig durch die onrologische Differenz ermoglichre Sr<1nd

punkr. der die I'orherige Unrerscheidung Hcidegger, zwischen der je
weils "erschlossellen Bedeursamkeir" und del' d;1Von abstrJhienen ,Be
deursamkeir' iiberhaupr jeglicher Bedeurung benimmr, wird sich im 
Verlaufe von Heidcggers AnJI~'sen in die innere L;nI11oglichkejr I'<:rw<ln
deln, die minds dieser Absrrakrion beanspruchre Begrlindungslei
stung - dergema!~ jJ die Konsrirurion von ,,\Velr" auf die "exisrenziale 
Verbssung des Daseins" llIriickZllfLihren isr - durch eine ,exisrC'nzi,de 
Anal;rrik des Daseins' einzulosen. Damir isr die 5ackgJsse, in die Seill 
lind Zeit gerar, bereirs I'orgczeichner. Wir werden im weirere.:n sehen, 
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wle sich in del' darauffolgenden Erschlossenheitsanalyse das hier sich 
schon ahzeichnende Problem noch einmal wiederholr. 

IV 

Die Brisanz der Erschlossenheitsanalyse Heideggers wird erst dann 

voll erkennbar, wenn man sie \'or dem Hinrergrund seiner Auseinander

setzung mit del' Bewugtseinsphilosophie simierr. 
Gegen sie ll1achr Heidegger llun zwei Einsichten ge\tend, die den 

,herll1eneutischen Kern' von Seill IIlid Zeit ausmachen, namlich: erstens 

die Ulliverstllitdt tier Als-Strukwr, die der in der Analyse des In-der-We\r

seins herausgearbeitetcn Universalitat der Zeichensrruktur enrspricht\ 
und zweitens die - aus der ersten tolgende - Einsicht in den l'orrallg de)' 
Vemehem !lor dent Erkmnen, die hier in die These einmlindet, dag die 

Aussage ein abkilnftiger Modus der Auslegung isr. 6 

Das gemeinsame Zenrrull1, von dem her Heidegger beide Einsichten 

enrwickelt, bildet diejenige Als-Srruktur, die das In-cler-We\t-sein cha

rakterisierr, und die sowohl VOl' jedell1 ,schlichten Sehen' als auch ent
sprechend vur jeder ,thematischen Aussage' darliber liegr. Um tliese vor

gangige Als-Strukrur ZLI explizieren, bringt Heidegger in den hier 

angesprochenen Paragraphen die "ArrikuiJrion del' Verstandlichkeic" ins 

Spiel. Dieses Lenrrale Argument liest sich bei Heidegger folgender. 

ma(\en: "Die Al'tiklllatioli des Vnstl1lltlelletl in der alJslegenden N:ihrung 
des Seitnden al11 Leitfaden des ,Em'as als etwas' liegt {Jor ell'/' t/Jell/tlti
;,(/lm Aws,zge dariibcr. In diesel' rauchr das ,AIs' nicht zuerst auf sundern 

wird nm erst amgesprochen, was ,dlein so l110glich ist, dar; es als Am· 
Jprec/Juares lior/iegt." (5. I.t9, Hervorh. von mir) 

, Diese These vcnrin Heidegger hier mit der Bdldllptung, d,IE "Jib vorpradikaril'C: 
schlichre Sehen des ZlIlldnJenen an ihm sdbsr schon l'C[srt'hend'dLblegenJ listl," 
(~, Lt~) Hiermit wird dn 1\ ic:htigste Schrirr inllerh.db Heideggers Kritik .llll \\'.Ihr
nehnlllngsmoddl del' Be\\'lIEtseinsphilmophie \'()lIwgen. Dalllil rrirr nun aher zu· 
gleich sl'sret1latisc'h "ine lInenJliche \'idt:dr \'lIn Intt'rprctdrionen .m die Stellc dcr 
Ion del' Be\\'llillseinsphilosophie .lls gesichcrt .lflgen<)lllrnen, inrerpretdtiol1S11nahhan, 
gigefl ,.AlIEelmdt'. die clCIll ,schlichren ,>ehen' lIllvermirrcir zllg:illglich i,l, [jill diestl 
Einsichr gerec'hr III werden, lrirle Heidcggl" die Unrel'scheidllng ?wischen Vasrehen 
lind Auslegllng (§ .Ill, 
III "iller allstldHlichercn Inrerprt'fJrioll der ErschlossenheirsallJh'se an hand des \'er
hjllnisses beidcr Thesen llieinOinder siehe Lat<llll, C,: Sf,,;zdw /lwi Iv'cltl'l'>'(/>/I£jJIIIIg. 
//I)' lillgui"ti>'c/'ell 1r;'Jlde tie}' flenlleJlmtik, lli", phil., l'r.lflkfllrt a, f..I., im ErscheinCll, 
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Die Rolle tier Spl"Ilej,e ill "Seil1 II lid 7.eir" 

Die Situierung dieser ,Arrikulation def Verstandlichkeit' wird Heideg
ger aher erst im nachsren, "Da-Sein und Rede. Die 5prache" betitelten 
Paragraphen vornehmen, indem er erkbrr: "Die Rede ist mit Bejind!ich
keit /llid Verstehen existenzia! g!eich/lrspriing!ich. Verstandlichkeit ist auch 
schon VOl' del' zueignenden Auslegung immer schon gegliederr. Rede ist 
die Arrikulation der Verstandlichkeir. Sie liegt daher der Auslegung und 
Aussage schon zugrunde." (S. 1(1) 

In dieser Erlaurerung finden wir nun also Heideggers eingangs er
wahnte systematische Erweiterllng des S-O-Schemas wieder, die ja in 
der Einsicht in die "eigenrumliche Bestimmtheit der Welt ( ... ) durch 
das Schon-gesprochen-und-dllrchgesprochen-sein" (GA 20, S. 7)) be
steht, welche wiederul11 \'01' jedem "schlichten Sehen" und jeder "theore
tischen Allssage" (hzw. "erkennen") den primaren Zugang 7.lJm Seienden 
ermoglicht. 

Diese Einsicht in die ,konstitlltive' Rolle der Sprache HiI' die EfSl'hlos
senheit des Daseins steht jedoch quer zum methodologischen Vorhaben 
von Seill lind Zeit, den Enrwllrf einer Fundamenralontologie zu leisten, 
quer also eben zur damit einhergehenden ,Auszeichnung' des Daseins -
dergel11a~ ja das ,Ontologische' (bzw. ,konstitlltive') im Unrerschied 
zum ,Onrischen' dt:r DaseinsverfasSllng zugeschrieben werden mii~te, 

Urn diese ,Auszeichnung' nun beibehalten ZLl konnen, wird Heidegger 
diesel ben Trennungsversuche llnrernehmen, die schon il11 Rahmen der 
Analyse del' Bedeutsamkeit erkennbar waren, indem er die Rede ZlIm 
"existenzial-ontologische[ nl Fundament der Sprache" (5. 160) erkLirr. 
So sehr Heidegger sich namlich dort den impliziten Platonisl11l1s in der 
Trennung zwischen dem Zeichen als innerwelrlichel11 Seienden lind der 
,Verweisung selbst' als ,Bedeursarnkeit' durch sein Festhalten an del' 
transzendenralen Fragestellung selbsr aufgezwungen hatte, so sehr bleibr 
er allch hier letzrlich dem Sprachbegrill der Bewugtseinsphilosophie ver
hafter. 

Starr namlich eine gegenuber diesem Erbe adaquatere neue Auffas
sung der Sprache zu entwickeln (wie er es dann nach der ,Kehre' tat), 
ubernill1ll1r Heidegger hier den Terminus ,Sprache' im iiblichen Sinn als 
Werkzeug/Zeichensystem - ,innerwelrliches Seiendes'. Oa dieses Modell 
jedoch zugleich zur Sirllierllng seiner bereits erreichren und den Rah
men der Rewugtseil1sphilosophie sprengenden Einsicht nichr ausreicht, 
greift er .dann auf die Humboldtsche Umerscheidul1g zwischen Sprache 
als System ("ergon") und Sprache als Prozeg bzw. Rede ("energeia") 
zuruck, UIl1 darauA1in die symbolische Strukturierung der ,Welt' als ,ver-
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weisungsZllsammenhang" d.h. die ,onrologische' Dimension der Spra
che. die ja bereits als ,Bedeutsamkeit' dn eigenrliche Emag der Zeichen
analyse gewesen war, in die ,Arrikulation der Reele' (und damit - \Vie es 
Heidegger folgend zunachst scheinen muG - auch in die ,existenziale 
VerElSSung des Daseins') zu verlegen. 

1m Gegensatz ZLl Humholdt ,lher meinr Heidegger, minels der Unrer
scheidung Sprache/Rede, die eigenrlich nur die methodo!ogisc!Je Dilfe
renz zweier Perspekti\'en del' Sprachberrachrung markieren bnn, ein 
FZllIdiel'llllgsverhalrnis begrUnden zu konnen, wenn er nochmals eine 
Trennung der ,onrologischen' und der ,onrischen' Dimension innerhalb 
dieses Phanomens vornimmr. 

Auf diese \X'eise wird zwar durchaus eine stark an Humboldt orien
tiene Perspektive der Sprachanalyse erkennhar, in der der konstitutive 
Charakrer der Sprache (als ,Redd Hir die "Erschlossenheir des Daseins" 
in Anschlag gebracht wird-; auf der anderen Seite jedoch wird zugleich 
(wie aLls Heideggers Kririk an Humboldt besonders deurlich hervorgehr) 
dadurch, daG die Rede als ein Existenzial des Daseins aufgefagt wird, 
immer noch der Versuch fongefLihrr, dieses Phanomen (die ,Arrikula
tion ') als kJtegorial mn del' Sprache (als Zeichensystel11) unrerscheidhar 
zu berrachrcn, um die ,welterschliel~enden' Leistungen diesel' drirren In
StallZ doch noch auf das Dasein seJbst zurUcktlihren zu konnCl1. 

Aus dem Fundierungsverhalrnis zwischen ,Rede' und ,Sprache' hzw. 
aLls der von Heidegger anvisierren Trennung zwischen ,gegliederren Be
deutung' und Worren (derenrwegen den Bedeurungen ,,\\lorre zuwach
sen" (S. 1(1), die ihrerseits als ,,\X'(jrrerdinge" nicht mit Bedeutllngen 
versehen werden konnen), resllirien das fUr diesen Paragraphen charak
teristische Verstandnis der ,Sprache' als InStrllmenr: "Die Hinallsgespro
chenheit der Rede ist die Spmche. Diese Worrganzheit, als in welcher die 
Rede ein ei~enes ,welrliches' Sein har, wird so ali illllt'rwe!r!ic/? Seiendei 
ll'ic eill ZlIlJal1deJlt's l'OIfindlic/!." (S. 16[, ! lervorh. von mir) 

"cbon anhanJ VOIl IlciJeggers Rc'chlferrigllng Jer \Vahl des Terminus "Rc'lk" I.eich
ner sich Jie Linie Jer KonrinllirJI ab z\\'i,cben dem, \\,,)S Heidegger in S<ill m/{/ Zeit 
lIIHer delll Tird ,Rede' rbema[i,~ien, lind dem, \\ as er n<l~h der ,"ehre' als ,.sprJcht' 

t~ssen wird, Heidcgger b[et Jell Terminus ill Snll /llid Zeit ja \, ie scine Vorg)ngtf 
aus der l{al11<lnn-Herder-Humbold(-Tradirioll \'0111 grlechischen .logo;-Begrill her: 
"Das j)Jscin 11M SprJlhc. isr es (ubi!, dal, die Criechen (,. ,) d,IS \\',,,en des i\\en
Schell b~"irirnnltc'Il JI~ Z(joll /(jgo)J t!( liON? ( ... ) LJl'f j"l~Jlk;' Zt<~t JidJ .dj' 5'eiou!t'J', tim fr

der, D." hedellrer nid". dag ihll1 die Moglichkeir der slimmlichen \'erlallrbarullg 
eigner, sondern J.lb dies"s Seiende is[ in der \VelSc des Eiudl'ckm, ria IVelt und des' 
DJ,eins ,db"," IS. 165, Hen'orh, ". mid 
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Dit Nolle dO" S/,lilc/I(' in "Seill lIIlt! /.eir" )) 

Heidegger \Vird nachrr:iglich in einer Randbemerkung in seinem 
Handexemplar von Seill l/lld Zeit ZUI11 obigen Zirar die Unhalrbarkcir 

dieser Trennung explizit benennen, \Venn er eingesrehr, daIS "fiir Sprache 

Geworlellheir ll'esentlich [isr]". (S. -H3 <161 a>, Hervorh. von mir) 
An dieser Bemerkung Heideggers zeigt sich in aller KJarheir, aur wel

ches systematisches Hindernis die in seiner Sprachanalyse angestrebre 
(aber nm von einem vom Ulllsrand des In-der-~'e1r-seins unberuhrren 

Standpunkr aus durehfiihrbare) Trennung sro!~en mu!s: die onrologisehe 

Dimension der Rede, die .Arrikulation der Versrandliehkeit', isr gerade 

eine Konsequenz der ontisehen Besehaffenheit dn Sprache als Zuhande

nes (weil die Sprache eben wie das Dasein "nieht nur unter anderen Sei
enden vorkomlllt"); daher bnn die "Arrikularion der VersrJndlichkeir" 
nllr in der SpmclJe "eine spezilisch weltliche Seillsarr haben"' (S. 161.)R 

Auf diese Weise aber w:iehsr der Spraehc hier diesel be ,Transferrollc' 

zwischen ,onrisch' und ,ontologisch' zu, die bereirs ddS Zeichen ill del' 

Weltanalyse harte - \Vomit ja gleichzeitig offensichdich wurde, da!'; und 

wovon die ,Auszeichnung' des Daseins lediglieh enrliehen war. Cerade 
weil diese ,Transferinsranz' r-iir die Ersehlossenheirsanalyse niehl ver

zichrbar isr. wird Heidegger dann allch illl weitaen Verlaul" Jer AIIJII'se 
selbsr nich t mehr daran vorbeikommen, die Trennung zwischen Redc 

und Spraehe implizit ruekgangig zu machen, indt'1TI er in Prcisgabe aller 

Zllvor gerroffenen btegorialen Unrerseheidungen sagt: "Die Rede 
sprieht sieh Zllmeisr aus und har sieh SCiJOII inllllfr ausgesprochen. Sie ist 
Spmche. ( ... ) Die Spraehe als die Ausgesproehenheit birgt eine r\Usge

legtheit des Daseinsverstandnisses in sicil. Dioe AlligelegllJl'it ist so ll'ellig 
wie die S/,rtlc;'e JlU/" /lOci) l'orhantien, sO/ldel'll iii/' Sem ist selbst dtzst'iw
mafJiges, ( ... ) Die Ausgesproehenhei [ verwahrr i m Canzen ihrer gegl ie
derren Bedeutungszllsammenkinge ein Vente/lell der en'cMoss('ltel1 \fe!£ 
und gleichurspriinglich damit ein Verstehen des IHitc!aselw Aile/era und 
des je eigellell In-Seins. Das so ill der Ausgesprochenheit schon hilHer
legte Versr;indnis betritfr sowohl die jeweils erreichte und uberkol1lll1ene 

Enrdeektheit des Seienden als aueh das jeweilige Verstdlltlllij- vlln Still 

( ... J. Uber einen blo~el1 Hinweis auf das Faktul11 dieser Ausgelegtheir 

, Hicrill liegr Jer (;rulld Fur die Sd1\vinigkejren llejdegger~. durch die l'lI[lTdlc'i, 

liLlng SprJche/Rede die 'Irenn,chart<: de; Fundierllngs\'erh:ilrnis;e, kumtituri,-!hon'li

mien einwholell, I!eidcgger I11U/I illllller wieder helllerkcn: ,,\'I'eil hir das Sein des 

Da. das heigr Hdindlichkeir lind Versrchm die Rde konsriruriv i'l. [J,lscin ahcI he

sagr: !n-der-\X'dt-sein. har ddS Da,,,in als r"dend"s In-Scill sieh Sri,,," ,HIsgesprocht'n. 
DdS D.lsein h.1t Spraehe" (5, 1651 
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des Daseins hinaus mug nun aber nach del' exisrenzialen Seinsarr der 
ausgesprochenen und sich aussprechenden Rede gefragr werden. Wenn 
sie nichr ais Vorhandenes begritfen werden kann. welches isr ihr Sein 
[?j" (5. 167-16X. Hervorh. von mirl 

Dies nun srdlr die Schllisselsrdle fur das Versrindnis all der Unsrim
migkeiren chr. die bislang im Durchgang durch die von Heidegger de 
Plctu durchgduhrren Analysen auf verschiedenen Ebmen aufgerJllChr 
sind. 

Die gieiche versrecke Aurorschafr des Zeichens. aufgrund deren eigen
arriger Funkrion des .Zeigens' ersr der Zusammenhang von Zuhande
Ilem. der die Welr isr. zugdllglith werden kcmnre. hnder sich hier im 
Zelluum del' Analyse des Daseins selbsr in del' Form del' Rede bz\\,. 
Sprache wieder. 1m ersren Fall gelang es Heidegger noch. durch sein 
Enrgegenwirken mirrels der implizircl1 ZuruckfLihrung des Zeigens des 
Zeichens auf die "Sorgesrrukrur" des DaJeiw (vgl. S. 83) die Augen vor 
dieser versreckren drirren Insranz 7.U verschlieGen; da es sich aber bei un
serem jerzigen Konrexr um den Kern del' Analyse der .Seinsverfassung' 
des Daseins selbsr handelr. srehr ihm diese Verschiebllngssrraregie nichr 
mehr zur Vertligung. Heidegger isr deswegen hier ersrmals gezwlIngen. 
zuzugeben. dag cine von Dasein unrerschiedene Insranz. die Rede [nw. 

die Sprache. eine Ausgelegrheir in sich birgr. die .. sowenig wie die Spra
che nur noch \'orhanden (isr], sondern (deren] Sein selbsr daJeillJmdjJig 
[isr]." Und dadurch wird die Sprache in ihrem .onrischen' und zugleich 
.onrologischen· Sr,l[us ermnals als veranrworrlich fur das jeweilige ,ver
srehen \'on Sein' idenrihzierr, und d.h. eben nil' das Fakrum. von dem 
Seill IlIId Zeit ausgegangen war. 

Hier hnden wir deswegen die sysremarische. wenn auch von Heideg
ger in Seill IIl1d Zeit nichr reAekrierre ErkLirung dafur, daG das Dasein so 
libel7eugend als .. In-der- \X'eir-sein" charakrerisierr werden konnre. bzw. 
dafLir, wie es moglich isr. dag dem Dasein so erwas wie "WeIr" l'olgege
bCil isr (und daher "die Erschlossenheir wesenhafr fakrische lisr]"). Somir 
srellr sich dann der Kern von Heideggers Kririk am ~'ahrnehmungsmo
dell der 13ewuGrseinsphiiosophie toIgel1derll1af~en dar: "Dieser allragli
chen A wge/egdJelt. in die das Dasein ZUnJChSI hineinwichsr. vel'lllllg es 
J"ich /lie Zit eJJtziehen. In ihr und <Jus ihr und gegen sie voIlziehr sich alles 
echre Vcrsrehen. Auslegen und [Vlittei/en (. .. ). Es isr nichr so, dag je ein 
Dasein unheriihrr LInd L1llverfuhrr durch diese ALlsgeiegrheir lIor rim peie 
LlIId eiller ,tt'1>/t' art sich gesrellr wiirde. um nur zu schauen. was ihm be- " 
gq~nC[." (S. 169. Hcrvorh. von mir) 
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nit Rolle da Spmd1t III "Seill t/lld /c'it" 

Vor dem Hinrergrllnd der Ergebnis~e der Erschlossenheirsanalyse er

scheinr nun Heideggers eigelles Vorgehen ZLl ihrer Durchflihrllng zwar 

hbchsr llnplallsibel, es besitzt aber bei Rerlicksichrigllng des Ganzen des 
Unrernehmens Seill IlIld Zeit doch einige folgerichtigkeir. Heidegger 

war von der Priimisse eines einheirlichen Sinns von Sein allsgegangen, 
der aus der Zeirlichkeir der ,exisrenzialen SeinsvedJsSlll1g' des Daseins 

Zl1 enrnehmen wiire. Der Sinn einer solchen fragestellung (die darauf 

hinallslaufr, das kulrurelle Wissen im Ganzen ZLl ,begrlinden') enr

srammr wiederum der Grundeinstellung, da~ es eine fundamenralonw

logie geben kunne, die die Bedingung der Mijglichkeit aller anderen 

Onrologien w;ire, bz\\,. der Uberzeugllng, da~ "die Bedelltllngslehre in 
der Ontologie des Daseins verwurzelt list]" (5. 1(,(,). Daher versuciH er 

sich in del' Analyse der Sprache die beniirigre Einheit ZLl sichern, indem 

er die Trennul1g zwischen den ,onrischen' gegebenen Sprachen und der 

minels seiner eigenen Abstrakrion ZUIl1 Singular geronnenen ,onrologi

schen' Arrikulation der Vcrstandlichkeir in AngrifF nimmr; diese Einheit 
wiirde es nun wiederum erlallben, nach dem Erreichen eille!. 
"positive[n] Versrjndnis[ses] der apriorischen Grundsrrukruren von 
Rede liberhaupr als Exisrenziai" (5. 16)) "nach den (;l'[lIIdfom1fll eil/t'!' 
moglichen hl'deutllllgnniifiigen Cliedentllg des Ventej,/;tlrfll libaj,{{llpt [zu 

fragenJ" (5. [66, Hen'orh. von mir). I\lir ihr nun lie!~e sich ohne weire

res die nJchsre Annahme Heideggers rechtferrigen, daG "aus der Zeir

lichkeit der Rede. das heijlt deJ' Daseim liberhallpt, ersr die ,Entsrehung' 

von ,Bedeutung' aufgeklarr [werden kann]" (S. 3+9, Hervorh. von mir), 

und dies sogar ohne den flir die "rranszendenraie fragestellung" eher 
unbequemen Umweg einer Berrachrung der verschiedenen .onrischen' 
Sprachen in Kauf nehmen ZLl mlissen, der ja nichr unbedingr hir eine 

solche Einheit biirgen kbnnre (das mJchr dann - wie gesehen - auch die 

Kririk Heideggers an Humboldt in Seill lind Zeitaus). 
Heidegger glaubt nun solange, die .Arrikuiarioll' del' Rede mir dem 

"Dasein Uberhaupr" gieichserzen Zll konllell - und dadurch diese VOII 

ihm eingefiihrre dritte lnsranz wieder dem Dasein ,elbst anzuvcrWJI1-

deln -, wie es ihm gelingr, die ,onrologische' Dimension der ,Arriku
larion der Versrindlichkeir' (dank seiner hyposrasierenden Lesarr der 
ol1tologischen Differel17.) noch ais von den ,oIl(ischen' Sprachen ver
schieden Zll erkLiren. 9 

9 Auf diese \Vei.,e bnn Heidegger also heide o.g. KUllsrgriffe gleich/eirig Jtl\\'enden: ei
nerseirs bnn er Il,illllich die ,l{ede' 7l1m komrirtlriven !\!01llt'\H der .. Frschlo>senheir" 
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Ciistilill Laj{JIIt 

Oaf; Heidegger aus dieser Perspektive heL1Us Humboldt hiti,ierr, 
verwunderr dann nichl weiler. Gerade weil Humboldt sich Liber die 
,konsticutive' Rolle der artikulierren Sprachen als ,welterschlieGenden' 
im Idaren war, kC)(1nre er es eben nicht mehr als sinnvoll betrachren, die 

"Grundformen einer l110glichen bedeutllngsmjf~igen Gliederung des 
VerstehbareJl iiberhallpt" aus der "O(1[ologie des Daseins" enrnehmen zu 

wollen. Gerade aus ciner solchen Perspektive rritt die von Heidegger als 

tragRihig angenommene "Eillheit der Bedeutsamkeit, das heiEt die onto
!ogische Vel'!1SSlIIzg del' V;~!f' (S. 365, I-Iervorh. von mir) zugllnsten der ir

reduzihlen IVlannigfaltigkeit der in den naturlichen Sprachen liegenden 
WeitansichleJl zurUck. Diese sind dann jedoch lediglich einer sprachphi

losophischen Behandlung zuginglich. Die Pluralitit der \'>Y"e1tansichten 
komInt erst in dem Moment ans Licht, in dem zwei s),srematische 

Aspekre (auf die allch Heidegger in den zwei von lIns zitierren Be111er

kLll1gen in seinem HandexempLlr von Seill lWei Zeit aufmerksam machr) 

zur Geltung gebracht werden, die den ,konstitutiven' Charakter der 

Sprache in verschiedener Hinsicht auf den Punkt bringen, und zwar als 

ontologischen ,Ort' der WeiterschlieGung (vgl. Sein Il71d Zeit, S. 442 
<87C», und als schlechthin o/ltisch-olltologisc/J verfaf~t - und daher un

trennbar von ihrer materiellen Konkretion (I'gl. Sein lind Zl'it, S. 443 
<161 a»; das hat zur Folge, daG eine hypostasierende Lesart der onrolo

gischen Differenz widersinnig wird, womit sich ferner der Absrraktions
schrirr von den gegebenen natiirlichen, historischen Sprachen zu so et

was wie ,den Grundformen einer miSglichen bedeurungsIn;iGigen 

Gliederung des Verstehbaren iiberhaupt' verbieter. 

Vor diesem Hintergrund versteht man dJnn besser die internen 

Schwierigkeiten, auf die Heidegger in SeTIl 111/(1 Zeit in dem Moment 

stollen mull, ill dem er linter der Annahme seiner hypostJsierenden In

terpret~Hion der olltologischen Differenz in der Analyse selbst noch die 

des l),lScin, erkbrc'o - und dal11ir eint il11l11cr sdwn artikuliene Ver.;rindlichkeir als 

prim:iren Zugallg LlIlll Seiemien behJupr~n (sra[[ dl's "schlic'hrtn Sdlens" der Be
\\'u{;rseinsphilosophiel. .'\ndcrerscils l'ermJg cr siell Jef durch die 13eib"haltung der 

[['JnsLcndemalen Fr.lge"rdlung crfinderlichen Finhcir LlI wrsichern, indem cr die 
Hl'posrJsierung clner \'un den I'erschledenen illllllcr schUll Jrriklllier!~n Sprachen ab

slrahierrcn ".\[[ikularion der Rede" iliherh.1upr) I'olltic,hr - und damir die Such~ 
nach "den l.mndforml'll einer lllilglichen hedcurullgsmjiligell Crliederrillg tit' .. ' ~i'/)'te;'
lj,lI'I'li /ib~lihill/,r" (S, 1('6, l-ierl'orh. \'. mi!) ai, sinm'oll bcrrdchren lunn; sic srdlren 
J.lnn Jil:' hinn:ichc'ndc Rn1ingung ttir dit' 1 Icrlcirullg jcdcr I11Clgiichcll Sinllkul1sritll
(ion d.lr. 
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Dip Rolle der SPllle/lf ill "Seill I/Izd /m" if) 

doppeire Seinsarr der Sprache endgi.iltig fesrzumachen versuchr, was he

deuren wlirde, im Rahmen von Still I/lld Zeit eine Antworr auf die Frage 

Zll finden "welche Seinsarr der Sprache tihcrhallpr zukommr. Isr sie ein 
innerwelrlich zuhandenes Zellg, oder har sie die Seinsarr des Daseins 
oder keines von beiden ?" (5. r66). 

DaG diese Fragesrell u ng (111{t{IIIC/J1'II Iil/l(Jte, obwohl es vorher (S. 16 I) 
als allsgemachr gelren sollre, dag die Sprache als ,innerwelrlichcs Seien

des' anzllsehen sci, verwunderr schlieElich nichr weirer, \Venn man sich 

die Aufgahe vor Augen halt, die sich Heidegger vorgenommen harre, 

namlich, "rim olltologisc/len ,art' fUr dieses Ph:inomen [die Sprache, 
eL.] innerhalb der Seinsverfassllng des Daseins auf1l.l11zeigen." (S. 166) 

Aber gerade weil es Heidegger gelingr, dieses Phanomen in seiner Ollto

logischm (hzw. welrerschlid~enden) Dimension ahzuhandeln, mlissen 

ihm solcherlei Zweifel liber die "Seinsarr der Sprache i.iberhaupr'· kom
men. FUr die einzig mogliche Ant\\'orr darauL hz\\,. nir dieses .. keines 
von heiden" aber gibr es im Rahmen von Still lllld Zeit kcinen Orr. 
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Hans-Georg Gadamer 

2. Destruktion and 
Deconstruction * 

Translated by Geoff Waite and Richard Palmer 

When Heidegger took the topic of understanding and elevated it from a 
methodology for the human sciences into an "Eristentiale" and the foundation 
for an ontology of Dasein, this meant that the hermeneutical dimension no 
longer represented merely a higher level of a phenomenological research into 
intentionality, a research ultimately grounded in processes of bodily perception. 
Rather, it brought onto European soil and into the whole direction on phenome
nologya major breakthrough, a breakthrough which, at almost exactly the same 
time, was gaining currency in Anglo-Saxon logic as the "linguistic turn." This 
was of special importance because in the original development of phenomeno
logical research by Husserl and Scheler, language had remained completely 
overshadowed by other factors, in spite of the strength of the turn to the world of 
"lived experience." 

In phenomenology, then. the same abysmal forgetfulness of language. so 
characteristic of transcendental idealism, was repeated, thus appearing to con
firm. albeit belatedly, Herder's ill-fated criticism of the Kantian transcendental 
turn. Even in Hegelian dialectic and logic, language occupied no special place 
of honor. To be sure, Hegel occasionally alluded to the "logical instinct" of 
language, whose speculative anticipation of the Absolute posed for Hegel the 
task of his brilliant work on logic. And in fact, after Kant's intricately rococo 
Germanizing of the terminology of scholastic metaphysics the significance of 

"This paper was presented in Rome in 1985 and later published in the second volume of Gadamer's 
collected works under the title "Destruktion und Deconstruktion" (GW Z 361-72). Since the essay· 
is in pan an effon to show that Heidegger's use of the term Desrruklion does not mean "destruc
tion" at all but something quite different, we have left the term untranslated in the title and through
out this volume.-Editors' nOle. 
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Hegel's contribution to philosophical language is unmistakable. His great lin
guistic and conceptual energy remind one of Aristotle, and indeed Hegel comes 
closest to Aristotle's great example to the extent that he was able to recuperate 
the spirit of his mother tongue in the language of concepts. Of course, just this 
circumstance set up in front of Hegel's writings a barrier of untranslatability that 
was simply insurmountable for more than a century, and even to this day re
mains a most difficult obstacle. Even so, language, as such, was never made a 
central theme in Hegel's thought. 

With Heidegger a similar and even stronger explosion of primal, originary 
linguistic power occurred in the realm of thinking. But accompanying this 
breakthrough came Heidegger's conscious reversion to the originality of Greek 
philosophical discourse. With the sheer palpable power of a vitality rooted in the 
indigenous soil of the life-world, "language" thus became a force which burst 
powerfully through the highly refined descriptive art of Husserlian phenomenol
ogy. At that point it was inescapable that language itself would become the 
object of philosophical self-reflection. Already in 1920, as I myself can testify, a 
young thinker-Heidegger, to be exact-began to lecture from a German univer
sity podium on what it might mean to say "es we/tel": it "worlds." This was an 
unprecedented break with the solid and dignified, but at the same time scholasti
cized, language of metaphysics that had become completely alienated from its 
own origins. 

What Heidegger was doing signaled a profound linguistic event in its own 
right, and at the same time the achievement of a deeper understanding of lan
guage in general. At that time, what the tradition of German idealism in von 
Humboldt, the Grimm brothers, Schleiermacher, the Schlegels, and finally 
Dilthey, had contributed with regard to the phenomenon of language-and that 
also had given unexpected impetus to the new linguistic science, above all com
parative linguistics-still remained within the conceptual limits of Identitiitsphi
/o.wpilie. the philosophy of identity. The identity of the subjective and objective, 
of thinking and being, of nature and Spirit, were maintained right up into Cas
sirer's philosophy of symbolic forms, among which language was preeminent. 
This tradition reached its highest peak, of course, in the synthetic achievement 
of the Hegelian dialectic: here, throughout all the oppositions and differentia
tions, identity was reconstructed and the originally Aristotelian conception of 
noesis noeseoos [sic) reached its purest elaboration. The final paragraph of 
Hegel's Encyclopedia of the Philosophic Sciences has given this conception its 
most challenging formulation. As if the whole long history of the spirit [Geist) 
was really working toward a single goal, which Hegel expressed by borrowing 
from a famous verse of Virgil: "Tantae molis erat se ipsam cognoscere 
mentem"-"Such was the cost in heavy labor of coming to know one's own 
mind.'" 

Actually, a perennial challenge to the new postmetaphysical thinking in our 
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century resides in the fact that Hegel's dialectical mediation had already accom
plished the overcoming of modern subjectivism. We need look no further than 
the Hegelian notion of objective spirit for eloquent witness to this. Even the 
religiously motivated critique that Kierkegaard's "either/or" directed at the 
"this, but also that" of Hegel's dialectical self-supersession of all propositions 
could be incorporated by Hegel's dialectic into a totalizing mediation. Indeed, 
even Heidegger's critique of the concept of consciousness, which, through a 
radical ontological Destruktion showed that idealism of consciousness in its 
totality was really an alienated form of Greek thinking, and which boldly con
fronted the overly formal, neo-Kantian element in Husserl's phenomenology, 
was not a complete breakthrough. For what he called the "fundamental ontology 
of Dasein" could not-despite all the temporal analyses of how Dasein is consti
tuted as Sorge ["Care"J-overcome its own self-reference and hence a funda
mental positing of self-consciousness. For this reason, fundamental ontology 
was not able fully to break away from immanent consciousness of the Husserlian 
type. 

Heidegger himself very soon acknowledged this problem, and so made his 
own the hazardously radical thought experiments with Nietzsche, without, how
ever, finding any paths other than Holzwege. the kind of circuitous dead-ends 
cut by loggers on wooded hillsides.. And these paths, after the Kehre. or turn of 
the way of Heidegger's thinking toward Being, led into impassable regions. 
Could it be that only the language of metaphysics sustains this paralyzing spell 
of transcendental idealism? In turning away from the foundationalist thinking of 
metaphysics, Heidegger drew the extremest possible consequences from his 
critique of the ontological groundlessness of consciousness and self
consciousness: he turned away altogether from the conceptual attempt of me
taphysics to ground itself. Yet, both his "turn" and this "turning away" 
remained locked in a permanent wrestling match with metaphysics. Not only 
did Heidegger, in order to prepare for the overcoming of metaphysics, propose 
to go beyond modern subjectivism through the Destruktion or de-structuring of 
its unproven concepts, but also-on the positive side-to recover the primordial 
Greek experience of Being by lighting up the idea of Being lying behind the rise 
and dominance of Western metaphysics. In actuality. though, Heidegger's step 
back from Aristotle's concept of Being as pIJysis to the experience of Being in its 
Presocratic beginnings remained an adventurous journey into error. Granted, the 
distant goal, however vague, was always before his eyes: to think anew the 
beginning, the primal, the originary. But to come closer to the beginning always 
means to become aware, in retracing the path from whence one came, of other 
open possibilities. 

Whoever stands at the very beginning must choose his path. If one gets back 
to the beginning. one becomes aware of the fact that from that starting point one 
could have gone other ways-perhaps just as Eastern thought has taken other 
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ways. Perhaps the direction taken by Eastern thought (like that taken by the 
West) did not arise from a free choice. Rather, it may be due to the circumstance 
that no grammatical construction of subject and predicate was present to steer 
Eastern thought into the metaphysics of substance and accident. So it is not 
surprising that one can find in Heidegger's journey back to the beginning some
thing of a fascination with Eastern thought, and he even sought to take a few 
steps down that path with the help of Japanese and Chinese visitors-in vain. 
Languages-especially the basic structure common to all the languages in one's 
culture-are not easily circumventable. Indeed, even when tracing one's own 
ancestry one can never reach back to its beginning. It always slips away into 
uncertainty, as it does for the wanderer on the coast in the famous depiction of 
stepping back in time that Thomas Mann gives us in The Magic Mountain, 
where each final promontory of land yields to yet another in an endless progres
sion. Similarly, Heidegger hoped to find in Anaximander, then in Heraclitus, 
then in Parmenides, then again in Heraclitus, in the originary experience of 
Being, testimony to the mutual interweaving of concealment and disclosure. In 
Anaximander he believed he found presence itself and the tarrying of its es
sence, in Parmenides the untrembling heart of Aletheia, or truth as unconceal
ment, and in Heraclitus the physis that loves to conceal itself. But in the end, 
although all this was valid enough for the kind of indicative linguistic gesture 
that would point off into timelessness, it was not really valid for the speaking
that is to say, the kind of self-interpretation-one encounters in the early Greek 
texts. In the name, in the naming power of words and their labyrinthian paths to 
error, Heidegger found precious veins of gold, in which he could only recognize 
again and again his own vision of Being: that "Being" is not to be construed as 
the Being of beings. But, over and over again, each of these texts turned out not 
to be the final promontory on the way to a free and unobstructed view of Being. 

So it was almost predetermined, so to speak, that on this path of mining the 
primal rock of words Heidegger would finally encounter Nietzsche, whose ex
tremism had already ventured the self-destruction of all metaphysics, all truth, 
and all knowledge of truth. Of course, Nietzsche's own conceptual artistry could 
not satisfy Heidegger, however much he welcomed Nietzsche's breaking of the 
spell of dialectic- "Hegel's veil and those of other veil-makers [Schleier
macher]"-and however much he wanted to corroborate Nietzsche's vision of 
philosophy in the tragic age of Greece, as still something other than the me
taphysics of a true world behind our world of appearances. Yet, all these things 
really only meant for Heidegger becoming a fellow traveller with Nietzsche for 
a short stretch of his own way. "So many centuries-and no new God"-this 
was the mOllo for Heidegger's reception of Nietzsche. 

But what did Heidegger know of a new God? Did he dimly imagine God and 
lack only the language to evoke Him? Was he too bewitched by the language of 
metaphysics? In spite of at! its preconceptual inescapability, language is not 
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simply the Babylonian captivity of the human mind. Nor does the tower of Babel 
story from our Biblical heritage mean only that human hubris has led to the 
multiplicity of languages and linguistic families. Rather, this story also encom
passes in its meaning the strangeness that arises between one human being and 
another, always creating new confusion. But precisely in this fact lies the possi
bility of overcoming confusion. For language is conversation. One must look for 
the word that can reach another person. And it is possible for one to find it; one 
can even learn the language of the other person. One can cross over into the 
language of the other in order to reach the other. All this is possible for language 
as language. 

To be sure, the "binding element" in conversation, in the sense of that which 
produces itself in the form of the self-generating language of mutual comprehen
sion, is by its very nature necessarily surrounded by Gerede, or idle chatter, and 
thus by the mere appearance of speaking. Jacques Lacan was right when he said 
that the word not directed to another person is such an empty word. Just this 
suggests the primacy that must be accorded to the kind of conversation that 
evolves as question and answer and builds up a common language. A familiar 
experience among two people who do not speak each other's language yet can 
halfway understand the language of the other person is that one discovers that 
one cannot hold a conversation 01} this basis at all. In effect, a slow motion duel 
takes place until one of the two languages is spoken by both people, however 
badly one of the partners may speak it. Anyone can experience this, and it 
suggests something quite important. For in fact not only do conversational part
ners speaking different languages experience this, but also partners speaking the 
same native language, making mutual adjustments as they talk. It is only the 
answer, actual or potential, that transforms a word into a word. 

All rhetoric, too, falls within the scope of this experience. Because it does 
not permit a constant exchange of question and answer, speaking and respond
ing, rhetoric always contains bursts of empty words that we recognize as !luff or 
as a mere "manner of speaking." Likewise, the same thing goes on in the actual 
event of understanding as we listen or are in the process of reading. The fulfill
ment of meaning in these cases, as Husser[ in particular has shown, is inter
spersed with empty intentions. 

At this point we must think further about whether that phrase, "the language 
of metaphysics," really has a meaning. Certainly what it can mean is not the 
language in which metaphysics was first developed, namely, the philosopher's 
language of the Greeks. Rather, what it does mean is that certain conceptual 
formulations, derived from the original language of metaphysics, have im
pressed themselves into the living languages of present-day speech communi
ties. In scientific and philosophical discourse we call this the role of 
terminology. In the mathematics-based natural sciences-above all the experi
mental sciences-the introduction of terms is purely a matter of convention, 
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serving to designate states of affairs available to all and which do not involve any 
genuine relation of meaning between these terms introduced into international 
use and the peculiarities of national language; for instance, in thinking of a 
"volt," is there anyone who also thinks of Alessandro Volta, the great scientist? 

When it comes to philosophy, though, things are quite different. In philoso
phy there are no generally accessible, that is to say, verifiable realms of experi
ence designated by prearranged terminology. The concept-words coined in the 
realm of philosophy are, rather, always articulated by means of the spoken 
language in which they emerge. Of course, here, as in science, concept forma
tion also means that among the many rays of possible meaning a given word has 
acquired, its definition moves toward a more exactly determined meaning. But in 
philosophy such concept-words are never completely separable from the seman
tic field in which they possess their full meaning. Indeed, the complete separa
tion of a word from its context and its enclosure (what Aristotle calls 
"horismos," boundary) within a precise content not only makes it into a con
cept but also necessarily threatens its use with an emptying out of meaning. 
Thus, the formation of such a basic metaphysical concept as ousia, or sub
stance, is never fully accessible so long as the sense of the Greek word is not 
present with it in the full breadth of its meaning. In this regard, it enhances our 
understanding of the Greek concept of Being to know that the primary meaning 
of the word ousia in Greek referred to agricultural property, and that the mean
ing of this concept as the presence of what is present originates from this. 

This example teaches us that there is no "language of metaphysics." There is' 
only a metaphysically thought-out coinage of concepts that have been lifted from 
living speech. Such coinage of concepts can, as in the case of Aristotelian logic 
and ontology, establish a fixed conceptual tradition and consequently lead to an 
alienation from the living language. In the case of ousia, such alienation set in 
early with Hellenistic pedagogy and was continued as this pedagogy was carried 
over into Latin. Subsequently, with the translating of the Latin into the national 
languages of the present to form a contemporary pedagogical language, the 
concept of ousia has increasingly lost its original sense as grounded in the 
experience of being. Thus, the task of a Destruktion of the conceptuality of 
metaphysics was posed. This is the only tenable sense of talk about the "lan
guage of metaphysics": this phrase simply refers to the conceptuality that has 
been built up in the history of metaphysics. 

Early on, Heidegger was to put forward as a rallying cry the task of a Des
truktion of the alienated conceptuality of metaphysics: the ongoing task of con
temporary thinking.' With unbelievable freshness, he was able to trace in 
thinking the concepts of the tradition back to the Greek language, back to the 
natural sense of words and the hidden wisdom of language they contain, and in 
so doing, to give new life to Greek thought and its power to address us today. 
Such was Heidegger's genius. He had a penchant for restoring to words their 
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hidden, no longer intended sense, and then from this so-called etymology to 
draw fundamental consequences for thinking. It is significant in this regard that 
the later Heidegger speaks of "Urworten," or "primal words," words in which 
what he regards as the Greek experience of the world is brought to language far 
more palpably than in the doctrines and propositions of the early Greek texts. 

But Heidegger was certainly not the first to realize the scholasticized lan
guage of metaphysics had become alienated from its subject-matter. Since Fichte 
and above all since Hegel, one finds German idealism already striving by means 
of the dialectical movement of thought to dissolve and melt down the Greek 
ontology of substance and its conceptuality. Precursors of this striving existed 
even among those who employed scholastic Latin, especially in cases where, 
alongside their scholastic treatises, the living word of vernacular preaching 
marched in parallel, as in Meister Eckart or Nicolaus Cusanus, but also later in 
the speculations of Jacob Boehme. Admittedly, these were marginal figures in 
the metaphysical tradition. When Fichte put the word "Tathandlung" (action, 
deed] in place of "Tatsache" (fact], he anticipated in a basic way the provocative 
coinages and definitions of Heidegger, who loved to stand the meaning of a word 
practically on its head. This shows, for example, in his understanding of Ent
{emung, or distancing, as Niiherung, or bringing near,' or understanding senten
ces like "Jfizs heipt Denken?" ["What does thinking mean?"] as meaning 
"What commands us to think?" Or, "Nichts ist ohne Grund" ["Nothing is 
without reason"] as asserting that nothing itself is groundless. All of these 
interpretations are clearly acts of violence committed by a swimmer who strug
gled to swim against the current. 

Those who thought within the tradition of German idealism, however, on the 
whole sought to modify the form of traditional metaphysical conceptuality not 
so much through recovering words and forcing the meaning of words as rather 
through the sharpening of propositions to the point of opposition or contradic
tion. Dialectic has for ages meant the sharpening of immanent oppositions to 
such a point; and if the defense of two contradictory propositions does not just 
produce a negative result but instead aims precisely towards a unity of the 
opposing factors, then the most extreme possibility of metaphysical thinking is 
reached. Thinking, now moving into primordial Greek concepts, becomes capa
ble of grasping the Absolute. But life is freedom and spirit. The strict, inner 
consistency of such a dialectic-a dialectic that Hegel saw as fulfilling the ideal 
of philosophical proof-did in fact enable him to go beyond the subjectivity of 
the subject and to think mind as objective, as we mentioned earlier. Ontologi
cally, however, this movement culminated, once again, in the absolute presence 
of spirit present to itself, as the end of the Encyclopedia attests. It was for this 
reason that Heidegger remained in a constant and tense confrontation with the. 
seductive appeal of dialectic, which instead of working towards the Deslruklion 
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of Greek concepts continued to develop the dialectical concepts of spirit and 
freedom-while at the same time domesticating its own thinking. 

We cannot analyze here how Heidegger in his later thinking actually held to 
his fundamental project by maintaining, in a sublimated form, the deconstruc
tive [desrrukrive] achievement present in its beginnings. The sibylline style of 
his later writings testifies to this. He was fully aware of just how "needful" 
language is-both his and ours. But it seems to me that, along with Heidegger's 
own efforts to leave behind "the language of metaphysics" with the help of 
Holderiin's poetical language, two other paths exist and have in fact been taken 
in efforts to overcome the ontological self-domestication belonging to dialectic 
and move into the open. One is the path from dialectic back to dialogue, back to 
conversation. This the way I myself have attempted to travel in my philosophical 
hermeneutics. The other is the way shown primarily by Derrida, the path of 
deconstruction. On this path, the awakening of a meaning hidden in the life and 
liveliness of conversation is not an issue. Rather, it is in an ontological concept 
of ecrirure-not idle chatter nor even true conversation but the background 
network of meaning-relations lying at the basis of all speech-that the very 
integrity of sense as such is to be dissolved, thereby accomplishing the authentic 
shattering of metaphysics. 

In the space of this tension [between philosophical hermeneutics and decon
struction] a most curious shift of emphasis arises. From the perspective of 
hermeneutic philosophy, Heidegger's doctrine of the overcoming of metaphy
sics, with its culmination in the total forgetfulness of Being in our technological 
era, skips over the continued resistance and persistence of certain flexible uni
ties in the life we all share, unities which perdure in the large and small forms of 
our fellow-human being-with-each-other. Deconstruction, on the other hand, 
takes the opposite perspective. To it. Heidegger lacks ultimate radicality in 
continuing to seek the meaning of Being and thereby clinging to a question 
which, one can show, can have no meaningful answer corresponding to it. To the 
question of the meaning of Being Derrida counterposes the notion of "drf
{erance" and sees in Nietzsche a more radical figure in contrast to the meta
physically tempered claim of Heideggerian thinking. He views Heidegger as 
still aligned with logocentrism, against which he poses as a counterthesis what 
he calls "ecriture": a term signifying a meaning always dispersed and deferred 
and shattering all totalizing unity. Manifestly, Nietzsche here represents the 
critical poin!. 

Thus, if one wants to contrast and weigh the outlooks that the two paths 
leading back from dialectic that we have just described open up, the case of 
Nietzsche stands out: it allows us to discuss what possibilities there are for a 
thinking that can no longer continue as a metaphysics. 

When I give the name "dialectic" to the point of departure from which 
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Heidegger seeks his own way back, it is not just for the obvious reason that 
Hegel created his secular synthesis of the heritage of metaphysics by means of a 
speculative dialectic that claimed to gather into itself the entire truth of its Greek 
beginnings. Rather, it is above all because, unlike Marburg Neokantianism and 
Husserl's Neokantian reshaping of phenomenology, Heidegger himself refused 
to remain within a tradition of modifying and perpetuating the heritage of me
taphysics. What he strove to accomplish in the "overcoming of metaphysics" 
was not exhausted in a mere gesture of protest, as was the case with the left 
Hegelians and men like Kierkegaard and Nietzsche. Rather, he attacked his task 
as being a matter of hard conceptual labor, which one should learn from the 
study of Aristotle. Thus, the term dialectic, as I am using it here, refers to the 
whole wide-ranging totality of the Western tradition of metaphysics-just as 
much to what Hegel called "the logical" as to the "logos" in Greek thinking, 
which had already shaped the first steps in Western philosophy. It is in this sense 
of the term that Heidegger's quest to ask anew the question of Being, or better, 
to pose it for the first time in a non-metaphysical sense, the quest he called "the 
step back," was a way back from dialectic. 

Likewise, the hermeneutic turn toward "conversation" that I have pursued 
not only seeks in some sense to go back before the dialectic of German idealism, 
namely, to Platonic dialectic, but it also aims even farther back before this 
Socratic-dialogical turn to its presupposition: the anamnesis sought for and 
awakened in logoi. The "recollection" that I have in mind is derived from myth 
and yet is in the highest degree rational. It is not only that of the individual soul 
but always that of "the spirit that would like to unite us" -we who are a conver
sation.' 

To be in a conversation, however, means to be beyond oneself, to think with 
the other and to come back to oneself as if to another. When Heidegger thinks 
the metaphysical concept of ~sen or essence no longer as the property of 
presence in present objects but understands the noun Wesen as a verb, he injects 
it with temporality. Wesen. or essence, is now understood as Anwesen. as ac
tively being present, in a way grammatically counterposed to the common Ger
man expression J-erwesen. to decay or decompose. This means, however, that 
Heidegger-in his essay on Anaximander, for example'-imputes another mean
ing to the original Greek experience of time, namely, a sense of dwelling, 
abiding, or tarrying, such as is captured in the common expression, "a space of 
time." In this way, he is in fact able to make his way back behind metaphysics 
and the whole horizon of metaphysics when it is seeking to interrogate Being. 
Heidegger himself reminds us that when Sartre quotes Heidegger's sentence 
"Das Wesen des Daseins ist seine Existenz." ["The essence of Dasein is its 
Existenz. or existential possibility"]' he is misusing it if he is not aware that the. 
term "Wesen" is enclosed in quotation marks.' At stake here is decidedly not 
any concept of" Essenz." or "essence," that somehow as essence, is to precede 
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existence or existent things. Nor at stake is some concern with the Sartrean 
inversion of this relation, so that existence is said to precede essence. In my 
opinion, when Heidegger inquires about "the meaning of Being," he is not 
thinking the term "meaning" in the way that metaphysics with its concept of 
essence does, but rather in the sense of a question that does not await a specific 
answer, but instead points in a certain direction for inquiry. 

As I once said, "Sense is sense of a direction"-"Sinn ist Richtungssinn. '" 
One time, Heidegger even introduced an orthographical archaism in spelling the 
term" Sein" as .. Seyn" in order to underscore its character as a verb. Similarly, 
my philosophical hermeneutics should be seen as an effort to shake off the 
burden of an inherited ontology of static substance, in that I started out from 
conversation and the common language sought and shaped in it, in which the 
logic of question and answer turns out to be determinative. Such logic opens up 
a dimension of communicative understanding that goes beyond linguistically 
fixed assertions, and so also beyond any all-encompassing synthesis, in the 
sense of in the monologue-like self-understanding of dialectic. Now admittedly, 
the dialectic of German idealism never completely denied its derivation from the 
speculative foundational structure of language, as I have explained in the third 
part of Truth and Method (WM 432ff.l4l4ff.). But when Hegel put dialectic in 
the context of science and method, he actually covered up its ancestry, its origin 
in language. 

Thus, philosophical hermeneutics pays particular attention to the relation of 
the speculative, dual unity playing between the said and the unsaid. This dual 
unity truly precedes any subsequent dialectical sharpening of a proposition to 
the point of contradiction and its supersession in a new proposition. It seems 
very misleading to me for someone to say that just because I emphasize the role 
of tradition in all our posing of questions and also in the indication of answers, I 
am asserting a super-subject and thus (as Manfred Frank and Philippe Forget go 
on to maintain) reducing the hermeneutical experience to an empty word. There 
is no support in Truth and Method for this kind of construction. When I speak 
there of tradition and of conversation with tradition, I am in no way putting 
forward a collective subject. Rather, "tradition" is simply the collective name 
for each individual text (text in the widest sense, which would include a picture, 
an architectural work, even a natural event). Certainly the platonic form of 
Socratic dialogue, led by one partner and followed by the other willingly or 
unwillingly, is a special kind of conversation, but still it remains the pattern for 
all conversational process insofar as in it not the words but the mind or spirit of 
the other is refuted. The Socratic dialogue is no spectacular play of dressing up 
and unmasking for the purpose of knowing better what we already know. Rather, 
it is the true carrying out of anamnesis. What is accomplished in conversation is 
a summoning back in thought [denkende Erinnerung] that is possible only for 
the soul fallen into the finitude of bodily existence. This is the very meaning of 
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the speculative unity that is achieved in the "virtuality" of the word:' that it is 
not an individual word nor is it a formulated proposition, but rather it points 
beyond all possible assertions. 

Clearly, the dimension in which our questioning is moving here has nothing 
to do with a code, and the business of deciphering one. It is certainly correct 
that a certain decoding process underlies all writing and reading of texts, but 
this represents merely a precondition for hermeneutic attention to what is said in 
the words. In this regard, I am fully in agreement with the critique of structural
ism. But it seems to me that I go beyond Derrida's deconstruction, since a word 
exists only in conversation and never exists there as an isolated word but as the 
totality of a way of accounting by means of speaking and answering. 

Obviously the principle of deconstruction involves something quite similar to 
what I am doing, since in carrying out what he calls ecriture. Derrida, too, is 
endeavoring to supersede any metaphysical realm of meaning which governs 
words and their meanings. Furthermore, the achievement of this ecrirure is not 
an essential Being but a contour or furrow, a trace that points. So Derrida 
speaks out against a metaphysical concept of logos and against the logocentrism 
that is inscribed even in Heidegger's question about Being as a question about 
the meaning of Being. But this is an odd Heidegger, a Heidegger interpreted 
back through Husserl; as if all speaking consisted merely of propositional judg
ments. In this sense, it is certainly true that the tireless constitution of meaning, 
to which phenomenological research is dedicated and which operates in the act 
of thinking as the fulfillment of an intention of consciousness does mean "pres
ence." It is the declarative voice (vou) assigned to the presence of what is 
thought in thinking. Even in Husserl's efforts to build a respected philosophy, 
however, it is precisely the experience of time and time-consciousness that 
forms the prior basis of all "presence" and even the constitution of supratempo
ral validity. It is, of course, correct that the problem of time held Husserl's 
thought in an unbreakable spell because he himself held on firmly to the Greek 
concept of Being-a spell Augustine had already broken with the riddle he 
presented to himself about the being of time: that, to put it in Hegelian terms, 
the "now" both is and at the same time is not. 

Like Heidegger, Derrida immerses himself in the mysterious multiplicity 
lodged in a word and in the diversity of its meanings, in the indeterminate 
potential of its differentiations of meaning. The fact, though, that Heidegger 
questions from the proposition and assertion back to the openness of Being that 
first makes words and propositions possible at all allows him, at the same time, 
to gain an advantage for understanding the whole dimension of assertions, an
titheses and contradictions. In the same way, Derrida appears to be on the track 
of those traces that are to be fQund only in the act of reading. He has, in' 
particular, sought to recover the analysis of time in Aristotle: that "time" ap
pears in Being as deferred difference, or what Derrida calls "la difj'erance. " But 
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because he reads Heidegger through Husserl, he takes Heidegger's borrowing of 
Husserlian concepts, which is clearly noticeable in the transcendental self
description present in Being and TIme, as evidence of Heidegger's logocen
trism. Likewise, he deems as "phonocentrism" the fact that I take not only 
conversation but also the poem and its appearance in the inner ear as the true 
reality of language. As if voice, or discourse, could ever attain presence simply 
in the act of its performance, even for the most strenuous reflective conscious
ness of the speaker, and were not rather itself an act of disappearance. This is no 
cheap argument about reflection but a reminder of what happens to every speak
ing and thinking person: precisely because one is "thinking," one is not aware of 
oneself. 

So we may take Derrida's critique of Heidegger's Nietzsche-interpretation
an interpretation of Nietzsche that in fact I myself find persuasive-as an illus
tration of the unsettled problematic before which we find ourselves. On the one 
side stands the bewildering richness of facets and the endless play of masks in 
which Nietzsche's bold experiments in thinking appear to disperse themselves 
into an ungraspable multiplicity. On the other side, there is the question one may 
put to Nietzsche of what all the play in this enterprise might mean. It is not as if 
Nietzsche himself ever had the unity of this dispersal clearly before him and had 
a conceptual grasp of the inner connection between the basic principle of will to 
power and the noontime message of the eternal return of the same. If I under
stand Heidegger correctly, this is precisely what Nietzsche has not done, so 
these metaphors of his last visions look like mirroring facets with no underlying 
unity. In any case, such a unity, Heidegger would say, represents the unified 
ultimate position in which the question concerning being itself forgets itself and 
loses itself. This is what the technological era signifies, the era in which nihi
lism in fact brings about an endless return of the same. 

To think this through, to take up Nietzsche in a thoughtful way, does not seem 
(0 me to be some kind of falling back into metaphysics and the ontological 
concept of "essence" in which it culminates. If it were such a relapse, Heideg
ger's own ways of thinking, in pursuit of an "essence" with a completely differ
ent, temporal, structure, would not always lose themselves in impassable 
regions-let alone be the conversation that may be enriching itself in our own 
day with great new panners drawn from a heritage extending across our planet. 
This conversation should seek its panner everywhere, just because this panner 
is other, and especially if the other is completely different. Whoever wants me 
to take deconstruction to hean and insists on difference stands at the beginning 
of a conversation, not at its end. 
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14 Derridian dispersion and 
Heideggerian articulation 

General tendencies in the practices 
that govern intelligibility 

Charles Spinosa 

Tht!ft! are many fruitful qut!stions ont! can ask about practict!s. Philosopht!rs 
typicallv ask how practices serve as conditions for tht! possibility of'. arious 
kinds of complicated human comportments. Philosophers. for instance. "ho 
are intert!steu in cogniti\e acts will show how shared habitual practic<.:s are 
crucial for the application of any rule. Anthropologists and socioiogists 
intaested in Instituted aspects of human life such as gender or gift-gi\in,: renu 
co rocus on showing that neitht!r systems of bdicf. nor funcrionai anai'.,cs. nor 
,ystems of structural differencc can account for the imprO\isation;1i cn~iracter 
of such instituted forms of life.: Others. frequently with some psychclogic:l1 
tr:lining. are mort! likely to ask if practices are more !ikt! constanth de\eioping 
skills or more iike rigid habits. Are practices more like dt!\'e1oping skiils when 
they art! actively deployed toward somt! particular end or mort! like stablt! 
habits wht!n they ground the recognition of somt!thing? Historians. like 
Foucault. re\t!al how tht! same t!thical maxims or tht! same soci:ll functions 
product! quitt! difft!rent [orms of life as differt!nt kinds of practices. say. 
monarchical or disciplinary. Stoical or Christian. art! in place for t!nacring tht! 
maxims or functions. All ()f tht!st! kinds of analysis are important I and I ha\t! 
only sur\'eyt!J a small numbt!r of fruitful kinds of practice analysis). But [want 
to focus attt!ntion on an aspect ot' the way practict!s work which I bclit!vt! is 
mostly overiooked and which has significant consequt!nces for am' ethics 
founded on practice. I shall spend the first part of this paper tlt!shing Llut the 
aspt!ct of practices that I am interested in exploring. In the second and third 
pans of tht! paper. I shall describe how Derrida and Heidegger .:;ive two 
radically ditlaent accounts of this aspect of practice. And in a short fourth 
pan I shail conclude by giving a consideration that suggests why I bt!lit!\'e 
Heidegger's account is preferable and how it could be altaed to embed 
Derrida's insights. My main goal. however, is to open consideration of general 
tendencies in the way practices work and point out the ethical cons<:quences 
of identifying such tendencies. 
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The general tendency of elaboration that governs practices 

To see what I :.1m getting :.It when I speak of a tendency in the way practices 
work. let me take a simple example. Assuming that social practices are 
generally matters of skill, note that whenever we learn a new practice, even a 
very simple one such as jogging. we find ourselves constantly sensitive to new 
things to which we had paid scant attention before. Or we become sensitive to 
old things in a new way. In jogging. we become sensitive, for instance. to pains 
in our legs and lungs. to the racing of our hearts. to how much we per~pire. to 
what interests us as we jog, that is. whether we are more interested in having 
some intellectual problem to try to work through while we jog or having some 
beautiful trail to look at. Generally. ~e daborate our practice according to 
whatever new sensitivities appear. And we develop these elaborations with 
awareness or without. So. we might with full awareness experiment to find out 
if we notice the pain in our legs so much if we jog while trying to soh'e an 
intellectual problem. Or we might discol'er that we had, Ivithout anv (lware
ness, developed the practice of making the second half of our run \\ith the sea 
breeze in our faces so that the perspiration would not get in our eyes.: In both 
cases, however. either with awareness or without, we are dealing with some 
particular issue that arises in the Course of jogging simply by engaging in the 
practice of jogging. As we deal with more and more conditions with more l)f 
less awareness. the practice itself will become more elaborated. \\'e will jog. 
for instance. only when we have thought of a suitable intellectuai problem or 
only in a certain direction. This is only 10 say that so long as we engage in the 
practice. we will develop ways of dealing with the wide variety of things that 
the practice itself opens up to us. There should be little controversial in what I 
have said so far. I take it that we have all noticed that as we drive or ski or 
speak in public or teach that we become better at it in ways that go beyond 
those we explicitly worked at improving. We recognize. for exampie. that long 
(lfter we have ceased living to develop our driving skill, we continue improving 
in smoothing out our ride. 

My general point is that practices tend toward their own eiJboration. 
Indeed. that fairly weak and probably uninteresting claim is sufficient for the 
rest of what I h(lve to say. but I should like to strengthen it because. in its 
stronger form. its force becomes clearer. I want to say that practices tend 
toward their own elaboration regardless of our explicit intentions. To see that 
practices have this autonomous tendency, recall that once skills become 
habitual. they continuously draw us to recognize things relevant to the skill or 
practice that before we would have passed over. To see that these new 
recognitions do not depend on the explicit intention to take up the practice. 
recall that even if I give up jogging, indeed. explicitly and consciously resolve 
to myself to give up jogging, I will still see this or that trail as looking good for a 
jog. That is. upon seeing the trail, I will find myself getting my body set to run 
and wondering where my running shoes are even before realizing [hat the 
sight of the trail is enticing me to run. Indeed. I may even realize that the trail 
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enticed me to run at an unaccustomed time. and hence the jogging practice 
that 1 sought to curtail was becoming further elaborated despite my intention. 
Of course. once I catch myself. I will refocus my attention. following whatever 
practict: I havt: for dealing with irrelevant solicitations to act. and gradually I 
will ht:comt: desensitized to attractive running trails. But so long as I have the 
jogging skill. I will be guided. both with awart:ness lind WilhoUl. by its tendency 
toward furtht:r t:bboration of itst:lf. 

Tht: question of how to characterize this pht:nomenon of elaboration has 
ext:rcised a relativt:ly small number of philosopht:rs. The greatest difference 
on this point is between Derrida and Heidegger. Derrida argues that the 
tendency toward elaboration generally involves the production of new ways of 
deploying a practice t-hat are. in a certain way. discontinuous with the older 
ways of deploying it. Elaboration is. then. for Derrida. Jispersi\e or dissemi
nating. In contrast. Heidegger argues that this daboration genaally produces 
a better articulated ::ore practice which we may think of. then. as ha\ing a 
stable (though not a fixed) nature. For Heidegger. then. daboration is 
articulative. He sometimes speaks of this articulativt: nature of practices as 
gathering and later as Ereigllis. In devdoping the Derridian and Heideggcrian 
arguments. we shall st:e that an account of the nature l)f elaboration deter
mines whether the stability of things is some sort of imposition that runs 
against the nature of practice or is the regular tendt:nc~' oi practice. \Vhen one 
considers instituted forms of life such as gender. one can set: that ari!ulOg lor 
the instability or stability of rractices will have large politicoethicai :.:onse
quences. 

Dispersion: Derrida on the general tendency of practices 

It may secm perverse to connect Derrida to practices. Derrida is associated 
with deconstructions ,)1' structural systems of difference. Bul. from quite eJrly 
in his career. Derrida claimed that writing. which for him was a paradigmatic 
activity for undermining logocentric meaning. and practice \Vere functional 
equivalents. Practice understood in its ontological structure was the 
appropriate notion for upsetting the philosophical oPPOSItion between theory 
and practice just as writing understood in its ontological structure was 
appropriate to upsetting the opposition between speech and writing (Derrida 
1981a: ~). More recently. he has claimed that the language system is itself 
grounded in practices of exchange and that the gift serves the same decon
structive function in social practices generally that writing served in 
deconstructing metaphysical thinking (Derrida 1992: :30-1). 

Since Derrida's claim that practices tend to disperse is less well known than 
is Heidegger's opposite claim. the argument for it will be deployed in two 
stages. Leaving out nuances. I will speak of the 'Derridian' argument. First. 
the Derridian argues for a special sort of externalist decision ism that defeats 
the Wittgensteinian confidence that habitual practices themselves are 
sufficient for recognizing stable kinds of things and projecting old meanings 
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into new situations. Second. the Derridian shows that this externalist aspect of 
practical behavior. which makes practices insufficient for recognizing stable 
kinds. plays an active role in all of our practical comportments. It is in the 
second half of this argument that we shall see the Derridian account of 
practices' dispersive kind of elaboration. 

In the first stage of his argument. the Derridian tries to bring out cases 
where the habitual practices that constitute a context are not sufficient for 
deciding what some seemingly common kind of thing is. That is to say. 
habitual practices alone do not determine how we should deal with something 
familiar. To take a simple case. we may ask if an instance of a door is still an 
instance of that type when we PUt it on top of crates and start using It:lS a desk? 
Our intuition that the desktop is no longer a door is probably only a little 
stronger. ifit is any stronger at all. than our intuition that it remains a door. To 
see this. we CQuid change the ~imple everyday context we start with by 
\\.:ighting more and more details that would strengthen one 0r the other 
intuition. We could. for instance. give weight to our sense that the -omething's 
origin counts in determining its nature by imagining that we ar~ iiving in a 
house full of heirlooms. Orwe could add weight to our sense that the function 
of something determines its nature by imagining that this 'do()r-desktop' 
appears in a modern business setting where efficiency is all that ~~)unts. The 
point is to see that we can always g;\'e good reasons for giving add~J weight to 
considerations [hat would shift our intuitions concerning this ·door-jeskrop.·' 

In these caseS where we can giYe good reasons for seeing something as an 
instance of either of two incompatible r:-pes such as a door or a J~sktop. we 
should also see that the way of handling such instances is by an imposition 
(that could h;)\e been directed differently). We run into such impositions in 
ordinary life \\hen we find that the dissenting opinions of court justices are as 
compelling as the majority opinions or whenever we. ourselves. must act on 
very weak intUitions. What determines which type (or law) an instance tails 
under in such \exed cases is not some determinate detail of the thing or 
situation. Instead. a determination is made by a speech community (or some
one in the authoritative position in the speech community)· as to \\hether the 
thing will be handled as this or that type of thing: In these kinds of cases. 
although the context of practices circumscribes the range of the decision. the 
context of practices alone will not determine under which specific type a given 
instance falls. To recur to our simple example, in the simple everyday context. 
no practice will clearly determine whether we have a desktop or J Joor. But. 
on.::e the speech community or its representative decides the matter. then we 
will retrospectively see the situation as a whole in accord with the decision. 

So far. though. the Derridian has merely argued that our way of acting may 
include cases where habitual practices do not determine how we deal with 
something. A decision is then required. To show that the number of such cases 
is indefinitely large, the Derridian draws on the notion of cit3rionality. 
Cilacionaiity is a characteristic ofencicies, namely that they may but need not be 
taken as instances of the same type in an indefinitely large number of 
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contexts.' This property enables people to ask the question: is this entity. 
which we recognized as an instance of type X in context A still an instance of 
type X now that we are in context B'?' And citationality allows that entities that 
are instances of types may be intelligibly imported with appropriate changes 
into as many contexts as can be imagined. So citationality allows the door to be 
taken from the context of practices where we normally encoun ter it - entering 
a dwelling - and inserted into such contexts of practices as those for dealing 
with tables. artworks. and philosophers' examples. And. of course. an indefi
nitely large number of contexts can be imagined.' We only need imagine 
John Searle asking us about doors inside a whale's stomach to see how far 
citationality can take us and how unlimited its range is. 

But ~\'en if there are an indefinitely large number of citationally possible 
contexts in which practices alone could not tell us how to deal with seemingly 
common things like doors. one might still argue that Derridian decisionism or 
imposlEion i~ parasitic on situations where habitual practices do succeed in 
unprobiematically determining how to handle something familiar. I take it 
that a Wittgensteinian would say that if in the cases where imposition occurs. 
there is a clear choice between two types. then these cases of impositil1T1 
depend upon the unproblematic cases that determine which types to consider. 
Consequently. the C:lses of imposition are logically dependent on the un
problematic. clear cases.' That is. one could not recognize the problematic case 
requirIng an imposition if one did not already have the unproblematic case~, 

The Derridian. however. belie\es that. e\en if there are moments \\ here 
habitual practices enable determinations without decisions. his argum<;;,nrs 
sho\\ that \\e have no grounds for attributing logical priori~ ro them. His 
account of difficult instances where ways of dealing with things must be 
imposed is supposed to demonstrate that the habitual ways of dealing with 
things not only underdetermine possible future applications but also umler
detennine all our seemingly stable past ways of dealing with things. To see 
this. \Ve must look to the retrospective nature of impositions.:" .-Vter the fact llf 

any imposition. prc\ious cases are retroactively transformed :'0 as to appear 
to determine the present cast:. The second stage of the Derridian argument 
takes up win' this reinterpretation of the past takes place. TfllII it takes place 
we may see by reminding ourselves that this kind of revisioning frequentlv 
happens when important laws change. In the United States. for instance. when 
the judicial determination in Pleny v. Fergllson was the law of the land. then 
race relations. civil rights. the constitution. and most social situations \Vere 
generally taken to support the doctrine of separate but equal. Citizenship at 
its best was. by and large. just seen as in support of Pless.\'. But when the 
judicial determination of Brown v. Board of Education came to rule. then the 
nature of civil rights. the constitution. most social situations. and even being a 
good citizen were seen by most as supporting the new Brown-type equality .• -\t 
least one of these judicial decisions must have been an imposition.: i And. with 
such an example. we see that a present imposition changes the way we deal 
with the meaning and implications of past cases as well as future ones. We see 
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our past now according to our impositions. Consequently, habitual applica
tions of types are as conceptually dependent on imposed applications as 
imposed applications are dependent on habitual ones. The nature of both past 
and future practice depends equally on both habit and imposition. Hence. 
there is no logical priority for determinations by habitual practices alone. 

But so far the Derridian argument has only made claims about the equal 
logical priority of handling things through habitual practices and handling 
them by imposing a practice. In the second stage of the Derridian argument. 
the Derridian shows why impositions take place and thereby shows that 
making impositions is always active in our practical comportment. If we are 
regularly imposing types. kinds. and so forth. then our dealing with things is 
alwa~os taking into account the discontinuity implicit in making such 
impositions: consequently. the elaboration of practices would be dispersi\Oe 
not articulative. And so far as we do not recognize this instability in our ethics 
and elsewhere. we are acting and thinking against our practical natures. 

In developing this view. Derrida starts with what he holds to be a basic 
tendency of all intentional comportment. ·Intention.· he says. 

necessarily can and should IJOt attain the plenitude toward which it 
nonetheless inevitably tends ... Whether it is a question of prediscursi\Oe 
e:-.:perience or ot speech acts. plenitude is at once what Ol1mlS lind 
t!/1dangers the intentional movement. whether it is conscious or nn!. There 
can be no intention that does not tend toward it. but also no inten!lon that 
attains it (Derrida 1988c: 136-7). 

This is to say. in roughly Searlean terms. that any directed human comport
men! has conditions of satisfaction that it seeks to satisfy.l~ So. if someone 
tries to open the door. she will meet the conditions of satisfaction if she brings 
it about in a standard way that the door is opened. This is what it means tor an 
intentional comportment or practice to seek full plenitude. But the Daridian 
says that practices never achieve this full plenitude. Surely he cannot be saying 
simply that conditions of satisfaction are never met. Rather. he is claiming 
that so far as each situation in which a habitual practice is deployed is different 
from previous situations of its deployment. the conditions of satisfaction will 
have to be amended to fit the differences between situations. In short. Derrida 
is starting by noting that practices must elaborate themselves in different 
situations. Since the conditions of satisfaction of intentional comportments 
must be modified to fit the <;lifferences between situations. no previously 
established conditions of satisfaction will be simply met. But why not say. as 
Heidegger does. that these developments of conditions of satisfaction are 
merely extensions or refined articulations of the general conditions of 
satisfaction already implicit in the practice? It seems fair to say that. at least. 
sometimes such amendments ot the conditions must be precisely such exten~ 
sions. But Derrida thinks that this sort of analysis does not take our coping 
with the differences between situations seriously. 
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To take these differences seriously. we must note the following things: first. 
we could not describe what we were doing as engaging in a practice we have 
engaged in before unless we were able to respund to the current situation as 
different from past situations. Second. this differentiation requires that 
something about the situation single it out from other past situations. Third. 
as soon as this difference is recognized with awareness or not. we must assume 
that the issue of citationality is raised. That is. the issue is opened of whether 
the conditions of satisfaction for doing X in past situatiuns count as the condi
tions of satisfaction in this situation. Or must the conditions of satisfaction be 
amended by an imposition? For Derrida. this constant openness te imposition 
is enough to claim that the practices tend toward dispersion. which is to say 
that they tend toward impositions which could not be projected from earlier 
states of the practices. In short. if we ;.Ire constantly ready to make impo
sitions. then there are differences enough from situation to situation for us 
regularly to do so. Here is how Derrida makes this point: 

What, , ,I call iterability [here read iterability;.ls citationalityJ is at once 
that which tends to attain plenitude and that which bars access to it. 
Through the possibility of repeating every mark as the same it makes way 
for an idealization that seems to deliver the full presence of ideal objects 
, , . but this repeatability itself ensures that the full presence of a singu
larity thus repeated comports in itself the reference to ~omething <!Ise. 
thus rending the full presence that it nevertheless announces. This is whv 
iteration is not simply repetition (Derrida 1988c: 129). 

So for Derrida any stability in the practices. any sense that the practices 
elaborate themselves by articulating implicit possibilities within themselves 
is itself based upon citationality and hence on the possibility of imposed 
practices. Deconstruction is really little more than increasing sensitivity to 
this instability. As Derrida puts it. the 'norms of minimal intelligibility are .. , 
by essence mobile' (Derrida 19S8c: 1 ~ 7). 

The consequences of this position are that all ways ot' making things 
intelligible are essentially unstable. To put the matter as Derrida does. 
"deconstruction' is firstly this destabilization on the mo .... e in ... 'the things 
themselves" (Derrida 1988c: l~7). As an ethical or political matter. it follows 
that one should become, at least. suspicious of institutions and experiences 
that tend toward the stability of things. For such institutions and experiences 
would tend to occlude the way in which our own form of intelligibility works. 
that is. would tend to occlude the way practices elaborate themsel\es. Also. 
those accounts of practice that regard practices as enabling us to have stable if 
not permanent kinds, according to the Derridian. get it wrong. Stable institu
tions. like stable practices. are stable because force. which the Derridian 
usually thinks of as hegemonic force. makes them so (Derrida 1988c: 137 
and 144). So logocentrism (understanding ourselves as in control of our 
intentions) repeatedly imposes itself through the violent force of the legal. 
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academic. journalistic. and other <!thics-promoting institutions. Since such 
force goes against the way we make sense of things. it presumably arises out ,)f a 
warping of practice to further special interests at the expense of intel!igibiliry. 

Articulation: Heidegger on the general tendency of practices 

As Derrida has noted. the cardinal difference between his view and Heidegger'" 
lies in Heidegger's wholehearted approval of such terms as owning. the 
proper. and appropriateness in contrast to Derrida's outright rejection 0f 
such terms in favor of grafting and dissemination (Derrida 198 i b: 5.1). The 
simplest way to see the difference in focus would be to start with the example 
of a craftsperson. For Heidegger. the typical wuy human intelligibility Ilorks IS 

exemplitied by the craftsperson's way of making things intelligible. ,-\5 Ivith 
the craftsperson learning his craft. for Heidegga. practices tend toward J 
refinement whose goal is producing a craft product that draws people not onil' 
to use It but also to understand better how ~uch products are an important 
part at their lives. In contrast. in looking at the same craftsperson in order ru 
undem:md the nature of the intelligibilit~· ,)i things. Derrid41 ','ould focu<. 
on the ',lay the crar'tsperson has to make her practices cleLlr to materiai5 
suppliers. employees. tax assessors. accountants. different kinds of customer". 
and so forth. Increasing intelligibility does not amount. for Derrida. to r~iining 
those practices thaI will give a product a single. Jeterminate. Jnd cared-for 
place in the lives of users. Rather. for Derrida, increasing mtelligibilill 
amounts to managing all the situations in whicll the product appears II ith all 
the different peopk who are related to it in various contexts. There is no 
primordial context of the sort Heidegger would hal'e, 

To understand more fully how Heidegger churacterizes the \Iav praclic6 
tend toward elaboration means seeing more clearly what he meant in lhe 
1950s when he wrote about Erei'5/is as the 'governing force. , , [that] hrings all 
, . , beings each into its own' (Heidegger 1971 a: 127), For this sense of Ereigl1is 
is whal I have so far described with the more general term 'articulation.' 
Bringing something into its own means bringing it into the context of those 
practices where the purpose that the thing is recognized as serving comes out 
most clearly and worthily, What does it mean for something's purpose to be 
brought out most clearly and most worthily? .-\nd I"hat counts as the purpose 
which a thing is recognized as serving? 

Answering the second question is relatively ~asy. Most of the time. the 
purpose which something (especially a piece of equipment) is recognized as 
serving is the purpose for which it was created or the purpose it has come to 
serve in those social contexts where its loss would be felt as sel'erely 
constraining. So, for instance. a hammer is for hammering, A car is for driving 
on roads to get from one place to another in the course of daily activities, But 
we all know that there are lots of other uses for hammers and cars. Hammers' 
can serve as paper weights and weapons. Cars can serve for off-road races. 
bedrooms. and so forth, But. for Heidegger. we mostly understand equipment 
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as having a chief role along with other minor roles. I) The same goes for things 
other than equipment, but their roles are not so obvious. So. for someone 
who casually walks through the woods, the deer are for contemplation: for 
the hunter. however. the deer are for hunting; for the farmer. they are pests. 
and so forth. It follows that what is generally recognized as the purpose of 
something .:hanges both with history and with the community of people 
involved. Bicycles. for young wealthy people, are for maintaining one's fitness 
and racing from coffee shop to coffee shop. Bicycles. for younger or poorer 
people. may be for getting around town to do chores. or to ~et to and from 
school or work. and SI) forth. But the changes of purpose are not hidden 
within each micro act of. say. observing a deer but come out as we c~oss 
communities or as we move from the traditional to the vanguard in our o"'n 
communities. 

Purposes. then. are fairly simple. \Vhat does it mean for something to exist 
within a set of practices such that its purpose is brought out most clearly and 
most worthiiy? A thing's purpose is brought out most clearly '.1 hen. first. the 
thing is in J situation where it solicits those practices which .::m. in fact. be 
deployed at the time and which enable one to use the thing effectively and 
familiarly according to recognized norms. A bottle of wine. for instance. 
solicits practices for savoring and Llrinking slowly when we are rela\ed and at 
dinner with iriends. It may solicit slmiiar practices when \Ve ,ee:t in the ~hop 
or while \\e are driving. but Iv'e cannot Jeploy the appropriate practices on 
those occasions. ' Second. a thing will have its purpose ..:ome out most 
worthily \\ nen the practices it solicits are ones with which we hal e a great deal 
of familiarity. Drinking the \vine with friends on many occasIons es:ablishes 
these practices as those that are familiar and imleed embody one of the goods 
in our lives. This is the kind of familiarity Heidegger has in mind \vhen he is 
interested in things being brought out in their own.;' Third. a purpose is 
brought out clearly and worthily when. for instance. the \vine-drinking dr~i\\s 
us to express our identities as friends with intensity. That is. \\e not only feel at 
home with our fellows but also recognize the vulnerability of L1ur identities as 
friends as dther situations draw us 10 do things that would make the familiar 
wine-drint;ing situation impossible.' Fourth. a purpose is brought out clearly 
and worthily when the thing is able to solicit a general mood thaI filS with the 
practices for using it and enables those involved to be attuned to the kinds of 
distinctions and solicitations that it promotes. The point here is that we may 
be drinking wine with our friends on a suitable occasion. in the traditional 
familiar way. and with a sense of the vulnerability of the situation and of our 
identities to change, but still not feel fully attuned to what is happening. We 
might be in a sour or nervous mood. The right mood. when it comes. just 
descends on us.:- In generaL a thing can be said to reveal its purpose most 
clearly and worthily when the practices that it solicits are important in one's 
communiry. make one feel at home in dealing with the thing. enable one to 
recognize the vulnerability of one's identity, and provoke the right mood for 
the situation. And a thing's importance to the community, the familiarity with 
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which we engage with the thing. the vulnerability of our identity in the situ
ation of engagement. and the appropriate mood all remain relatively stable. 

Heidegger calls EreigJ/is this tendency in the practices to bring things into 
their own in this way. Thus. the practices for dealing with any thing hme a kind 
of telos; they tend to make the thing connected to the rest of a community's 
life in such a way that the practices and the personal identities involved are 
taken as worthy. This telos is relational. It depends upon the rest of the 
practices in a community. the kinds of identities the community suppons. the 
traditions with which people in the community are familiar. and the kinds 01" 
uses that the community holds \aluable. Also. this telos is only a tendency. or 
to put it in Heidegger's terms. it is a gentle law (Heidegger 1971a: 12S). The 
tendency can be constrained by all sorts of contingent circumstances. In times 
of severe economic stress. for instance. practices for sharing wine with friends. 
perhaps even practices for having friends just could not get off the ground no 
matter how the wine bottle and past familiarlization solicited that kind ot 
behavior. But. normally. practices are best understood when they are seen as 
tending towards the local stability provided by the telos. Such thinking 
suggests that. as practices elaborate themselves. a stable end is implicit in 
their elaborations. 

Under a Heideggenan view. amendments to conditions of satisiaction that 
are made in response to differences in situations would be made in the iignr 01 
a thing's overall telos. This stable relos would govern even if a decision had to 
be imposed regarding which practices to deploy. Thus. this stable telos snows 
that the differences between situations are normally IIot what is ;nost 
important. Of course. significant contingent changes might result in a thing 
soliciting different practices altogether. But then a new telns wouiJ be 
instituted and the gentle law broken. In general. then. while Derrida treats all 
differences that occur from situation to situation as always impOrTant. 
Heidegger regards them as mostly. but not always. trivial. 

Finally. just as the Derridian calls upon us through deconstruction to come 
into accord with dispersion. the Heideggenan who sees practices as tending to 
produce local stabilities calls us. in the name of coming into accord with how 
human intelligibility works. to preserve those stabilities. And. as Derrida 
notes. this means defending some notions of property and the proper. 

Heidegger's articulation over Derrida's dispersion 

There is one important reason for preferring the articulative account to the 
dispersive account. But to become sensitive to it. we must recall a moment in 
which we have experienced practices bringing something out in its own. 
Perhaps we all can recall an experience of a family meal where everyone in the 
family understood at that moment what it meant to be a family member and 
that eating the dinner and telling the stories of the day made these identities 
and the practices of sharing food together at the end of the day clear. 
important. and worthy. Of course, Derrida. too, can give us an account of how 
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central st3bilities - like those involving the nuclear family - could seem 
valuable to us even if their production ran against the general tendency toward 
dispersion in the practices. Much of Derrida's discussion of hegemonic forces 
is meant to explain the seeming value of such stabilities. But the Derridian 
account suggests that our experience of marginal. non-dominant practices 
should be dispersive and not articulative. But marginal practices infrequently 
exhibit a dispersive character. Take. for instance. the marginal example that 
has already been developed of drinking wine with friends. How could the 
Derridian account make sense of it being beneficial to the logocentric. 
phallocentric. carnocentric, or other form of Western centrism still active 
todav that the wine gathers friends together as friends'.' These meetings of 
friends O\'er wine seem to do nothing to convince us that our intentions are 
clearly present to us and fully satisfied. Such meetings sometimes do support 
the clear hounded identities of phallocentrism. but just as often enable 
di~plays of feeling that undermine such identities. Perhaps. in the past. such 
meetings helped us to dominate animals. but one does not think today that 
drinking wine with friends involves such domination. If anything. such 
occasions have more kinship with a kind of nearness that merges intentions 
and identities so that ownership and dominance are lost rather than Jnything 
that fits '-lith one of the hegemonic centrisms Derrida worries ahout. As a 
careful reJder of Heidegger. Derrida worries about ne:uness too. but that is 
because he tends to see it as supporting one of the hegemonies. But though 
there are no doubt many forms of ne:Hness that do support the various 
reigning mutually supporting hegemonies. friends gathering to drink wine in 
no obvious way support this or that current hegemony. Such examples of 
stabilities that occur when we are en~aged in marginal practices suggest the 
superiority of Heidegger"s claim that practices usually tend to articulate local 
stabilities rather than unleash dispersive discontinuities. 

On the basis of such marginal situations. a Heideggerian \vould have us 
recognize that a telos guides the elaboration of practices around some thing 
or event. '\[oreover. the marginality of a practice such as friendship \\ hich has 
never been a central organizing practice in our culture suggests that the tdos 
need not be a trace of some centrism in the general cultural practices that 
draws us to make impositions of one sort and not another. But. as we noted. 
Heidegger does not think that the tendency to bring things out in their awnmost 
is anything more than a tendency. He allows that circumstances merride it. 
hut he does not describe such cases. The Derridian analysis can be usefully 
regarded as an important and fitting addition to Heidegger. one that tells us 
precisely how such an overriding imposition occurs. A practice engages a new 
circumstance that cannot be easily accommodated with the considerations of 
the telos (appropriateness. familiarity, vulnerability. and mood). Hence. an 
imposition is required, and that imposition is itself retrospectively normal
ized. Drawing the Derridian account into the Heideggerian account in this 
way enables the Heideggerian interpreter to account for the development of 
many new marginal practices and for the discontinuities of change. 
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The Derridian deconstructionist could reply that all the Heideggerian 
interpreter has done is uncover the force of a new hegemonic 'centrism' -
Ereignis. the tendency to bring things out in their ownmost - which has 
infected Western practice. But to accept this Derridian response requires that 
we make sense of the revolutionary possibility of dispersive practice:; giving us 
the ability to make things and people intelligible without any ·centrism.' telos. 
or stabilizing practice. While we can conceive of such a Derridian revo
lutionary possibility, we can ground it only in artistic experiences and in such 
marginal everyday moments as our experience of shocking moments. For 
instance. when we find ourselves imposing sense before \\le can make it in such 
simple and shocking situations as encountering a fertilized egg or:.J familiar 
person in a setting that makes immediate identification difficult. T 0 defend 
his account. the Derridian would have to go further than allowing that those 
unusual experiences of change could become a little more usual. The 
Derridian would have to claim that our common experiences ot' makIng sense 
of the world would be of this sort where imposition is common and subility is 
rare. For these reasons, it is much more plausible to incorporate the Derridian 
insights into the Heideggerian interpretation and concei\e oistabilit: ,:oming 
from some aspect of our everyday practices. with breaks in stabilir. arising 
from the imposed responses to radically unusual contingency to which Derrida 
draws our attention. 

Notes 

In using the term ·impro\'isational.· I am recurring to Bourdieu's t:xamrie oi the 
2ift-2i\'in2 master who is able. in a situation full of unusu~il contin2enc:~,. to act 
;gai~st his habitual training in a completely unusual way ;Jnd yet be-rcCl'gnized by 
the communit\' as havinc done exactlv the ri!!ht thin!! to Dresen'e Doth lis <;latus 
and the traditional practice lli gift-gi~'ing its~lf. I take it' that thi~ impn1\i~ation 
shows th;Jt practices are more like skills than habits or hai:litual dispo,It:L'ns and 
that they are not in the possession oi any individual. For many circum,t;Jnces -
some be~'onJ the master's control - had to line up for the mastlO!r ;![:-glv,:(, 
innovative act to count the giving of;J gift. ,'\nd unkss it is recognized a, -uch. the 
:Jction woutd not have produced a change in the gift-gil·ill.!! practice. See Bolurdi.:u 
( 1990: 98-111. .:sp. 1(7). 

2 I ima2ine this on the model at discovering that we have without ;In\' ;Jwareness 
devel~ped the distance standing practices typical of our culture. ' 

3 I f the example of the 'door-desktop' seems too far-ietched. try consider;ng those 
cases of 'jokes' that we hesitate to call jokes. I ha\e in mind th.: cast: ol .1 public 
spe:Jker who tells what one imagines he intended:Js a joke hut which not ,'nly fails 
to be funny but is offensive. Is such a humorless offense still a joke? [n ,jtuations 
in which such things have occurred - everyday situations - such th.ings have an as 
undecidable nature as I have tried to claim for the door-desktop. But. li we say 
that we are going to look at matters strictly in terms of spe:Jker intention. then we 
can get a clearer intuition of whether the speech act was a joke or not. .-\1so. if we 
focus on success alone. we can :Jlso get a clearer intuition about the speech act.. 
Again. if we focus on listeners' responses. we might he able to get a relatively 
stronger intuition. But in our simple everyday world. we do not usually gi\'e added 
weight to one of these ways of considering things. If it comes about that we in our 
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community come up with a determinate way of handling such ·jokes.' it will be 
due very likdy to an imposition. not to some newly Jiscllvaed detail of that kind 
oi speech act. 

.! Derrida sometimes names those in ;}uthoritative positions rcspon'lble tor fixing 
contexts and detcrmlning meaning 'the police' (Derrida 1988b: I U5 anJ 1988c: 
13~7). Wht:n he sPeaks of his own fixing of contexts, Samuel \\'eb.:r translates 
Derrida's term by the English 'imposc' (DerriJa Il}llllb: to3 and Il}1l8c: 13'7. 1.!5. 
1.+9). hut when Demda speaks nf the police in general fixing contexts and 
meaning. he calls the jct. again following Weber. a 'performati\'e operation' 
I Derrida 19X1k: 13:). 

_ Se.: Burge ( 1979: 73-1:: I) for a well-known analytic form of ,ocial .:xternalism 
which meshes well Wllh Derrida's externalism. Bur!!e ar!!ues that the content of 
concepts such as arthritis is fixed by the authllritati\'~ exp-erts in the community. 

t) Derrida sometimes 'peaks as though citationality wae anl'ther worJ for 
iterahility as in. 'This ':Ilationalitv. this duplication Dr duplicirv. thIS iterability of 
[he mark is neither an 3cciuent nor an anomal\" (Dcrriua Il)S8b: I: anu ll)SSc: 
119). Bu!. more commonly. he thinks of citationality In terms <li !lllfmai .:iting -
[akin~ the exact \\('rd, "Hillen or ,pnken in ,)ne context and enrerin!! them into 
Jnot!;cr context with Ljuotation ma~ks around them -\lr in term, or !?r~ltt:ng. hoth 
,)fwhich invol\'e tk:liin!! with things as simple entitit:s \lr instancC:511rtyp.:,. ;'lot as 
t\pes (Derrida jI,lSS:.l: I:). 

- I think that the distinction between the,e t\\(l characteristics ,)rfers .1 ~l1\\.:riui 

tool lor und.:rstanding 1I1!l:lIigibility. I wouid claim. following \krleau-Pont\. 
that if orgalllsms could not n:cognize 1II.llllIIC,'S Ot'rlll! SlIlII,' npe 1I1 many jilfer~1H 
~ontt:xts. they \I ()ulJ :1l1t ha\'e any ;Ilt.:lligellc~ at ail. It th':I' ~"UjJ n,ll ,c':l)~nize 
,he <:lm.: el/l/f\' ~b P"[~;'Itiaih :.In instanc.: t)t ~, Jiff:relH ,\1'': in " ~rillu, -:'.'ntc\t,. 
th~\' would not hi.1\c /lltl1111l1 ur /lir?lll!r "ld"~nlc1i in[clli~~nct! I\.\~c're ~~c :Jr~I::~~ 
lin~ is drawn be(\\cen iJuman and- ~lnilI1ai Illtelli~~nce -is :.l mJ[[;;:r ;(lr ~r.;r::iric:li 
r~se:Jrch).Se.:\krkau-PL1nty(19S.3: 1;5'1. - . 
There are a number Llf ways to uSe L'iratil)naiity tLJ GefenLi the .:i.lim tiut ,'ne .:an 
construct an indct'initeiv large numb.:r llf <iruali,)ns. Sinc~ -:llJti()nalit\ ~nabks 
the grafting ni al1\thing into any .:ontext ~lI1d elen contt:xt, illtO contexts .• 1I1 

inueiinitelv large number of contexts :.Ire or()duciole in precise/l' ~he ,ame wal an 
inudillitely :arge number or,entences arc orouucibk ['I\' recurslvdy ~blI1g the 
fuks III syntax .. ..xltcrnativdy. so lung as ilUman bt:lI1gs go l)n »Ith inLii\'iduai 
pe:rspectives - \\hidl is to say so long as ilUman intdligibilit\ ;,!l'e, '111- [!~cn cach 
individual human Der'pective counts as.1 nC\1 (llntcxt inw whic:1.tn\'thing may be 
imaginatiwly cited. 

9 I am using 'Iogical Jependence:' in the \va\' Searle used it JgJinst Derrida. In 
explaining the logical dependence oi fiction ,)n seriow, discl)urse. SeJrk <a\s. 
'One could not ha\'e the concept of :'icUllI1 \\ ithl1Ut the cl,ncept '.'t· ,crious 
Jiscourse.' See Seark ( 197'7: :(7). 

!Il In the controvers\' that has accompanied Derrida. few ha\'e taken the time to 
point out th:lt Derridian lIIdetermin;jcv l1t meaning (that We .:annot cllmpletely 
understand what \\e mean) follows from the retrospective nature ot iIIl<ierdeter
minatlon (that We cannot project our meanings into:.lll rde\ant ,ituations!. 

II In his writing lln the law. Derrida daborates the: \\av undecidabilit\' oc-:urs and is 
resolved. Se-e Derrida (1990: (7). D.:rrida, Llt c~urs.:. neilher ~Iajms that :.!ll 
decisions an actual judge makes are impositions nor that :Iii impositions judg.:s 
have made can in retrospect be justiiied. Cases of 'undecidabilirv' occur when the 
context and types in\'olved imply more than Dne way of applying the crucial types. 
Of course. a judge could be so befogged as to tollow neither iine ot implication. 
But. for Derrida. the cases where we see justice enacted are precisel\' the ones 
where a narrowly constrainted imposition occurs. 
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12 Of course. (hI! conditions of satisfaction of intentionality are not the saml! as 
psychological conditionslli satisfaction. But so far as intentionality is understood 
to refer to the way WI! are directed to things. it ret"ers to a relationship or a 
comportment to things which ca:1 fail in various ways. And that failure cannot just 
mean that some state oi allairs is not in accord with some propositional content. 
but that a way ot relating to the world or of comporting oneseli to the world is 
undermined. Intending. generally. even mere seeing things under an aspl!ct. can 
alwavs ;w wrong as a wav oi being related to the world. For this reason. being 
dire~ted toward-something seeks satisfaction. -

13 What I ha\e said here amounts to taking a stand on a rather ambil!uous Doint in 
Belllg lllJd Time (Heitlegga 1962). It m~y be that Heidegger unde~stand~ pieces 
of equipment strictly in terms of their roles. So a hammer used as a paper wl!ight 
would then be a paper wl!ight. In this way. pieces of <=ljuipment are intelligible 
according to the kind or' hehavior they afford. In general. I think that the text 
militates ~lgainst such an intl!rpretation. but the main points of this papl!r would 
remain unchanged regardless of one's stand on this question. 

J -I This is an Interpretation or' how a thing thinging gathers wh<lt Heidegger calls -ky. 

SceHcideg~er(I\}7Ib: J..l\land l\iilc: 178). 
I: This is an intt:rpretation LJi how a thing thinging gathl!rs what Heidegger (ails 

earth. See Heideg2er ( [1;- 1 b: 1-19 and 1971 c: 178). 
16 This is an inteq;;etation ,)i how a thing thinging gathers us as mortals. Se;: 

Heidegger (197Ib: 150 and 1971c: 1978-9). 
17 This is an interpretation or" how a thing thinging gathers what Heidegger calb 

divinities or the blessing l't Jivinitles. Se~ Heidegger ( 1971 b: 150 and! <J7! c: ! -;-; I. 
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Heidegger on Logic 

J. N. MOHANTY 

Why should one write on Heidegger's understanding of logiL? After all. 
Heidegger was not a logician, nor did he do philosoph~' of logic. Indeed, 
there is no justification for expeLting of an> great philosopher whatsoever 
that he should have views, and reasonably plausible views, about the n.lture 
of logic or 011 specific themes belonging to the domain of logic. A mural 
philosopher may totally b>'pass any concern with logic, without detriment to 
his thinking. As an existentialist philosupher, Heidegger could h,lve done 
that, and much of his DasRill-analpic would yt't ha\'f~ retained its value. But 
Heidegger was also an ontologist, and was deerl~' concerned. all his philo
sophical career, with metaphysics and with the variolls questions about the 
nature of thought and of being. These concerns, to say the least. bring him 
to the proximity of logic as it had been understood in the tradition going 
back to Aristotle. And. as a matter of fact. Heidegger's own access to the 
problems of ontology and metaphysics has been determined by his reflection 
on logic. Two claims may therefore be advanced. First. it is not IInreason
able. and what is more important. not IInfair to Heidegger. to enqllire into 
his understanding of logic. Secondly. his reHections on logic may help us to 

gain a better understanding of his overall philosophical interests than wuuld 
be possible otherwise. Even if he was not a logician he was concerned with 
the nature of logic. and with some central problems belonging to the domain 
of logic. This concern begins with his dOrloral work on the problem of 
psychologism in theory of judgment,' continues in the habilitation work on 

I Di,. Ll'hre vorn Urffll un I'sychologiwlILI. Em knllSch-pU.Hli{1fT Beitrag wr l.ol5'k. Dis\crl<llion, 
Freiburg in Br., 191 j, Reprinted in Marlin Heidegger. GI'.lamlaufg,zhp, Bd. I, Frii},eSchrif!ell (Frank· 
fun alii Main: Klostermann. 1978). Further cilaliollS to Gf~amtaU5gabf are abhreviated as G .. \. 

The reader is H.'fcrred to the following secomtary lircrarure on this topic Thomas A. Fay. 
Heuleggn: Tht' Critique of Logic (The Hague: Martinus Nijhoff. 1977). Reviewed by the presenl 
author in Tht' SOIdhwfstemJournal of I'hll(Jwph.~. XI, (lgHo): 17 .. -i9; \Yalter BrOck.er. "Ueidegger 
und die Logik.." PhiloJophischeJ Rundsrhall I (1953-5-1): 4H-56; Albert Borgmanll. "Heidegger and 
Symbolic Logic," in M. Mtlrra~·. ed., Ifeil/egg'" & ,\rodent P'lIlosoph.~ (New Haven: Yale L'niversity 
Press. 1978).3-22. 
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the semantic categories in Duns Scotus.' and reaches its maturity in the Mar
burg lectures of 1925-28.3 

In this essay. I will deal with three topics. In the first section. I will try to 
determine how Heidegger understood the nature of logic. I n the second 
section. I will consider the one problem of logic to which he devoted a great 
deal of attention: the theory of judgment. In the third section. I will look into 
how his concern with logic opens up for him several paths to go beyond logic. 
At the end. I will reflect on this entire account. not so much to find faults with 
Heidegger's understanding of logic. as to determine its precise nature and 
limitations. 

I. NATURE OF l.OGIC 

A. A Preliminary Definition. 

One commonly held view of the nature of logic. in the traditional accounts. is 
that logic is a normative science of thought. whose aim is to lay down those 
rules which one ought to follow if one aims at truth. This account may be 
faulted on various grounds. First of all. 'thought' is ambiguous. referring both 
to the process of thinking and the content of thinking. Of these two, the 
former belongs to the field of psychology. I f the content of thin king is under
stood in the sense of objective meanings or structures of meaning. proposi
tions or configurations of them, then only logic may be said to be concerned 
with them. Why then is logic to be still regarded as a normative science? Of 
course, once there is a logical law to the effect 'If p implies q, and p, then q' 
(where p and q are propositional variables), then it does follow that if a person 
believes in a proposition 'A implies B' and also believes that A (where 'A' and 
'B' are names of propositions), then he also ought to believe that B. But such a 
normative demand on the person's rationality is no part of the business of 
logic. Finally, the term 'truth' is ambiguous, referring both to material truth 
(the sense in which the statement 'it is raining now in Norman' is true if and 
only if it in fact is raining in Norman) and formal truth or validity (the sense in 
which the inference "All men are immortal, all Greeks are men, therefore, all 
Greeks are immortal" is valid, being a substitution instance of a logical law, 
even if one of its premises as well as its conclusion are materially false). I t may 
appear as though logic is concerned with validity, rather than with truth 
understood, as it usually is, in the first of the two senses. If we accept these 

• Die Kalegorien. und Bedeulungslehre des Duns Scol,,, (Tubingen: J. C. B. Mohr. 1916). Re· 
printed in GesamlaUJgabe. Bd I. 

, LOlJlk. Die Frage Nach der Wahrheit. Vorlesungen 1925-.6. herausgegeben von Walter 
Biemel. GesamlaUJgabe, Bd .• 1 (Frankfurl am Main: Klastermann, 1976): Melaphysische Arifangs· 
grunde der Logik, Vorlesungen, 19.8, herausgegcben von Klaus Held, GesamlaUJgabe, Bd .• 6 
(Frankfurt am Main: Klostermann, 1978). 
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three emendations, then we can transform the initial account of logic into 
some such as this: logic is a science of meaning-structures in so far as they are 
valid. On this account, the task of logic is to lay down the laws of validity 01 

meaning-structu res. 
Heidegger, under the influence of Husserl's idea of a pure logic of mean

ing, concludes his dissertation with a formulation of the task of logic that is 
very much like the one we have just arrived at. The logician, he concludes, 
must aim at bringing out the precise meanings of sentences and then proceed 
to determine the forms of judgments according to objective differences of 
meanings and their simple or compound structures, and bring such forms 
into a system.~ Although the notion of validity does not figure in this account, 
the way forms of simple meanings and compound meanings can be brought 
into a system must be by showing the relations of implication amongst them, 
and the laws of their implication should be able (Q yield laws of validity of 
meaning-structures. But Heidegger has no doubt, in those early works, that 
the proper logical object is neither the mental process of thinking nor the 
reality (whether physical or metaphysical) about which one thinks, but the 
Sinn, understood both as the meaning of a sentence and as the identical 
content of judgment. 

B. Critique of Ps),chologism. 

Such a preliminary account of logic already implies a rejection of 
psychologism, Heidegger is aware of Frege's rejection of psychologism, but it 
is Husserl who, he'writes, "has systematically and comprehensively laid bare 
the essence, the relativistic consequences and the theoretical disadvantages of 
psychologislll.'" Basic to the overcoming of psychologism is the dislinction 
between psychic act and its logical content, the latter alone being the "in itself 
subsisting sense" ("in sich Bestand habende Sinn"). But can psychologisIll, 
which seeks to ground logic in psychology, be logically refuted? Perhaps not, 
Heidegger concedes in his dissertation, but that does not matter a great deal, 
he answers us: "the actual ... (also the non-actual) cannot as such be proved 
(bewiesen) , but in any case can only be shown (aufgewiesetl)."6 While 
psychologism, according to Heidegger, as it is for Husserl, must be rejected, 
one needs nevertheless (i) to be clear about the real point of Husserl's critique 
of psychologism, and (ii) to decide where one should go after the error of 
psychologism has been discarded. For purposes of (ii), it is necessary (iii) to 
think about what is to be understood by 'Sinn', a concept which lip until now 
has been used to define the domain of logic. 

• GA," 186. 
, GA, 1: 20. 

• GA, 1: 165. 
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Part of H usserl's crilique of psychologism in the Prolegomena relies upon a 
distinction between two modes of being, the real and the ideal. Thinking as a 
mental process is real being; the logical content of thinking has an ideal being. 
Psychologism confuses the two. The confusion does not lie in mistaking one 
given thing (the ideal content) for another given thing (the real mental pro
cess). It is rather based on the fact that the philosophers concerned were blind 
to. and prejudiced against. certain modes of being. So far Husserl's point was 
well taken. But Husserl's concept of ' ideal being' is far from being univocal. In 
fact. Husserl appears to have brought under this concept things that are very 
different from each other. such as universals. essences that are not universals. 
truths as \\'ell as the idea of truth. We shall look into some of these equivoca
tions a little later. For the present. what is important in Husserl's critique, 
according to Heidegger, is not that ontological distinction which, however 
provisionally useful. could not be the final truth, but rather the implied cri
tique of a naturalistic psychology. Hans Sluga has recently shown that when 
Frege rejected psychologism. he was. in fact fighting against a more compre
hensive philosophical naturalism of which psychologism \\'as a consequence.7 
This reading is corroborated by Heidegger's understanding of Husserl's anti
psychologistic critique. 

For Heidegger. it is a misunderstanding of Husserl's deeper intentions to 

read him as though he was improving upon Bolzano's platonism.8 or e\'en as 
though his critique was rooted in Lotze's Geltullgs- and value-logic. These 
"platonistic" readings of the Prolegomena have led to the standard cOlllptJint 
that in the second volume of the Logical Investigaliolls Husserl relapsed into 
psychologism. If we are to make room for the charitable interpretation that 
Husserl's Logicallllvestigalions. e\'en the Ideas. constitute a progressive unfold
ing of the thoughts that were already anticipated in the early works, we have to 
say with Heidegger that HusserI rejected psychologislll because it applied to 

logical theory a psychology which was not only poor as a psychology of the 
experience of thinking, but which was confused regarding its very project. 
which. in other words, did not understand its theme, i.e .• the logical. The 
critique of psychologism therefore is a crilique of psychology, and an implied 
plea for an intentional, descriptive. and eidetic psychology to replace the pn:
vailing naturalistic psychology.9 Such a reading of Husserl's intention makes it 
possible for Heidegger to go beyond the provisional distinction between the 
real and the ideal. and to ask how the logical contents or Sinlle are related to the 
acts of thinking. and eventually to the thinking being that man is. 

, Ham Sluga. Goll/ob FreC' (London: Rourledge and Kegan Paul, 198u). 
8 GA, l: 87. fll g. 
9 GA. L: g8. 
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It is well known that Lotze's idea of Geitunf{ or validity as the l1lode of being 
of propositions and truths influenced, in different measures, both Frege and 
Husser\. In his logic lectures of the twenties, Heidegger concerns himself at 
some length with Lotze. It is interesting to note that his assessment of Lotze 
underwent considerable change along the years. In 1912, Heidegger writes 
that Lotze's logic should be regarded as the basic book of modern logic.'" In 
the Marburg lectures of 1925/26 we find him, in the course of a critical 
examination of Husserl's notion of 'ideal being', tracing Husserl's equimca
tions to the confusions that characterised L.otze's concept of Geltung." I will 
return to Lotze's concept of Geltung when we turn to the theory of truth. For 
the present it should suffice to note that amongst the entities whose mode of 
being is characterized by Geltung. Lotze includes: propositional contents or 
sentential meanings (= Frege's Thoughts). truths. the mode of being of a 
truth and the Essence of Truth. Geltllng also means: objective validity (being 
true of objects) as well as universality with respect to all knowers. 1\:0 wonder, 
then, that Heidegger severely criticizes those who find in this term "a magic 
band" capable of solving all problems." 

Heidegger was no more enthusiastic about Bollano, the other major influ
ence on Husser!' He cautions against regarding Husserl's LO[!;lcallnvestlgatiuns 
as nothing but attempts to improve upon Balzano. It is, for him, more true to 

say that both Balzano and Husser! were influenced by Leibniz. In any case, 
anti-psychologism does not lead Heidegger to the opposite camp of platonism. 
The goal is to be able to avoid platonism, h'ithout rebpsing into psychologism. 

C. Remarks all Mathematical Logic. 

For one who was so deeply concerned with traditional logic as Heidegger, 
the rise of mathematical logic could not but be a challenge. We know that 
Heidegger was enthusiastic about Frege's papers on concept and object. and 
on sense and reference. 'j Of these he wrote: "G. Freges logisch-mathe 
matische Forschungen sind meines Erachtens in ihrer wahren Bedeutung 
noch nicht gewurdigt, geschweige denn ausgeschopft. Was er in seinen 
Arbeiten . .. niedergelegt hat, darf keine Philosophie der Mathematik 
ubersehen; es ist aber auch im gleichen Mafie wertvoll fUr eine allgemeine 
Theorie des Begriffs."q But the appreciation of Frege did not c<!rry over 

" GA .• : 23 fn. 
II CA, 2\: 62. 

" GA. 2': 79 . 
• , G. hege. "Begriff und GegenSland," Vi,r(eyahrrschnft fur wisJellJrhafllirh, Phllosophi, .• 6. 

(.892); "Sinn und Bedeutung." Zeiuchrifl fiir Phllosophie lind phllo.<ophuche Krilik . • 00 (.892). 
q G,,",, I: 20. 
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into an appreciation of mathematical logic. In the same paper of 1912, he 
argues that logistic-as mathematical logic was alternately called--does not 
liberate itself from mathematics and so is not able to penetrate into the proper 
problems of logic. Its chief limitations derive, in Heidegger's view, from an 
application of mathematical symbols and concepts (above all, of the concept of 
function) to logic-as a result of which the deeper significance of the logical 
principles remains in the dark. As a calculus of propositions, it is unaware of 
the problems of the theory of judgment. Furthermore, the conditions of the 
possibility of mathematics, as well as of mathematical logic, lie in a domain 
which those two disciplines cannot reach.'; In the Dissertation, a new objec
tion is raised against mathematical logic: it is formal, and so is unable to deal 
with "the living problems of judgmental-meaning, its structure and its cogni
tive significance."'6 Similar complaints surface in later writings as well. In Sein 
und Zeit, logistic is said to "dissolve" judgment into a system of 
"Zuordnungen"; judgment becomes an object of "calculation," and so cannot 
be the theme for ontological interpretation.'7 Since judgment has always a 
relatedness to objects and a claim to be objectively valid, logistic cannot reach 
the essence of judgment. 

Of what worth are these remarks? There is no doubt that Heidegger's 
acquaintance with the logic that Frege laid the foundation of, and that by the 
time Heidegger was writing his dissertation had found its epoch-making sys
tematization in Russell and Whitehead's Principia, was superficial and casual. 
Nevertheless, there may be some substance in his remarks. 

That mathematical logic may well be so much of mathematics that it there
fore becomes poorer as logic, is already implicit in Frege's criticism of Boole 
and Schroder. The point of that criticism is that Boole and Schroder used 
mathematical concepts ('sum', 'product', for example) and often mathematical 
signs to develop their logics, which is unjustified inasmuch as logic, being 
more fundamental, cannot and should not borrow its concepts from any other 
discipline.'s Consequently, instead of reducing logic to mathematics, Frege 
reduced arithmetic to logic. He sought to make a fragment of mathematics 
logical, rather than make logic mathematical. It is true that Frege lIsed at least 

'; GA, " 42-43 . 
• 6 GA, " 174 fn. 
'7 Heidegger, Sein und Zeit, Seventh edition (Tubingen: Max Niemeyer, 1953). 159. 
,. Cf. frege: "Anyone demanding the do,e't possible agre~ment between the re/alion, of the 

signs and the relations of the thing' themselves will always feel it to be back to front when logic, 
whose concern is also the foundation of arithmetic, borrows its signs from arithmetic. To such a 
person it will seem more appropriate to develop for logic its Own signs. derived from the nature of 
Jogic itself." Posthumous Wntings, ed. by H. Hermes. F. Kambartel and F. KauJbach (Chicago: 
Uni\'ersilY of Chicago Press. 1979), 12. 
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two important notions in his logic which might be regarded as having been 
borrowed from mathematics. I n fact, however, that is not so. Although the 
ideas of quantification and function are seemingly mathematical, they are not 
in reality. The mathematical notion of function Frege found confused and 
unhelpful. The logical notion that he introduced is that of any emity that is 
"unsaturated," i.e., has empty places within its structure. Thus a concept is a 
function inasmuch as its true form. on Frege's theory, is (for example) "--
is wise," and this is an incomplete entitr. The same lllay be said of the 
quantifiers; they are, for Frege, properlv logical notions, and not mathemati
cal ones. Thus we must recognize that Heidegger's anxiety is genuine, but, as 
against the original Fregean logic, unfounded. 

Heidegger's next complaint is that mathematical logic being a calculus of 
propositions, cannot raise the problems of judgment as discussed in tradi
tional logic and metaph}·sics. What are these latter problems? As far as I can 
see, these problems are: (a) the nature of assertion/denial; (b) the nature of 
the copula and predication; and (c) the problem of truth. Limiting our view 
for the present only to Frege (and the logic of the Principia !VIalhemalica, 

which is basically Fregean), we may sa} that Heidegger's critique is not justi
fied if it means that Frege and the Principia ,\Ialherrlallra did not know of 
these problems. The only substance of the critique may be that the solutions 
offered by these new logicians were hardly satisfactory. Consistently with his 
critique of psychologism, Frege distinguished between assertion and ·the 
thought (or, in the Be!J'iffudlllJi, the judgable content, beurleilbare lulla/I) that 
is asserted. Thinking is grasping of the thought; judging is recognition of the 
truth value of the thought so grasped; and asserting is expressing that recog
nition. There is no doubt that the concept of assertion as a psychological 
(and linguistic) act and its relation (as well as that of grasping) to the thought 
(which on Frege's theory has an objeLti\·e being) remains, in that theory, a 
"mystery"-no less difficult to clarify than the role Frege assigned to 'asser
tion' in his logic, despite his anti-psvchologism. These difficulties show that 
Frege's solution to the problem of assertion was not satisfactory, but there is 
also no doubt that he did concern himself with this aspect of the problem of 
judgment. As regards the problem of predication, which has been one of the 
central concerns of traditional logic and philosophy of logic. Frege's answer 
would run somewhat along the following lines: the problem of predication 
concerns the internal structure of the thought being asserted, and has noth
ing to do with judgment. Judging is recognizing the truth value of a total 
thought; the thought, or the judged content, contains a predicative struc
ture, but even with regard to it one should note that what is the concept (or 
predicate) depends upon how one analnes the thought and there is no one 
way of doing that. What about the copula: The copula as the connecting link 
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between the subject and the predi- cate is no longer needed, for in 'Socrates 
is wise', the predicate is '--- is wise' and not 'wise'. This new way of 
analyzing a proposition better explains its unity than the copula does, for if 
the subject and the predicate were to be linked by a copula one may want to 
know what links the copula to both the terms. whereas on Frege's theory a 
thought consists of an "unsaturated" part (with a hole, as it were) and a 
"satlll'ated" part (which just fits into that hole), each made for the other, and 
so not in need of a link. 

What then is the point of Heidegger's remark that in mathematical logic, 
judgment is reduced to a system of Zuolibwngen and not made a theme of 
ontological interpretation? If he means that modern logic looks upon a propo
sition as an unanalyzable primitive, then he is wrong. First-order propositional 
logic does so, but predicate logic precisely analyzes the proposition into its 
constituents. If he means a proposition is, for modern logic, a mere connec
tion of concepts (or representations), then also he is wrong, for as Frege 
taught, a thought consists of a concept (or a function) and an object. Further, 
the concept, for Frege, is not a subjective representation, but an objective 
entity. What then is the 'ontological interpretation'? It ma~' mean either of 
four things: (i) interpretation of the fact that a judgment is about something, 
i.e., about a being; (ii) interpretation of the fact that a judgment is either true 
or false; (iii) interpretation of the Illode of being of the judged content or 
proposition: and, finally, (il') an answer to the question !tow something like a 
judgment is at all possible. 

Of these four questions, Fregean logic has an account of (i) in terms of the 
object constituent of the referent of a thought; and an account of (iii) inas
much as a sentence which expresses a thought also names a truth-value. Logi
cians such as Frege and Quine, to take two extreme examples, have ontolo
gized about propositions or thoughts. The spectre of platonism has loomed 
large before them. It is not clear what is being asked by (iv). In any case. 
Heidegger's concern goes deeper than these answers. They are not radical 
enough both in their questioning and in their answers. With regard to (i). the 
Fregean answer does not succeed in locating the intentionality or object
relatedness of judgment in the more general strlll:ture of intentionality, and 
gets by only with locating an object constituent. As far as (iii) is concerned, 
considering a sentence as a name of truth-value, in spite of the elegance it 
succeeds in bringing about in the semantics of first order propositional logic, 
does not question whether asentence is after all a name,'9 and it demands an 

'9 cpo ~1. DlIllllllett. The [IIlerprelallOlI of Fregr. Phi/oJophy (Lomlon: Duckworth, 'g8,), 3i'. 
40 9. 
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unquestioning acceptance of the very obscure ontologv of the true and the 
false. It also does not, and indeed cannot, raise the deep question. \\,h~' is it 
that ajudgment alone is capable of being either true or false? Taken together 
with a deep understanding of the question (iv), all these foregoing issues 
constitute what Heidegger calls ·philosophicallogic'. 

D. 'Philosophical Logic'. 

In his Marburg Lectures, Heidegger den'lops the notion of a philosophical 
logic as contrasted with the traditional "school" logic. The latter had it, philo
sophical basis, no doubt, but now is "der verausserlichte entwurzelte und 
dabei verhartete Gehalt" of an original philosophical question. Philosophical 
logic has been developing through the centuries-its high points are reached 
in Aristotle, Leibniz, Kant. and Hegel. Amongst his contemporaries, Heideg
ger appears to have rated Lask most; he is the one \\ho conscious" strives 
toward a philosophical understanding of logic and sought to extend the do
main of philosophical logic.,a Husser!. in spite of the possiiJilities that phe
nomenology contained for a philosophical development of logic. did not suc
ceed, in Heidegger's view. in conceiving logic philosophically: "he even intemi
fled the tendency to develop logic into a separate science. as a forlllal disci
pline detached from philosophy." Nor did any other amongst the phenome
nologists succeed. Pf;inder's Logik-widely regarded then as tlte phenomeno
logical textbook on the subject-is dismissed as "eine ph;inomenologisch 
gesauberte traditionelle L.ogik."" Without pausing to evaluate these judg
ments on other philosophers (including those on Kant''' and HegeL" 
Bolzano" and Lotze), I will proceed to determine the tasks and the problems 
which Heidegger assigns to philosophical logic. 

First of all, philosophical logic. as Heidegger conrei\es of it, is not a new 
discipline'" but rather actualizes a telos which has characterized historical logic 
since its inception. The idea of philosophical logic. Heidegger claims. will first 
render the history of logic llleaningful.,6 Philosophical logic, one may ("on-

~o M. Heidt.>gger. The RlHi( I'roblfllU 0/ PhfrlOmf'w{u,'0' ~larhurg Lectures of 19'27. Ed. alld 
trails. by Albert Hofsta(her (l\IoullIillg'ton: Indian L'lIl\{'rsit~· Press. l~l'~2), IjH. Helltdorth to he 

ci«d as BP. 
I! GA, 2l: 28. 
ill Kant. according to Heidegger. gave lugic a central philosophical function but did not n~ to 

rescue academic logic from its "philosophically alienated superficiality and vacuity." (Ill'. p. 177) . 
• , Hegel. lIeidegger holds, conceived of logic as philosoph~. but did not attempt a radical 

reformulation of the problem of logic as such. (BP. pp. 177-8). 
'. Balzano, in Heidegger's ,iew, was overr;Hed bv Husser!. (GA. 21, pr. sr'-71. 
's GA. 26: 6. 
,6 Ibid,7. 
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tend, can be brought about first by determining what philosophy is, and then 
br appl}ing philosophy to logic. But where and how do we find the idea of 
philosophy to begin with? Heidegger prefers to follow another route. Let us 
begin with traditional logic (Aristotle or Leibniz, for example) and develop 
the central problems in it in such a manner that they will lead us into 
philosophy. We have no doubt a certain historical understanding of philoso
ph}. With that much in our mind, we can question logic for its philosophical 
potentialities. 

What are the problems that lead us from within traditional logic towards 
philosophy? These are: 

I. Judgment, with which logic has ever been concerned, is characterized by 
intentionality: it is about an object, an entity. How to understand this 
intentional structure?'7 

2. What is the relation between the "being" of the copula and the "being" of 
ontolog>-? How much ontological weight can we assign to the copula?,8 

3. What is predication and what role does it play in judgment?'9 
4. What is 'meaning', and what is its relevance for the possibility of judg

melll;30 

5. What is the structure of judgment such that both the possibilities---of 
truth as well as of falsity-belong to it?3' 

6. How is truth related to judgment? Is it a property of judgment?3' 
7. Why is it that traditional logic has had two concepts of truth: proposi

tional truth, and truth as self-evidence? How are these two concepts re
lated- Are these legitimate concepts? What is their common presupposi
tion, if there is any?33 

8. There is a theoretical truth, as well as practical truth. Which one of these 
is the primary sense of'truth'?H 

g. How is human thinking related to human existence'35 
10. "Vhat is the metaphysical foundation oflogic?36 

To some of these questions we turn in the next parts of this essay. 

'1 GA. 26: '5Hf. 
" Br, '77,2" f; GA, .6: .fif. 
'9 Br,20811. 
,. G:\.. 26: '5' f; Srin lind Zel/, q8f. 2161'. 

l' GA,." '34-50. 
,1 GA,26: 125-26. 
:H GA,21: 110-129. 

'-4 CA, 21: 11-12. 

" GA .• 6: 24 . 
• , GA. '0: 'i". '28ff. 
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A. Rejection of ps)'c/z%gistic t/zeOlin o[J1ldgmel/l. 

In his DiS.lertation, Heidegger considers, in considerable detail, four theories of 
judgment-those of \\'[mdt, Maier, Lipps, and Brentano. Each of these thco
ries is examined with regard to the general definition of judgment it gives; 
that definition is then tested by how it works in the cases of negative, imper
sonal, hypothetical, and existential judgments. 

Of these four theories, Wundt's theory is concerned with the origin of 
judgment, Maier's with how a judgment consists of constituent act parts or 
Teilakten, and Lipps' with the completion of the process of judging. Brentano's 
comes closest to a purely logical theory, but still falls short of it. 

(a) Wundt detines judgment as the analysis of a total representation (or 
thought) into its components. Judgment does /lot put together com'epts, but 
rather analyses a thought into concepts. Of the latter cOllcepts, the "ariable 
component is called the predicate, the relatively constant one is the subject. 37 

Heidegger shows that \\'undt's theory has no satisfactory account of imper
sonaljudgments (such as "It rains"), existellliaijudgments (the predicate "exis
tence" is Ilot given in the total representation that is analysed), hypothetical 
judgments (a ground-consequent relation cannot bc extracted by analysis) and 
of negative judgments (","undt does not in any case regard negation to be of 
special logical significance. 3B 

(b) Maier rejects two colllmon elements of the traditional theories of judg
ment: (i) the primacy accorded to the declarative sentence (Aw\agesatz) as a 
grammatical entity (which, according to Maier, leads to the subject-predicate 
analysis that takes place under the misleading guidance of grammar), and (ii) 
the belief that 'true' and 'false' cannot be predicated of representations 
(Vorstellllngen) themseh'es, but only of connections of representations. As 
against these, and in agreement with Brentano, Maier argues that judgment in 
its most basic form, is not a connection of representations. In "The sun 
shines," the subject "The sun" is already a judgment. I assert the stln to be 
actual on the basis of perception. [yen in 'This is sun," the "This" is ajudg
ment, a simple "naming-judgll1ent."39 

37 Contrast Frege who regarded the predicate part or the fUllction as "rhe stable (omponent" 
and the sign for the objett, i.e., the argument as replaceable by others. Cf. B'IinfflSch,ifi, §g. 

~8 Again compare Frege \\-'ho regarded the distinction between affirmati\'C and negath'e judg. 
ments as "eint' fOr Logik wenigstens ganz unll6tige L1nrerscheiduflg, deren Grund <'Iurlerhalb der 
Logik zu suchen ist." ("Vernemung." reprinted in Frege. LUg/ull( Cfllt'rHlchurlgftl. G. rallig. ed. 
(Gottingen: Vandenhikk & Ruprelht, Ig66), 61. 

39 Cf. Russell's rhesis that "this" is a proper name, together ","ith Husserl's thesis that the 
naming an may be true or false. 
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Judgments consist, according to t-,Iaier, of acts of presentation, which are 
then transformed into logical judgments by supervenient acts of objectifica
tion. An objectifying act is a positing of actuality, it is a sort of interpretive act. 
Besides these, there are two other component acts: an identification of the 
presently apprehended presentation with a reproduced one, and a Wah/"
heiisbelL'ussisein, which extends over all the three component acts. 

Obviously such an account is a psychological, genetic account. The elemen
tary partial acts are generall>', according to t-,Iaier, involuntary processes. 4" 

Against it, Heidegger asks: Is the primitive judgment of t-,Iaier the same as an 
elementary judgment in the sense of logic? Above all, Maier is concerned with 
the IIct of judging, not with the content of judging, the judgment as such. 
Logic has nothing to do with the processes, be they what they may, that might 
be "culminating" in the logical judgment. The logical judgment is not the 
completed fmal-state of the act; it is rather the objective content. 

(c) Brentano, in common with Wundt and Maier, rejens the theory that 
judgment is a connection of representations. It would not do to say that the 
contem of a judgment is complex, while the content of a representation is 
simple. The coment of ajudgment may be as simple as in "A is" (where one is 
not connecting "A" with "existence"); the content of a representation may be 
complex (as in the case of a question). This implies that, for Brentano, predica
tion is not an essential component of judgment. What distinguishes a judg
ment frolll a mere representation is the presence of either recognition or 
rejection as a new manner of relatedness of consciousness to its object. Conse
quemly, every judgment is existential, its object is being affirmed as existent or 
as nonexistent. Thus "Sollie one person is sick" translates, for Brentano, into 
"A sick man exists" and "No stone is living" into "a living stone does not exist." 

Heidegger's criticisms of Brentano consist in showing in what sense 
Brentano's theory of judgment is psychologistic. Juclgment is, for Brentano, a 
class of psychic phenolllena. The colltent of judgment, that which is recognized 
or rejected, is of no interest to him. Thus while the distinction between the act 
and its content could have helped him to overcome psychologislll. Brentano's 
interest remains with the psychic phenomena and he does not succeed in 
isolating anything specifically logical. It is true that his psychology being 
"eidetic," Bremano does not den}' the universal validity of knowledge. But, as 
Heidegger insists, it is not a definition of psychologism to say that it denies the 
universal validity of knowledgeY The latter is at most a consequence of 
psychologism. What is important is that Brentano wants to ground logic in 

~o I-Ieidegger does not consider, in his critique of Meier's theory, a possibl)' transcendental
psychological interpretation of the theory in (he sense of Kant's doctrine of three-fold synthesis. 

-fl GA, 1: 122. 
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psychologism. The act of recognition as such is not of interest to logic. The 
recognition must be justified. And the justification must lie in what is recog
nized. When one judges a> b (if a=5 and b=3), what is recognizecl is not the 
relation "greater than," but that the relation "holds good," its Gelten. This 
Gelten, "holding good." subsists independently of anyone's recognition." 

(d) Since Lipps' thinking underwent several major changes, he may be said 
to have held three different accounts of judgment. At first. he defines judg
ment as the consciousness of actuality (Wirkltrhkeitsbell'lI5stseill) , this conscious
ness being identified with a feeling of constraint (ZwallgsgeJiihl), l\ext, he came 
to define judgment as consciousness of truth (lrahrheitsbewlisstsrill), where this 
consciousness is described as being constrained, in one's representation, by the 
represented objects (im VonteUm durch die porges/elltell Objekte geniillg/ ZII sein).n 

Finally, judgment comes to be defined as consciousness of an object (Gegfll
starulsbewlIsstsein). where 'object' is distinguished from 'content' in that a con
tent is sensed or represented, while an object is thought or meant and demand, 

recognition. This demand or Fordenlllg is a logical concept, as distinguished 
from the constraint or NOligung (of the first (\,'0 definitions) which is a psycho
logical concept. 

In Heidegger's view, Lipps' theory even in its final form remains psycho
logical. Judgment is still an act. "my" response to rhe experience of Fordn-ullg. 

The 'feeling of necessity' even in the alleged logical sense should be kept out 
oflogic. 

The dissertation concludes with certain general remarks which point to 

further reflections. First of all, psychologislII cannot perhaps he logicall}' re
futed. One can at most exhibit the peculiar nalure of logical entities. I f a 
logical entity is a Sill/!, a thought (as distinguished from the act of thinking), 
then the essence of this entity is to be found not in a rontelhmg, bur rarher in 
the fact that it alone can be either true or false. It is to this last theme that much 
of the Marburg lectures of the late twenties are devotecl. 

Of the other conclusions Heidegger arrives at, some are more viable than 
others. I have alreacly referred to his insistence that even if the logical enrin' 
has to be sharpl>' distinguished from the mental process, the two must be ser in 
some satisfactory I·elation. This, I think. is important. Both Husser! and 
Heidegger recognize this need, but pursue it along different paths. 

Besides these two general conclusions which suggest fu~·ther enquir\', 
Heidegger also proceeds to establish some specific conclusions:' He, in a way, 
reestablishes the subject, predicate and copula analysis. as against its cririques 

-12 GA. I: 123r. Compare Frege's view thatjudgrncnr is rhe recognition of the (ruth v"lut' of a 
thought. 

" Quoted b)' Heidcgger ill GA, ,: '35. 
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by Wundt, Maier, Lipps, and Brentano. A judgment such as "a is equal to b" 
has to be construed as having 'a' and 'b' as subjects and "being equal" as 
predicate (as against the grammatical analysis which suggests 'a' as the subject 
and "is equal to b" as predicate). If the two-membered analysis holds good, 
then the copula is needed as a third component; it is just the relation between 
the two. Ii The copula, Heidegger admits, signifies not real existence, but mere 
validity (Gellen). It is in fact characterized as "something eminently logical," 
the most essential and proper element in ajudgment.;; 

Logically more interesting is the next claim that the judgment relation has a 
certain irreversibility, a directionality, a Richillngssinn. Even in "a = b," equality 
holds good of , a' and 'b', (and not that 'a' and 'b' of equality). By this, Heidegger 
rules out the possibilit>· of different analyses of the same proposition. 

As to negative judgments, he expresses dissatisfaction with the view that 
negative judgments are to be understood as judgments with negative predi
cates and refuses to regard a negative copula as an Unsinn.;6 In fact, negation, 
he adds, belongs originally to the copula,;7 and the two judgments, affirmative 
and negative, should be logically placed side by side.;8 

What about the impersonal judgment "It rains." The judgment, Heideg
ger insists, is not a naming judgment. It rather says, something happens, lakes 

place, suddenly breaks in. The judgment, then, must be translated to "Rain
ing is actual," "Of the raining, actuality holds good." He adds that this 
translation is unable to capture what we mean. The true meaning rather is 
something like this: "Of the raining, it holds good to take place now, the 
momentaryexisting.";9 

These are topics which have little inAuence on his subsequent concerns. So 
let me turn to his really continuing concern. 

B. Judgmenl as the locus of truth and falsity. 

(a) Preliminary determination. If judgment is not a representation or a connec
tion of representations, if its logical essence does not lie in its being a mental 
act, then we have to look for its essence elsewhere. It is generally agreed upon 
that judgments alone can be true or false. Perhaps it is here that we may be 
able to discern a clue to the nature of judgment, as also of logic. For logic 

H If ollly Heidegger had construed the predicate not as "being equal," but as "--- is 
equal to ---." then he would have realised Frege's point that the names of the so-called 
subject terms just fill these blanks, and so no third connecting link is needed . 

• ; GA. 1: 178-79. . 
.' GA. 1: 183 . 
., GA. 1: 184 . 
• ' GA. 1: 185 . 
., GA.1: 186. 
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alone deals with truth in general; the other sciellces deal with truths.50 And 
logic thinks about 'truth' ollly in connection with assertive sentences. 
Heidegger looks for some deteI'mination of the nature of such sentences, or of 
their meanings or propositions, which would account for botlt the possibility of 
being true arid the possibility of being falseY Contrast Heidegger's problem 
with Frege's. Frege's problem was such that he could solve it simpl)' by positing 
two objects which assertive sentences could Iwml',' i.e., the True and the False. 
This strategy works for the limited purpose of providing a semantic interpreta
tion of propositional logic, but it leaves the main issue untouched. Are sen
tences in fact names at all? If the), are not,5' then what sort of structure must 
they (or their JellJeJ) have in order to be true or false? 

The structure that Heidegger identifies is opposition: putting-together 
(Zmammemelzerl) and separating (AlIJeinalldfl'llehllll'lI). The former is the condi
tion of the possibility of truth and the latter, the condition of the possibility of 
falsity. But this is only an initial answer, and not quite correct. i':ot all afflrllla
tive sentences-in which elements are put together-are true, just as not all 
negative sentences-in which elements are separated-are false. The struc
ture that is to be the condition of the possibility of both truth and falsity 
should consist in both putting-together alld separation, in both at 01lce.53 
What we need is a structure that is not merel)' a thinking together of the two 
surface structures of synthesis and separation, but which, being a unitar~' 

structure, precedes both.54 We cannot think of this struclllre--Dr e\'ell of 
putting-together and separatioll-as a purely linguistic structure of the sen
tence. In the false judgment "The board is not black," the H'ordJ are not more 
separated than in the true judgment 'The board is black." Where then are we 
to look for this structure? 

(b) 'Copula'. Perhaps it is in the "is" of the copula. We ha\'e seen that 
Heidegger does not go all the way with many of his contemporary logicians of 
different persuasions in rejecting the copula from theory of judgment. On the 
other hand, the precise sense of the "is" of the copula-as distinguished from 
the "is" of assertion--deeply interests him. In fact, as late as Sei'l Iwd leit, 

Heidegger writes that the ontological significance of the copula has beel! lost 
to modern logic. 55 Logic since Aristotle has understood the copula as the sign 

50 GA, 21: 7. Compare Frege: "The word 'true' can be used to indicate slich a goal for logic. 
of course all the sciences have truth as their goal, hut logic is concerned with the predit..;tlC "rue' in 
a quite special wa~·." Posthumous ~rritiugs. 128 . 

• ' GA,'I: 135f. 
s· Dummen rejects this pan of Fregc's sernantics. 
" GA .,: 136f. 
.. GA.'I: 1~0-4" 
;; Sfin und Zeit, '59-60. Also see 349. 
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for a combination of ideas, a combination that does not occur among thin~s, 
but only in thinking, But at the same time, the "is" of the copula also signilie, 
existence, essence (whatness), and truth or validity, in different contexts. (This 
ambiguity, we arc assured,56 is not a defect, but rather an expression of the 
intrinsically manifold structure of the being of an entity. This is a suggestion 
we need not try to understand for our present purpose.) What we need to 

t<)CUS upon is: what unitary structure of synthesis-cum-separation is to be 
discerned by reflecting upon the nature of the copula? 

I do not think Heidegger's logic lectures lead to any definitive answer to 

Ihi, question. But taking up hints from his writings, the following points Illay 
be singled out: 

(i) In 'S is P', what is asserted is not bare identity, which would make it a 
tautolog,'; nor is, for that matter, P different from S, which would have ren
dered the proposition necessarily false. There is thus a relation of identit>
cum-dilference.;; 

(ii) Hut \,'hat sort of things are Sand P? They are not Von/elllUlgen, that was 
the point of the critique of psychologism. They are not words for obvious 
reasons. Are they Fregean senses or are they things? (Frege admitted both 
possiblities, but kept them apart. The sentence'S is P' expresses a thought that 
is composed of the senses of'S' and 'is P'; but the sentence also has a reference 
that is composed of the referents of the component terms,) I think 
Heidegger's ar\S\,'er to this is much more complicated, and, if intelligible, 
profound." Logos, in its totality, is a complex structure of words, meanings. 
the referent (\"hat is thought) and what is. It is only when one separates them, 
that one seeks to tie them together by such relations as that of a sign to the 
signified. Verbal sound is not a sign for a meaning. Nor is the meaning a 
pointer to what is thought or to what is. There is an identity between these 
components,;" an identity which yet shows the differences. 

(iii) This last mentioned relational structure may be described as a struc
tllre of idelltity-cum-difference between thinking and being (where 'thinking' 
includes speaking, meaning and the meant, and 'being' includes being-as
referred, i.e., object and being as it is in itself). In judgment, thinking and 
being enter into a relationship. This makes it unacceptable to construe a 
judgment simpl~ as a menial act directed towards a thought-content. Such a 

j!i BP, 2o-l- 203" 
" M,II'), Hegelian logicians. ,,,"h as F, H, Bradley. ha,'e uscd Ihis so-called paradox of predlc;,-

11011 to impl~' that judgmcntal lhillt..ing cannot know reality. One may. contrariwise. regard the 
pUII.1e ;\~ ~igl1ihillg lh,1l ~lr\lnl1rC \\ hidl make~ bOlh truth and fabit~ pussihk. 

~~ RI'. ~0i'. 

~lj Iluss(.'rI's sixth logical InH'stigatioll has tc;>xts \\Ohich suggelit such a view, cf. §§ti-7. 
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construal would set thought (as a timeless, abstract entity) apan from the 
world, and the act of thinking and expressing (as real, temporal events) frolll 
that thought. Thinking is not, as Frege would have it, grasping a thought, bUl 
thinking about a real being. I think one of the deep concerns Heidegger 
expresses in the Logic lectures is, how to articulate this aboulnrss, or intention
ality of judgment. 

With these three points (i)-(iii), we hal'e already gotlen some glimpse into 
the structure of judgment as involving both synthesi.~ (identity, totality, in
volvement) and separation (difference, distinction). Tradilionallogic has nOl 
seen this interinvolvement of identity and difference, of thought and being, 
and on the basis of their absolute distinction, dislinguishes between verbal 
and real propositions (Mill) or analYlic and synthelic propositions (Kant). 
This latter sort of distinction has been quesliolled by many logicians in more 
recent times: by Quine, because no satisfactory criterion of synonymity is 
fonhcoming, and by F. H. Bradley, earlier than Quine, because every judg
ment, in so far as it analyzes the tOlality of immediate experience, is analytic, 
and, in so far as it seeks 10 join togelher whal anal~'sis has IOrtI asunder, is 
synthetic. Heidegger's reason is different from both. The distinction between 
"the view of beings that makes itself manifest in common meaning and 
understanding, as it is already laid down in every language," and "the ex
plicil apprehension and investigation of beings, whether in practice or in 
scientific enquiry" can hardly be maintained; one passes OI'er into Ihe other. 
In fact, Ihe so-called verbal proposilions, Heidegger insists, arc but "abbrevia
tions of real propositions. "60 

We still have to understand, how it is possible for a judgment to be abollt 
an entity. For Frege, it is so because the component name names an object 
(and Ihe predicate refers 10 a concepl under whkh Ihat object falls). Heideg
ger's question is, how is Ihat possible? Is he asking about Ihe possibility of 
judgmental intentionality? To that, and some other I'el,tted questions. we shall 
turn in the following part. 

3. GROUNDING Of LOGIC 

(a) Possible Moves. There are I'arious ways philosophers and logicians have 
soughl to provide a "grounding" or foundation for logic. Starting with a logic, 
the most common move on the pan of logicians, is to axiomatize it. This 
procedure will yield an axiomatic foundation. This is the most you can expect 
a logician qua logician to do. But in doing so, he is still doing logic, perfecting 
his logic, not "grounding" it in a sense in which philosophers hal'e understood 

"" HP. '97. 
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that task. Another move is to provide a logic with an ontological interpreta
tion. In this case one starts with an uninterpreted system, and then assigns to 
svmbols of appropriate types suitable entities belonging to appropriate types: 
such objects as singular entities and concepts, individual concepts, and proposi
tions. One may thus admit various sorts of entities into one's ontology, or if 
one distrusts abstract entities, then he can use the semantics of possible worlds. 

A more radical, and strictly philosophical grounding is called for when one 
asks about "the conditions of the possibility" of logic. How are logical entities 
such as judgments possible? How is it that formal logic is able to legislate the 
formal structure of any object whatsoever? Or, what are the conditions of the 
possibility of the objective validity and not merely formal validity of logic? 

Faced with such questions, one may follow one of three possible paths. One 
mav look for the transcendental foundation of logic in the structure of (hu
man) consciousness; one Illay look for it in the structure of the world; or, 
finally, one may want to ground logic in man's intentional relationship with his 
world. The first is the path of Kant and Husserl, however different their 
conceptions of transcendental subjectivity, transcendental logic, and formal 
logic may be; the second is the path of platonistic metaphysics. Heidegger's 
path is the last one. 

(b) Logic and Intentionality. [n his habilitation work, Heidegger character
izes the nature of the logical thus: "The homogeneity of the domain of logic 
rests on intentionality, on the character of being-valid-of [Hillgel/llllgsc/tar

ak/n]." Also: "Intentionality is the 'regional category' of the logical domain." 
He proceeds to explicatc "intentionality" thus: There can be intentionality 
only in the case of what has meaning and significance, not in the case of what 
is just real.6 • 

It would appear, then, that we can get at the roots of logic by following the 
guiding threads of this logical intentionality. This is what Husserl does in 
Forll/(/l al/d TrallScf/u/ell/al Logic. But intcntionality, for Heidegger, is not self
explanatory. It needs a "metaphysical" grounding, for which Heidegger ar
gues throughout his writings. An intentional grounding of logic will show how 
the logical entities such as propositions, or the logical principles such as the 
principle of non-contradiction, are "constituted" in appropriate intentional 
acts. It will also show, as Husser! does in Experience andJlldgmm/, how higher 
order intentional acts and their objects are built up on more primitive 
illlentionalities and their objects. It should be noted that all this will be carried 
out within the scope of the transcendental epoche. The classical Kantian way is 
different, but also shares the same overall orientation. Formal Logic has to be 
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founded on transcendental logic. and transcendental logic lays bare the syn
thetic, world-constituting functions of the pure rational subject. 

Once psychologism in philosophy of logic was rejected, two alternatives 
loomed large: the platonic hypostatization of the logical entities, and the 
Kantian-Husserlian thesis of "constitution" which, for one thing, respects the 
ideality of those entities, and, for another. sharply distinguishes the transcen
dental subjectivity from the psychological. Heidegger looked for a third alter
native. But, in fact, he tries two different paths, and all his life sought to bring 
them together. One of these I will call the metaphysical, the other may be called 
the practical. They are brought together in a henne/leutic thesis. 

(c) Logic and Metaphysics. I n the Logic lectures of 1928, called "The 
Metaphysical Foundations (Allfallgsgrullde) of Logic," Heidegger forcefully 
argues for the thesis that logic must be grounded in metaphysics.';' Against 
such a thesis, there is a rather familiar objection which Heidegger considers at 
length. The objection is that since metaphysics invo!\'es thinking and since all 
thinking must conform to logic, indeed must presuppose logic, metaphysics 
must presuppose logic rather than the inverse thesis. Indeed, logic must pre
cede all sciences. 

According to Heidegger this argument has the advantage that it proceeds 
from quite general ideas of logic and metaphysics, without considering their 
specific problem---contents. There is also an ambiguity in the word 'presuppo
sition'. It is true that all thinking-prescientific, scientific as well as metaphy
sical-must make use of the formal rules of thinking. But use of the rules does 
not requir'e a science of those rules, nor does it require a "founded" knowledge 
of those rules. The fact of their use, as much as the unavoidability of their use 
for thinking. needs to be accounted for. For such an account, one has to think 
about the conditions of the possibility of science, about the relation of science 
to scientific thinking, and of such thinking to human existence; logic itself is a 
science, historically developed and so determined by a tradition. It therefore 
cannot be a presupposition of thinking. 

The barel>' formal argument to the effect that every thinking grounding 
must involve thinking, cannot be formally refuted-Heidegger concedes.63 

But, he adds, it can be refuted only by showing how such an argument is 
possible and why, under certain presuppositions, it indeed is necessary. At this 
point Heidegger does not go on to show this. As far as I can see, his point 
would be something like this: pre-logical thinking which is in direct touch with 
being, thinking which, according to Heidegger's later writings, is either practi-

6, GA,26: 128-32. 
6, Ibid., 131. 
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cal wisdom or poetic, does not follO\\' the rules of logic and so no question 
arises about logic being its presupposition. It is only propositional thinking
that follows the rules of (propositional) logic. A putative metaphysical ground
ing m;l\ remain within the limits of propositional thinking; it then does ap
pear to presuppose logic (allowing for the son of equivocation of "presuppos
ing" which was hinted at earlier). Such a grounding then does not go to the 
roots of the matter. A metaphysical grounding which does go to the roots of 
the matter would think. but think in a different. more originary manner. 

What is this more originarr manner of thinking. and how could such 
thinking prO\'ide a grounding for logical thinking and for logic as well? To be 
able to understand Heidegger's answers to these questions. we need to do 
some more spade work 1O prepare the ground. 

(d) Logic as Metaphysics of Truth.61 Judgments alone can be either true or 
false. This is because in judgment. thinking and being enter into a peculiar 
relation of identity-cum-difference. Judgment is "about" a being. and of this 
being it asserts a true predicate. Let us look closer at this "being about" and 
also at the copula. the sign of predication. 

(i) The "being about" or judgmental intentionality is possible. according to 

Heidegger. only because a being has already been disclosed prior to the judg
mellt under consideration. Ajudgment does not first establish the relatedne,s 
to the entity-about-which. A judgment is first possible on the basis of all 
already available disclosu re of the entity. and the disclosure of that entity takes 
place within the context of an already latent relatedness 1O or Sc/IOIl-seill-im 

beillgs. A judgment is true if its content is in agreement with the alread) 
disclosed object-about-which. The metaphysical here is the disclosure of being 
as a being. a disclosure without which judgment cannot substantiate its truth 
claim and would not be. qua judgment. possible. Thus judgmental intention
ality presupposes a prejudgmental manifestation of being. We need not ha\'e 
to understand this thesis in any weird anrl mystic sounding sense. The best 
way tu understand Heidegger. at this point. is to take his thesis as exemplified 
in the familiar case of perceplllal judgments. A perceptual judgment "This 
pell is blue" is possible inasmuch as the ubject-about-which. this pen. is alread) 
disdosed in perceptual experience. as lying there before me. It is importalll 
that we du not construe this perceptual disclosure itself as a judgment. Whal 
this disclosure is like. I will brielly touch upon later. but only in so far as that is 
necessary for my present exposition. 

(ii) PI'edication likewise is founded upon display.6; In predicating. what is 

0--1 c.-\., '.lG: l3:.!. 
r-,:, BP. 209f. 
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disclosed is analyzed into one of its constituent moments, and this separated 
moment is exhibited as belonging 10 the entity disclosed. Predication deter· 
mines an entity as being such and such, but the determination is founded on 
exhibition and separation. This shows why el'er}' judgment is both analytic 
and synthetic at once. The copula sigllifles the "togetherness," the "belonging. 
together," that "unifying gathering" which belongs to our ver\' concept of 
being as the world. 

(iii) If the foregoing makes sense, then it makes sense to say that although 
truth in the sense of adequaC)' or correspondence has its locus in judgment, 
truth ill the sense of disclosed ness of being is prior to judgment. If this latter 
sense of 'truth' be called ontological, then logic is grounded in ontology. 
Hence Heidegger's enigmatic statement: "Der Satz is nicht das, darin Wahr· 
heit erst moglich wird, sondern umgekehrt, der Satz ist erst in del' Wahrheit 
moglich .... Satz ist nicht der Ort der Wahrheit, sondern Wahrheit der Ort 
des Satzes. "66 

We thus find that when Heidegger claims to ground logic in mctaphysics 
he should be understoou in a sense that takes into account the above men· 
tioned three points. He should not be construed as grounding logic either in 
the structure of the subject or in the structure of the world. 

(d) Logic and Practical Wisdom. Logic, we have seen, deals with meanings. 
With the rejection of psychologism, one is tempted to look upon meanings as 
eternally subsistent entities. At no stage of his thinking was Heidegger satis· 
fied with such a hypostatization of meanings. The habilitation work ends with 
the "metaphpical" suggestion that the opposition hetwecn reallllentallife and 
ideal meanings, between Sein and Sol/en, be overcome in a more fundamental 
concept of living Geisl. 67 The Logic lecture of 1925/26 suggests that although 
the primacy of theoretical truth in logic is not accidental, it is possible to show 
that a more radical stance of questioning may lead to a rel'ision of this naive 
point of departure of logic. 68 In fact, not formal logic blll philosophical logic 
has to settle the question, which truth-theoretical or practical-is primary. 
Heidegger opts for the primacy of the practical. 

To demonstrate this thesis of the primacy of the practical is to argue success· 
fully that the meanings logic is concerned with. propositional mcanings and 
their constituents, are 1101 the meanings originally experienced along with that 
disclosure of being which is presupposed by judgment. The word, as fixed and 
stabilized for purposes of logical thinking. presupposes a pre-logical experi. 
enceofbeing as meaningful. This latter sort of meaningfulness is tied to the I\'a) 

66 GA, 21: 1:~5 . 
• , GA, I: 405' 
68 GA. 21: II. 
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we li"e in our world and concern ourselves-practically and affectively-with 
things and situations. Things acquire their original significance (Bedeutung) 
from what we have got to do with them, from Zutunhabell. A pencil is meant for 
writing. a hammer for driving nails, and so on and so forth. Original practical 
judgments express such a significance of things: they do not ascribe properties 
to a thing. They are about my- (actual or possible) relations toa thing. 59 

It Illav be objened that this son of practical and affective significance 
belongs only to tools and artifacts: pens and pencils, houses and automobiles, 
hammers and clocks, but not to natural objects such as rocks and mountains, 
ri\'(~rs ,ll1d trees, and animals and other persons. I think Heidegger's point is 
that in so far as these and other natural objects inhabit my LebenJU'elt and not 
the world of physics, they fall within the horizon of Ill}' interests, passions, and 
possible actions directed at them. They are not mere objects of cognition. The 
logic of judgment is founded upon the prelogical disclosure of things as hav
ing the sort of practical significance that they have within our LebensU'elt. To 
sa\' this, howner, is not to show how apophantic judgment arises out of the 
practical. It would be the task of hermeneutic logic to show that. Heidegger 
has not himself done hermeneutic logic; some others have, and we need to 
turn to them. But before doing that we need to be clear about how the 
practical wisdom which recognizes for each object and situation its practical 
significance could be characterized as being hermeneutic. 

(e) l.ogic and Hermeneutics. It was said earlier that Heidegger tried, all his 
life, to bring together two different groundings of logic: the metaphysical and 
the practical, and that they were to be unified under the concept of 
hermeneutics, We now need to ascertain how this is done. The connecting link 
is prm'ided b} two theses: (i) that action is a mode of understanding the world 
and involves a certain self-understanding on the part of the agent; and (ii) that 
the originary disclosure of entities which must precede judgmental "being 
about" is not disclosure to a cognitive subject, to an objectivating conscious
ness, but rather to a projecting, caring, and acting being whose mode of being 
is to be in the world and to-be-already--with-entities. Being-in-the-world is to 
be interpreted as a certain comprehension or understanding of oneself and 
one's world. Thus both practice and disclosure of entities involve a certain 
pre-conceptual understanding of oneself and one's world. To articulate and 
explicate this understanding is hermeneutics. I f logic is grounded in 3 disclo
sure of being, and if logical meanings refer back to pre-logical significance, 
one can as well say that logic is ultimately- rooted in a certain understanding of 
the world as well as of oneself. 
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The same thesis may be supported in a slightly different manner. Judging 
is an intentional relation to a being. But every intentional relation carries 
within itself a specific lllldnstanding of the being of the entity to which the 
intentionality relates. If judging presupposes a prior disclosure of that entity, 
it also requires a specific interpretation of it as such and such. 

With this we are in a position to brieRy consider Heidegger's thesis on 
logic as laid down in §33 of Sein wlti Zeit bearing the title: "Die Aussage als 
abkiinftiger !\Iodus der Auslegung." In this paragraph, Heidegger first dis
tinguishes between three meanings of "Aussage"; all three together consti
tute the full structure of Alissllge. First of all. "Aussage" primarily means 
manifesting an entity as it is. In "The hammer is too heavy," the hammer 
itself, but not its representation, is manifested in the manner it is at ham!. 
Secondly, AILuage also means predication. This sense is grounded in the fIrst. 
Both the terms of predication, the subject and the predicate, belong to what 
has been manifested. Predication itself does not uncOI er an>,thing but rather 
limits what has been uncovered to the subject. i.e .. the hammer. Finally, 
AllJsage also means "communication," to let the entin be seen together with 
an other. What is stated can be shared, can be stated again. Taking these 
three meanings together, an Awsagl' may be characterized as "communicat
ing and determining, making manifest." But ho\\ then is it also a mode of 
interpretationt The making-manifest that takes place in and through an 
Aussage, is possible only on the basis of what is already disclosed to under
standing. It is not a world less, transcendental ego who performs an AlIs.l(lge. 
It is rather a Dllseil! who is a being-in-the-world and as such all,'ars has a 
certain pre-understanding of the world, wbo makes a judgment. The existen
tial fore-structures of understanding, which together constitute its anti
cipatory structure, form the horizon within which al1\ judgment is possible. 
In this sense the judgment of logic is founded upon the hermeneutic of 
Dastin. 

Heidegger has still to give an account of how the entity with which one is 
practically concerned (the hammer as a tool for dri\'ing a nail here and now) 
becomes an object about which one pronollnces a theoretical judgment. Obvi
ousl>', if Heidegger's thesis is correct, the ZlIhalldmp ll'rJlllil des ZutlllllUlhnls has 
to be transformed into the "Woriiber" cia au/zeigrndl'll .-llls5age. What transpires 
in this transformation? Something whose mode of being is to-be-ready-at
hand becomes an object that is present-at-hand, merek voriu/llden. The origi
nal "as," which was a hermeneutic "as" (recognizing a hammer as what is just 
right for my purpose) for practical wisdom, becomes a mere apophantic "as" 
(judging this object over there to be a hammer) which determines the object as 
possessing a certain property. The logic of Iheorrlical judgments is committed 
to an ontology of objects present at hand. 
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In an important, flUl not much commented upon paragraph, Heidegger 
concedes that between these two extremes, there are many intermediate 
phases, represented by judgments about happenings in the surrounding 
world, accounts of situations, depictions of events, etc. These intermediate 
cases, though expressed in linguistic sentences, cannot be reduced to theoreti
cal statements, but rather refer back to their origin in the pre-conceptual 
interpretation of the world, 

What now has become of the concept of meaning or Sin/! Ivhich was earlier 
used 10 define the domain of logic? This concept of Sinn is to be traced back to 
its origin in another, more origina!'}' concept of Silln which Heidegger formu
LItes with some precision in §6:\ of Sein arid leit: "Danach ist Sinn das, worin 
sich die Yerstehbarkeit \'on etwas halt, ohne daB es selbst ausdrucklich und 
thenlatisch in den Blick komml. Sinn bedeutet das Woraufhin des primaren 
Elltwurfs, aus delll her etl,'as als das, was es ist in seiner Moglichkeit begriffen 
werden kann," SilOI is that towards which the originary project of being-in
the-world is directed, To understand the Siltn of a thing (not of a word, in this 
case) is to grasp, llnthematically, the possibility that the thing presents in the 
context of the prelailing projecl. 

(f) Hermeneutic Logic. It is one thing to claim that formal logic is rooted in 
a hermeneutic experience of being-in-the-world, It is quite another thing to 

I,'ork out in detail the idea of a hermeneutic logic. Without sllch a logic, the 
Heideggerian thesis \\'ould remain empty of content, for not only logic but all 
theoretiGll cognition, on that thesis, would have the same "origin," With such 
a logic, the thesis receives specific content, but loses some of its ontological 
grandeur, for now formal logic will be traced back to another kind of logic, 
but we would still be within the field of logic, which thereby would receil'e an 
extension beyond the formal-theoretical. 

ben if Heidegger does not give us sketches of such a logic, luckily we have 
excellent attempts 111 that direction, This is not the place to review those 
attempts, but it surel~' is appropriate that we bl'ielly recall the more note
worthy amongst them. First of all, Husser! himself. in Experience and Judgment, 
extended the domain of logic to pre-predicative experience, and showed how 
truth-functional operators such as negation, disjunction and Implication have 
their origin in pre-predicative experience, Husserl's thesis may be regarded as 
still being cognitive in nature, the pre-predicative experience is construed not 
as acti\·e or affective dealing with entities, but rather as modes of receptivity 
and various modes of responses to what is received. In this sense, Husserl's 
pre-predicalive logic does not come under the rubric "hermeneutic logic." 

The most striking development of hermeneulic logic, developed in close 
collt;tn "'ith both Husser! and Heidegger, is to be found in the works of Hans 
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Lipps.70 If formal logic deals with logical entities \\ hich claim 10 be self
subsistent essences. and appear to have no connection with the living situa
tions of everyday life. what Lipps does is to comprehend precisely the entities 
and structures of logic as arising out of human life. i.e .. to bring out how they 
originally have the function of accomplishing quite specific roles in quite 
specifIC linguistic situations of everyday life. Thus judgment (U,lt'i/) in its 
origin is not a statement. but an action by which a yet-to-be-decided question is 
finally decided. as in legal judgment. The conc('pts of traditional logic. accord
ing to Lipps. are quite different from the concepts of originary. practical 
thinking. To comprehend things. in practical life. is to come to terllls with 
things. to know what to do with them. as in ol'ercoming an opposition. Con
cepts in this sense are not definable. they can only be illustrated by examples, 
The same sort of distinction is made in the case of inference. In practical life 
one infers. not from premises. but from circulllstances. situations. facts. Proof 
becomes necessary in a situation of conversation. when something has to be 
demonstrated for the other. An interesting development of the idea of pre
logical conception is Lipps' distinction between "pracrical" and "intuitive" 
(sichlendm) conceptions. Neither needs language, but both may function in a 
linguistic medium. The practical conception operates in knowing how; the 
intuitive conception operates in one's mastery over a "'ide range of diverse 
material without yet subsuming it under a colllmon logical concept. 

Meanings of words are. for theoretical logic. pl'ecise and fixed entities, III 
practical life. meanings cannot be fixed with precision. (Lipps e1a!Jor'ates on 
the Wittgensteinian example: the word "game.") This imprecision is not a 
deficiency; it is rather a strength. The words derive their meanings not autono
mously, but in connection with situations in which they are uttered. This leads 
Lipps to consider various kinds of words and the grc;]t variety of situations 
that call forth appropriate utterances. 

Josef Konig studied with Husser!, but subsequentll attended Heidegger's 
l\Iarburg lectures, and sought to appropriate their methodologies into a basi
cally Dilthey-oriented position. I would here mention only a few of his impor
tant distinctions: (i) In his Sein und Denke1l7 ' Konig distinguishes between the 
merely present (l'orhanden) thing and the thing as so-working (so-lI'nkellde). 

The former is not an original subject of predication, but is rather a tramfor-

70 Hans Lipps. Unil'nuchungen z.ur Phiillomrnologlt! dn E,.J~t''''l/lIij. [rs(er Tei!. Dm lJwg IOld Jfl1lf 

Eigmsrha[cen (Bonn. '927)' Zweiter Teil. A.L5.lagr ,md L',cet! (Bonn, '928). BUI llIore specifically. 
see his UlllfrSw:hungnt zu tmer htrml1uul15r!uu Logzk, Pllllo~ophisdle Abhalidlullgen, Hd. VII 
(Frankfurt am Main. '933), 

7' Halle: Max Niemeyer. '937, 
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mation of a judgment of the form "X is present." The true subject of a 
statement about something present is not this something present, but rather 
the X of sentences of the sort "X is present." But the latter, i.e., the so
working, or an entity that is not the merely present, is the original entity. The 
subject of so-working is /lathing but a so-working being (a pleasing smile is a 
smile that so works on us; a sublime mountain is one which so works on us). Its 
being (Sew) is to be so-working. 

(ii) Konig also distinguishes between a pranical 'this' and a theoretical 
'this'." The theoretical tit is is a this of such and su('h kind: for example, 'under 
this cirllllllstance' = 'under melt circumstance'; this man = a man such as this. 
As contrasted with this, a practical this is a pure this. For example, What is Ihi.1 
that lies there on the table? A practical this is the merely existing reality. The 
practiGti this belongs to someone's world; it is hardly compatible with the 
thought of a closed system or with d world-totalit vas Vorhanden. 

(iii) :\nother of Konig's related distinctions is that between practical cause 
and theoretical ('a use." The former answers a practical "",hr" question and 
the latter a theoretical question. A practical "why" question is: "Why does 
this ball stan moving?" A theoretical "why" question is "Why do balls that 
receil'e an impact start moving?" The former is answered by giving another 
event as the efficient cause. The latter requires a ground in a general theo
retical implication. 

(h) All these le,ld him finally to a distinction that is of direct significance 
for logic: that between practical sentences and theoretical sentences.;~ A theu
retical sentence (ur propositiun) can be rightly seen as built out of a sententi,d 
(ur, propositional) function 'x is F' either by replacing 'x' by a constant 'A', or 
by quantifying over x (Some x is F; All x is F). A practical sentence, according 
to Konig, cannot be su construed without doing viulence to its meaning and its 
rule. The subject of a pranical sentence is a practical "this" or "thal." The 
sentence, "That is my friend Karl" cannot be regarded as having been built 
out of a sentential function "x is my friend Karl." 

Konig's valuable, carefull>' developed, but incomplete researches shall con
stitute a necessary part of any satisfactory hermeneutic logic. 

Lastl}, I shuuld mention the more well known and more re('ent attempt 01 

;1 .Jo~ct h.onig, "tIber einen neuen nnto\ogi:-..chcn Beweis des Salles \'on der Notwendigleu 
.. lies (;eschchcll5," Arc/lit' fijr I'htlul"phi,. " (I g~H): 5-~3. Repl illlcd in Josef Konig. I'O/-trag' "",I 
Allfsrit:,.. ed. G_ Pat zig (Freihurg/Miinchen: Verlag Alher, '9i8). 

73 .J",cr K!inig. "Bemerkullgcn (ioer den Begriff der Ursachc," originall), ill Das PfObl,,,, del 
G"d:l"hk ... l. Hd. I (Hamburg: F. Meiller, t9~(jI- Rcprillted in ~'olldg' "lid Allfliil" 

~1 h.ollig'~ Coningen Lectures (l~n3-54) under the title "Theoretische unci pralo:.lische S~itlt··· 
at (' ~1I11 ull"lIhli~hed. The~' ~tn..· heing celiled h\ G. Papig ror puhli('alioll. 
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Paul Lorenzen. H Lorenzen develops a systematic ulIl"ructive procedure for 
building up formal logical concepts and operations from simple practical situa
tions (such as 0111' in which one person gives an order which the other obeys or 
does not obey: or one in which two are engaged in a game; 01 dialogical 
situations in which there is a proponent and an opponent). Lorenzen, interest
ingly enough, sees his task as having been made possible only after Dilthey 
alld Frege,;6 

One may want to say that these attempts fulfill the intention implicit ill 
Heidegger's thinking ahout formal logic, ill a more constructive and fruitful 
manner. 

4 . C 11.1 TIC A L R E ~I A II. K S 

But what to say ahout Heidegger's own foundational thoughts? To recapiw
late what has already been pointed out, these thoughts are mainly fi\'(~: 

First, formal logic, histoTiml/}. was possible within a metaphysical system (the 
Platonic). alld can be possible only within a metaphysics. 
Secondly, forrnallogic is committed to an onlOlogv of ohjects whose mode of 
being is to be present at hand (\'or/UWdt'llSfill). 

Thirdly, (in spite of the above) philosophical reflection on the LOplila yields 
an insight into the identity-cum-difference, and the togetherness of differ
entiated elements that belongs to the mfallillg of Being. 
Fottrlhly,judgmental being-about presupposes a prior pre-judgmclltal disclo
sure of an entity. which disclosure t;lkes paleI' within the context of Dasein's 
already-being-with the others. 
Fiflhly. judgmental Sum, as also logical-theoretical meanillg of words. refers 
back to a practical understanding of the significance of things in relation to 
human projects, i.e. in the context of the IOtality of life situations. 

The final evaluation of forlllallogic would be somewhat as follows: /ormal 
logic has its own range of \,alidit}'. no doubt. hut philosophy should replace its 
naivite by reflecting on its sense and its "origin." This will require a philosoph i
cal logic which is double-pronged: at once ontological and hermellemic. l\Iod
ern mathematical logic is degenerate formal logic. lor ,,'hatever hermeneutic 
and olltological glimpses the traditional formal lugic permitted is. or a[ least 

7 5 Cf. Paul Lorenzen, Korutrukw't' U'l.\st'tlScha/hrllfollt' (Fral1kfurt am Main: Suhrk.;lIllp. 1~17 ,) 
ann l\/elhodLJrJlt'J Df1lken (Frankrurl ;)In M~ill: Still! k.llllp. } 97.1). 

1ri KOTlsiruktl1'( lrlSSelischa[lslhe0111'. 21. He al~(J writes: "Frst illl Al1s(hluB <UI Uihh('~ lIlid 

Husscrl haben Misc.:h cincrseits und l-Ieidcggcr andcrl'rscito; dcutlirh gemacht. was d.a~ heisst. <Ld\ 
Denken \"om Leben, von der praktischen Lebensituatioll des \lenschcn, ausfug-ehen har ," 
Atelhodisches Dnlkt'Tt. 26. 
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appears to have been, totally lost to mathematical logic, whose main blunder 
consists in confusing between a science of quantity and a science of intention
ality and which is, historically speaking, possible only in an epoch for which 
the meaning of Being is understood through technology.77 

With regard to these thoughts, I would like to submit the following critical 
and, certainly, tentative reHections. 

I. The historical judgment appears to me to be sound, namely, that formal 
logic arose within the Platonic metaphysics. One needed, to begin with, a doc
trine of objective ideas and propositions. But the history of logic shows that 
logic has tried to free itself from that Platonic origin. Propositions have been 
replaced b>' sentences (even if they are 'eternal sentences'), concepts by words 
(even if they are type words, not tokens), and so on and so forth. To what extent, 
then, must we say that formal logic unavoidably presupposes a metaphysics 
(i.e., a theory of Being) and an ontology (a position as to what sorts of entities to 
admit)? My own view is that although formal logicians have sought to court a 
nominalistic ontology, that just has not worked. (See how sentences have be
come eternal sentences.) The logical relations and structures need abstract 
entities to hold good of, so some sort of Platonism is 'the original sin' of formal 
logic. But these Platonic entities are of the genre of meanings, Fregean Sinne or 
Husserlian lIoemata. A certain theory of meaning, and its attendant ontology 
rna>' well be regarded as the minimum commitment of formal logic. No other 
ontology of Vorhandenseill is presupposed. Events and happenings, situations 
and circumstances, tools and gadgets, can all be referents of "objects-about
which" of propositions that are subjected to logical operations. 

2. It is not clear how much ontological burden can be carried by the 
copula. Heidegger's multifarious attempts to extract out of it insights into the 
meaning of 'Being' have been far from successful. By saying that 'Being' 
involves identity-cum-difference or the togetherness of distincts, is not to say 
much that could not be divined by simple metaphysical speculation indepen
dently of the guidance of the copula. 

3. The thesis of the pre-logical, pre-predicative disclosure is important. 
and its validity recognized. I should add that this thesis derives its strength 
from the case of perceptual judgments such as "This pencil is blue." But not 
all judgments are perceptual, and not all disclosure is prior to judgment. In a 
judgment about electrons. one does not have a pre-theoretical disclosure of 
the object-about-which: in verifying such a judgment. the disclosure comes 
a/tnwards as the "fulfillment" of the meaning intention of an originally empty 

77 For my presenllimited purpose, I desist from either expounding or commenting upon this 
last claim. 
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judgment. The thesis of prior di~c1osure, Ihen, lIlay be saved by liberalil.ing the 
sense of 'disclosure' and at the same time by relativizing it to the colltext of a 
judging. 

4. With regard to perceptual judgments about persons and material ob
jects, it is true that originary disclosure is not a theoretical-cogniti\'e mode of 
given ness, but rather practical and affective. 78 This alonejustine~ Heiclegger's 
basing apophansis on hermeneutics. However, even if one does work out a 
hermeneutic logic in the manner of Lipps, Konig, and l.orenzen. Olle still 
needs to show how apophantic logic develops out of hermeneutic logic. 
Lorenzen's is the best attempt to show this, but it works for eleOlentan truth 
functions, and even there a certain discolltilluity between the primitive 
hermeneutic situation and the formal-logical is either slurred over or elimi
nated by choosing the former at a level that is not originary-practical, but 
rather primitively theoretical. 

5. Heidegger is right, to my mind, in looking upon Husserl's anti
psychologism critique as a provisional, though indispensable step. III fact, 
Husser! himself treated it likewise. The gap between real mental life and ideal 
meanings has to be bridged. Transcendental philosophy and hermeneutics 
are two ways of doing this. Their relative strength has to be mea~lIred, among 
other things, by the extent to which each is capable of accounting for the 
ideality of logical meanings. For hermeneutics, the question is: How do the 
practical-hermeneutic meanings of things get 'transformed' into the theoreti
cal-logical meanings of words and sentences) 

Temple University 

,. I have argued for this in my Phenommology alld O,ilology (The Hague: ,I. i\ijhorf. '970). 
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THE CONDITIONS OF TRUTH 

IN HEIDEGGER AND DAVIDSON* 

In this paper I hope to demonstrate that, despite dramatic differences 
in approach, Analytic and Continental philosophers can be brought into a 
productive dialogue with one another on topics central to the philosophi
cal agenda of both traditions. Their differences tend to obscure the fact 
that both traditions have as a fundamental project the critique of past 
accounts of language, intentionality, and mind. Moreover, writers within 
the two traditions are frequently in considerable agreement about the 
failings of past accounts. Where they tend to differ is in the sorts of 
positive accounts they give. By exploring the important areas of disagree
ment against the background of agreement, however, it is possible to gain 
insights unavailable to those rooted in a single tradition. 

I would like to illustrate this in the context of a comparison of 
Heidegger's and Davidson's accounts of the conditions of truth. I begin, 
however, with a brief discussion of some crucial differences between the 
Analytic and Continental ways of doing philosophy. An understanding of 
these differences provides the basis for seeing how Heidegger and 
Davidson, all appearances to the contrary, in fact follow a parallel course 
by resisting theoretical attempts at the redefinition or reduction of our 
pretheoretical notion of truth. Indeed, both writers believe that truth is best 
illuminated by looking at the conditions of truth-that is, they both try to 
understand what makes truth as a property of language and thought 
possible in the first place. Both answer the question by exploring how 
what we sayar think can come to have content. I conclude by suggesting 
that Heidegger's "ontological foundations" of "the traditional conception 
of truth" can be seen as an attempt at solving a problem which Davidson 
recognizes but believes is incapable of solution-namely, the way the 
existence of language and thought presuppose our sharing a finely articu
lated structure which only language and thought seem capable of producing. 

"The Conditions of Truth in Heidegger and Davidson" by Mark A. Wrathall. . 
The Monist. vol. 82. no. 2, pp. 304--323. Copyright CCll999, THE MONIST. La Salle, Illinois 61301. 
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AnaLytic and ContinentaL Philosophy 

If I were to reduce the difference between Analytic and Continental 
philosophy to a single anecdote, I would refer to two titles: Michael 
Durnrnett's The LogicaL Basis of Metaphysics, I based on his 1976 William 
James Lectures, and Martin Heidegger's Metaphysische Anfangsgrunde 
der Logik,2 the published edition of a 1928 lecture course. Here in a 
nutshell one finds the Analytic's focus on logical analysis as the means 
toward philosophical questioning, and the Continental suspicion that all 
knowledge is tinged through and through by hidden metaphysical presup
positions. 

As Dummett explains in his introduction, Analytic philosophy's 
approach to metaphysical issues is premised on the belief that 
U[p]hilosophy can take us no further than enabling us to command a clear 
view of the concepts by means of which we think about the world, and, 
by so doing, to attain a finner grasp of the way we represent the world in 
our thoughts."] The Analytic philosopher's assault on metaphysical heights, 
then, will only begin after the exhaustive examination of more pedestrian 
subjects like language and logic. This is in deliberate contrast to the philo
sophical tradition, which Dummett views as deeply flawed due to "an 
underestimation by even the deepest thinkers of the difficulty of the 
questions they tackle. They consequently take perilous shortcuts in their 
argumentation and flatter themselves that they have arrived at definitive 
solutions when much in their reasoning is questionable. I believe that we 
shall make faster progress only if we go at our task more slowly and me
thodically, like mountain climbers making sure each foothold is secure 
before venturing onto the next."4 

One needs only contrast this position with Heidegger's introduction 
to see the profound difference in impetus between the Analytical and Con
tinental style. Heidegger argues that we can make no progress at all in 
philosophical understanding without "a critical dismantling of traditional 
logic down to its hidden foundations"-"the metaphysicaL foundations of 
logic."S This is because logic can provide genuine insight into "the way 
we represent the world in our thoughts" (as Dummeu puts it) only if we 
understand why it is that we human beings are constituted in such a way 
"as to be able to be thus governed by laws": "How 'is' Dasein [human 
being] according to its essence so that such an obligation as that of being 
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governed by logical laws can arise in and for Dasein [human being]?"6 As 
a result, "[a] basic problem of logic, the law-governedness of thinking, 
reveals itself to be a problem of human existence in its ground."7 Conse
quently, an understanding of logical fonn would be bootless, for 
Heidegger, without a prior understanding of the constitution of human 
existence-an understanding which can only be reached by reflection on 
the fundamental concepts of metaphysics. 

Analytic philosophers, in sum, see themselves as engaged in the 
painstaking process of clarifying the logical structure of language and 
mind-a process they believe to be prior to making inroads in metaphys
ical reflection. Continental philosophers, while also often starting from 
the structure of language and mind, seek to move from there directly to a 
reflection on the historical, existential dimension of our language and 
thoughts. Because Analytics see no evidence of careful and rigorous 
analysis in the work of Continental thinkers, they consider Continental 
philosophy to be, at best, "a more or less systematic reflection on the 
human situation ... a kind of reflection which can sometimes lead to a 
new perspective on human life and experience."8 At its worst, Continen
tal philosophy is viewed as hopelessly muddling about within a 
"wide-spread ignorance of certain fundamental linguistic principles."9 
Continental philosophers, on the other hand, are intensely suspicious of 
the Analysts' "fundamental linguistic principles," certain that reliance on 
them is premised on metaphysical naIvete or even ignorance. So Heidegger 
argues that "[t]he appearance of a 'philosophy of language' is a striking 
sign that knowledge of the essence of the word, i.e., the possibility of an 
experience of the primordial essence of the word, has been lost for a long 
time. The word no longer preserves the relation of Being to man, but 
instead the word is a fonnation and thing of language."IO And Derrida 
thinks it typical of the whole Analytic tradition that it conducts its inves
tigations on the basis of "a kind of ideal regulation," which excludes the 
troublesome cases most in need of examination-troublesome cases 
which in fact work to deconstruct traditional philosophyll 

What is often lost in this mutual antipathy is a surprising overlap in 
views concerning the shared starting point of much of the work in both 
traditions-language. It strikes me that the best way to overcome the 
Analytic/Continental divide is therefore to ignore, at least provisionally, 
the differences in approach and instead explore the areas of agreement. 
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When left at the level of mutual recrimination, it looks like there is so little 
in common as to make the two traditions irrelevant to one another, for it 
seems to both sides as if the other is either incapable of joining issue, or 
at least willfully refusing to do so. But if one can get beyond the differ
ences and discover a common ground, then the disagreements can be seen 
to have content and the proponents of the two traditions can be made to 
engage in productive ways. In the remainder of this paper, I hope to illus
trate this by showing how Heidegger's and Davidson's inquiries into truth 
and the functioning of language, as different as they are, both come to 
focus on the conditions of the possibility of truth as the means to dissolv
ing traditional philosophical problems. It is true that there are important 
differences in their accounts of truth conditions. But by seeing their dis
agreement against the background of an extensive congruence in view, 
one can highlight in a way not easily available to adherents of one tradition 
or another the presuppositions and problems which remain for each thinker. 

Heidegger and Davidson on Truth Definitions 

There are a variety of traditional answers to the question what makes 
a true sentence (or belief or proposition, etc.) true-answers such as cor
respondence, coherence, utility, and so on. What all these theories share, 
as Davidson has pointed out, is a sense that truth is a concept for which 
we should be able to provide an illuminating definition. From the 
preceding observations on the difference between Analytic and Continen
tal philosophy, as general as they were, it should come as no surprise that 
both Davidson and Heidegger are critical of traditional truth theories. The 
notable similarities between Davidson's and Heidegger's views of truth, 
on the other hand, are perhaps unexpected. Davidson, after all, has argued 
for a "correspondence" view, albeit a "correspondence without confronta
tion."12 And he pursues the question of truth, in good Analytic fashion, 
within the context of a semantic analysis of the truth predicate. Heidegger, 
on the other hand, is widely interpreted as denying a correspondence view 
in favor of a definition of truth as "unconcealment." And his criticism of 
correspondence theories is based in a phenomenological, rather than a 
logical, exploration of our experience of truth. 

But, on scrutiny, one discovers that the differences are nowhere near 
as wide as one might believe. Heidegger, in fact, views propositional truth 
as a sort of correspondence, and I have argued elsewhere that Heidegger's 
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account of unconcealment is badly misunderstood if taken as a definition 
of truth. J3 To the contrary, Heidegger's interest in propositional truth is not 
to redefine it, but to discover what makes propositional entities capable of 
being true or false. And Davidson, likewise, believes that propositional 
truth cannot meaningfuIly be defined in terms of correspondence. More 
importantly Davidson, like Heidegger, believes that progress cannot be 
made on the issue of truth by defining it, but only by understanding the 
conditions of sentences and beliefs being true. The interesting disagreement 
comes, then, not at the level of their respective accounts of propositional truth, 
but rather in the details of their explanations of the conditions of truth. 

In order to get to the point where we can fruitfully compare and contrast 
Davidson and Heidegger on this topic, however, we must get beyond the 
seemingly incompatible approaches to propositional truth. By understanding 
the context provided by their respective traditions for inquiries into truth, 
we can go a long way toward separating the genuine from the merely apparent 
disagreement. 

Within the Analytic tradition of philosophy, the generally accepted 
starting point for understanding truth is an analysis of our use of the truth 
predicate. Many philosophers accept that "just about everything there is to 
be said about truth" is said by noting that almost all of our uses of 'is true' 
can be understood in terms of "certain formal features" of the predicate
"notably its disquotation feature."14 These features allow us to make 
certain generalizing statements about sentences; "the truth predicate 
allows any sentence to be reformulated so that its entire content will be 
expressed by the new subject-a singular term open to normal objectival 
quantification."ls In addition, we can account for certain vestigial uses of 
'true' (like "That's true!") in terms of its use as an iIIocutionary device
for instance, to confirm or endorse. 16 

Perhaps the best-known example of a definition of the truth predicate 
is Tarski's semantic theory of truth. Tarski's Convention T shows how to 
provide an extensionaIly adequate description of the truth predicate for 
each of a number of well-behaved languages. According to Convention T, 
a satisfactory truth theory for that language must be such as to entail for 
every sentence of the language a T-sentence of the form 

s is true if and only if p 
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where "s" is a description of the sentence, and "p" is replaced by that 
sentence, or a translation of the sentence into the metalanguage. 17 

The problem of restricting analysis to the truth predicate is, as many 
have noted, that such a definition seems to fall far short of explaining our 
concept of truth. Dummett, for instance, argues that the failing of a 
Tarskian truth definition is best seen in the case where we are construct
ing a T-theory for an object language we do not yet understand. In order 
to do this, we must know the conditions under which truth can be predi
cated for each and every sentence of the object-language-something we 
cannot do unless "we know something about the concept of truth 
expressed by that predicate which is not embodied in that, or any other 
truth-definition. "18 

Thus, if all we knew about truth were exhausted by a T-theoretic de
scription of the truth predicate for a language, we would not be able to 
define truth for a new language. The implications for Analytic philoso
phers engaged in the Davidsonian project of defining meaning in terms of 
truth are critical, for if the truth conditions of sentences are to play any 
role in fixing their meaning, our ability to learn a language depends on 
having a pre-theoretic understanding of truth. Thus, Dummett explains that 

in order that someone should gain from the explanation that P is true in such
and-such circumstances an understanding of the sense of P, he must already 
know what it means to say of P that it is true. If when he enquires into this 
he is told that the only explanation is that to say that P is true is the same as 
to assert P, it will follow that in order to understand what is meant by saying 
that P is true, he must already know the sense of asserting P, which was 
precisely what was supposed to be being explained to him.19 

So if meaning is to be understood in terms of truth conditions, then un
derstanding language requires an account of truth above and beyond a 
language-relative characterization of the truth predicate. 

But what sense can be given to this pre-T-theoretic concept of truth? 
The readily available traditional answer, which explains truth as corre
spondence, is unable to do the work that needs to be done to make truth 
useful in Davidson's project. According to correspondence theories, we 
accept that a statement is true if there is some fact to which the statement 
corresponds. But, in order to do the work we need it to do, the theory must 
specify the fact to which the sentence corresponds prior to our recogniz-
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ing the sentence as true. And. as Davidson has shown. a definition of truth 
in terms of correspondence to facts is unable to do this. For a correspon
dence theory to be useful, it must be able to generate theorems of the form 

(1) the statement that p corresponds to the fact that q 

But if q is an extensional description of some fact or state of affairs in the 
world, p will correspond not just to q. but to any sentence logically equiv
alent to q. or to any sentence differing from q only in the substitution in q 
of a coextensive singular term. Thus, p will correspond not just to the fact 
that q, but to any fact at al1.2o And so (I) will fail to assist us in determin
ing whether a sentence is true. Treating the description as less than fully 
extensional (by, for example, denying the substitutivity of logically equiv
alent sentences) is no more successful. The very possibility of explaining 
truth through correspondence is undermined by this move, since nonex
tensional descriptions rely on the concept of truth in picking out the fact 
in the first place: "Suppose, to leave the frying-pan of extensionality for 
the fires of intension, we distinguish facts as finely as statements. Of 
course, not every statement has its fact; only the true ones do. But then, 
unless we find another way to pick out facts, we cannot hope to explain 
truth by appeal to them."21 Hence, the real objection to correspondence 
theories is that they "fail to provide entities to which truth vehicles 
(whether we take these to be statements, sentences or utterances) can be 
said to correspond."22 

But, Davidson argues, rather than moving us to look for new defini
tions of truth, this failure should lead us to question the belief that to make 
the concept of truth useful we have to be able to specify what makes a true 
sentence true. Davidson has argued that, in constructing a theory of 
meaning, what we need beyond a T-theory for a language is not a defini
tion of truth, but an understanding of how we have the concept of truth. It 
is thus not truth that we should be seeking, but rather a clarification of "the 
necessary condition[s] of our possession of the concept[] of truth."2) 

To summarize, Davidson's approach to truth has two distinct sides to 
it. First, as against any attempt to define truth, he takes the notion of truth 
itself to be "beautifully transparent" and primitive, and thus denies that 
the general concept of truth is reducible to any other concept or amenable 
to redefinition in other terms.24 This leaves intact our pre-theoretic under-
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standing of truth. He accepts a Tarskian T-theory as providing an instructive 
description of the kind of pattern truth makes in a language.25 But he resists 
the urge to believe that such a definition fully captures the concept of truth. 

The second part consists in saying enough more about truth to shed 
light on the other philosophical issues in which truth is implicated: "what 
we want to know is how to tell when T-sentences (and hence the theory as 
a whole) describe the language of a group or an individual. This obviously 
requires specifying at least part of the content of the concept of truth 
which Tarski's truth predicates fail to capture."26 Davidson's account of 
truth consequently turns to the conditions of truth-specifically, the 
condition that sentences and other propositional entities have content. 

Heidegger's inquiry into truth follows a similar strategy. For both 
Heidegger and Davidson, the problem with correspondence theories is 
that they presuppose, but cannot explain, the structure of our knowledge 
of the world. Of course, Heidegger is not motivated by a desire to employ 
a definition of the truth predicate in a theory of meaning. Instead, his 
interest in truth stems from the fact that, as Heidegger explains, "the phe
nomenon of truth is so thoroughly coupled with the problem of Being."27 
By this, Heidegger means that there is a necessary connection between 
our understanding of truth and the way beings are present to the under
standing. But he insists that the relationship between Being and truth 
cannot be explained by existing correspondence theories because we only 
recognize the correspondence relation between a statement and things in 
the world posterior to our relating the statement to the world through our 
"comportment." Thus, the notion of correspondence cannot help us in 
knowing how to relate statements to the world.28 

But Heidegger's criticism of correspondence theories should not be 
taken to mean that Heidegger intended to redefine the truth of assertions 
in other terms. Indeed, he accepts that the truth of propositional entities is 
to be understood as a kind of "correspondence" or agreement with the way 
the world is; a "proposition is true," he affirms, "insofar as it corresponds 
to things."29 Heidegger's objection, then, is not to the notion of corre
spondence per se, but rather to certain types of correspondence theories 
-namely, those which understand correspondence as a relation holding 
between mental representations and non-mental things. Such theories, 
Heidegger argues, are unable to instructively explain the notion of a 
relation of agreement. Thus, rather than seeking to provide a theory of the 
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correspondence relation, Heidegger believes it is enough to note that an 
assertion is true when what is intended in the assertion "is just as it gets 
pointed out in the assertion as being."30 In so doing, he accepts the intuition 
that the truth of propositional entities consists in agreeing with the way the 
world is. 

In the place of a truth theory, Heidegger proposes examining how it 
is that beliefs or assertions are the sorts of things which can be true or 
false. His account of unconcealment is meant not as a definition of truth, 
but rather as an explanation of what makes it possible for propositions to 
point to the world in just the way that the world is. And in a manner not 
unlike. Davidson, Heidegger sees the content of propositional states as 
fixed through our interacting with others and our orientation toward things 
within a world thereby "erasing," in Davidson's words, "the boundary 
between knowing a language and knowing our way around in the world 
generally."31 It is in the details of their accounts of what fixes the content 
of our intentional states that the interesting differences are found between 
Davidson's and Heidegger's views. 

Intentional Content as a Condition of Truth 

In this section of the paper, I look in more detail at Davidson's and 
Heidegger's respective accounts of the way intentional content gets fixed. 
I will first examine Davidson's view, and then show how Heidegger's account 
of unconcealment can be read in the context of Davidson's approach to the 
problem. 32 

Davidson begins from the fact that human beings use language and 
succeed in understanding each other, and asks what makes that use of 
language possible. Davidson's project of "Radical Interpretation" illumi
nates the conditions of language by asking what would suffice for an 
interpreter to interpret the speaker of an alien language. By imagining a 
radical interpretation-that is, an interpretation which makes no assump
tions about the propositional content of the speaker's behavior (linguistic 
or other)-Davidson focuses us on those properties of languages which 
allow us to learn them. A radical interpreter faces the problem that we 
cannot understand what a speaker means by her words without knowing 
what she believes, and we are depri ved of the usual access to her beliefs
her words. Thus, if we can explain how it is possible to interpret her 
without the benefit of a prior knowledge of her beliefs and meanings, we 
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will learn something important about the way language works-namely, 
what it takes to give content to the utterances and beliefs of another. 

The issue, then, becomes one of understanding how it is that we learn 
to ascribe meanings and beliefs to each other. Here is where truth is im
plicated. To give content to the thoughts and assertions of others, 
Davidson claims, we must be able to ascribe truth conditions to their 
propositional states. But as we have seen, a Tarskian "definition" of truth 
is insufficient for this project because it is subsequent to our having a 
meaningful language and contentful propositional attitudes. Rather, some 
account of the way in which we come to relate a theory of truth (of the 
type Tarski has shown us to construct) to other rational agents is required; 
"If we knew in general what makes a theory of truth correctly apply to a 
speaker or group of speakers, we could plausibly be said to understand the 
concept of truth."33 

Thus, Davidson tries to say something more about truth-not by way 
of defining truth, but rather by way of understanding the conditions under 
which we can apply a theory of truth to others. A theory of truth can only 
apply to a speaker, however, if that speaker's utterances have a content 
which is about the world. Indeed, from the fact that a language can be 
learned by one completely unfamiliar with that language, it follows that 
the content of utterances must be, by and large, about the world. The same 
holds for beliefs. We have no basis for attributing beliefs to others beyond 
whatever correlations we can discover between their behavior and the 
world. 34 We can thus see that a condition of having a concept of truth is 
having beliefs or utterances which are about objects in the world--objects 
which exist independently of us. 

But Davidson goes beyond simply noting that in order to interpret 
others, we need to correlate their behavior (verbal and other) with the 
world. He makes the further argument that we cannot have meaningful 
beliefs or utterances at all unless we are interpreted by others. This is 
because, until we enter into relationships of interpretation with others, 
there can be no way of deterrninately fixing the cause which gives our 
beliefs and words their meaning, nor of locating that cause in an indepen
dent world. 

The problem of locating the cause in the world arises, in the first 
instance, from the fact that any particular event is implicated in a number 
of different causal sequences of interaction. These include causes prior to 
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that event (for instance, the event of our seeing a flower is itself caused by 
whatever made the flower grow), as well as causal intermediaries between 
us and the world (for instance, reflected light from the flower striking our 
retinas). 

Once we determine which causes are relevant to the content of the 
belief or utterance, we must determine which features of that cause are 
included in the belief, and which are excluded. For instance, if we decide 
that the relevant cause of our belief that there is a flower is the presence 
of a flower, and subsequently conclude that the content of our belief that 
there is a flower is fixed by the presence of the flower (rather than the 
pattern of stimulation of our sensory surfaces), it is still not clear which of 
the many features of the presence of the flower are included in our belief 
that there is a flower. It is a feature of beliefs and sentences that they in 
general are not directed toward every particular of a thing-I can believe 
that there is a flower without believing that the flower is red. Beliefs also 
occur under a description-I can believe that there is a flower without also 
believing that there is a plant's reproductive structure. This second 
problem, put another way, is that of explaining how the causal interaction, 
which is extensionally described, becomes an intentional content. 

Davidson's way of both locating the cause and determining the 
content of our propositional attitudes depends on "triangulation"-that is, 
"two or more creatures simultaneously in interaction with each other and 
with the world they share."35 Davidson argues that we go some way 
toward solving both problems by noting what he calls a primitive or 
primal triangle. In this triangle, the two creatures observe each other re
sponding to objects in the world. For such a triangle to exist, each creature 
must respond to a similarity between different objects or different 
instances of the same object, and also respond to a similarity in the other 
creature's responses to that object. Once one observer is able to correlate 
these similarities in this way, the stage is set for locating and determining 
the cause of the other's response. 36 

This primitive triangle is necessary to solving the problems, but not 
sufficient, because the "baseline" connecting the two creatures is not 
complete. The cause of the beliefs cannot be found in an objective world 
until the creatures have some way of knowing that they both occupy 
positions in a shared objective world, and this requires that they have 
some access to the other's perspective)7 The primitive triangle is also not 
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sufficient for determining the intentional content of propositional entities, 
for the causal relations which hold between creatures and things are ex
tensionally defined, while intentional content is not. Our beliefs about 
flowers, for instance, cannot be reduced to an extensional description of 
flowers, because the contents of our beliefs are determined in part by their 
relations to other beliefs (beliefs about plants, allergies, romance, etc.), 
but also because the content of our beliefs, as already noted, generally 
includes less than all that is true of some object extensionally defined. 
Without a more fine-grained determination of the other's orientation to the 
world than that provided by the primal triangle, we cannot adequately fix 
the content of the other's beliefs. 

But how are we to complete the baseline? Davidson argues that what 
is needed to connect the creatures is language. Linguistic communication 
contributes several elements missing from the primal triangle. First, 
language provides a sufficiently rich pattern of behavior to allow an attri
bution of a determinate intentional content to a person,38 In addition, 
communication lets us pick out of this rich pattern of interaction with 
things some particular cause which determines the content of any given 
belief or utterance: 

[W]hat makes the particular aspect of the cause of the learner's responses the 
aspect that gives them the content they have is the fact that this aspect of the 
cause is shared by the teacher and the learner. Without such sharing, there 
would be no grounds for selecting one cause rather than another as the 
content-fixing cause. A non-communicating creature may be seen by us as re
sponding to an objective world; but we are not justified in attributing 
thoughts about our world (or any other) to it.J9 

Finally, the communication of a particular orientation to objects makes 
error, and hence objectivity, possible, because by letting us know what the 
other is responding to, it puts us in a position to expect the other's past 
pattern of behavior to continue in the future. The failure to satisfy this ex
pectation is, Davidson argues, the only basis for attributing error (and 
hence truth) to another. 

Of course, this does not really provide an explanation of how inten
tional content gets fixed, because the advanced form of triangulation 
depends on meaningful utterances-that is, utterances with a content. To 
complete the account, Davidson claims, one would need to explain a 
structure of being in the world and of relating to objects in between the 
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primitive account, which simply describes a causal interaction, and the 
full-blown intentional account, by which point intentional content is 
already fixed. And Davidson believes we lack a vocabulary for describing 
this intennediate state: "We have many vocabularies for describing nature 
when we regard it as mindless, and we have a mentalistic vocabulary for 
describing thought and intentional action; what we lack is a way of de
scribing what is in between."40 

In summary, then, Davidson provides an account of the fixing of in
tentional content which explains how truth is possible. That is, it explains 
the conditions under which utterances and beliefs become the sorts of 
things which can be true. Truth requires communication between two or 
more interlocutors who share a largely similar orientation to the world. As 
one interlocutor interprets the other-that is, as she fixes the truth condi
tions of the other's utterances-Qnly then does the utterance of the other 
come to have a definite content. But Davidson cannot explain how the 
communication which allows the interlocutors to interpret each other can 
itself be contentful. For this, he would need some way to account for our 
ability to focus on some intentionally defined subset of features of the 
thing-an ability, moreover, which is independent of our propositional 
attitudes regarding the thing. 

If we look at Heidegger's work on the conditions of truth in the 
context of Davidson's problematic, we find that Heidegger does not 
recognize the first problem outlined above-the problem of identifying 
the relevant cause of beliefs. He is satisfied that a phenomenology of per
ception resolves this issue, for it shows that the object itself, and nothing 
else, is experienced in perception.41 But the second problem-the problem 
of fixing the intentional content-is one to which Heidegger devotes a 
great deal of attention. We have seen from the discussion of Davidson· 
what sort of explanation would need to be offered to provide an account 
of this. It would be necessary to show both how our behavior is suffi
ciently rich and articulated as to be intentionally directed toward things in 
the world, and how we can be aware of the possibility of error in our di
rectedness toward those things. While Heidegger does not offer a vocabulary 
for describing our pre-predicative experience of things, he does provide a 
detailed analysis of the structure of a pre-propositional, but nevertheless 
intentional, familiarity with the world. 

Heidegger's analysis of what makes truth possible-he calls it "un
concealment"-has two parts to it. First, he claims, for the content of an 
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assertion to be fixed by things in the world, those things must be manifest 
to us. Heidegger's inquiry into discovery, the making manifest of entities, 
aims at exhibiting the structural features of our comportment with 
things-in particular, those features which fix meaning. The second part 
of the investigation into unconcealment focuses on disclosure-the struc
tural features of human existence that makes possible such uncovering 
comportment. Although a discussion of disclosure would be essential to 
completing Heidegger's account-Heidegger argues that the uncovering 
of what is is possible only on the basis of a "disclosure" of an under
standing of Being4L-I will focus here only on discovery, because it is 
Heidegger's account of discovery which is most immediately concerned 
with fixing the content of our intentional comportment toward objects in 
the world. 

Discovery, making things manifest, is analyzed by Heidegger on the 
basis of those situations in which we have a practical mastery of things, 
because these are the situations in which our discovery of things is most 
fully developed. In all such cases, Heidegger claims, one can distinguish 
several structural features of our relationship to the things we encounter 
in our everyday comportment in the world. First, Heidegger notes, we 
recognize things and practices as either belonging to or foreign to the 
context in which they appear. Things present themselves as belonging 
together because they are, in Heidegger's terminology, "directionally 
lined up with each other."43 Heidegger illustrates this through the example 
of an office: "Equipment-in accordance with its equipmentality-always 
is in terms of its belonging to other equipment: ink-stand, pen, ink, paper, 
blotting pad, table, lamp, furniture, windows, doors, room. "44 This 
belonging is defined only in relation to a "context of equipment"-the 
totality of other equipment which belongs in the context: "[e]quipmental 
contexture has the characteristic that the individual kinds and pieces of 
equipment are correlated among themselves with each other, not only with 
reference to their inherent character but also in such a way that each piece 
of equipment has the place belonging to it."4s Thus, Heidegger claims, our 
ability to discover an object depends to some degree on our familiarity 
with the context in which it belongs in virtue of its position vis-a-vis other 
equipmental objects. 

In addition to this minimal sense of uncoveredness-i.e., having a 
place-which things receive from their equipmental context, Heidegger 
notes that things are uncovered in tenns of their functionality, determined 
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by (a) the way they are typically used with other things, and (b) the way 
they are typically used in certain practices we engage in. Heidegger 
generally refers to (a) as the "with which" of things (as in "the hammer is 
used with nails and boards"). He refers to (b) as the "in which" of things 
(as in "the hammer is used in hammering"). Together, (a) and (b) comprise 
what Heidegger calls the context of involvements. 

Finally, Heidegger notes that things we use with mastery present 
themselves as appropriate to certain projects in virtue of which they get 
their meaning. When viewed from the perspective of the purpose behind 
use of the thing (as when a blender is used for the purpose of processing 
food) Heidegger calls this feature of things their "in order to."46 When 
viewed from the perspective of the "work to be produced" through use of 
the thing (as when a blender is used to make a milkshake), Heidegger calls 
this being-appropriate-for of the thing its "towards which."47 Any given 
thing, moreover, is linked into a complex and nested series of "in order 
tos" and "towards whiches." A hammer, for instance, is used in order to 
drive nails, in order to fasten pieces of wood together, in order to frame a 
wall, in order to build a house, etc. Heidegger calls these aspects of things 
their assignments or references. He calls the network of assignments 
within which we use things the context of assignments or references. 

Taken as a whole, our contexts of equipment, contexts of involve
ments, and contexts of assignments constitute a "world." Discoveredness, 
in its fullest sense, consists in having all three contexts well articulated. 
That is to say, it consists in our articulating a "totality of equipment" or 
"totality of involvements" within which objects can be understood as 
having a sense, direction, and purpose. Only within such a context, 
Heidegger argues, can objects stand out as something with which we can 
cope and about which we can make assertions. Until it is given at least
some minimal foothold in our "world" in this way, Heidegger agues, the 
object can at best appear in a privative manner-that is, as something 
which resists our world. In order to uncover anything new, it must first be 
given at least some minimal directionality within our "world." On the 
basis of that directionality, it is possible to work with the thing, discover
ing what involvements and assignments are appropriate to it. 

The important thing to note is that we can, in our practices alone, and 
without the use of predicative language, embody a richly articulated way 
of dealing with objects within the world. Each of the practical contexts 
discussed above delineates and orients us to fine-grained features Of indi-
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vidual objects. Carpenters, for instance, are able to practically distinguish 
the appropriateness of this hammer for driving this nail into this board. 
This will give them a pragmatic sensitivity to things like weight and 
hardness (as when this hammer is too heavy to drive this nail into that soft 
wood without marring the surface). They can make very fine distinctions 
in regard to those features of the totality of involvements relevant to their 
work-features in fact more fine grained than they may be able to express. 

As Davidson points out, the ability to make discriminations is not the 
same as having a concept. To have something like an intentional relation
ship to things, what is needed above and beyond the ability to discriminate. 
is an awareness of the possibility of rightness and wrongness in our way 
of relating to things. But, as Heidegger's account shows, the practical 
totality of involvements carries with it just such norrnativity. In the first 
place. human practices are never something engaged in alone-we inherit 
them from others. With the practices, Heidegger claims. we learn public 
norms for the value and success of our activities.48 Human activities, 
Heidegger claims. are marked by a constant concern for how others are 
acting: "[i]n one's concern with what one has taken hold of ... there is 
constant care as to the way one differs from [the others]."49 In addition, 
the way practices organize objects gives them a normativity of their own. 
The world gives a right place for the hammer to be and a right way for it 
to be used. In addition, we engage in practices with a purpose which itself 
gives things a normative reference. The carpenter knows, for instance, that 
this is the right hammer for the job because the purpose of the job is .... 

Practical expertise thus bestows a norrnativity on things, a norrnativ
ity similar to (and Heidegger would say a precursor to) the normative 
structure discernable in our understanding of truth. The normativity 
inherent in our engagement with a world is transmitted practically rather 
than communicatively: "[i]n that with which we concern ourselves envi
ronmentally the others are encountered as what they are; they are what 
they do."50 

It is thus on the basis of our pragmatic discovery of things that 
language is possible, for it is the structure of equipment and involvements 
built into our comportment which delineates the features of things which 
are salient to us-the very features which form the content of our beliefs 
and utterances. As Heidegger explains, language is based in our "inter
preting" the world, by which he means making explicit the "signification" 
things have as a result of their "involvements": "when something within-
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the-world is encountered as such, the thing in question already has an in
volvement which is disclosed in our understanding of the world, and this 
involvement is one which gets laid out by the interpretation."51 When we 
speak of things, the "totality-of-significations of intelligibility is put into 
words. To significations, words accrue."52 

For Heidegger, then, the truth of assertions finds the conditions of its 
possibility in discovery. Discovery, by fixing an intentional content to 
which "words can accrue" makes truth possible by making assertions the 
kind of things which can be true by giving them a normative content ob
jectively determined. To the extent that we share practical worlds, we can 
come to "communicate" with another, that is to say, share a determinate 
and intentionalistic orientation to things, without language. And this 
practical sharing of a world, in turn, allows Heidegger to explain the 
puzzle of how to give language content without language. 

Let me conclude by noting some consequences of this comparison of 
Heidegger's and Davidson's accounts. The distinction between Heidegger 
and Davidson is not simply that of a practical versus a cognitive or lin
guistic account of human experience. Davidson's triangulation recognizes 
the practical basis of interpretation and hence of thought. Nor is there 
room in Heidegger's account for human existence without any kind of lin
guistic interaction (although I have not emphasized this here). Rather, the 
distinction is found in Heidegger's belief that there is a non-propositional 
form of intentionality-a form of intentionality, moreover, which makes 
linguistic interaction possible. This commits Heidegger to the view that 
propositional content is based in a non-propositional form of intentional 
content. Davidson, because he starts his analysis of human activity with 
the radical interpretation of language, ends up reading language's propo
sitional structure back into all forms of human comportment. 

Mark A. Wrathall 
Brigham Young University 
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R ECENTL Y, some Anglo-American philosophers 
have engaged the work of Martin Heidegger by 

centering on the so-called phenomenon of inten
tionality'. How is it that minds and bits of language 
come to refer to, or "be about," both real and possible 
objects, events, and features in the world? These 
attempts at what Gadamer has called achieving a 
"fusion of horizons" are made difficult especially 
because the problem of intentionality for Heidegger 
quickly raises issues of the very direction and pre
suppositions of Western metaphysics and episte
mology. While ultimately, of course, Heidegger's 
work must be seen as a "deconstructive" rejection of 
traditional metaphysics and epistemology (including 
most work in so-called "analytic" philosophy), it 
has not always been made clear what positive views 
(if any) he may be said to have had, at least enroute 
to his pronouncement of the "end of philosophy." It 
is the goal of this essay to focus primarily on this 
latter question of Heidegger's "positive" views on 
the problem of intentionality. At the very least in his 
magnum opus, Sein und Zeit,' Heidegger never seems 
to deny the human phenomena of intentionality. 
Rather, the issue that confronts him there is how such 
phenomena are to be understood philosophically. 

The key to Heidegger's elucidation of intentional 
phenomena (or, we might say, to his philosophy 
of mind and language) is his famous account of 
human Dasein. In a clear rejection of Husserlian 
Cartesianism, Heidegger provides a concrete "exis
tential analysis" of what it means to be a case of 
Dasein. As cases of Dasein, humans do not come 
to sight as isolated centers of "intentional con
sciousness," nor as "transcendental egos" merely 
capable of representing an external physical world, 
but bearing only an accidental metaphysical 
relationship to it. Large portions of SZ are offered 
by Heidegger as various layers in a positive Exis
tential Analytic (even "descriptive metaphysics") 

of what it means to be a person' embodied and 
immersed in "worlds of concern." It is within this 
Existential Analytic that Heidegger describes what 
it means for Dasein to use language, and it is to 
this topic which we now tum. 

A convenient point of departure for our discus
sion of Heidegger's views on the intentionality of 
language is Charles Guignon's helpful distinction 
between an early, "instrumental" approach to lan
guage and a later, "constitutive" one.' 

The "instrumental" approach can be found in SZ 
when Heidegger takes up the phenomenon of lan
guage against the backdrop of his preliminary 
account of Dasein and non-Dasein in terms of pro
ducer-consumers and the "tools" used in their com
merce. All non-Dasein "things" (in a sense broad 
enough to cover skills, capacities, strategies, and 
so on, in addition to physical objects) are what 
they are as "tools/equipment" (Zeug) which serve 
the purposes and interests of Dasein. (A social
behaviorist reading notwithstanding, we see a 
"technical intentionality" pervading human exist
ence. How this intentionality takes on a "practical" 
character, will be mentioned later). 

To the extent that any being, qua tool or producer/ 
consumer, can be said to have determinable roles 
within established concerns and interests, that being 
can be said to have "significance" (BedeulSamkeit). 
Such "significance" is grasped by producer/ 
consumers when they understand the explicit 
or implicit rules for using these "tools." Here 
is where it is helpful to use the Wittgensteinian 
language of social practices, "rule-following" 
behavior, as well as Haugeland's notion of norms, 
institutions, and herd-behaviors. For, Heidegger is 
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quite clear that most cases of Dasein find them
selves "thrown into" a world of well laid out and 
established practices (ranging from craft guilds to 
literary critics and scientific schools) with a pow
erful normative force over each new herd-member. 

On this view, Heidegger notes that there may 
be well developed Heideggerian worlds of such 
producer-consumers, "tools," and their "signifi
cance" without anything like a typical natural 
language being available. Guignon calls such non
linguistic worlds cases of non-semantic or pre
linguistic significance. "Language" (as ordinarily 
conceived) is gradually super added to these prior 
existing fields of non-semantic meaning. When 
this addition occurs, in effect a new layer of "tools" 
(and the rules for their use) is acquired by the 
producer-consumer, Dasein. 

One consequence of this "instrumental" view is 
that so-called problems of "reference" (whether 
these occur in philosophy of mind. language, or the 
sciences) become for Heidegger the problem of how 
the social practices governing referring-"tools" are 
possible. We shall say some more later why formal 
semantic approaches, even when augmented by em
pirical theories of meaning and propositional 
attitudes. would at best be treated as limiting cases of 
language-use "existentially" conceived. For the 
moment, the reader may want to think of an "exis
tential conception" of language as on a par with the 
emphases of speech act theorists: reference is readily 
conceived as an action in accordance with the "rule" 
or conventions governing the uses of different kinds 
of word-tools,' and always within a broader 
communicative context of making speech acts of 
assertion. interrogation. requesting. ordering, and 
so on. If a slogan is in order. then perhaps the 
emphasis for Heidegger is on the "primacy of 
pragmatics" over syntactical and formal-semantical 
inquiries .. But even this characterization can be 
slightly misleading. as we shall see. Let us now 
tum to Heidegger's "constitutive" view oflanguage. 

On the "constitutive" view. language is no longer 
seen as a "later" acquisition of rarefied tools. skills, 
and practices by Dasein added onto a priorexisting, 
non-semantic field of meaningful human action and 
intentionality. Rather, language is now'argued to 
be an essential or "constitutive" part of Dasein in 
all its dealings. 

We should note here, however, that there are 
several distinct claims (not always clearly distin
guished) which appear to comprise this later 
Heideggerian (and Gadamerian) thesis. First, there 
is the claim that language (as speech act practices) 
is (partially) constitutive of other specific, often 
highly conventional. practices within a culture 
(such as avowals, invocations, and promises). Sec
ond, there is the thesis that, when these latter SOrts 
of speech acts are coupled with those of recom
mending. asserting, rebutting, inquiring, and so 
on, as well as with acts of expressing shame, indig
nation, a sense of shared responsibilities. there 
results a specialized "language of morals," which 
in tum makes possible ("constitutes") the practical 
intentionality of an agent or person (if not Dasein 
itself, as the being whose own Being "matters to 
it").' 

To see a third, distinct claim, let us note that 
the first two theses do not rule out (and, in fact, 
stand in contrast to) what would seem to be the 
manifold "significant," non-linguistic practices 
which manifest Dasein's mundane technical 
intentionality. Think, for example, of all the 
"rules" governing what counts as carpentry and its 
component activities, procedures, and materials. 
With this in mind, a third claim would seem to be 
that "language" should now cover all forms of rule
following technical and practical intentionality (or, 
even, Weberian Sinn). For Heidegger, the 
revisionist, what we previously described as signifi
cant, non-linguistic practices are only "non
linguistic" in the ordinary (and presumably 
misleading) sense of the term "language." In this 
broader sense (as Taylor helpfully notes, remi
niscent ofCassirer's use of "symbolic form",) there 
can be no human care or worldly intentionality with
out its "expression" in some ongoing social practice. 
Thus, on the revised view, language is ill-conceived 
as some extra layer of practices added onto already 
ex isting ones. "Language" comprises all human 
phenomena governed by social practices. And, in 
this extended sense. it makes sense to say (following 
Gadamer"), that language is the medium of human 
experience and thereby "constitutive" of it. 

Yet, while such an extension of "language" can 
be meaningfully reconstructed, perhaps its philo
sophical motivation is not clear, especially to more 
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traditionally-minded philosophers of language 
more than satisfied with at least the range of 
phenomena marked out by the firsl two claims (even 
if not satisfied with their non-formal. speech act 
analysis). One motivation behind Heidegger's her
meneutical extension of the term is, on the one 
hand, wanting to accept some version of the tra
ditional claims that logos, ratio, and language set 
Dasein off from what is non-Dasein, while, on the 
other hand, not wanting to separate in reality or 
thought our capacity for logos from our inherited, 
rule-following social practices. In a move reminis
cent of Hegel's critique of Kantian rationality and 
Moralitiil and his advocacy of the rationality found 
in ongoing Silllichkeiten, Heidegger wants to urge 
the view that Dasein is "by nature" a rational and 
social animal (but in a non-metaphysical sense of 
these terms). 

A second, and likely more controversial, moti
vation for putting all social practices on a continuum 
(called "language") is the sort of anti-metaphysical 
accounl of truth and reference it lends itself to: suc
ceeding or failing in referring or making truthful as
sertions may now quite easily be modelled on how 
one succeeds or fails in conforming to any social 
practice. And, with this, we tum to the next section. 

II. A. REALISM AND ANTI-REALISM 

The most far-reaching criticism of traditional 
concepts of language by Heidegger has to do with 
his general indictment of modem epistemology and 
Western "metaphysics of presence.'" The general 
"presupposition" to such views. which Heidegger 
rejects, is that (we can meaningfully say) there is 
a World in Itself. knowable (in whole or part) or 
not, in terms of which our "representations" (ideas, 
propositions, and sentences) are true or false. Fol
lowing Rorty and Putnam, '0 let us call this the 
Metaphysical Realist's Presupposition. Heidegger 
rejects this presupposition, but not because he is a 
Cartesian or Humean sceptic who denies our knowl
edge of such Reality. For, such scepticism only 
makes sense as a special (epistemically deprived) 
case of Metaphysical Realism. Rather, given his 
views on truth as disclosed ness (Erschlossenheit) 
and the historicity of all understanding," Heidegger 
finds the view in all its forms to be unintelligible. 

Thus. Heideggcr can readily be called a general 
anti-Realist in roughly the sense discussed recently 
by Putnam and Rorty." 

It is important, however, to see that Heidegger's 
critique of Metaphysical Realism is no mere 
academic dispute. but forms the core of his negative 
analysis of Western scientific and technological 
culture. If Metaphysical Realism is present any
where, it pervades both the everyday spirit and 
second-order "rational reconstructions" of modem 
science and its attendant technological successes. 
"What else could best explain (abductively) the 
tremendous and spectacular success of recent sci
ence in prediction and control than the likelihood 
that (for the most part) truly scientific theories are 
in fact "converging" on some ideal of Truth?" For 
Heidegger, such recent Realist Metascientific 
Arguments to the Best Explanation" would (to use 
the language of critical theory) be a self-deceiving 
ideology or hubris concealing a dangerous and 
blind tendency in the culture at large ·to control and 
manipulate nature, and squelching any vestiges of 
reverent attitudes to ourselves and our world. 

B. REALIST THEORIES OF REFERENCE 

It is against this backdrop of Heidegger's anti
Realism that his revisionary views on the character 
of "language" take on extra point. Most recent 
theories of language (especially in Anglo-American 
quarters) presuppose the intelligibility of 
Metaphysical Realism. This presupposition shows 
up especially clearly in theories of reference based 
on (Tarskian) correspondence notions of truth. 
"Successful reference" for such theories is likely 
to be defined (for simple sentences) in terms of 
objects in the World (viewed disinterestedly) "satis
fying" or not various names or predicates of some 
formal or natural language (again, viewed "disin
terestedly" as sets of spatio-temporal linguistic 
tokens or, more problematically, their types). Com
plex sentences involve more of the same, plus 
recursive uses of truth-functional connectives. 

After this groundwork has been laid, then, 
depending on what gets counled as a basic linguistic 
token, (such as lumps of ink, chalk, or vocalized 
sounds), such theories of "pure" reference can 
be augmented with some suitable empirical-
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psychological theory of accompanying "proposi
tional (and other) attitudes"-just in case mental 
"representations" (suitably construed) have any
thing to do with the phenomenon of "reference-as
satisfaction" having come about in the first place' 

At a third stage of development, this complex of 
theories may be applied to "natural languages" other 
than one's own. In the cases made famous by Quine 
and Davidson," the processes of understanding 
meaning can be seen as a (radical) translation prob
lem. Once the simple "roots of reference" can be 
discovered for the radical Other, using behavioral 
evidence, clever tests of the native speakers, and 
not a few important "analytical hypotheses,"" a 
bit of patience and truth-functionality will do the 
rest. Or, so it is argued. 

Finally, even the "language" used by scientists 
can be studied, with the issue of how theoretical terms 
"refer" given a similar formal and empirical treat
ment. Indeed, the meaning and reference of theo
retical terms as theories change, has become an 
important watershed for many of the metascientific 
debates over scientific realism: Theory I can be 
said to be better than Theory 2, that is, have more 
truth and thus show more progress, only if the two 
talk about the same things to begin with, but the 
one does it more precisely, with better prediction 
and control, and so on." 

For now, we shall let these past four paragraphs 
suffice as a summary of how most current theories 
of reference and their applications are committed 
to Metaphysical Realism. Let us examine more 
carefully Heidegger's replacement for them. 

C. TOWARDS AN ANTI-REALIST 

ACCOUNT OF REFERENCE 

In a move analogous to one made famous by 
Kant before him, Heidegger's anti-Realism is not 
a rejection of the fael or phenomenon of reference 
(in any of its forms), but of certain philosophical 
elucidations or "justifications" of this phenomenon: 
to wit, any attempt to construe this concrete, exis
tential phenomenon by presupposing the intelligi
bility of Metaphysical Realism. Thus, far from 
rejecting linguistic reference fOul court, Heidegger 
should be read as committed to a view of it consis
tent with his broader views on Dasein's technical 
and practical intentionality and his anti-Realism. 

Let us momentarily focus on Heidegger's instru
mental account of language, and act as if the 
phenomenon of referring can talce place even if no 
"larger" conventional behavior is "constituted" in 
the process (say, a promise or an avowal). Of 
course, for a creature like Dasein, all action is 
always "interested" in some way (in communicat
ing, clarifying, gathering information, showing 
respect, and so on). A "disinterested" act of refer
ence, then, is (in Heidegger's phrase) understand
able only as a "privative" mode of language-use 
(what others have called a "degenerate" case). On 
the other hand, if words themselves must be focused 
on (or "thematized," in Heidegger's phrase), then 
they are more properly viewed not as inert elements 
in the domain of some (quasi-) formal calculus, 
but as word-"tools" ready-at-hand for Dasein's lin
guistic purposes. Refening, then, as a type of action 
is to be understood in ways similar to understanding 
hammering as a type of action. For whatever being 
in fact functions as the designator- or hammer
"tool," there will have arisen established conven
tions for that "tool's" use. What the hammer or 
designator "is" (its Being), is determined exclu
sively by the (explicit or implicit) rules or conven
tions for its use. The latter "norms" (borrowing 
from Haugeland and Brandom) may be conceived, 
for now, as the conformist patterns of "herd"-inten
tionality.17 Thus, "mistakes" in hammering or in 
designating are determined by failing to conform 
to the accepted range of uses of the term. (There 
may, of course, be looser and tighter ranges of use, 
depending on the degree of conventionality of a 
given practice). 

Furthermore, we may presume that just as there 
are distinct and identifiable "rules" for distin
guishing kinds of hammering from each other 
and from sawing, chiseling, and so on, there are 
also distinct and identifiable "rules" or success
conditions for distinguishing kinds of designating 
from each other and from predicating. Precisely 
what these rules are for either the "social kinds" 
o(hammering or of designating, or whether they 
have more or less "open textures," need not concern 
us here--only that their existence (perhaps only as 
conformist behavior) must be postulated to clarify 
the various phenomena of human intentionality as 
distinct from (say) merely accidental regularities 
about human behavior. 
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What is missing in the account so far, however, 
is why it is anti-Realistic. A Realist could agree 
that some sort of conformist story is an important 
part of the socio-psychological explanation of refer
ring, especially of how cases of Dasein come to 
learn or maintain the "tools" which they use." But, 
the Realist continues. surely what makes ordinary 
acts of reference "correct" is not just conformity 
to established practices, but picking out just the 
right, "middle-sized" perceptual object which (di
rectly or indirectly) "causes" speakers to have in 
mind what they are speaking about." After all, 
surely we must allow that whole cultures and prac
tices can "get it wrong." or fail to refer with their 
designative-"tools!" Indeed, isn't this precisely 
what has happened with the rise of modem science 
and within it? No one really ever "referred" to 
witches and demons, or perhaps less clearly, to 
phlogiston, in spite of passing the muster of the 
available local linguistic and evidential practices. 
To remove some of the imperial air from such 
claims, the Realist may even admit that determining 
whether some form of Dasein "really referred" in 
its linguistic practices, especially in the natural sci
ences, is of course always better done in hindsight 
(and perhaps is never completely done, for any 
given case of Dasein). But at least we can make 
sense of some of our theories getting better, prog
ressing, as a "convergence" phenomenon (at least 
in the natural sciences). To adapt recent Realist 
metascience, at least when we have noticeable suc
cess in prediction and control, we may be confident 
of the unlikelihood of our only being lucky and 
only seeming to refer. 

In light of this objection from the Realists, we 
may formulate Heidegger's anti-Realist theory of 
referring as follows. The Realist seeks to draw a 
difference between the criteria for correct reference 
used in the processes of learning and maintaining 
a group referring-practice and what in fact (from 
hindsight) either was or was not referred to. This 
distinction between "real" and "apparent" refer
ence, then, must be thinkable (along sceptical lines) 
as a difference never in fact or in principle captured 
in some past or once-and-future set of linguistic 
practices. Heidegger, the anti-Realist, cannot find 
intelligible such an alleged difference between ap
parent and real reference. "Real" versus "apparent" 

for Heidegger is itself a distinction always indexed 
to a set of practices chosen as a frame-of-reference 
(by, if you like, a Principle of Hermeneutic 
SituatednessJ, and this frame-of-reference is typi
cally our own (even when we claim to be Roman
tics). 

Finally, even the Realist's Metascientific Induc
tion or Abduction based on an increase in prediction 
and technological control would be challenged 
(though not, as far as I can tell, directly by 
Heidegger in his published writings). We may 
speculate here that Heidegger's talk of "epochs" 
of Being, as well as his account of the essence of 
our technological age,'· would find him today close 
to the writings of some critical theorists, on the 
one hand, and historically-minded metascientists 
such as Ian Hacking, on the other." Whether this 
sort of view could accommodate the Realist's Argu
ment from the Best Explanation, is questionable to 
this author. For, the power of the latter abductive 
strategy lies in its full admission to the historical 
connection between scientific activity and a 
technological interest. The argument then proceeds 
to point out an apparently unique feature of this 
"guiding interest"-its success-rate and how this 
is to be clarified. Perhaps, however, the very con
cepts of what are probable and improbable, and 
hence of what counts as a "best explanation," 
already presuppose the Realist's program. "Circu
larity" at this level of debate would, of course, not 
be unusual, as the history of the Problem of Induc
tion would indicate. Whether such "circularity" is 
devastating intellectually, is another issue. 

In sum, for a Heideggerian anti-Realist, "refer
ring" is a human action whose "real" or "apparent" 
success can only be intelligibly determined "imma
nently" by locating that (sub-)speech act within 
some established social practice and its guiding 
interests. We tum now in the last two sections to 
an examination of the status for Heidegger of a 
practice, institution, norm, or convention. 

III 

In the previous sections, we have seen (I) the 
sense in which language is viewed as certain prac
tices of Dasein, the producer-consumer, governing 
the use of certain word-"tools"; (2) the various 
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senses in which language is "constitutive of " other 
particular practices, and even of Dasein itself as a 
reflective moral agent (or the being whose Being 
is always an issue for it); and, finally, (3) how 
Heidegger's general anti-Realism affects his 
phenomenological clarification of (sub-)acts of 
referring. In all of this, we have for the most part 
lefl unanalyzed what it means for Dasein to act in 
accordance with the norms of some practice or 
institution. 

In this section, we shall consider Charles 
Taylor's self-declared, Heideggerian view that 
using language (performing speech acts) in accor
dance with conventions or social practices requires 
the admission of a kind of social fact called "shared 
meanings" or "common objects" which resist 
analysis into such smaller units as individuals and 
their particular mental states. In particular, we shall 
be considering Taylor's defense of his position 
when he seeks to refute what he rightly regards as 
his most formidable opponent, the "meaning
nominalis[,' strategy recently articulated by 
Jonathan Bennett in his masterful study, LinguiSTic 
Behol'ior. " 

In Bennett's own words, meaning-nominalism 
(as an extension of Paul Grice's work on meaning 
and intention)" is the view "which treats as basic 
the individual instances of meaning, by one speaker 
at one time, and gives a derivative status to every 
kind of general statement about meanings-what 
the speaker usually means by x, what speakers gen
erally mean by x, what x means in the lan
guage ... " (Bennett, p. 9). Linguistic meaning 
or intentionality, on this atomistic strategy, comes 
to be viewed as a "coordination-game" (following 
David Lewis") based on the well-known "Gricean 
mechanism" of audiences recognizing not just nat
ural signs for states of mind (that is, sweating, 
nervous movement) but also speakers' complex 
intentions that audiences recognize their various 
intentions. 

Taylor's disagreement with this strategy is not 
with the careful detail with which Bennett sketches 
behavioral scenarios which serve as the warranted 
evidence for attributing a purposive mental life 
of varying degrees of complexity to creatures 
actively engaged in their environments. Thus, that 
a creature may be said to have a prelinguistic 

"technical intentionality" is not an issue between 
Taylor and Bennett. Taylor'S issue is rather with 
whal we must attribute 10 these creatures' intention
ality when they "communicate" (at the very least) 
their "technical intentionality" to each olher. 

Taylor's counter-argument to the meaning
nominalist strategy is as follows. (l) Full (linguis
tic) communication between creatures A & B 
requires there to be "common objects" or issues 
for A & B together and not just severally. But (2) 
to have these "common objects," A & B musl 
already be able to express their shared purposes 
(or, form of Dasein) in a language. (3) The 
meaning-nominalist (reductionist) strategy (based 
on successive applications of the "Gricean 
mechanism") tries to construct full communication 
between A & B out of prelinguistic intentional 
states. Therefore, (4) the meaning-nominalist 
strategy is doomed from the outset. The moral of 
the story, then, would seem to be that human inten
tionality is linguistic "all the way down." 

Let us grant the inference from (I), (2), and (3) 
to (4) and discuss the premises. The meaning
nominalist might accept (I) if it is analysed in a 
certain way. To discuss (I), consider an example 
from Taylor and one from Bennett: (i) A & Bare 
from different cultures, but succeed in striking up 
a rudimentary conversation using exaggerated 
wipes of their brows on a hot day; (ii) A & Bare 
at the opera and "communicate" their displeasure 
at the performance not by words, but by holding 
their noses (or even using "natural signs" in osten
tatious ways). The meaning-nominalist would 
likely analyze these situations as ones with complex 
intentions on the parts of both A & B. For example, 
both A & B know that the other knows that the 
weather is hot or that the performance is lousy. 
Thus, it is reasonable to assume that each also 
believes that more is at issue than simple transfer
ence of information and thus assumes that some 
other speech act is being performed. The shared 
sense of concern expressed in these speech acts, 
then, would presumably be some sort of causally 
related "sum" of these speech acts and attendant 
aCl+, of recognition. For the meaning-nominalist, 
then, having states of mind "together" (and thus 
"common objects") rather than "severally" is 
roughly the difference between this causal 
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wrilers, or vice versa. For, there is likely a major 
parting of Ihe ways on Ihe issue of anli-Realism and 
the possibilily of traditional melaphysics." Indeed, 
on such a metaphilosophkal issue, most herme-

Austill College 

neutical writers under Heidegger' s influence would 
probably find a greater affinity with the works of 
Wittgenstein, Thomas Kuhn, and Richard Rorty 
than with Grice, Bennett, and Lewis.·W> 
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Overcoming Metaphysics: 
Carnap and Heidegger 

It is \vell known that Rudolf Carnap (in Carnap 1932e) uses exam
ples from Martin Heidegger as illustrations of metaphysical pseudo
sentences - including. most famously. the sentence ":--;othingness itself 
nothings [Das Nichts selbst nichtet r (Heidegger 1929b). It is tempting 
today for those on both sides - for those who sympathize with Car
nap and those who sympathize with Heidegger alike - to vie\v this 
episode with a more or less tolerant smile. Among those sympathetic 
to Carnap. Heidegger's sentence now appears as simpiy unintelligible. 
but hardly dangerous. nonsense: one is by no means surprised by such 
obvious absurdities coming from a fuzzy-minded "continental" thinker. 
Among those sympathetic to Heidegger. Camap's criticism now appears 
as a case of simple blindness to Heidegger's point: one cannot expect a 
narrow-minded "analytic" philosopher even to begin to grasp such pro
fundities. What both sides miss, I believe, is the depth and force this 
encounter had for Carnap and Heidegger themselves. We thereby miss 
the meaning and extent of the common context within which both con
temporary philosophical traditions - both "continental" and "analytic" 
traditions - arise and develop. 

The first point to notice is that Carnap and Heidegger had earlier 
met one another: at a celebrated disputation. or .4.rbeirsgemeinschaft, 
between Heidegger and Ernst Cassirer that took place during the Inter
national University Course held at Davos. Switzerland. from 17 March 
through 6 April 1929. I It was on this occasion. two years after the sen
sational appearance of Being and Time. that Heidegger first made public 
a radical phenomenological-metaphysical interpretation of the Critique 
of Pure Reason developed in explicit opposition to the .\IIarburg school 
of neo-Kantianism with which Cassirer was closely associated - an in
terpretation Heidegger then wrote up in a few short \veeks following 
the Davos university course and published as Kant and the Problem 
of .\1etaphysics. 2 Heidegger thereby presented himself - with extraor
dinary success, as it turned out - as the author of a fundamentally 
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new kind of philosophy destined to replace the hegclllony of the nCl)
Kantian tradition and to supplant the remaining "rationalist" tendencies 
in Husserlian phenomenology as well. In '/uly 1929 Heidegger sYlllhol
ically completed this ascension when he delivered his inaugural address 
as Edmund Husserl"s successor to the chair of philosophy at Frcihurg: 
Heidegger 1929b is the published record of this address. Camap at
tended the Davos university course and reported on the occasion ill 
his diary.) Like everyone else in attendance he appears to have heen 
especially caught up in the intellectual excitement of the encounter 
between Heidegger and Cassirer. Moreover. Camap was clearly illl
pressed by Heidegger and had several philosophical conservations wilh 
him (ASP 025-73-03, entries from I R March. 30 March, and 3 ApIil 
1929). When Carnap returned to Vienna he retained this sense of ex
citement and seems, in fact. to have studied ne;1Ig lI1Id n,,1l' rather 
seriously. In particular, he actively participated in a discussion group in 
the summer of 1930 led hy Heinrich Gomperz and Karl Rlihler where 
Heidegger's book was intensively examined. 4 The first draft of Car
nap 1932e was then written up in Novemher 1930. Carnap presented 
it as lectures at Warsaw (Novemher 1930), Zurich (.Ianuary 1931), and 
Prague (November 1931) and then (in a revised version) at Berlin (Jllly 
1932) and Briinn (December 1932).~ The published version appeared 
in Erkelll1tn;s, the official journal of the Vienlla Circle, in 1932. 111 
§5 of Carnap 19.Ue, entitled "Metaphysical Pse\l(lo-Sentences," ('al
nap introduces his consideration of examples from Heidegger 1929b 
by remarking that, although he "could just as well have selected pas
sages from any other of the numerous metaphysicians of the present 
or the past." he has here chosen to "select a few sentences from that 
metaphysical doctrine which at plesent exerts the strongest innucnce in 
Germany." 

The second point to notice is that Carnap's analysis a III I criticislll 
of "Nothingness itself nothings" is more sophisticated and penetrating 
than one might have antecedently expected. For. on the one hand, Car
nap's complaint is not that the sentence in question is unveriflahle in 
terms of sense-data; nor is the most important prohlem that the sentence 
coins a bizarre new word and thus violates ordinary usage. The main 
problem is rather a violation of the logical form of the concept of noth
ing. Heidegger uses the concept both as a substantive and as a verh, 
whereas modern logic has shown that it is neither: thc logical form of 
the concept of nothing is constituted solely by existential quantification 
and negation. On the other hand. however. Carnap also clearly recog
nizes that this kind of criticism would not affect Heidegger himself in 
the slightest; for the real issue hetwecn the two lies in the circulllstance 
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that Ileidegger denies while Carnap affirms the philosophical central
ity or logic and the exact sciences. Carnap accordingly refers to such 
1 Ieidcggerian passages as the following: 

IN lothingness is the source of negation, not vice versa. If the power 
of the understanding in the field of questions concerning nothingness 
and heing is thus hroken, then the fate of the dominion of "logic" 
within philosophy is also decided therewith. The idea of "logic" itself 
dissolves in a vortex of more original questioning. 

The supposed sonerness and superiority of science hecomes ridicu
lOlls if it docs not take nothingness seriously. Only because nothing
ness is manifest can science make what exists itself into an object 
of investigation. Only if science takes its existence from metaphysics 
can il always reclaim anew its essential task, which does not consist 
in the acculllulation and ordering of objects of acquaintance but in 
the ever to he newly accomplished disclosure of the entire expanse of 
truth of nature and history. 

Therefore no rigor of a science can attain the seriousness of meta
physics. Philosophy can never be measured by the standard of the 
idea of science.(' 

Canwp concludes. in his own characteristically soher fashion: "We thus 
lind a good confirmation for our thesis; a metaphysician here arrives 
himself at the statement that his questions and answers are not con
sistent with logic and the scientific mode of thinking" (Carnap 1932e, 
232 In/). 

IIeideggc:r's "Postscript" to Jleidegger 1929b - published in the 
fourth edition in 1943 - considers three types of criticism that have 
heen directed at the original lecture. Heidegger reserves his most ex
tensive and militant response for the third criticism: namely, that "the 
lecture decides against 'logic.' " The heart of his response is as follows: 

The sllspieion directed against "logic," whose conclusive degenera
tion lIlay he seen in logistic Ithat is, modern mathematical logic], 
arises from the knowledge of that thinking that finds its source in 
the truth of being, but not in the consideration of the objectivity 
I Gegenstiilldlichkeit] of what exists, Exact thinking is never the most 
rigorous thinking, if rigor IStrenge] receives its essence otherwise 
from the mode of strenuousness IAnstrengllllg] with which knowl
edge always maintains the relation to what is essential in what exists. 
Exact thinking ties itself down solely in calculation with what exists 
and serves this fendJ exclusively. (Heidegger 1943, 104 [356]) 
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It is clear. then, that Heidegger and Carnap are actually in remarkable 
agreement. "Metaphysical" thought of the type Heidegger is trying to 

awaken is possible only on the basis of a prior overthrow of the au
thority and primacy of logic and the exact sciences. The difference is 
that Heidegger eagerly embraces such an overthrow. whereas Carnap is 
determined to resist it at all costs. 

The above sheds considerable light, I believe. on the context and 
force of Camap' s antimetaphysical attitude. For, by rejecting "meta
physics" as a field of cognitively meaningless pseudosentences. Carnap 
is by no means similarly rejecting all forms of traditional philosophy. 
He makes this perfectly dear. in fact. in his "Remarks by the Author" 
appended to the English translation of Carnap 1932e in 1957: 

To section 1. "metaphysics." This term is used in this paper. as usu
ally in Europe. for the field of alleged knowledge of the essence 
of things which transcends the realm of empirically founded. induc
tive science. ~letaphysics in this sense includes systems like those of 
Fichte. Schelling, Hegel, Bergson. Heidegger. But it does not include 
endeavors toward a synthesis and generalization of the ~esults of the 
various sciences. (Carnap 1932e. [80)) 

In Camap' s reply to Paul Henle in Schilpp 1963 the point is made even 
more explicitly: 

Note that the characterization as pseudo-statements does not refer 
to all systems or theses in the fieid of metaphysics. At the time of 
the Vienna Circle. the characterization was applied mainly to those 
metaphysical systems which had exerted the greatest inrluence upon 
continental philosophy during the last century, viz .. the post-Kantian 
systems of German idealism and. among contemporary ones. those of 
Bergson and Heidegger. On the basis of later. more cautious analyses. 
the judgment was not applied to the main theses of those philosophers 
whose thinking had been in close contact with the science of their 
times. as in the cases of Aristotle and Kant: the latter's epistemolog
ical theses about the synthetic a priori character of certain judgments 
were regarded by us as false. not as meaningless. 7 

So Carnap is primarily concerned with "overcoming" a very particu
lar kind of "metaphysics": the main target is the post-Kantian German 
idealism he views as dominating recent European thought. and he 
views Heidegger. in particular, as the contemporary embodiment of such 
metaphysical dominance. 

When Carnap emigrated to the United States in December' 1935, 
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he was therefore especially relieved to have finally left this European 
lllet;lphysical tradition hehind: 

I wns 1101 ollly Idincd to escape the stilling political and cultural at
l110sphere alld the danger of war in Europe, but was also very gratified 
10 see Ihat in Ihe Ilnited States there was a eonsiderahle interest, es
pccinlly ;lIl1ong the younger philosophers, in the scientific method of 
philosophy, hased on modern logic, and that this interest was growing 
fnll11 year to year. 

III I I) HI, whell I callie to Ihis l'oulilry, the traditional schools of phi
lo<;ophy did not have nearly the same innuence as on the European 
COllt i nenl. The l110vement of German idealism, in particular Hegelian
iSI11. \vhich had earlier heen quite innuential in the United States, had 
hy then all110st cOl11pletely disappeared. Neo-Kantian philosophical 
conceptions were represented here and there, not in an orthodox form 
but rather influenced by recent developments in scientific thinking, 
much like the conceptions of Cassirer in Germany. Phenomenol
ogy had a number of adherents mostly in a liberalized form, not 
in IllIsserl's orthodox for 111. and cven Jess in Hcidegger's version. 
(Carnap 1%3a, 34, 40) 

('anwp's seilSI.' of liheratioll in thus escaping the "stifling" political, 
cultural. and philosophical atmosphere in Central Europe is palpable. 

It is illll"lltanl. then. to lInderstand Camap's antimctaphysical attitude 
in its philosophical. cultural, and political context. Carnap's concern for 
this hroader context is characteristic of him and, in fact, formed one 
of the main bonds uniting him with his more activist friend and col
league 0110 Neurath. Neurath himself. as is well known, contributed an 
extremely engaged. nco-Marxist perspective to the Vienna Circle. In
deed. he had served as economics minister in Ernst Toller's short-lived 
Bavarian Soviet Repuhlic in I I) I I) and received an eighteen-month sen
tence when it was crushed. As is also well known, an especially striking 
example of Carnap's own attitllde toward the relationship between the 
philosophical work of the Vienna Circle and this wider cultural and 
political context is the preface to the Aufhau, dated May 1928. After 
calling for a radically new scientific, rational, and anti-individualistic 
conception of philosophy that is to emulate the slow process of mutual 
cooperation and collaboration typical of the special sciences, 'Carnap 
continues: 

We cannot hide from ourselves the fact that trends from philosophical
mctaphysical and from religious spheres. which protect themselves 
against this kind of oricntation, again exert a strong influence precisely 
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at the present time. Where do we derive the confidence. in spite of this. 
that our call for clarity, for a science that is free from metaphysics, will 
prevail? - From the knowledge, or, to put it more cautiously, from 
the belief. that these opposing powers belong to the past. We sense an 
inner kinship between the attitude on which our philosophical work 
is based and the spiritual attitude that currently manifests itself in en
tirely different spheres of life. We sense this attitude in trends in art, 
especially in architecture, and in the movements that concern them
selves with a meaningful structuring [Gestaltung] of human life: of 
personal life and the life of the community, of education. of external 
organization at large. We sense here everywhere the same basic atti
tude. the same style of thinking and working. It is the orientation that 
is directed everywhere towards clarity yet recognizes at the same time 
the never entirely comprehensible interweaving of life, towards care 
in the individual details and equally towards the greater shape of the 
whole. towards the bonds between men and equally towards the free 
development of the individual. The belief that this orientation belongs 
to the future inspires our work. (Carnap 1928a. ,,-xi [xvii-xviii]) 

And. as Carnap explains in his diary, he is here expressing precisely the 
attitude that he and Neurath share. ~ 

Carnap suggests that his and Neurath' s orientation has much in com
mon with that of modern architecture and. in particular. with that of 
the Dessau Bauhaus - a point that is borne out by the recollections of 
Herbert Feigl: 

Carnap and :'Ileurath also had a great deal in common in that they 
were somewhat utopian social reformers - Neurath quite .lctively, 
Carnap more ·'philosophically." ... 1 owe [~eurathl a special debt of 
gratitude for sending me (I think as the first "emissary" of the Vienna 
Circle) to Bauhaus Dessau, then, in 1929. a highly progressive school 
of art and architecture. It was there in a week' s sojourn of lectures 
and discussions that I became acquainted with Kandinsky and Klee. 
Neurath and Car nap felt that the Circle's philosophy was an expres
sion of the neue Sachiichkeit which was part of the ideology of the 
Bauhaus. (Feigl 1969, 637) 

Carnap's basic philosophical-political orientation is thus best expressed 
by the neue Sachlichkeit (the new objectivity, soberness, matter-of
factness): a social, cultural. and artistic movement committed to in
ternationalism. to some form of socialism,9 and, above all, to a more 
objective. scientific, and anti-individualistic reorganization of both art 
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and public life inspired equally by the new Russian communism and the 
new American technology. 10 

Carnap and Heidegger are therefore at opposite ends of the spectrum 
not only philosophically but also in cultural and political terms. II And I 
think there is no doubt that this cultural and political dimension of their 
disagreement represents at least part of the explanation for Carnap' s 
choosing Heidegger for his examples of metaphysical pseudosentences 
in Carnap 1932e. Indeed. particularly when read in the context of such 
programmatic statements as the preface to the Aujbau. this is already 
suggested by the sentence from §5. quoted above. where Carnap ex
plains that he has here chosen to "select a few sentences from that 
metaphysical doctrine which at present exerts the strongest influence in 
Germany."' Such a wider cultural and political context is also suggested 
by a passage in §6. where Carnap explains that the method of logical 
analysis has both a negative aspect (antimetaphysical) and a positive 
aspect (constructive analysis of science): "This negative application of 
method is necessary and important in the present historical situation. 
But the positive application - even already in contemporary practice
is more fruitful.·· I

:! Carnap expresses this last idea in stronger ::md more 
militant terms. however. in the second version of his paper. the one pre
sented at the lectures in Berlin and Brunn in July and December 1931. 
In this version the lecture closes with a discussion of the positive task of 
the method of logical analysis (that is. the clarification of the sentences 
of science) and. in particular. with the following words: 

These indications [are presented] only so that one will not trunk that 
the struggle [Kampf] against metaphysics is our primary rask. On the 
contrary: in the meaningful realm [there are 1 many tasks and difficul
ties, there will always be enough strugg1e<?>. The struggle against 
metaphysics is only necessary because of the historical situation, in 
order to reject hindrances. There will. I hope. come the time when 
one no longer needs to present lectures against metaphysics. (ASP 
110-07-19, p. 4) 

One can imagine that this statement. coming at the very end of Camap' s 
lecture at Berlin in July 1932. had a much more dramatic impact than 
the more subtle suggestions buried in the published version. 1.' 

Neurath, for his part, dispenses entirely with all such subtleties. He 
never tires. for example, of characterizing "metaphysicians" and "school 
philosophers" - among whom Heidegger is a prominent representa
tive - as enemies of the proletariat: 

Science and art are today above all in the hands of the rulin!! classes 
and will also be used as instruments in the class struggie against 
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the proletariat. Only a small number of scholars and artists place 
themselves on the side of the coming order and set themselves up 
as protection against this form of reactionary thought. 

The idealistic school philosophers of our day from Spann to Hei
degger want to rule, as the theologians once ruled; but the scholastics 
could support themselves on the substructure of the feudal order of 
production. whereas our school philosophers do not notice that their 
substructure is being pulled out from beneath their feet. 1-1 

Neurath was particularly ill-disposed toward attempts by such thinkers 
as Heinrich Rickert. Wilhelm Dilthey, and Heidegger to underwrite a 
special status for the Geisteswissenschaften in relation to the Natllr
lVissellschaftell (the humanities in relation to the natural sciences)
which attempts. according to Neurath, constitute one of the principal 
obstacles to rational and scientific social progress. 15 

That Carnap was in fact in basic agreemer.t with :\eurath here 
emerges clearly in a conversation he records after his tinal lecture 
presentation uf Carnap 1932e at Brunn in December 1932: 

My le~ture "Die Uberwindung der Metaphysik" (11 ... had ;ldded: ;lnd 
the world-\'iew of modern philosophy) in the banquet hall. Pretty well 
attended, lively participation, I V-I hours. Afterwards various ques
tions. Erkenntnis is here completely unknown. Then to a cate. Prof. 
B ..... chemist. gives philosophical courses at the popular university. 
will report on my lecture in the socialistic ... newspaper. '\hrxist. is 
pleased with my Marxist views on how metaphysics will be uver
come through reformation [Umgestaltung] of the substructure. (ASP 
025-73-03. entry for 10 December 1932) 

There can be very little doubt, therefore, that Camap's attack on Hei
degger. articulated and presented at an extraordinarily critical moment 
during the last years of the Weimar Republic. had more than purely 
philosophical motivations - or, perhaps better: that Carnap. like ~eu
rath. conceiYed his philosophical work (and the attack on Heidegger in 
particular) as a necessary piece of a much larger social. political. and 
cultural strU!:rgle. 16 -- . 

It is noteworthy. finally, that Heidegger was aware of Camap's at-
tack and, indeed. explicitly responded to it: in a part of his 1935 
lecture course "Introduction to Metaphysics" that does not appear in 
the published version in 1953. 17 Heidegger explains how. with the col
lapse of German idealism in the second half of the nineteenth century, 
the philosophical understanding of Being degenerated into a consider-
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ation of the "is" - that is, a logical consideration of the propositional 
copula. He continues in a memorable paragraph that is worth quoting 
in full: 

Going further in this direction, which in a certain sense has been 
marked out since Aristotle. and which determines "Being" from the 
"is" of the proposition and thus finally destroys it. is a tendency of 
thought that has been assembled in the journal Erkemztnis. Here the 
traditional logic is to be for the first time grounded with scientific 
rigor through mathematics and the mathematical calculus. in order to 
construct a "Iogically correct" language in which the propositions of 
metaphysics - which are all pseudo-propositions - are to become 
impossible in the future. Thus, an article in this journal (2: 1931-32. 
219ff.) bears the title "Uberwindung der Metaphysik durch logische 
Analyse der Sprache." Here the most extreme flattening out and up
rooting of the traditional theory of judgment is accomplished under 
the semblance of mathematical science. Here the last consequences 
of a mode of thinking which began with Descartes are brought to a 
conclusion: a mode of thinking according to which truth is no longer 
disclosedness of what exists and thus accommodation and grounding 
of Dasein in the disclosing being. but truth is rather diverted inro cer
taint;; - to the mere securing of thoug!lt. and in fact the securing 
of mathematical thought against all that is not thinkable by it. The 
conception of truth as the securing of thought led to the definitive 
profaning [Emgotterung) of the world. The supposed "philosophical" 
tendency of mathematical-physical positivism wishes to supply the 
grounding of this position. It is no accident that this kind of "philos
ophy"' wishes to supply the foundations of modern physics. in which 
all relations to nature are in fact destroyed. It is also no accident that 
this kind of "philosophy" stands in internal and external connection 
with Russian communism. And it is no accident. moreover. that this 
kind of thinking celebrates its triumph in America. All of this is only 
the ultimate consequence of an apparently merely grammatical affair. 
according to which Being is conceived through the "is," and the "is" 
is interpreted in accordance with one's conception of the proposition 
and of thought. (Heidegger 1983, 227-28)18 

Thus Heidegger. in terms no more subtle than Neurath's, once again 
expresses a rather remarkable agreement with Carnap concerning the 
underlying sources of their opposition - which. as is now clear. extend 
far beyond the purely philosophical issues between them. 
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These philosophical issues, as we have seen, are based in the end on 
a stark and profound disagreement about the nature and centrality of 
logic. Thus Carnap criticizes "Nuthingness itself nothings" primarily on 
the grounds of logical form: modern mathematical logic shows that the 
concept of nothing is to be explained in terms of existential quantifi
cation and negation and can therefore by no means function either as 
a substantive (individual constant) or as a verb (predicate). For Hei
degger, by contrast, such a purely logical analysis misses precisely his 
point: what he calls nothingness is prior to logic and hence prior. in 
particular, to the concept of negation. In [racing out the roots of this 
fundamental disagreement over the philosophical centrality of logic. it 
turns out. we need to appreciate the extent to which the thought of both 
philosophers arises from the neo-Kantian tradition that dominated the 
German-speaking world at the end of [he nineteenth and beginning of 
the t\ventieth century - a tradition within which both men received 
their philosophical training. 

There were in fact two quite distinguishable versions of neo
Kantianism that were dominant at the time: the so-called ~arburg 
school of neo-Kantianism founded by Hermann Cohen and then con
tinued by Paul ~atorp and (at least until about 1920) Ernst Cassirer. 
and the so-called Southwest school of neo-Kantianism founded b~ 
Wilhelm Windelband and systematically developed by Heinrich Rick
ert. The former school emphasized the importance of mathematics 
and natural science and. in fact. saw the true achievement of the 
Critique of Pure Reason as a laying of the groundwork for ~ew!O
nian mathematical physics. The latter SC:1001. by contrast. emphasized 
the distinctive importance of the Geisteswissenschaften and. accord
ingly, devoted considerable philosophical efforts to articulating a sharp 
methodological distinction between the latter and the Natll1wissen
schaften. Heidegger studied with Rickert at Freiburg (before Rickert 
succeeded Windelband at Heidelberg) - completing his habilitation 
under Rickert in 1915. Carnap, for his part. studied Kant at lena with 
Bruno Bauch - another student of Rickert" s from Freiburg - and. in 
fact, completed his doctoral dissertation under Bauch in 1921. 19 It is 
clear, moreover. that Carnap carefully studied both versions of neo
Kantianism and. in particular, the writings of Natorp, Cassirer, and 
Rickert. co 

Common to both versions of neo-Kantianism is a certain conception 
of epistemology and the object of knowledge inherited from Kant.; 1 

Our knowledge or true judgments should not be construed, according 
to this conception. as representing or picturing objects or entities that 
exist independently of our judgments - whether these independent en-
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tities are the "transcendent" objects of the metaphysical realist existing 
somehow "behind" our sense-experience or the naked, unconceptual
ized sense-experience itself beloved of the empiricist. In the first case 
("transcendent" objects). knowledge or true judgment would be impos
sible for us, since, by hypothesis, we have absolutely no independent 
access to such entities by which we could verify whether the desired 
relation of representation or picturing holds. In the second case I naive 
empiricism). knowledge or true judgment would be equally impossible. 
however, for the stream of unconceptualized sense-experience is in fact 
utterly chaotic and intrinsically undifferentiated: comparing the artic
ulated structures of our judgments to this chaos of sensations simply 
makes no sense. How, then. is knowledge or true judgment possible? 
What does it mean for our judgments to relate to an object'? The answer 
is given by Kant's "Copernican Revolution": the object of knowledge 
does not exist independently of our judgments at all: on the contrary. 
this object is first created or "constituted" when the unconceptualized 
data of sense are organized or framed within the a priori logical muc
tures of judgment itself. In this way. the initially unconceptualized data 
of sense are brought under a priori "categories" and thus tirst become 
capable of empirical objectivity. 

Yet there is a crucially important difference between this neo-Kantian 
account of the object of knowledge and judgment and Kant's original 
account. For Kant, we cannot explain. on the basis of the a priori logi
cal structures of judgment alone. how the object of knowledge becomes 
possible. We need additional a priori <;tructures that mediate between the 
pure forms of judgment comprising what Kant calls general logic and 
the unconceptua!ized manifold of impressions supplied by the senses: 
these mediating structures are the pure forms of sensible intuition
space and time. Thus the pure logical forms of judgment only become 
categories when they are "schematized." that is, when they are given 
a determinate spatia-temporal content in relation to the pure forms of 
sensible intuition. The pure logical form of a categorical judgment. for 
example, becomes the category of substance when it is schematized 
in terms of the temporal representation of permanence; the pure logi
cal form of a hypothetical judgment becomes the category of causality 
when it is schematized in terms of the temporal representation of succes
sion; and so on. For Kant. then, pure formal logic (general logic) must. 
if it is to play an epistemological role. be supplemented by what he 
calls transcendental logic: with the theory of how logical forms become 
schematized in terms of pure spatia-temporal representations belonging 
to the independent faculty of pure intuition. And it is precisely this the
ory. in fact. that forms the heart of the transcendental analytic of the 
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Critique of Pure Reason: the so-called metaphysical and transcendental 
deductions of the categories. 

Now both versions of neo-Kantianism entirely reject the idea of an 
independent faculty of pure intuition. The neo-Kantians here follow the 
tradition of post-Kantian idealism in vigorously opposing the dualistic 
conception of mind characteristic of Kant's own position: the dual
ism, that is. between a logical, conceptual, or discursive faculty of pure 
understanding and an intuitive, nonconceptual. or receptive faculty of 
pure sensibility. For the neo-Kantians. the a priori formal structures in 
virtue of \\ihich the object of knowledge becomes possible must there
fore derive from the logical faculty of the understanding and from 
this faculty alone. And, in this way, epistemology or "transcendental 
logic" becomes the study of purely logical, purely conceptual. and thus 
essenrialLy Ilon-spatio-temporal a priori structures. Space and time. con
ceived as Kantian pure forms of sensible intuition. can no longer play 
a role in our explanation of how the object of knowledge ::md judgment 
becomes possible. 

It is this last feature of their conception of epistemology. moreover. 
that associates the neo-Kantians (again in both versions) with Husserlian 
phenomenoiogy and, in particular. with the polemic against ps~cholo
gism of Husserl's Logical Investigations. For the neo-Kantians had also 
arrived - albeit by a different route - at a conception of pure thought 
or pure logic whose subject matter is an essentially nontemporal. and 
therefore certainly not psychological. realm: an "ideal" realm of time
less, formal-logical structures. Indeed. Husserl's conception of "pure 
logic" - which was generally recognized to have its sources in the 
earlier work of Bernhard Bolzano. Johann Herbart. Rudolf Lotze. and 
Alexius YIeinong -can be fairly characterized as the dominant idea of 
the period .. -\ccordingly, it plays a central role not only in the thought 
of the neo-Kantians of the Marburg and Southwest traditions but also in 
the early thought of both Carnap ;nd Heidegger.22 

We shall have to return to the relationship between Husser! and Hei
degger shortly. But it is first necessary to appreciate the fundamental 
problems facing the epistemology of the neo-Kantians (in both ver
sions) - problems that flow directly from their enthusiastic embrace 
of the idea of "pure logic." For. as we have just seen. the logical forms 
of judgment. in Kant's original conception, become categories - and 
thus make the object of knowledge possible - precisely through their 
prior application to the pure forms of sensible intuition. It is on this 
basis, and on this basis alone, that we can explain how the purely an
alytic forms of thought apply to the spatio-temporal wor!d of sense so 
as to make synthetic knowledge of empirical objects (that is. of appear-
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ances) possible. Yet the neo-Kantians entirely reject the idea of such an 
intermediate faculty of pure imuition and hence the central Kantian con
ception of the schematism of the pure concepts of the understanding as 
well. How, then, are the pure forms of thought - now conceived as be
longing wholly to an "ideal," essemially non-spatio-temporal realm
supposed to apply to the spatio-temporal world of sense"? How do the 
categories make the object of (empirical) knowledge possible? 

It is in attempting to answer these questions that the two schools 
of neo-Kamian epistemology strikingly diverge from one another. The 
Ylarburg school, as indicated above. cominues to follow Kant in tak
ing mathematical physics as the paradigm of objective knowledge. That 
school"s most basic move. accordingly, is to '"mathematize" the pure 
forms of thought. Beginning with Cohen's attempt to assimilate the 
fundamemal moment of judgmem to the mathematical concept of the 
differemial, this line of thought reaches its culmination in Cassirer" s 
SlIbsTance and Fllnctioll - where logic is identified with the pure the
ory of relations developed especially (building on the work of Da\id 
Hilbert. Georg Cantor. and Richard Dedekind) in Bertrand Russell" s 
The Principles of Mathematics. The timeless realm of "pure thought" 
is thus idemified with the totality of what we now call relational muc
lUres - the "objects" thereof being simply abstract "places" within such 
a relational structure. In empirical knowledge, on the other hand, \Ve de
velop an essentially nonterminating - but in some sense converging
seqllence of relational structures. each element of which represents the 
state of mathematical physics at some particular point in the method
ological history of science. (That this sequence does not terminate thus 
constitutes the essential point of difference between pure and empirical 
k.nml,'ledge.) The object of empirical knowledge - the sensible world
is then conceived simply as the ideal limit or infinitely distam X to
ward which the methodological sequence of science is converging.'::3 

The Ylarburg school thereby solves the problem of the categories by 
a kind of "logicization of the object of empirical knowledge, and it 
is with good reason. then. that the school"s epistemological conception 
becomes known as "logical idealism." 

\Vithin the Southwest school, on the other hand, logic and the realm 
of "pure thought"' are sharply and explicitly separated from mathemat
ics. And this fundamemal divergence between the two schools emerges 
with particular clarity in a dispute between Natorp and Rickert in the 
years 1910-11. Natorp argues that the concept of number belongs to 
"pure thought" and thus neither to pure intuition nor to psychology 
(NalOrp 1919). Rickert directly challenges NalOrp' s conception - ar
guing that the concept of one as a number (as the first element of the 
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number series) cannot be derived from the logical concepts of identity 
and difference and is therefore "alogical" (Rickert 191)). For Rickert, 
the numerical concept of one (unlike the logical concepts of identity 
and difference) does not apply to all objects of thought as such but 
presupposes that we are antecedently given objects arranged in a homo
geneous serial order. The numerical concept of quantity can therefore 
not belong to logic - where logic is here being clearly identified with 
traditional syllogistic logic?~ In this approach, since we neither follow 
Kant in invoking a mediating faculty of pure intuition nor follow the 
Marburg school in "logicizing" the object of empirical knowledge after 
the example of mathematical physics, we are therefore left only with the 
forms of judgment of traditional logic on the one side and the spatio
temporal manifold of given empirical objects on the other. So. as one 
would expect, particularly vexing problems in attempting to explain the 
application of the former to the latter arise within the Southwest school. 

The underlying tensions expressed in the epistemology of the South
west school become painfully evident in the work of Emil Lask. a 
brilliant student of Rickert's who then held an associate professorship 
at Heidelberg and was killed in the Great War in 1915. The basic argu
ment of Lask 1912 is that whereas the Kantian philosophy has indeed 
closed the gap between knowledge and its object. we are nonetheless left 
with a new gap between what Lask calls "transcendentaL" "epistemo
logical." or "material" logic, on the one "side. and "formal" logic. on the 
other. Formal logic is the subject matter of the theory of judgment - the 
realm of necessarily valid and timeless "senses," "objective thoughts:' 
or "propositions in themselves" familiar within the tradition of "pure 
logic."25 Transcendental or material logic. on the other hand. is the the
ory of the categories in Kant's sense: the theory of how the concrete 
object of knowledge and experience is made possible by the activity of 
thought. But, and here is the central idea of Lask's argument, transcen
dental or material logic is not based on formal logic. and, accordingly. 
we explicitly reject Kant's metaphysical deduction - the entire point 
of which, as indicated above, is precisely to derive the categories from 
the logical forms of judgment. ~6 For Lask. what is fundamental is the 
concrete. already categorized real object of experience: the subject mat
ter of formal logic (comprising the structures of the traditional logical 
theory of judgment) only arises subsequently in an artificial process of 
abstraction, by which the originally unitary categorized object is broken 
down into form and matter. subject and predicate. and so on. Moreover, 
since this comes about due to a fundamental weakness or peculiarity 
of our human understanding - our inability to grasp the unitary cate
gorized object as a unity - all the structures of "pure logic," despite 
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their undoubtedly timeless and necessary status, are in the end arti
facts of subjectivity. Since the pure forms of judgment of traditional 
logic are now seen as entirely bereft of the capacity even to begin the 
"constitution" of any real empirical object, the entire realm of "pure 
logic" appears as nothing but an artificially constructed intermediary 
possessing no explanatory power whatsoeverY 

• 

Heidegger's earliest philosophical works. as noted above. fall squarely 
within the antipsychologistic tradition of "pure logic" and receive their 
primary orientation (not surprisingly) from his teacher Rickert. Accord
ingly. these early investigations revolve around the central distinctions 
between psychological act and logical content. between real thought 
process and ideal aremporal "sense," between being (Sein) and valid
ity (Geltllng). For. as Lotze in particular has shown. the realm of the 
logical has a completely different mode of existence (validity or Gel
tung) [han that of the realm of actual spatio-temporal entities (being 
or Seill J.:~ Moreover. as Rickert has shown. the realm of the logical 
(the realm of validity) is also distinct from that of the mathematical: 
for. although the latter is equally atemporal and hence equally ideal. 
it presupposes a particular object - the existence of "quantity" - and 
therefore lacks the complete generality characteristic of [he logical. It 
follows [hat we must sharply distinguish the realm of [he logical both 
from the given heterogeneous qualitative continuum of empirical real
ity and from the homogeneous quantitative continuum of mathematics.:" 
In emphasizing these fundamental distinctions and. above all. in main
taining "the absolute primacy of valid sense [den absoluten Primat des 
geltenden Sinnes ]."'0 Heidegger shows himself to be a faithful follower 
of Rickert indeed. 

Yet. as we have just seen. Rickert's fundamental distinctions lead nat
urally to fundamemal problems - problems that stand out especially 
vividly in the work of Lask. In particUlar, once we have delimited the 
realm of the logical so sharply from aU "neighboring" realms. it then be
comes radically unclear how the realm of the logical is at all connected 
with the real world of temporal being [Seinj: with either the realm of 
empirical nature where the objects of our (empirical) cognition reside 
or the realm of psychological happenings where our acts of judgment 
reside. The realm of "valid sense," which was intended as an interme
diary between these last two realms wherein our cognition of objects 
is "constituted" and thus made possible, thereby becomes deprived of 
all explanatory power. Now Heidegger. for his part, was of course most 
sensitive indeed to the difficult position in which Rickert had become 
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entangled; and, as a consequence, he became increasingly attracted to 
the more radical position of Lask,J\ which Heidegger also saw as hav
ing essential ideas in common with the emerging new phenomenology 
being developed by Edmund Husser!' After Rickert left Freiburg to take 
Windelband's chair at Heidelberg and Husserl left G6ttingen to take 
Rickert's chair at Freiburg in 1916, Heidegger became an enthusias
tic proponent of the new phenomenology and, in particular, distanced 
himself further and further from Rickert. This distance from Rickert be
came quite extreme by 1925-26, when Heidegger was completing the 
work on Beillg and Time, and it is graphically evident in lectures Hei
degger presented at Marburg in the summer semester of 1925 and the 
winter semester of 1926. Here Heidegger speaks of Rickert with almost 
undisguised contempt, whereas Husser! appears as the leader of a ne'.v 
"breakthrough" in philosophy - a "breakthrough" that has decisively 
overcome neo-Kantianism.32 

The first element of this "breakthrough" is a "direct realist" con
ception of truth as "identification" - a conception that can be seen 
as definitively rejecting the idea that formal logic is foundational for 
truth in general and thus as also overturning the "Copernican Revoiu
tion." For, according to the theory of truth articulated in volume .2 of the 
LogicallllvesTigarions. truth in general is not even propositional: it con
sists simply in the circumstance that an intention or meaning: whether 
propositional or not) is directly "identified" - in immediate intuition
with the very thing that is intended or meant. Thus, truth in general 
need involve none of the structures (subject and predicate, ground and 
consequent, and so on) studied in traditional formal logic. On [he con
trary, such peculiarly logical structures only emerge subsequently in the 
very special circumstances of "categorial intuition:' where specifically 
propositional intentions or meanings are intuitively grasped in their most 
abstract - and. as it were. secondary and derivative - formal features. 
In this sense. then, Husserl's "direct realist" conception of the relation
ship between logical form and truth in general parallels Lask' s vie\\i 
of the artificiality and subjectivity of logical form: in neither case can 
formal logic be in any way foundational or explanatory for truth as 
"relation to an object. ,,33 

The second element of the Husser!ian "breakthrough" is just the idea 
of phenomenology as such - an idea that also emerges in volume 2 of 
the Logical inveSTigations as that of an "epistemology of the logical." 
For it is this idea, and this idea alone, that first opens up the possi
bility of bridging the gulf between the logical and the psychological 
created by the polemic against psychologism of volume 1. The problem, 
however, is to explain how such an "epistemology of the logical"-
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which is to investigate the relaTionship between psychological act and 
logical or "essential" content - can itself avoid collapsing into psy
chologism. The answer is disarmingly simple: phenomenology is not 
empirical psychology because it aims to elucidate the underlying a pri
ori structures or "essences" of psychological phenomena (the "essences" 
of perception. recollection, imaginative representation. and so on). Our 
investigation proceeds by means of "essential analysis [Wesensanalyse]" 
and "essential intuition [WesenserschauungJ" - and therefore is. in par
ticular. entirely independent of the actual instances of the psychological 
structures in question that mayor may not exist in the real world. 3

..! We 
are interested. that is. only in the purely ideal or "essential"' structures 
of psychological phenomena: in "pure consciousness."35 

Yet. for this very reason. Husserl's conception of pure phenom
enology and "pure consciousness" could not be fully satisfactory from 
Heidegger" s point of \·iew. For Heidegger" s problem - arising so 
painfully and vividly within the neo-Kantian epistemology of the South
west schooi - was precisely that of the application of abstract and ideal 
"valid senses" to concrete and real objects of cognition: the problem 
of the application of the categories in Kant's sense to actual "pario
temporal objects. And [his problem. it is clear, cannot be solved within 
the framework of Husserlian "pure consciousness": for the latter. as we 
have just seen. itself belongs to the purely ideal realm of "essences" 
and is thus entirely independent of the existence of any and all concrete 
instances (whether of actual states of consciousness or of its empirical 
objects). It is by no means surprising, therefore. that we already find 
rumblings in a new and quite un-Husserlian direction in the conclud
ing chapter added to the published version of Heidegger' 5 habilitation 
in 1916. Heidegger there suggests that a genuine unification of time 
and eternity - of change and absolute validity - can be effected only 
through the concept of "living spirit [der lebendige Geis[ r construed 
as a concrete and essentially historical subject. The "subjective logic" 
sought for by Rickert and Husserl requires a more fundamental point 
of view according to which the subject is no mere "punctiform" cog
nitive subject but an actual concrete subject comprehending the entire 
fullness of its temporal-historical involvements. And such an investiga
tion of the concrete historical subject must. according to Heidegger, be 
a "translogical" or "metaphysical" investigation.36 Thus. Heidegger is 
here already beginning to come to terms with the historically oriented 
Lebensphilosophie of Wilhelm Dilthey - an influence that will prove 
decisive in Being and Time. 37 

It is of course in Being and Time, completed ten years later, that 
Heidegger finally works out the desired "subjective logic" with a con-
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crete subject - the so-called existential analytic of Dasein. Heidegger's 
concrete subject - Dasein, the concrete living human being - is distin
guished from the "pure consciousness" of Husserlian phenomenology in 
three fundamental respects. First, Dasein necessarily exists in a world: 
a world of concrete spatia-temporal objects existing independently of it. 
which it does not create and over which it has only very limited con
trol, and into which - without its consent, as it were - it is "thrown." 
Indeed. for Heidegger, Dasein essentially is such "being-in-the-worId.·' 
Second. Dasein' s relationship to this world is first and foremost prac
tical and pragmatic rather than epistemic and contemplatively intuitive. 
The items in Dasein' s world therefore appear to it originally as prac
tically "ready-to-hand [Zuhanden]'" - as environmental items to be 
used in the service of particular concrete projects - rather than as 
merely "present-to-hand [VorhandenJ" for theon:tical inspection and 
consideration. Indeed, for Heidegger, theoretical cognition of the merely 
"present-to-hand" is a derivative mode of Dasein: a particular "modi
fication" of the more basic, essentially practical and pragmatic. mode 
of involvement with the ·'ready-to-hand.'·38 Finally, Dasein is essentially 
a historical being - in an important sense it is rhe historical being. For 
the essence or "being" of Dasein is "care [Sorge r - roughly, the above
described orientation toward its world from the point of view of the 
totality of its practical involvements and projects - and the "ontologi
cal meaning of care" is temporality. where temporality in this sense is 
essentially historical and thus to be sharply and explicitly distinguished 
from the uniform and featureless "time" of natural science/~ 

There is no doubt, then, that Heidegger's Dasein is much more con
crete than Husserl' s "pure consciousness" - in the sense that the former 
has more of the features of a real human being than does the latter. 
From the point of view of Husserlian phenomenology. however. an 
obvious dilemma for Heidegger arises at this point. For what can Hei
degger's "existential analytic of Dasein" possibly mean from Husserl's 
perspective"? Either Heidegger is trying to describe the concrete reality 
of empirical human beings in their concrete and empirical character. in 
which case his enterprise is simply a branch of empirical anthropology 
having no specifically philosophical interest whatsoever; or Heidegger 
is trying to elucidate the "essence" or nature of the concrete human be
ing by means of an "essential analysis" of that nature. in which case 
Heidegger. too. must perform the "eidetic" reduction and abstract from 
all questions involving the real existence of the entities under consider
ation. Thus. either Heidegger falls prey to the charge of naturalism and 
psychologism or his "existential analytic of Dasein" is in the, end no 
closer to actual concrete reality than is Husserl' s phenomenology. 
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It is in response to this dilemma, I believe, that Heidegger' s true 
philosophical radicalism emerges; for it is precisely here - in attempt
ing to construct an a priori analysis of the real concrete subject -
that Heidegger fundamentally changes the terms within which the en
tire tradition of "pure logic" was articulated and, in fact. introduces a 
fundamentally new existential dimension into this tradition. For Heideg
ger, the "existential analytic of Dasein" can by no means be assimilated 
to a description of the "essence" of Dasein in the traditional meaning of 
this term (where "essence" or "whatness" is contrasted with "existence" 
or .. thatness") precisely because the distinguishing feature of Dasein -
as opposed to all other entities encountered within the world - is that 
Dasein has no "essence" of this kind at all: What Dasein is can be 
determined only by Dasein' s own free choice in the face of its funda
mental possibility of "being-toward-death" - a choice that can be either 
"authentic" and "resolute" or "inauthentic" and fallen into the "Thev" 
of everyday public existence.~o In either case, however, since Dasei~' s 
"essence" or "whatness" depends in the end on its own free choice
and is thus in no sense simply "given" as in the case of entities encoun
tered within the world - Dasein' s "essence" cannot be meaningfully 
separated from its "existence" at all. Indeed, from this point of view. Da
sein's "essence" is "existence." The dilemma just raised from the point 
of view of Husserlian phenomenology therefore has no force whatever 
from Heidegger's own point of view: by replacing phenomenological 
"essential analysis" with what he calls "existential-ontological analysis:' 
Heidegger has transcended the traditional distinction between "essence" 
and "existence" and opened up the paradoxical-sounding possibility of 
an a priori analysis of concrete existence itsele 1 

At the same time, Heidegger has thereby definitively transcended 
the problematic of the neo-Kantian tradition as well. This comes out 
most clearly in §44 of Being and Time. entitled "Dasein, Disclosedness, 
and Truth," where Heidegger explicitly rejects the "Copernican Revo
lution" and the associated idea that truth is to be understood in terms 
of "valid judgment" in favor of an apparently "direct realist" account 
in which truth is conceived as a kind of immediate "disclosedness [Er
schlossenheit]" or "uncoveredness (Entdeckt-sein]" of a being within the 
world - an account that explicitly invokes Husserl's notion of "identi
fication.,,"2 Heidegger's "direct realism" is very special, however, for 
Dasein's most fundamental relation to the world is not a cognitive re
lation at all. Indeed. Dasein's most fundamental relation to the world 
is one of either "authentic" or "inauthentic" existence - in which Da
sein's own peculiar mode of being (that is, "being-in-the-world") is 
itself either disclosed or covered over.·n Moreover, in the moment of 
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an "authentic" decision. Dasein must choose among possibilities already 
given in the world - possibilities that must themselves be somehow al
ready "present" and available in Dasein' s historically given situation. 
Dasein must thus appropriate its "fate" and, in precisely this way. is 
essentially historical.44 

What is therefore central. for Heidegger. is the circumstance that we 
do not start with a merely cognitive subject together with its "contents 
of consciousness," but rather with a living practical subject - a sub
ject that is essentially temporally finite and hence necessarily engaged 
with its historically given environmental situation. Assertion or judg
ment then appears as a "derivative mode of interpretation" in Ivhich 
the "hermeneutical 'as' " of practical understanding of the "ready-to
hand" (where an item "ready-to-hand" is understood "as" suited for 
a given end or purpose) is transformed into the "apophantical 'as'" 
of theoretical understanding of the "present-to-hand" (where an item 
"present-to-hand" is understood "as" determined by a given predicate). 
If we forget this derivative character. hmvever. all the misunderstand
ings prevalent in "the presently dominant theory of judgment' oriented 
around the phenomenon of 'validity [GeLllIng r ., then arise. We end up. 
in particular. with Lotze' s distinction between "being" and "validity." 
Since we begin. within this latter tradition. with a "Cartesian" subject 
entirely enclosed within the psychical realm of its own representations. 
we cannot explain truth as a relation between these representations and 
an object existing independently of them. Truth can therefore only mean 
what is constant and unchangeable in the flux of representations and is 
thus understood as "form" or "essence" in a quasi-Platonic sense stand
ing over and against the realm of flux and change. We thereby arrive 
at the distinction between "being" and "validity," "real" and "ideal." 
And this distinction. by the "Copernican" conception of the object 
of knowledge, is now equated with the distinction between subjective 
and objective. Finally, since "objectivity" is thus equated with "\'alid
ity" in the sense of atemporal or eternal "ideal being," "objectivity" is 
also equated with necessary intersubjectivity: with "bindingness" for all 
subjects.-+5 

For Heidegger himself, by contrast. truth is in no way to be 
equated with "objectivity" in the sense of necessary and universal 
intersubjectivity. On the contrary, this most basic idea of the Kantian 
"Copernican Revolution" is definitively rejected in favor of a "direct 
realist" conception of truth as direct "disclosedness" to Dasein in a 
particular and irreducibly historical environmental situation: all truth is 
ultimately both particular and historical.~6 Indeed, to think otheI,'Wise is 
to refuse to acknowledge the essential particularity of an "authentic" 
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decision in the face of "being-toward-death" and to seek refu!?;e instead 
in the public everydayness ;f the "They."47 In the end, theret-ore. it is 
Heidegger" s radical transformation of the neo-Kantian tradition within 
which he was trained that underwrites his equally radical rejection of 
the priority and centrality of logic: his claim that the traditional the
ory of judgment based on the "is" of predication is itseif necessarily 
derivative from a properly philosophical point of view . 

• 

We observed above that Carnap also received his philosophic:11 train
ing within the neo-Kantian tradition and. in fact. that he completed his 
doctoral dissertation in 1911 under Rickert's student Bruno Bauch - a 
dissertation in which Kantian themes predominate.4~ It was in the years 
immediately after finishing his dissertation, in 1921-25. that Carnap un
dertook most of the work on the project that was eventually to issue in 
Der logische AlIjbali der Welt (Carnap 1963a. 16-19) .. -\nd it was on 
this basis. moreover. that Carnap caught the attention of the "Philosoph
ical Circle" that had gathered around Moritz Schlick at [he Cniversity 
of Vienna. Carnap had become acquainted with Schlick in (he ~ummer 
of 192-1- :1nd was invited to give lectures to Schlick's circle in the winter 
of 1925. These lectures on the Aujbau project - which was :1t the time 
entitled "Entwurf einer Konstitutionstheorie der Erkenntnisgegenstande" 
(Outline of a constitutional theory of the objects of cognition) - were 
extremely well received: Carnap returned to Vienna as assistant profes
sor. \vith his "Entwurf' (then being eagerly read within Schlick's circle) 
serving :1S his habilitation."'! A revised version was finally published in 
1928 under the now familiar title. 

The aim of (he AlITbau. as recent scholarship has made increasingly 
clear. is by no means exclusively to represent the point of vievv' of phe
nomenalistic or extreme empiricist ·'positivism." Indeed. Carnap himself 
explains the relationship between "positivism" and neo-Kantianism as 
follows: ' 

Cassirer ([Substal1:hegr.] 292ff.) has shown that a science having (he 
goal of determining the individual through lawful interconnections 
[Geset:ses;::usamJllenhiinge] without its individuality being lost must 
apply. not class ("species") concepts. but rather reLational concepts: 
for the latter can lead to the formation of series and (hereby to the 
establishing of order-systems. It hereby also results that relations are 
necessary as first posits. since one can in fact easily make the transi
tion from relations to classes, whereas the contrary procedure is only 
possible in a very limited measure. 
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The merit of having discovered the necessary basis of the consti
tutional system thereby belongs to two entirely different, and often 
murually hostile, philosophical tendencies. Positi\';sm has stressed 
that the sole material for cognition lies in the undigested [unverar
beitet] experiential given; here is to be sought the basic elements 
of the constitutional system. Transcendental idealism. however, es
pecially the neo-Kantian tendency (Rickert, Cassirer. Bauch), has 
rightly emphasized that these dements do not suffice: order-posits 
[Ordnungsset;:ungen] must be added, our "basic relations.',5o 

Carnap does not intend simply to supplant neo-Kantianism by "posi
tivism" in the Aujbau: he hopes, on the contrary, to retain the insights 
of borh views. 51 

As Carnap suggests, the influence of Cassirer' s Substance and Func
tion is especially important to the AuJbau. This is not surprising, for 
the agreement between the two conceptions actually extends far beyond 
the emphasis on the significance of the modern logical theory of rela
tions ~tressed here, According to Subscance and Function. as indicated 
above. the theory of knowledge consists of two parts. On the one hand. 
we have the theory of the concepT (part I). which. for C.lssirer. is given 
by the totality of pure relational structures provided by the new logic. 
On the other hand. however, we have the theory of reaiity (part 2). in 
which pure relational structures are successively applied in the method
ological progress of mathematical natural science in such a way thm a 
never completed - but convergent - sequence results. Thus. whereas 
pure mathemmics is given by the collection of all pure or abstract re
lational structures. applied mathematics (mathematical physics) is given 
by an infinite methodological series of such structures. And it is this 
methodological series of abstract structures that. for Cassirer (and for 
the Marburg school more generally). represents the empirical side of 
knowledge given by "sensation." The concrete empirical world of sense
perception is not a separate reality existing somehow outside of this 
methodological series: it is simply the fully determinate and complete 
"limit theory" toward which this series is converging. 

Now Carnap, in the AuJbau, also represents empirical knowledge by 
a serial or stepwise methodological sequence. This sequence is intended 
to represent, not so much the historical series of mathematical-physical 
successor theories. but rather the epistemological progress of a single in
dividual or cognitive subject - in which its knowledge extends from the 
initial subjective sensory data belonging to the autopsychological realm, 
through the world of public external objects constituting the physical 
realm, and finally to the intersubjective and cultural realities belonging 
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to the hereropsychological realm. Camap's methodological series is thus 
a "rational reconstruction" intended formally to represent the "actual 
process of cognition."52 For Carnap, as for Cassirer. we thereby repre
sent the empirical side of knowledge by a methodological sequence of 
formal srruccures. For Carnap, however, this is not a sequence of his
torically given mathematical-physical successor theories but a sequence 
of lel'els or ranks in the hierarchy of logical types of Russell's and 
Whitehead's Principia Mathematica - a sequence of levels ordered by 
type-theoretic definitions. Objects on any level (other than the first) are 
thus defined as classes of objects (or relations between objects) from the 
preceding level. 53 

The construction or "constitution of reality" begins with "elemen
tary experiences" - holistic momentary cross-sections of the stream 
of experience - ordered by a (holistically conceived) "basic relation" 
of remembrance-of-part-similarity-in-some-arbitrary-respect. The main 
formal problem within the autopsychological realm is then to differ
entiate - on this initially entirely holistic basis - the particular sense 
qualities and sense modalities from one another. After grouping elemen
tary experiences into classes (and classes of classes ... ) thereof via the 
one given basic relation and a complex procedure of "quasi-analysis," 
Carnap is in a position to define the visual field as the unique sense 
modality possessing exactly five dimensions (two of spatial location 
and three of color quality).5-+ On this basis we can then define the "vi
sual things" in the physical realm: after embedding the visual fields of 
our subject in a numerical space-time manifold (R~). we project col
ored points of these visual fields along "lines of sight" onto colored 
surfaces in such a way that principles of constancy and continuity are 
satisfied. And, in an analogous fashion. we can then define the "phys
ical things" or objects of mathematical physics: we coordinate purely 
numerical "physical state magnitudes" with sensible qualities in ac
cordance with the laws and methodological principles of the relevant 
science le.g., the electro-dynamic theory of light and color).55 Finally, 
we can constitute the heteropsychological realm by, first. constructing 
other subjects of experience analogous to the initial subject (that is. sys
tems of elementary experiences coordinated to "other" human bodies) 
and. second. constructing an "intersubjective world" common to all such 
subjects through an abstraction (via an equivalence relation) from the 
resulting diversity in "points of view. ,,56 

In this way Camap's "constitution of reality" achieves a "logiciza
tion" of experience or the sensible aspects of reality parallel to that of 
the Marburg school. For the entire point of Carnap's method of "purely 
structural definite descriptions" (like that of the visual field sketched 
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above) is to individuate the objects in question in purely formal-logical 
terms, making no reference whatever to their intrinsic or ostensive phe
nomenal qualities. The constitutional system thereby demonstrates that 
objective - that is. intersubjectively communicable - knO\vledge is 
possible despite its necessary origin in purely subjective experience.<7 
Carnap characterizes the resulting kinship between his constitutiunal 
system and the '"logical idealism" of the Marburg school as follows: 

Constitutional theory and transcendental idealism agree in represent
ing the following position: all objects of cognition are constituted (in 
idealistic language. are "generated in thought"); and. moreover, the 
constituted objects are only objects of cognition qua logical forms 
constructed in a determinate way. This holds ultimately also for the 
basic elements of the constitutional system. They are, to be sure. 
taken as basis as unanalyzed unities, but they are then furnished 
with various properties and analyzed into (quasi- )constituents I § 116): 
first hereby, and thus also first as constituted objects, do [hey be
come objects of cognition properly speaking - and, indeed. objects 
of psychology. 53 

Indeed. there is one important respect in which Camap's conception is 
even more radical than that of the ylarburg school. Cassirer"s SlIbstance 
and Function. for example. retains an element ot dualism betwe;!n pure 
thought and empirical reality: the contrast between the pure relational 
structures of logic and mathematics. on the one hand. and the historical 
sequence of successor theories representing the methodological progress 
of empirical natural science. on the other. For Carnap. by contrast. em
pirical reality simply is a particular logical structure: a type-theoreti.; 
structure (representing the epistemological progress of an initial cog
nitive subject) erected on the basis of a single, primitive, nonlogical 
relation. 59 

The sense in which Carnap has here gone even further than the 
"logical idealism" of the Marburg school stands out especially .:Iearly 
in § 179 - entitled "The Task of Science." According to the ~Iarburg 
school. as we have seen. the real individual object of empiricai cogni
tion is as a matter of fact never actually present in the methodological 
progress of science at all: this real empirical object remains always a 
never completed X toward which the methodological progress of sci
ence is converging, But Carnap, in § 179, explicitly rejects this "genetic" 
view of knowledge: 

According to the conception of the Marburg school (cf. :-.J'atorp 
[Grnndlagen] 18ff.), the object is the eternal X; its determination is 
an incompleteable task. In opposition to this it is to be noted that 
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finitely many determinations suffice for the constitution of the ob
ject - and thus for its unambiguous description among the objects in 
general. Once such a description is set up the object is no longer 
an X, but rather something unambiguously determined - whose 
complete description then certainly still remains an incompleteable 
task.60 

Carnap thus rejects the idea that the object of empirical knowledge, in 
contradistinction to the purely formal objects of mathematical knowl
edge, is to be conceived as a never-ending, necessarily incompleteable 
progression.t:>I For Carnap, all objects whatsoever - whether formal or 
empirical, ideal or real - are rather to be defined or "constituted" at 
definite finite ranks within the hierarchy of logical types: there are no 
objects in the constitutional system that remain necessarily incomplete.62 

In this sense Carnap completes the "Iogicization" of experience that 
the Marburg school had begun and. at the same time. arrives at an even 
more radical transformation of the Marburg tradition. For in the con
stitutional system of the Aujbau. epistemology is transformed into a 
logical-mathematical constructive project: the purely formal project of 
actually writing down the required structural definite descriptions \Vilhin 
the logic of Principia .l1athematica. This purely formal exercise is to 
serve. in particular. as a replacement for traditional epistemology in 
which we represent the "neutral basis" common to all traditional epis
temological schools. All such schools are in agreement. according to 
Carnap. that 

cognition traces back finally to my experiences. \vhich are set in 
relation, connected. and worked up: thus cognition can attain in a 
logical progress to the various structures of my consciousness. then 
{O the physical objects. further with their help to the structures of 
consciousness of other subjects and thus to the heteropsychologicaL 
and through the mediation of the heteropsychological to the cultural 
objects. (Carnap 1928a. § 178) 

Since the constitutional system precisely represents this common ground 
of agreement within the neutral and uncontroversial domain of formal 
logic itself. all "metaphysical" disputes among the competing schools
disputes, for example, among "positivism:' "realism:' and "idealism" 
concerning which constituted structures are ultimately "rear' - are 
thereby dissolved.63 The fruitless disputes of the episte~ological tradi
tion are replaced by the seriousness and sobriety of the new mathemat
ical logic, and philosophy (once again) becomes a science: for Carnap, 
a purely technical subject. 64 
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By precisely representing some of the central ideas comprising the 
"logical idealism" of the Y1arburg school within the new mathemati
cal logic of Principia Marhematica. Carnap has thereby injected the 
neue SachLichkeit into philosophy itself. Philosophy becomes, in par
ticular. an "objective" discipline capable (like the exact sciences) of 
cooperative progress and. in principle. of universal agreement as well; 
indeed, it has now become a branch of mathematical logic - the most 
"objective" and universal discipline of all. We have thus arrived at a 
conception of philosophy that. in Carnap's eyes, best serves the so
cialist, internationalist. and anti-individualistic aims of that cultural and 
political movement with which he most closely identifies.65 And this 
"objectivist" and universalist conception of philosophy (based on the 
new mathematical logic) of course stands in the most extreme contrast 
with the particularist, existential-historical conception of philosophy 
we have seen Heidegger develop (based on an explicit rejection of 
the centrality of logic) - a conception that. in Heidegger's eyes. best 
serves the neoconservative and avowedly German nationalist cultural 
and political stance favored by the latter philosopher.o6 But what is of 
most interest, from our present point of view, is the extent to which 
both philosophers develop their radically new conceptions of philos
ophy by rigorously thinking through the ideas of late nineteenth- :md 
early twentieth-cenrury neo-Kantianism. By pushing these neo-Kantian 
ideas to their limits in two opposite directions, as it were. Carnap 
and Heidegger thereby contribute decisively toward defining and shap
ing the contemporary opposition between "analytic" and "continental" 
philosophical traditions with which \ve began. 

:Notes 

I am indebted for hdpful discussions and advice to Sandra Banky. Susan Cunning
ham. Gracieia De Pierris. Lvnn Jov, Theodore Kisiel. .-\Iison Lavwine. Alan Richardson. 
Werner Sauer. Thomas L'ebel. and 'Kathleen Wright. All translations from the German are 
my own. 

I. For eyewitness accounts see the report of L. Englert in Schneeberger 1962. 1-<>: 
Pas 1949; and T. Cassirer 1981 - relevant parts of which are reprinted in Schneeberger 
1962.7-9. 

2. Heidegger 1929a. This work appears in Heidegger 1991 together with appendices 
containing Heidegger's notes for his Davos lectures and a protocol of the Cassirer
Heidegger debate prepared by O. Bollnow and J. Ritter. These matenals are also found in 
the English translation of Heidegger 1929a. 

3. I am indebted to Thomas Uebel for first calling my attention to the fact that Car· 
nap attended the Cassirer-Heidegger lectures and debate at Davos. Carnap reports on the 
occasion in ASP 025-73-03. entries from 18 March through 5 April 1929. 
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~. Heinrich Gomperz. the son of the famous historian of Greek philosophy Theodore 
Gomperz. was a professor of philosophy at the University of Vienna and the author of 
Weltanschauungslehre (1905). Karl BUhler was an important psychologist and psycholin
guist: he founded the Psychological Institute at the University of Vienna in 1922. For 
Carnap's participation see ASP 025-73-03. entries for 2~ Ylay and 14 June 1930. 

5. The two versions of these lectures. including reports on rhe discussions. are ASP 
110-07-21 and ASP 110-07-19. respectively. I am indebted to Bngine Uhlemann of the 
University of Konstanz for providing me with rranscripllons from Carnap's shorthand. 

6. Heidegger 1929b. I~. 18 [107.111-12]. Carnap quotes selections from these pas
sages in Carnap 1932. 231-32 [71-72]. (Pagination of the English translations appears in 
brackets.) 

7. Carnap 1963c. 87+-75. On the following page Carnap continues: "1 tlunk. how
ever. that our [antimetaphysical] principle excludes not only a great number of .lssertions 
in systems like those of Hegel and Heidegger. especially since the laner says explicitly 
that logic is not applicable to statements in metaphysics. but also in contemporary discus
sions. for example. those concerning the reality of space or of time .. ' Compare the remarks 
in Carnap 1963a. ~2-43: "It is encouraging to remember that philosophical thinking has 
made great progress in the course of two thousand years through the work ,)[ :nen like 
Aristotle. Leibniz. Hume. Kant. Dewey. Russell. :md many mhers. who were basicaily 
thinking in a scientific way .. ' 

3. See .\SP 1)15-73-03. entry for 26 Ylay ! 928: "In the e\enmg \\i[h \Vaismann at 
~eurath·s. I read the Preface to the 'Logischen .\utbau· aloud: :"ieurath is astonished 
and Llvel)oyed at my open confession. He belie\'es that it will dfect :'oung peopie very 
sympathetically. I say that r still want to ask Schlick whether it is 100 radicaL" i Schlick 
did indeed think it was 100 radical: see entry for 31 Ylay.) 

9. Car nap became attracted to the antimilitarist internationalism 0f the "socialist 
worker" s movement"· already during the Great War I Car nap 1963a. 9-IO\. 

10. For a general cultural and political history of this orientation see Willen 1978. For 
a specific discussion of the relationship between the Vienna Circle and the Dessau Bau
haus see Galison 1990. Not all members of the Vienna Circle shared in this 0rientation. 
howe\·er. Schlick. in particular. was attracted neither to Ylarxism nor 10 ami-indi\idualism 
more generally. Thus, for example. Feigl poignantly describes S.::hlick· s reactIOn when 
he was presented with the manifeslO (Hahn. Neurath. and Carnap 1929) - which calls 
for a new internationalist and collaborative form of philosophy and. in keeping 'vith this 
spirit. is not even signed by its authors - on his return from Stanford in 1929: "Schlick 
was moved by our amicable intentions: but as I could tell from his facial expression. and 
from what he told me later. he was actually appalled and dismayed by the thought that we 
were propagating our views as a 'system' or ·mo,·ement." He was deeply committed 10 

an individualistic conception of philosophizing, and while he considered group discussion 
and mutual criticism to be greatly helpful and intellectually prorltable. he believed that 
everyone should think creatively for himself. A ·movement.· like large scale meetings or 
conferences. was something he loathed" (Feigl 1969. 646). 

11. The literature on Heidegger's own political involvement is now enormous. See. in 
particular. Ott 1988; Farias 1987; and Schneeberger 1962. Wolin 1991 is a very useful 
selection - including a translation of Heidegger's notorious Die Selbstbehaupnmg der 
deutschen Universitiit, delivered in celebration of the new Nazi regime when he assumed 
the rectorate at Freiburg in May 1933. A particularly interesting contribution. locating 
Heidegger's involvement in the context of that of the other German philosophers of the 
time. is Sluga 1993. 
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12. Carnap 1932e:. 238 (77]. Compare also the preface to Logical Snltax of LilIl
guage. dated May 1934. "In our 'Vienna Circle' and in many similarly oriented groups (in 
Poland. France, England. CSA and in isolated cases even in Gennany) the vie:w has cur
rently grown stronger and ,tronger that traditional metaphysical philosophy can make: no 
claim to scientific status" (Carnap 1934b. iii [xiii]: e:mphasis adde:d). For Carnap' s view 
(from Prague I of the situation in Germany and Ce:ntral Europe: in 1934 see Carnap 1963a. 
34: "With the beginning of the Hitler regime: in Germany in 1933. the political atmos
phere. c!ven in Austria and Cze:choslovakia. became more and more intolerable .... (T]he 
Nazi ideology spread more and more among the German-speaking population of the: Sude:
te:n r!!gion and therewith among the students of our unl\'ersity and e:ven among some of 
the professors." 

13. In ASP 025-73-03. c:ntry for 5 July 1932. Carnap triumphantly records the fact 
that there we:re 250 people in the audie:nce at Berlin. 

I-+' :-.Ieurath 1932a (reprinted in Ne:urath 1981. 572-73). Orthmar Spann "as an 
especially vi['1Jlent Austrian-Catholic right-wing ideologue: of the time. 

15. See. e.g .. Neurath's remarks (made in 1933) in :-.Ie:urath 1981. 597n: "Here [in 
Austria] there is not an exclusive dominance by metaphysics as it is practic~d by Ricke:rt. 
Heidegger. and others - through which those of a new ge:neration become well-kno\~n 
through geisteswissensc/wjiicirer PsYch%gle. geisres\\'issellschajr/iclrer So:i%gie ~md 
similar things." Compare CJmap's remarks on :-.Ieurath·s commitment :0 physic:.lIi,m. 
unifie:d science. and Marxism in Carnap 1963a. 22-24. 

16. Compare also the foilowing retrospective: remarks of :-.Ieurath· s (made: in ! 9361: 
"The strong metaphysical trends in Ce:ntral Europe are probably the reason that within the 
Vienna Circle the anti metaphysical attitude became of central signiticance: :md was pur
posefully practiced - much more. for example:. than would have been the case with the 
:ldherents of similar tendencies in the Cnited Stat.:s. among whom a particular. more neu
tral common-sense empiricism is very widespread and where metaphysics could not exert 
the influence that it did in Germany, say .... It is entirely understandable that a Frenchman 
is at first surprised when he he:ars how the adherents of the Vienna Circle distance the:m
selves in sharp terms from 'philosophers' - he thinks perhaps of Descartes and Comt;! in 
this connection. the others however of Fichte and Heide:gger" I Neurath 193 I. -;43). 

17. As is we:ll known. Introduction to Meraphvsic5 depicts Ge:rmany as Europe' s last 
hope for salvation from Russian communism. on the one side:. and American technologh:al 
democracy. on the other, and contains Heidegger' s notorious remark about the "inne:r truth 
and greatness" of the National Socialist moveme:nt (Heidegger 1953. 152 [166]). 

18. I am indebted to Kathleen Wright for first calling my atte:ntion [0 this passage. As 
Wright also first pointed out [0 me. the noted Heidegger scholar Otto Pbggeler comments 
on illlrodllctioll ro Meraphysics as follows: "Heidegger had sufficient taste not to deli\'er J 

prevIOus version of his lecture in which Camap' s emigration to America was put forth as 
.::ontirmation of the convergence be:tween Russian communism and the 'type of thinking 
in America'" (quoted from Wolin 1991. 218-19). Given that Carnap did not e:migrate 
until December 1935. however. whereas Heidegger's Ie:ctures were held in the: summer uf 
that year. Heidegger cannot be· here referring to Camap's emigration. It is more likely. for 
example. that he is referring to Schlick's trip to Stanford in 1929, which is prominently 
mentioned in the foreword to Hahn. Neurath, and Carnap 1929. The remark about Russian 
communism. on the other hand. almost certainly refers to Neurath's activities. 

19. The dissertation appeared as Carnap 1922. Carnap defends a modified version of 
the Kantian synthetic a priori according to which the topological- but not the metrical
properties of space are due to the form of our spatial inruition. Bauch was inrlue:nced nO( 
only by his teacher Rickert but also by the more scientifically oriented neo-Kantianism 
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of the Marburg school - as well as by his colleague at lena. the logician Goulob Frege 
(who also greatly influenced Carnap. of course). Some discussion of Bauch in relation 
to both Frege and Carnap can be found in Sluga 1980. Sluga (1993) explains the depth 
and centrality of Bauch's involvement with Nazism - in comparison with which Hei
degger's own engagement somewhat pales. Curiously. Carnap himself never mentions 
Bauch's political involvement. 

20. Carnap explains his neo-Kantian philosophical training in Carnap 19633. ~. 1 1-12. 
Writings of C3ssirer. Natorp. and Rickert (as well as Bauch) play an important role in the 
AIIJball: see Carnap 1928a. §§5. 12.64.65.75. 162. 163. 179. 

21. Some of the most imponant epistemological works of the t\110 traditions are Cohen 
1902: Natorp 1910: E. G:J,ssirer 1910; and Rieken 1892. Ricken 1909 and :\3torp 1912 
are very useful summary presentations of the two traditions. 

22. See Hu~ser! 1900-190 I. For Husser! and the neo-Kantians see. for example. :-.Ia
torp 1912. 198; and Ricken 1909. 227. Husserl's notion of Wesensen-chall1ll1f? plays a 
central role In Camap's conception of "intuitive space" in Carnap 192:. All of Heideg
ger's earliest works fall squarely 1\ ithin the antipsychologistic tradition of "pure lOgIC" 
and. accordingly, are liominated by the thought of Rickert and Hu,serl: Ihese include 
"Neure Forschungen Liber Logik" 1 1912), his doctoral dissertatIon Die Lt,/rre "Oln L'rreil 
im ps.\·clroio~ismIl5 ( 1913-1~). and his habilitation Die Karegorien- !//lei Bedewlln,-:sieilre 
des Duns Scows \ 1915-161 - all of which are reprinted in Heidegger 1978. There is. vi 
course. a c:ose relationship between this "pure logic" tradition and ,he work l'f F~ege: 
indeed. as !s well known. it was Frege', rel'iew of Husserl's -:arlier Piliimopi1ie der 
,-\ririrmerik :hat inspired the anllpsychologistic polemic of the Lug/cu/ flll'{'SIlf?ariulls. It 
is interesting to note also that Heidegger comments very favorably on Fiege', ""ork in his 
"Neure Forschungen tiber Logik" i Heidegger 1978. 20L 

23. This "genetic" view of the pbject of empirical knowledge is common [0 Cohen. 
Natorp. and Cassirer. It is articulated with particular force by Natorp ,in the works ~ited 
in note 21 above I. Cassirer' s achievement. in Substance and Fllllcrioll. is [0 make [he 
view precise by finally articulating a coherent conception of lOgIC las 'he theory of arbi
trary relational structures) - something that had eluded both Cohen Jnd ~atorp. Thus. for 
example. '.\ hereas Cohen and Natorp self-consciously attempt to align :ogic more .::iosety 
with mathematics. they still continue to make .:ssential use of thl! traditIOnal classification 
of the forms of judgment. 

24. Natorp (1912) then replies to Rickert's criticism. E. Cassirer 11929. l06 [3.J.8j) 
brings out the issue between Rickt!ft and the Marburg school here with particular darity: 
"Rickert', proof-procedure. in so far as it is simply supposed to verify this proposition 
[that number is not derivable from identity and differencej, could hale been essl!ntially 
simplified .ll1d sharpened if he had availed himself of the tools of ,he modern logical 
calculus. t!specially the calculus of reiations. For identity and d(fference Jre. ~:'{pressed 

in the language of this calculus. symmetrical relations; whereas for :he construction of 
the number series. as for the concept of an ordered sequence in genera!. an ,lsnllmerricai 
relation is Indispensable." 

25. Here Lask cites. among others. the theories of Herbart. Bolzano. Husser!. Rickert. 
Meinong. and (Heinrich) Gomperz (see Lask 1912. 23-24). "Iote that what Lask calls 
"formal logic" coincides with what Rickert calls "transcendental logic." 

26. Lask ( 1912. 55) writes: "The 'form' of judgment, concept, inference. etc. is a com
pletely different thing from form in the sense of the category. One best distinguishes these 
two kinds of form as srructural form and contentful form." Kant's metaphysical deduc
tion. by contrast. rests entirely on the idea that "the same understanding. through precisely 
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the same action whereby it brought about the logical form of a judgment by means of an
alytic uniry. also brings about. by means of synthetic unity. a transcendental content in 
its representations in virrue of which they are called pure concepts of the l!nderstanding" 
(A 791B 195). 

27. For a discussion of Lask's argument from the point of view of the :-'Iarburg school 
see E. Cassirer 1913. 6-1~. I am indebted to Werner Sauer for first calling my attention to 
this essay and for emphasizing to me, in this connection especially, the crucially important 
differences between Cassirer and the Southwest school. 

28. The refaence is to Lotze 1874. §§316-20. See. for ex.ample. Heidegga 1978. 170. 
29. See Heidegger 1978.21+'89. As Heidegger notes. his discussion here is based on 

Rickert 1911. 
30. Heidegger 1978. 273. The realm of valid sense enjoys this prImacy because all 

realms of ex.istence as such (the natural. the metaphysical-theological. the mathematical. 
and the logical itself) become objects of our cognition only through the mediation of the 
logical meidegger 1978. 287). 

31. Heidegger" s judgment of the superiority of Lask over Rickert emerges already in 
his dissertation of 1913-1~ (Heidegger 1978. I 76-77n). 

32. Heidegger spent the years 1923-28 as associate professor at \Iarburg. J.tter sen
ing as Husserl's assistant at Freiburg from 1916 through 1922. It was at \[arburg. through 
his lecrures. that Heidegger established a reputation as one of the most brIlliant and ;;:xcit
ing young philosophers in Germany even before the appearance of BelllfJ 'Illu' Time. The 
\1arburg lecrures in question appear as Heidegger 1979 and Heidegger 1976. respecmely. 
To be sure. Hussal's own overcoming of neo-Kantianism is by no means complete irom 
Heidegger's point of view - a point to which we shall return below. 

33. Husserl's discussion of truth as "identification" occurs in Husserl 1900-190 I. 
vol. 2. ~§36-39. The discussion of "cmegorial intuition" then follows in ~~~0-58. For 
Heidegger's assessment of the relationship between these ideas and the work of Lask
which Heidegger sees J.S together destroying once and for .Ill the Kantian "mythol
ogy" of a synthesis of understanding and sensibility, form and matter - see Heidegger 
1979.63-90. 

3~. When Husser! speaks of the realm of the logical and asks afrer an "epistemology 
of the logical" he has in mind the entire realm of a priori "essences" accesslble to We
sen sana lyse J.nd Wesenserschauling (which include. for ex.ample. the J. priori "essences" 
of spatial phenomena studied by geometry, of color phenomena studied by the a priori 
"eidetic science" of color. and so on). The very special structures studied by iormal logic 
properly so-called (subject and predicate. and so on) represent. as we have just seen. only 
a tiny fraction - the most abstract part - of this "essential" realm. 

35. This idea of phenomenology as a pure or "transcendental" psychology becomes 
fujjy explicit only in Husser! 1911; it is developed in elaborate detail in Husserl 1913. 
In the first edition of volume 2 of the Logical Investigations Husserl had misleadingly 
characterized phenomenology as "descriptive psychology" - which, as he himself imme
diately recognized. concealed precisely the "transcendental" relation in which he intended 
phenomenology to stand to (empirical) psychology. See Husser! 1911. 318n [115-16n]. 

36. See Heidegger 1978. 341--411. Heidegger there links his conception of "subjective 
logic" with the problem of the application of the categories on p. 407: "If anywhere. then 
precisely in connection with the problem of the application of the categories - insofar as 
one admits this in general as a possible problem - the merely objective-logical treaonent 
of the problem of the categories must be recognized as one-sided." The attached footnote 
then emphasizes the importance of Lask 1912. For Husser! himself, on the other hand. 
since he developed the idea of phenomenology entirely independent of the Kantian and 
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nl!o-Kantian traditions. this probiem of the application of the categories was never a prob
km. Husser!" s own problem was always rather the relationship between the logical and 
the psychological - a problem that need not involve the relationship in general between 
thl! abstract and the concrete. 

37. For Heidegger's assessment of Dilthey's conception of the ,;ubject as "living 
person with an understanding of active history" in contrast to Husserl's more formal con
ception of the subject, see Heidegger 1979. 161-71. The influence of Dilthey is further 
ex.hibited in 1916 in Heidegger's preface to his habilitation. with its call for philosophy to 
become weltanschaulich - that is. engaged in the concrete historical <!vents of the time 
iHeidegger 1978, 191; and cf. 205 n. 10). This call contrasts sharply with Husser!"s own 
arguments lin Husserl 1911, 323---41 (122---47)) - contra Dilthey - that philosophy as 
II science must be eternally valid and thus essentially unhistorical. It seems l:kar. more
over. from the remarks on Emil Lask's "distant soldier's grave." that Heidegger' scali 
for a welwnJchau/iclz philosophy here is directly connel:ted with his Jltitude toward the 
Gre:lt War . 

.38. The idea of "being-in-the-world." together with the idea that the theoretical 
orientation toward the "present-at-hand" is founded on the more basic practical 0rien
tation toward the "ready-to-hand:' is presented in Heidegger 1927. ~§I2-1J Jnd is then 
developed in detail in the remainder of division I. 

39. For "Care as the Being of Dasein." see Heidegger 1927. **39-1-1; for "Temporal
ity.lS the Ontological ,'V/eaning of Care." see §§61-66: tor "Temporality and Historic:J.Jity" 
see ~§72-77. In developing this l:onception of the I!ssential "historicality [Gesciticirriidr
keit 1 0i Dasein:' Heidegger is. as emphasized in note 36 above. self-consciously follo\~ ing 
the work of Dilthey - work that he explicitly opposes to the "superricial" Jnd "merely 
methodological" attempt to distinguish the Geisresll'issl!Ilschaftell from the .Vawn1'iSSI!ll
scirm'ren (based on the uistinction between "generalizing" :md "indi\iduating" modes 0f 
concept formation) developed within the school of Windelbanu :ll1d Ricken. Sel! the 
comments on Ricken in Heidegger 1927. *72. and compare the polemic called "Die Triv
ialisierung der Diltheyschen Fragestellung durch Windelband und Rieken" presented in 
Heidegger 1979. 20-21. 

'+0. The analysis of "being-toward·death" :lfld the ensuing possibility of "authentic" 
existence are presented in Heidegger 1927. ~§46-60 - an analYSIS that is intended to 
presl!nt the "being of Dasein" (which was presented only fragmentariiy. as it were. in the 
precl!ding sections) for the first time as a unitary :md unilied whole. 

41. For the priority of "I!xistence" over "essence" in the analyti,' of Dasein. see Hei
degger 1927. *9. For Heidegger's diagnosis of the failure of Husserli:ll1 phenomenology 
as resting on a neglect of the question of the exisrence of "pure consciousness." see Hei
degger 1979. 148-57. in particular 152: "Above all. however. this conception of ideation 
[that is. Wesenserschallung J as abstraction from real individuation rests on the belief that 
the What of any being is to be determined in abstraction from its existence. If. how
ever. there were beings whose What is preciselv 10 exis1 and lIoritin'5 bllt 10 exis1. then 
this ideational mode of consideration with respect to such a being would be the most 
fundamental misunderstanding." 

42. The footnote to Heidegger 1927. §44 (p. 218). refers us to the sections on truth and 
"categorial intuition" in volume 2 of the Logical Im'es1igations discussed above. along 
with the work of Lask. Heidegger warns us against relying exclusively on the first \'olume 
of the Logical Investigations. which appears merely to represent the traditional theory of 
the proposition (in itself) derived from Bolzano. 

43. See Heidegger 1927. §44 (p. 221): "Dasein can underst:ll1d itself as under
standing from the side of the 'world' :ll1d the other or from the side of its ownmost 
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possibility-for-heing (ailS semem eigensten Seinkonnen]. The last-mentioned possibility 
means: Dasein discloses itself to itself in and as its ownmost possibility-for-being. This 
authentic disclosedness shows the phenomenon of the most original truth in the mode 
of its authenticity. The most original and authentic disclosedness in which Dasein as 
possibility-for-being can be. is the truth of existence." 

.w. The temporality of "authentic" existence is articulated in Heidegger 19~7. g61-
66. the temporality of everyday "inauthentic" existence in §§67-71. the temporalit\· of 
"historicality" in ~§n-77. How the temporality of Dasein is actually the prior ground of 
the "ordinary conception of time" (namely, the all-embracing public time within which 
events are dated and ordered) is .:xplained in §§78-81. 

~5. See Heidegger 19:27. §33, "Die A.ussage als abkiinftiger Modus der-\uslegung." 
and compare the diSCUSSIOn of Lotze's theory of "validity" in Heidegger's lecrure cours.: 
on logic from 1925-26 rHeidegger 1976. 62-68). This discussion clarifies :he relation
ship Heidegger perceives between the "Cartesian" predicament of the world-kss sub].:ct 
enclosed within its own comems of con~ciousness and the "Husserlian" predicam.:m ,)( 
the ideal subject isolated from all questions of real .:xistence. [n Husserlian t<!rminology. 
it clarifies th.: relationship betwe.:n the "phenomenological" reduction that withdraws our 
attentIon from ~he .:xternal world and focus.:s on the contents of consciousness themsei':es 
and the more radical "eidetic" reduction that then focuses only on the "essenc;!' or iornnl 
Structure of these .:onscious phenomena - arriving, in the end. at "pure" elr ":lbsoiute" 
consciousness. Heidegger's idea is that if we once start with the "Cartesian" ~redicament. 
but nonetheless demand a kind of objectivity. then all we have lefl. as it were. :s the .:on
trast between change and constancy. the real and the ideal. We thus arrive Jt J .:onceptI(1n 
of truth or objectivity on which truth is fundamentally neces:;ary. "essential." Jr <!ternal 
truth; and. in this way. the denial of "naive realism" leads to "essentialism." -\nd it :s this 
last form of "essentialism" that is Heidegger's ultimate target. 

~6. Thus Heidegger In7. §4-I contains such provocative assertions as. "Bdore :\'ew
ton's laws were uncovered they were not ·true' "; and "[theseJlaws became :rue through 
Newton. with him a being became accessible in itself for Dasein" I 22b-271. Gi\en 
Heidegger' s fundamentally historical conception of truth, together with his ";!xistentIal 
conception of science" I §69, pp. 362-6~). the meaning of these assertions :s re!ati\ely 
straightfonvard: :"IIewton ;u-rived at the laws of motion by means of an "authemic prolec
tion" of a particular scientific framework 10 a given historical situation - (hI! .:onte\t or' 
the scientific revolution of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries (d. §3. pp. 9-10. on 
"scientific revolutions"). Outside of this historical context, on the other hand. ~e\\ton' s 
"discovery" :md accompanying "assertion" of the laws of motion simply mak~ no sense. 
For Heidegger. there is then no "valid sense" or "propo~i(ion in itself" beyond ~e\Hon's 
(and our) actual historical "assertions" capable of serving as a "\ehicle" of "eternal truth." 
Nevertheless, what Newton discovered of course eXisted before Newton: "With the uncov
I!redness the being showed itself precisely as that being that was already there before. So 
to uncover is the mode of being of 'truth'" (p. 227). 

47, See the remarks on the "objectivity (ObjektivitiitJ" of authentically historical truth 
in Heidegger 1927. §76, p. 395: "In no science are the 'universal validity' of standards and 
the pretensions to 'universality' that the They and its common sense require less pOSSible 
criteria of 'truth' than in authentic history." 

48. See n. 19 above. 
49. Carnap 1963a, ~0-22. An outline of Carnap's lecture to the Circle on ::!l January 

1925, bearing the title "Gedanken zum Kategorien Problem: Prolegomena zu dner Kon
stitutionstheorie," appears as ASP 081-05-03. The "Entwurf" manuscript has nO( yet been 
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found. A table of contents. bearing the dates 17 December 19::!-l and 18 January 1925 (a 
revision after the lecture in Vienna), appears as ASP 081-05-02. 

50. Carnap 1928a. §75. The passage from Cassirer's Substance and FUllction to which 
Carnap is here referring (E. Cassirer 1910, chap. -l, §9) is a criticism of Rickert's well
known argument that concepts in the Naturwissenschaften canllot indi\'iduate (cf. note 
39 above). Cassirer diagnoses Rickert's error here as stemming from a neglect of the 
essentially relational mode of concept formation of modern mathematics .lnd logic. Car
nap (1928a. §12) points out, again referring to this discussion ot' l..lssirer's land also 
to Rickert. Windelband, and Dilthey), that the "logic of indi\'iduality" desired in the 
GeisteslVissenschafien can be attained precisely in the modern theor)' of relations. 

51. For recent work. on Kantian 'and neo-Kantian aspects of :he . \ u rlJll II. see. for ex
ample Haack 1977: y[oulines 1985; and Sauer 1985. 1989 I II hich particularly ,tress 
the importance of Cassirer and the passage from Carnap 19::!8a. FSI: Friedman 1987. 
1992b. and Richardson 1992b (which also emphasizes the importance of Cassirer and 
the ylarburg school I: and Webb 1992. Two recent extended treJ(ments "i the je\'elop
ment of logical positi\·ism. Coffa 1991 and Proust 1986. are also '.\ orth consulting in this 
connection. 

52. See Carnap 1928a. §§ 100. I·B. Cf. the remarks in Carnao 1963a. 18: "The 'Y'
tern [of the Autballi was intended to give. though not a Je,.:~ption. ,till a rational 
reconstruction of the actual process of the formation of concepts." 

53. See especially [he discussion of "ascension forms ~Sl:r~ntiJ/7Il';l1i" in Carnao 
1928a. pt. 3.B. There are exactly (WO such "ascension form," :1amei: . .:la,' .!.nd ~e

lalion extensions I ~·Wl. .-\s Carnap (1963a. 11) explains. he :-irst -;tudied PI'/I/cipia 
Jlarhematica - whose type-theoretic conception of logic pen'ade- ;he .4.urbau- in 1919. 

5~. See Carnap 1928a. pt. ~.A. and cf. §§67-94. The procedt:r~ .)1 "Ljuasi-allalysis" is 
a generalization ,.to nontransitive relations) of the "principle or' Je-maction' employed b: 
Frege and Russell in the definition of a cardinal number (see ~7:· 

55. See Carnap 1928a. pt. ~.B. for the constitution of the pi1y;ical realm - including 
the qualitati\'e realm of ordinary sense-perception (*§ 1'::5-35/ .:nd then the quantitati\e 
realm of mathematical physics (§ 136) . .-\S Carnap makes clear in ~ 1.36. the constitution of 
the latter realm is based on his earlier methodological studies (C.rr;1ap 192.3. 19::!-lI. 

56. See Carnap 1 928a. pt. ~.c. According to Carnap. onlY [h~ purel: ~bstr:lc[ world 
of physics - ~nd not the qualitative world of commonsense rerceptuai c!.'(penence -
"provides the pOSSIbility of a unique. consistent intersubjecti\'izatl,m" (§ 1:6: cf. ~ 1331. 

57. For the independence of the definition of the visual held. in particular. from all 
phenomenal Ljualities. see Carnap 1928a. §86. For the impom.n.:e of purely structural 
detinite descriptions. see pt. 2.,-\. especially § 16: "[Elvery sciel1ti:-:c j(lItem,;llt call ill prill
ciple be so lralls/ol7lled that it is only a structural statement. But this transformation is 
not only possible. but required. For science wants to speak :loom [he objecti ve; howe\·er. 
everything that does not belong to structure but to the material. ever)thing that is os
tended concretely. is in the end subjective." "From the point 1'[ view or' constitutional 
theory this state of affairs is to be expressed in the following \\'::\\. The -eries of experi
ences is different for each subject. If we aim. in spite of this. at Jgreement in the names 
given for the objects [Gebilde] constituted on the basis of the experiences. then this can
not occur through reference to the completely diverging material but only through the 
formal indicators of the object-structures [Gebildestrukturen]:' For a fuller discussion. as 
well as detailed arguments against an empiricist-phenomenalist interpretation of Camap's 
motivations. see my articles cited in note 51 above. 

58. Carnap 1928a. § 177. Section 116 presents the actual constitution of sensations -
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defined via a purely structural definite description containing only the basic relation as a 
nonlogical primitive. 

59. Carnap' s type-theoretic sequential construction therefore takes the place of the 
"general serial form" Cassirer sees as expressing the essence of empirical knowledge. 
Car nap agrees with Cassirer. however, that this kind of methodological sequence is the 
ultimate "darum" for epistemology and. in particular. that the contrast between "being" 
and "validity" - which. as we have seen, generates fundamental problems for the South
west school- therefore has only a relativi::.ed meaning in the context of such a sequence 
(see Carnap 1928a. §42; and cf. E. Cassirer 1910,412-13 [311]). In Friedman 1992h. *3. 
I mistakenly read §·C as a criticism of the Marburg school and, in general. failed to dra'" 
the crucial distinction between the Marburg view of this question and that of the South
west school. I am indebted to Alan Richardson and Werner Sauer for rightly protesting 
against this assimilation (cf. nn. 27 and 51 above). 

60. The reierence is to :"iatorp 1910, chap. I, §§4-6; d. E. Cassirer 1910. chap 7. 
especially 4IS-IY [315]. I am indebted to Alison Laywine for emphasizing to me the 
importance of this aspect of ~atorp's view in the present connection. 

61. Cf. E. Cassirer 1910. 337 [254]: "In contrast to the mathematical concept. 
however. [in empirical science] the characteristic difference emerges that the construc
tion [r\l~fbaul. which within mathematics arrives at a tb:ed end. remains in principle 
incomplereable within experience." 

62. It is worth noting, in this connection. that the well-known technical problems af
flicting the constirution of the physical or external world in the .-I/lrhau appear in (act to 
undermine CJmap's attempt to distinguish himself from the Marburg school her.:. It ap
pears. in particular. that Camap's rules for assigning colors to points of ~pace-ume I R=i) 
never close off olt a detinite set (that is. a definite relation between space-time POIntS and 
colors) located at a detinite rank in the hierarchy of logical types: for this assignment is to 

be continually revised as we progress to higher and higher ranks I Carnap 1928a. §§ 135. 
136. 144). And this means. from the point of view of C.,rnap·s own constitutional system. 
that the Marburg doctrine of the never completed X appears after all to be fully correct
at least so far as physical (and hence all higher-level) objects are concerned. 

63. See again Carnap 1 928a, § 178: "[Tlhe so-called epistemological rendencies of 
realism. idealism. and phenomenalism agree within rhe domain oj epistemology. Const/· 
rutional theon' presents the neutral basis [neutrale Fundament] common 10 all. The." first 
dh'erge in the domain of metaphysics and rhus (if rhey are to be episremological ren
dencies) only as rhe result of a transgression of their boundaries." All other properly 
philosophical disputes are similarly dissolved. Thus, for example, both sides in the debate 
over the relationship between the Geisteswissenschaften and the .Yatum'issensciwjt are 
correct: culrural objects are constructed out of heteropsychological objects and the latter. 
in turn. out of physical objects; in this sense the theses of physicalism and the unity of 
science are correct. On the other hand. however, cultural objects nonetheless belong to a 
distinct "object sphere" in the type-theoretic hierarchy: in this sense the thesis of the au
tonomy and independence of the culrural realm is equally correct. See §56 and also §§25. 
29,41, 151. Cf. nn, 15.39, and 50 above. 

64. See the (first edition) preface to Carnap 1928a: "The new type of philosophy 
has arisen in close contact with work in the special sciences, especially in mathemat
ics and physics. This has the consequence that we strive to make the rigorous and 
responsible basic attirude of scientific researchers also the basic attitude of workers in 
philosophy, whereas the attirude of the old type of philosophers is more similar to a po
etic [attirude] .... [T]he individual no longer undertakes to arrive at an entire strucrure 
of philosophy by a [single] bold stroke. Instead, each works in his specific place within 
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the lingle total science." Cf. also the discussion in Carnap 1963a. 13. on the impact of 
reading Bertrand Russell's Our Knowledge of rhe Externul World in 1921: Carnap is 
most impressed by Russell's description of "the logical-analytic method oi philosophy" -
together with its accompanying call for a new "scientific" philosophical practice. 

65. In this respect. Camap's identification with the neue Sachlichkeit is even more 
radical than Neurath' s. For Neurath. unlike Carnap. makes no attempt to turn philosophy 
itself into an "objective" - purely technical - discipline. See the remarks on Neurath 
in Car nap 1963a. 22-24, 51-52. and d. Uebel 1996 ior an illuminating discussion of 
the relationship between Neurath's philosophy and his politics. This significant differ
ence between Carnap and Neurath seems to be missed in the O!herwise quite useiul 
discussion vi the relationship between the Vienna Circle and the Ileue Suchlichkeit in 
GaJison 1990. which generally ignores the important areas of disagreement between the 
two philosophers. 

66. Heidegger himself is perfectly e.xplicit about the connection between his political 
engagement and his philosophical conception of the necessary "historicality l)f Dasein" 
in J \\ell-known conversation (in 1936) reported by Karl U.iwith i\Volin 1991. 142). 
Curiously. this crucial connection seems to be missed in Bourdieu 1988. In otherwise 
very mteresting study of the relationship between Heidegger' s phzlosophy ;lnd German 
neoconsen' atism. 
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Logic and the Inexpressible in 
Frege and Heidegger 

EDWARD WITHERSPOON-

I'REGE AND HEIDEGGER UE SO FAR APART on the philosophical spectrum that any sugges
tion that we might profitably discuss them together is apt to seem implausible. 
Frege's philosophical project is to clarify the foundations of mathematics; this 
leads him to a logical investigation in the course of which he invents most of the 
apparatus of modern symbolic logic. Heidegger embarks on a more general project, 
the elucidation of Being itself, which he approaches via an investigation of hu
man life (and, famously, death). The projects and methods of the two philoso
phers are so different that there is no obvious arena for a fruitful dialogue be
tween them. Indeed, it is fairly safe to suppose that each would have regarded the 
other's work as alien to his own: Frege would likely have regarded Heidegger's 
"existential analytic of Dasein" as a work of anthropology and social psychology 
that is of dubious relevance to philosophical questions, while Heidegger seems to 
have regarded the introduction of symbolic logic into philosophy as an attempt to 
reduce all thought to mere "calculation" and to avoid what Heidegger calls "es
sential thinking." I 

The differences between Heidegger and Frege can seem to be crystallized in 
their attitudes toward logic. For Frege, logic is the most general science-a sci
ence whose task is to articulate the principles that govern any investigation whatso
ever. By contrast, it appears that Heidegger wants to displace and dismantle logic in 
favor of a more fundamental kind of investigation: 

, Martin Heidegger, "Posl5cript" to "What is Metaphysics?", Joan Stambaugh, trans., in Walter 
Kaufmann, ed., Existentialism from Doestorosky to SaTtre, rev. ed. (New York: Meridian, 1989), ~6~. In this 
context it should be noted that Heidegger has nothing against symbolic logic 50 long as it remains in 
what he regards as il5 proper place. An indication of this i. the admiration for Frege's "On Concept 
and Object" and "On Sense and Meaning" that Heidegger expresses in his early "Neucre Forschungen 
uber Logik: in his Gesamtausgabe, vol. I, Frii.he Schriften (Frankfurt a. M.: Klostermann, 1978), ~o. 

- Edward Witherspoon is Assistant Professor of Philosophy and Religion at Colgate Univer
sity. 
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[Tlhe destiny of the reign of "logic" (i.e., the traditional interpretation of thinking) in 
philosophy is ... decided. The idea of "logic" itself disintegrates in the turbulence of a 
more originary questioning.' 

Heidegger seems to believe that this more fundamental investigation, which he 
calls "metaphysics, .. will be hampered by a rigid adherence to logical principles. 
Frege surely would have rejected Heidegger 's idea of an investigation that is more 
fundamental than logic, and he would have regarded any attempt to pursue "meta
physics" (or any other investigation) withou t respecting the laws of logic as deeply 
confused. 

Given the differences between Frege and Heidegger, how could the thought 
of one possibly throw light on that of the other? I will argue that despite their 

seemingly stark differences on the statufi of logic in philosophy, they both find 
that, in the course of analyzing thought and thinking, they are forced to engage 
in reflection that lies outside the bounds of logic. For each philosopher finds 
himself in possession of an insight that by his own lights cannot properly be stated. 
Moreover, this inexpressibility is in each case a consequence of the insight itself; 
in grasping the insight one sees why it cannot be expressed. Each philosopher 
considers it crucial to somehow convey his insight to his audience, despite its 
inexpressibility. Both Frege and Heidegger recognize the difficulty of conveying 
what is inexpressible, and they attempt to resolve this difficulty in ways that turn 

out to be deeply similar. By considering them together and recognizing these 
similarities, we can come to notice and understand aspects of their respective 
positions that have been missed by those who look at them separately. 

My paper falls into three major parts, whose respective topics are Heidegger, 
Frege, and the parallels between them. My discussion of Heidegger emphasizes 
his treatment of "the Nothing" in Being and Time and in the lecture ''What is Meta
physics?". A central concern of these works is to show that an understanding of 
the world as a whole is a condition for the possibility of making assertions or 
having thoughts about objects; I argue that when Heidegger makes remarks about 
"the Nothing"-remarks that have been criticized as illogical by many analytic 
philosophers-he is attempting to draw our attention to the logical difficulties 
inherent in his discussion of the world as a whole. Although he himself recog
nizes that his utterances are logically defective, he thinks that they can neverthe
less convey his metaphysical insights to his readers. 

My discussion of Frege focuses on his explication of the elements of a judg
ment whose content is a simple predication. He argues that in reflecting on the 
structure of such a thought it is absolutely essential to distinguish the thought
components that he calls "concepts" from those he calls "objects." In "On Con
cept and Object" and related writings, he comes to recognize that the sentences 
in which he attempts to express this distinction are, by his own standards, logically 

• "What is Metaphysics?", David Farrell Krell, trans., in Martin Heidegger, Pathmarlu, William 
NcNeill, ed. (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1998). 9~. This is a translation of Heidegger's 
inaugural lecture at Freiburg, delivered and first published in 19~9, now included in Gesamtausgabe, 
vol. 9, Wegmarken (Frankfurt a. M.: Klo.termann, 1976). Hereafter I cite Krell's translation (some
limes with slight emendations) as "WIM." 

The parenthetical remark appeared in the original version of "Was ist Metaphysik?" bu~ not in 
laler ones. 
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ill-formed. Yet he thinks that these logically defective utterances can nevertheless 
convey his essential insights to his readers. 

In the conclusion, I make the parallels between Heidegger and Frege explicit, 
and thereby show that despite their different conceptions of logic's relation to 
philosophy they share a commitment to conveying the inexpressible. In closing I 
mention the difficulties inherent in this commitment and sketch the lines that a 
criticism of Heidegger and Frege might take. 

1. DASEIN'S UNDERSTANDING OF BEING 

Heidegger's principal concern in the works I will be discussing is the "question of 
being." For our purposes the important thing is not this question itself, but rather 
the groundwork Heidegger lays for posing it. To be in a position to pose the 
question of being, Heidegger thinks we must recognize what is sometimes called 
the "ontological difference. "This is the difference between Being ( das Sein) and 
entities (das Seiende) , which Heidegger expresses in formulations like the following: 

The Being of entities 'is' not itself an entity.' 

Heidegger uses "das Seiende" to refer to what there is, to all the particular things 
that we are able to encounter-that is, to think about or do something with. (This 
usage can be captured by the English "everything," although I will use the more 
conventional translation "entities. ") While das Seiende is what there is, das Sein 

(Being) is what it is to be an entity. It is the answer to the question of what makes 
an entity an entity. Heidegger says that Being is "that which determines entities as 
entities, that on the basis of which entities are already understood, however we 
may discuss them in detail" (Being and Time, 2. 5-6). 

Heidegger approaches the task of articulating Being via an investigation of a 
particular kind of entity, namely, human beings, or Dasein. He takes this approach 
because he thinks that Dasein always has an understanding of Being, though this 
understanding is typically inexplicit and confused. It is an understanding exhib
ited in Dasein's comportment toward entities, but is not typically articulated. 
Heidegger sees his task as clarifying and rendering explicit the understanding of 

I Heidegger, B~ng and Time,John Macquarrie and Edward Robinson, trans. (New York: Harper 
and Row, 1962), 26. 

The terms "das Sein" and "das Seimdi' pose special problem, for the translator. Both terms are 
substantives derived from the verb s~n (to bel. Either could be translated naturally as "being." But 
since Heidegger makes an absolutely crucial distinction between das ~tnde and das S~n, we need to 
mark the differenttcrm, in English. 

Macquarrie and Robinson and most other translators u,e "Being" for das ~n. Some translators 
use the lower-case "being," in an effort to demystify the Srinsfrage.l see no advantage in this: Heidegger 
himself insists that what is being investigated when we investigate das S~n will not be obvious, and 
using the 10weHase can make it hard to keep track of the ontological difference. 

Translators differ in their renderings of "das Seiendi': some use "beings/' some "entities," some 
"what is." None of these is perfect: "beings" makes it hard to keep track of the Being/beings distinc
tion; "entities" lose. the etymological connection between das ~n and das ~endl!, "what is· i. gram
matically awkward. Because I want to avoid both the risk of connating das ~n with das ~ende and 
grammatical awkwardness, I will use "entities," e><cept where I resort to the expedient of bringing the 
German into the text. 

I will alter quotations from translations as necessary to consistently render Mdas Sein" as "Being" 
and "das Seiende" as "entities." 
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Being that Dasein already possesses prior to its pursuit of explicitly philosophical 
inquiry. 

Heidegger starts with the idea that Dasein 's understanding of Being is exhib
ited in its knowing what things are. There are at least two ways Dasein can exhibit 
a knowledge of what something is: it can take up and use the thing in the course 
of its practical pursuits, or it can say what the thing is and say something about 
what characteristics it has. Heidegger thinks that the ability to grasp a particular 
entity either practically or theoretically -to know what it is-presupposes a grasp 
of the totality to which it belongs. In using an entity in one's practical activities or 
in making statements about an entity, one grasps the entity as an instance of a 
certain type within a structured range of possible types; one grasps it as possessing 
certain features out of a range of possible features of which one has a prior under
standing. To giye a simple example: in order for me to be able to say that the table 
is brown, I must be able to identify things as tables (as opposed to chairs, desks, 
bureaus, etc.) and to recognize the color brown (as opposed to red, orange, etc.). 

Heidegger believes that Dasein, as part of its understanding of Being, has an 
understanding of the most comprehensive totality -the totality that allows us to 
recognize any entity as an entity. This is the totality of entities as a whole. In The 

Essence of Reasons, Heidegger describes Dasein 's understanding of this totality as 
follows: 

Human Dasein, an entity situated in the midst of entities and relating itself to [behaving to
ward] entities, exists in such a way that entities as a whole are always manifest, and manifest 
as a totality. But this totality must not be conceived in any explicit fashion; its range is 
variable, and the fact that it belongs to Dasein can be concealed. We understand this total
ity without grasping, or "completely" investigating, the whole of manifest entities in all 
their particular connections, realms, and strata.' 

Entities as a whole [das Seiende im Ganzen] are manifest to Dasein, even though 
Dasein does not grasp every individual entity. Dasein understands the totality. 
And it is Dasein's understanding of this totality-the manifestness of the totality 
to Dasein-that makes it possible for Dasein to grasp (in either a practical or an 
articulate manner) any entity at all, including Dasein itself. To encounter an en
tity-to recognize something as what it is -is to locate it within the totality of 

entities. 
Heidegger uses the term "world" for the totality within which Dasein locates 

itself and encounters other entities. So we can say that Dasein 's understanding of 
the world makes it possible for Dasein to encounter any particular entity. Because 
Dasein understands the totality of entities [das Seiende im Ganzen], Dasein can 
perceive, think about, and talk about particular entities. As Heidegger puts it: 

As a totality, world "is" no particular entity but rather that by means of and in terms of 
which Dasein gives itself to understand [signihl what entities it can behave toward and how it 
can behave toward them. (The Essence of Reasons, 85) 

My topic is a problem that arises from Heidegger 's reflections on this doctrine. 
He comes to see a logical problem in his attempts to describe the relationship 

.. Heidegger. The Essence of R£asons, Terrence Malick, Lrans. (Evanston, IL: Northwestern Upiver
sily Press, 1969), 83-5· 
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between Dasein 's grasp of the world, or of entities as a whole, and Dasein 's ability 
to encounter particular things. I now turn to the way this problem emerges in 
''What is Metaphysics? ". 

2. THE GUIDING QUESTION OF "WHAT IS METAPHYSICS?" 

The ostensible topic of Heidegger 's lecture ''What is Metaphysics?" is the charac

ter of inquiry in the sciences (the Wissenschaften).J But since the way researchers 
encounter the objects of their studies is a special case of the way Dasein encoun
ters entities, Heidegger promptly turns to the general issue of what makes it pos
sible for Dasein to make assertions about, or think about, das Seiende. He says: 

In this "pursuit" [of science] nothing less transpires than the irruption by one entity called 
"the human being" into the whole of entities [das Seiende im Ganzen], indeed in such a way 
that in and through this irruption entities [das Seiende] break open and show what they are 
and how they are. (WIM, 83) 

The main point of the lecture is to explicate Dasein 's relation to das Seiende im 
Ganzen-the relation that allows entities to show what they are and how they are. 

Heidegger attempts to clarify Dasein 's relation to das Seiende im Ganzen by way 
of contrast with what it is not. He writes: 

As surely as we can never comprehend absolutely the whole of entities in itself, we certainly 
do find ourselves stationed in the midst of entities that are unveiled somehow as a whole. 
In the end an essential distinction prevails between comprehending the whole of entities 
in itself and finding oneself in the midst of entities as a whole. The former is impossible in 
principle. The latter happens all the time in our Dasein .... No matter how fragmented 
our everyday existence may appear to be, however, it always deals with entities in a unity of 
the "whole," if only in a shadowy way. (WIM, 87) 

Heidegger distinguishes finding ourselves in the midst of entities as a whole -
which is the characteristic ofDasein that he seeks to clarify -from something that 
is "impossible in principle. "It is impossible to "comprehend absolutely the whole 
of entities in itself. " 

What exactly is said to be impossible? There are two ways in which someone 
might think she could comprehend the whole of entities. One way would be to 
run over every entity in thought, to think about everything in turn. But even if this 
were humanly possible, it would not bring entities "as a whole" into view. The 
whole of entities is an organized totality; you would fail to grasp this totality as a 
totality if you simply thought about each entity one at a time. 

The second way in which it might seem that one could comprehend the whole 

of entities is, not to think about every entity in turn, but to grasp the whole to 
which all entities belong. This is what Heidegger declares to be impossible. He 
thinks it is confused to suppose that one could, as it were, get outside the whole of 
entities in thought, and from this perspective conceive the whole. To try to turn 
the whole of entities into an object of thought in this way would be to treat the 
whole of entities as an entity. But the world is not an entity; it is instead that to 
which we are related in such a way that we are able to encounter entities. Accord-

f I will occasionally use the German word as a reminder that Heidegger's inIJesligaLion is not 
concerned exclusively with the natural sciences, but expressly includes all fields of knowledge. 
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ing to Heidegger, whatever our relation to the whole of entities is, it is fundamen
tally different from our relation to a particular entity that we comprehend. 

Heidegger's claim that Dasein can never grasp or comprehend the whole of 
entities seems to contradict Heidegger 's doctrine concerning Dasein 's relation to 
the world. According to that doctrine, Dasein always has an understanding of 
entities as a whole, and this understanding is what makes it possible for Dasein to 
encounter any particular entity. But now Heidegger has said that it is impossible 
for Dasein to grasp the whole of entities. Heidegger finds himself committed both 
to the view that Dasein musl understand entities as a whole and to the view that 
Dasein cannol grasp or comprehend entities as a whole. 

The tension between these views is an expression of the predicament in which 

Heidegger finds himself when he investigates the conditions for the possibility of 
encountering (using in a competent manner, thinking about, talking about) enti
ties. I will suggest that 'What is Metaphysics?" is Heidegger's attempt to extricate 
himself from these seemingly incompatible commitments. But in order to read 
'What is Metaphysics?" this way, we first have to figure out what is going on when 
Heidegger introduces what appears to be a bizarre, ifnot absurd, change of topic -
namely, the Nothing. 

3. ENTITIES AND THE NOTHING 

Heidegger has claimed that entities as a whole [ das Seiende im GanunJ are not 
themselves an entity; they are not an external object nor a potential object of 
thought. We may see Heidegger as moving from this claim to a discussion of "the 
Nothing" in three steps. First, he says that the totality of entities is no Ihing. Sec
ond, he says that when entities as a whole are revealed to us what is revealed is 
nothing. Third, he poses the following question: what is the character of this Noth
ing that is revealed?" 

In these three steps we may identify two distinct verbal transitions involving 
Heidegger's use of the word "nothing": (i) a transition from saying thaI the total
ity of entities is not any thing to saying that the totality of entities is nothing; (ii) a 
transition from using the word "nothing" in expressions like "Nothing is revealed to 
Dasein" to using it as a substantive in statements and questions about the Nothing 
that is said to be revealed. Each of these two transformations invites the objection 
that Heidegger is twisting words and deforming language to such an extent that 
what he is saying is at best highly misleading and at worst meaningless. I think an 
examination of this objection will clarify what Heidegger takes himself to be do
ing when he discusses "the Nothing" in Being and Time and 'What is Metaphysics? ". 

The first transformation is most explicit in Heidegger 's discussion of anxiety 
in Being and Time. In both Being and Time and 'What is Metaphysics?", anxiety fig
ures as a fundamental mood of Dasein in which Dasein 's relation to entities as a 
whole ( "Being-in-the-world ") is revealed. 7 Heidegger first says that what is revealed 

, I will capitalize "Nothing" when it is used to translate Heidegger'. "das Nichu." The capitaliza
tion mark. that Heidegger is using the gl apheme "Nichts" in a nonstandard way, and that hi. word 
may turn OUl to be a neologism. 

, Although I will not say much about anxiety in this paper, my argument ought to clarifY the 
logical status of Heideggcr's talk about anxiety. 
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in anxiety (that in the face of which Dasein is anxious) is not an entity: 'That in 
the face of which one has anxiety is not an entity within-the-world .. (Being and 

Time, 23 I). It then comes naturally to say: "Nothing which is ready-to-hand or 
present-at-hand within the world functions as that in the face of which anxiety is 
anxious" (ibid.). This is expressed, Heidegger thinks, when, after anxiety has sub
sided, we say that "'it was really nothing '" (ibid.; cf. WIM, 89). 

But Heidegger also says, "as a phenomenon ... the warld as such is that in the face 

of which one has anxiety" (Being and Time, 23I). Again, "Being-anxious discloses, 
primordially and directly, the world as world" (ibid., 232). If we combine these 
two ways of describing that in the face of which one is anxious, we may conclude 
that the world is nothing. This is, at best, a highly misleading formulation. Even if 
it is right to say that the world as a whole is not an entity, or that it is no thing, it is 
perverse to express this by saying that the world is nothing. For this latter expres
sion suggests that the world is nonexistent, or perhaps (on a more idiomatic read
ing) that the world is insignificant. And neither of these suggestions can possibly 
capture what Heidegger means. 

Heidegger in effect concedes that it is misleading to say that the world is noth
ing, but the way he expresses this concession hardly clears matters up. Heidegger 
explicitly acknowledges the equivalence between the world and nothing that I 
just inferred when he writes "the Nothing-that is, the world as such-is that in 
the face of which anxiety is anxious" (ibid.). The concession comes when Heidegger 
describes that in the face of which Dasein is anxious: 

But this Nothing ready-to-hand ... is not totally nothing. The Nothing ready-to-hand is 
grounded in the most primordial 'something'-in the world. (ibid.) 

The world, Heidegger says, is not really nothing; it is the "most primordial 'some
thing.·" This means that Heidegger is not in earnest when he says or implies that 
the world is nothing. We can understand him as using a form of words that. though 
literally false. is supposed to remind us that the world is not itself a thing. but is 
rather that totality within which particular things can manifest themselves. 

But now the way Heidegger has framed his rejection of the idea that the world 
is nothing involves the second transition I mentioned above. Heidegger moves 
from the claim that that in the face of which Dasein is anxious is nothing within
the-world to the claim that that in the face of which Dasein is anxious is the Nothing 

(which he then glosses as "the world as such "). That is, he takes the word "noth
ing," which has been functioning as a logical particle in expressions like "nothing 
ready-to-hand," and turns it into a substantive, viz., "the Nothing." 

This is the move that has drawn the critical fire of Rudolf Carnap and, follow
ing him. of many analytic philosophers. I Carnap cites several of Heidegger's sen
tences about the Nothing as examples of metaphysical nonsense. According to 
Carnap. Heidegger is trying to useoa logical particle as a substantive; that attempt 
violates the rules governing the logical structure of sentences. and consequently 
Heidegger's sentences about the Nothing are nonsense. 

• Carnap's critique is contained in "The Elimination of Metaphysics through the Logical Analysis 
of Language." A. Pap. trans., in A.J. Ayer, ed .• Logical Positivism (Glencoe. IL: Free Press, 1959). Phi
losophers who have followed Carnap's lead in criticizing Heidegger include A.J. Ayer. W. V. O. Quine, 
and George Pitcher. 
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To understand what Heidegger is up to, it will be helpful to consider whether 
this criticism is successful. The first thing to note is that Carnap 's criticism wouldn't 
apply if Heidegger were simply introducing a new use of the sIring ofletters "noth
ing." If Heidegger were clear about when he is using the string "nothing" as a 
logical particle and when he is using it as a substantive, and if we could figure out 
what the words "the Nothing" referred to, then Carnap would have no grounds 
for saying that Heidegger is producing nonsensical utterances. (Carnap might 
still regard Heidegger's coinage as a confusing or unhelpful piece of terminol
ogy; but such a criticism would fall far short of the charge of nonsensicality that 
Carnap actually levels.) 

But Heidegger deprives himself of this kind of defense against Carnap 's criti
cism. In the way Heidegger introduces his talk of the Nothing, he appears to 
deliberately blur the two uses ofthe string "nothing" that a defense against Carnap 
would require him to hold firmly distinct. He seems to insist that the substantive 

use of the string (in the expression "the Nothing ") is the same as-or is implicit 
in-the use of "nothing" as a logical particle. In the passages I quoted above, after 
saying that that in the face of which Dasein is anxious is nothing ready-to-hand, 
Heidegger refers to "this Nothing ready-to-hand, .. as though the former use of 
"nothing" implied that there is something he can refer to as "this Nothing." This 
seems to be exactly the sort of attempt to turn a logical particle ( "nothing ready
to-hand ") into a substantive ("this Nothing ready-to-hand n) that Carnap criticizes. 

The passages we have examined so far come from Being and Time, but the same 
verbal transitions occur also in ''What is Metaphysics? n, and they occur there in a 
selling that seems especially calculated to raise the ire of philosophers like Carnap. 
Such philosophers take their inspiration and their topics of investigation from 
the sciences. And in ''What is Metaphysics? " Heidegger purports to direct his in
vestigation to the status of the sciences; in particular, he says he is concerned to 
characterize the proper domain of the Wissenschaften in the spirit of a "scientific 
man. n And he begins his investigation of the domain ofthe sciences with a thought 
that ought to be congenial to scientifically minded philosophers. To characterize 
the domain of the Wissenschajten, to say what it is they study, it is quite natural to 
say that they study everything: any entity can be a topic of scientific investigation. 
Heidegger expresses this idea when he writes: 

What should be examined is das Seiende only, and besides that-nothing; das Seiende alone, 
and further-nothing; solely das Seiende, and beyond that-nothing. (WIM, 84) 

Now we might wonder whether this formulation is likely to spring naturally to the 
lips of a scientifically minded philosopher. Such a philosopher might well say, 
'The sciences study everything there is. n But he would likely find it strange to add 
"and beyond that nothing. n We could perhaps imagine a scientifically minded 
philosopher saying, "The sciences study everything there is-and nothing there 
isn't," where the appended phrase is meant to say that the sciences do not study 
pseudo-objects like witches and astrological influences. If the "and beyond that
nothing" that Heidegger puts in the mouth of his "scientific man n is meant in 
some such way, then perhaps there will be no reason for a scientifically minded 
philosopher to object to Heidegger 's formulation. 
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But regardless of whether the phrase "and beyond that-nothing" can be made 
to seem part of a natural characterization of the domain of the WissenschaJlen, 

Heidegger is sure to elicit the Carnapian objection when he says the following 
about the scientific man's statement of the domain of the Wissenschaften: "[Wj hat 
is remarkable is that, precisely in the way scientific man secures to himself what is 
most properly his, he speaks, whether explicitly or not, of something different " 
(WIM, 84). According to Heidegger, when the scientific man tries to express what 
the sciences concern themselves with (namely, what there is, das Seiende) , he men
tions-in addition to what there is-nothing. And Heidegger then turns his at
tention to the Nothing that the scientific man allegedly refers to; he asks, "How is 
it with this Nothing? " Heidegger seems to be assuming that the statement "The 
sciences study das Seiende, and further-nothing" involves a reference to "the 
Nothing." Heidegger even seems to think that a study of the Nothing is particu
larly urgent because it is the one thing the sciences ignore. He writes: 

The Nothing is rejected precisely by science, given up as a nullity .... If science is right, 
then only one thing is sure: science wishes to know nothing of the Nothing. (WIM, 84) 

If Heidegger is in fact assuming that when one says 'The sciences study das 

Seiende, and further-nothing" one is referring to something called "the Noth
ing," ifhe is in fact assuming that "nothing" is the name of "something different" 
from das Seiende, then it seems that Carnap 's criticism is justified. To unmask the 
fallacy that Heidegger seems to be committing, we need only a passing acquain
tance with modern logic.' Logical reflection shows that the word "nothing" as it 
appears in the scientific man's statement is not the name of something; rather it is 
a logical particle which is used to form a negated existential statement. To make 
the example more tractable, let's reformulate the scientific man's statement so as 
to bring its use of "nothing" to the fore: "Nothing falls outside the scope of the 
Wissenschaften. "'0 Using the standard tools of modem logic, we may symbolize this 
as: -(3x)Ox, where Ox = "x falls outside the scope of the Wissenschaften." This 
shows that the word "nothing" disappears into the logical analysis; there is no 
symbol corresponding to it; it is not a name. We seem forced to conclude -as 
Carnap does-that if only Heidegger would take cognizance of this insight, he 
would give up the idea that there is some mysterious nonexistent thing called 
"nothing" that calls for metaphysical investigation. 

I think that Carnap is right that one would have to be confused to claim that the 
scientific man, in saying that the sciences study das Seiendeand nothing else, is refer
ring to something called "the Nothing. "n But I want to challenge the assumption 

• Actually, we do not need any instruction in logic at all. Even children can appreciate the silliness 
of an adult answering their complaint ''There is nothing 10 play with around here" with "Grab that 
nothing and start playing with it." We must presume that Heidegger too is aware of the manifest 
silliness of sllpposing that the use of "nothing" as a logical particle involves a referential use; we need 
an interpretation of him that Can accommodate such an awareness. 

'0 I am assuming that this sentence captures the meaning of ''The WisserlSchajlen study das Seiende 
and nothing else"; but in any case "Nothing falls outside the scope of the WisserlSchaftm" is in the spirit 
of the scientific man " statement. 

.. I here credit Carnap with a valid criticism of what he takes Hcidegger to be doing in lhe 
passage at issue. But I actually think that, even if we grant that Heidegger really is confused in the way 
thal Carnap takes him to be, Carnap's criticism still misses its mark. In making his criticism, CaTnap 
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of Heidegger's critics that we have to attribute this claim to Heidegger. I have 
granted that it can easily look as though Heidegger is trying to conflate the use of 
"nothing" as a logical particle with his idiosyncratic use of "the Nothing" as a 
substantive. But a closer examination shows that this is not in fact what Heidegger 
is trying to do. Carnap 's criticism assumes that Heidegger is using "the Nothing" 
as a referring expression, and that Heidegger attributes such a referential use of 
"nothing" to the scientific man as well. But immediately after he introduces the 
phrase "the Nothing," Heidegger raises the question of whether it even makes 

sense to regard "the Nothing" as a referring expression; later he concludes that 
the Nothing is not an entity of any kind, and so it is not something that can be 
referred to in the straightforward way in which we refer to entities. 

These features of Heidegger's use of "the Nothing" are quite difficult to un
derstand, and in the next section I will try to come to terms with some of the 
difficulties they entail. But they are already sufficient to show that Carnap 's criti
cism-based as it is on the assumption that Heidegger is using "the Nothing" to 
refer to some thing-misses its mark. Still, an interpretative puzzle remains: why 
does Heidegger seem to attribute a reference to the Nothing to the scientific man? 
That is, why does Heidegger say that "when science tries to express its own proper 
essence it calls upon the Nothing for help" (WIM, 84)? Why does he say that the 
scientific man, in saying that the sciences study das Seiendeand nothing else, "speaks, 
whether explicitly or not, of something different" (WIM, 84)? I would suggest 
that in making this particular transition from the scientific man's statement to his 
own investigation ofthe Nothing, Heidegger is speaking tongue-in-cheek. He knows 
full well that the scientific man isn't referring to something he calls "the Noth
ing"; as we've seen, according to Heidegger the Nothing isn't even something 
one can refer to in the usual way. Heidegger is trying to make the point that the 
scientific man, whether he realizes it or not, presupposes an understanding of das 

Seiende of the sort that Heidegger 's metaphysical investigation aims to elucidate. 
This presupposition won't be obvious to the scientific man, and so Heidegger 

uses a slightly high-handed, even cheeky, formulation to draw attention to it. We 
can bring out the way the scientific man implicitly presupposes an understanding 
of das Seiende by reconsidering the attempt to provide a logical analysis of the 
scientific man's statement. Its logical symbolization is -( 3c)Ox. Heidegger is con
cerned with that which has to be in place in order for us to understand such a 
symbolization. One salient feature of the symbolization is the use of the quanti
fier. Our grasp of the quantifier involves a grasp of the role that quantified state
ments play in inferences; for example, my grasp of the quantifier "all" in "All 
whales are mammals" must involve my understanding of its role in the inference 
from "Moby Dick is a whale" to "Moby Dick is a mammal. .. My ability to grasp 
quantified statements is inseparable from my ability to grasp statements about 
particulars. Heidegger'sinvestigation is supposed to explain the ability to grasp 
statements about particulars and thereby to explicate what makes it possible for 
us to understand the symbolizations of formal logic. 

has to say that Heidegger is actually using the logical particle as a .ubstantive. Butlthink there is no such 
thing as u.ing a logical particle in Ulat way. I argue for this claim in my "Conceptions of Nonseme in Camap 
and Willgcmtein," in Alice Crary and Rupert Read. cds" The New Wittgmstnn (New York: RQutledge. '2.000). 
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The other noteworthy feature of the symbolization -( 3x) Ox is the presence of 
a negation symbol. In order to understand this symbolization, we must know what 

it is to negate an existential statement; understanding this kind of negation re
quires understanding how negation works in general. This is a second aspect of 
our thinking that Heidegger wants to elucidate. He holds that negation is partly 
constitutive of thinking: every thought is negatable, and a thought is what it is 
partly by virtue of its being the negation of another thought. His account of the 
Nothing is an attempt to elucidate negation. He notoriously claims that negation 
arises out of the Nothing: "the Nothing is the origin of negation, not vice versa .. 
(WIM, 92.). Without pausing to try to explicate this claim, we may take the general 
point that Heidegger's discussion of the Nothing is meant at least in part as an 
account of the possibility of negation. 

On my interpretation, when Heidegger suggests that the scientific man is re
ferring to the Nothing, he is trying to draw attention to the need for a metaphysi
cal investigation of whatever it is that underlies the investigation of particular 
entities that is the business of the Wiuenschaften. He mayor may not succeed in 
bringing about such reflection on the part of scientifically minded philosophers -
the reception of Heidegger by the analytic tradition provides little occasion for 
optimism in this regard-but he is not falling into the plain logical confusion that 
Camap attributes to him. 

I would maintain further that Carnap and other analytic critics haven't ad
dressed the metaphysical issues Heidegger is concerned with. Carnap considers it 
a sufficient refutation of Heidegger 's discussion of the Nothing to produce logi
cal symbolizations that show that the word "nothing" is used to form negated 
existential statements. Heidegger could respond that the use of the word "noth
ing" in negated existential statements is exactly the sort of thing that he wants to 
clarify. While Carnap seems to think that providing a logical analysis of a sentence 
like "Nothing lies ou tside the scope of the Wissenschaften" is the end of philosophi
cal inquiry, Heidegger thinks it isjust the beginning. His aim is to explicate that 
which makes it possible for us to understand quantification and negation. When 
Heidegger asks, "How is it with this Nothing? ", part of what he is concerned with 
can be expressed by such questions as: "How does the logical particle do its work? " 
and "How is Dasein able to understand the negation and quantification in terms 
of which sentences like the scientific man's are analyzed?". The logical analysis of 
sentences presupposes answers to these questions; it does not provide them. In 
sum, Carnap and other critics do not see that Heidegger is engaged in a metaphysi
cal inquiry into the understanding of entities that is presupposed by logical analysis. 
Heidegger's inquiry mayor may not actually shed any light on the character of this 
understanding, but we should credit him with a genuine interest in the metaphysi
cal underpinnings of the uses of language that symbolic logic seeks to represent. 

Heidegger's investigation of the possibility of encountering particular entities 
impels him to discuss entities as a whole. In this section, I have considered the way 
Heidegger !Urns his talk about entities as a whole into talk about the Nothing, 
and I have suggested that Heidegger would maintain that modern logic's analysis 
of the role of the word "nothing" actually presupposes the understanding of the 
Nothing that he aims to elucidate. But now we have to confront the apparent 
illogicality ofreferr!ng to the Nothing. 
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4. HEIDEGGER'S VIOLATION OF LOGICAL CONSTRAINTS 

We have seen that Heidegger's talk of the Nothing belongs to his attempt to ar
ticulate that which makes it possible for us to encounter (to manipulate in a com
petent manner, to think about, to talk about) entities at all. Our encountering 
any particular entity presupposes that entities as a whole have been revealed to us. 
But this revelation is difficult to describe, for entities as a whole ( das Seiende im 

Ganzen) are not another entity. As we have seen, Heidegger is led to say that the 
I evelation of das Seiende im Ganzen is the revelation of the Nothing. He then frames 
his question about the conditions for the possibility of encountering entities as 
"What is the Nothing? ". 

The first thing Heidegger notes about his question is that it is logically pecu
liar. He formulates the paradox involved in asking about the Nothing as forcefully 
as his harshest critics: 

What is the Nothing? Our very first approach to this question has something unusual about 
it. In our asking we posit the Nothing in advance as something that "is" such and such; we 
posit it as an entity. But that is exactly what it is distinguished from. Interrogating the 
Nothing-asking what and how it, the Nothing, is---turns what is interrogated into its op
posite. The question deprives itself of its own object. 

A ccordingly, every answer to this question is also impossible from the start. For it 
necessarily assumes the form: the Nothing "is" this or that. With regard to the Nothing, 
question and answer alike are inherently absurd. (WIM, 85)" 

The question ''What is the Nothing?" appears to be directed toward an object, 
viz., the referent of the expression "the Nothing." Asking a question or making an 
assertion presupposes an object about which we ask or assert something. Ques
tioning and asserting are ways in which Dasein encounters entities: questions and 
assertions direct our attention to the entities they are about. If the sentences in
volving the words "the Nothing" are questions and assertions, then the Nothing 
must be the sort of thing that can be the topic of questions, assertions, or judg
ments-that is, it must be an entity. 'J 

But Heidegger's point in using the words "the Nothing" for the topic of his 
inquiry is to emphasize that what he is investigating is different from entities. The 
Nothing is not an entity but is instead that which makes all thought about entities 
possible. Heidegger declares that the Nothing is distinct from entities, from any 
possible object of thought; but he wants to think and talk about the Nothing, and 
thought and talk always have an object. Thus it seems that Heidegger is commit
ted both to the claim that the Nothing is not an object of thought and to the claim 
that the Nothing is an object of thought. Hence Heidegger concludes that "[ w Jith 
regard to the Nothing, question and answer alike are inherently absurd ... 

" Heidegger makes essentially the same argument in 'he lectures published as An IntroductiDn to 
MLtaphysiCJ, Gregory Fried and Richard Poll, trans. (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2000), 25tf. In 
general, the treatment of the Nothing in these lectures follows the lines laid down in "What is Meta
physics?". 

I} Thi5 argument is based on Heidegger's discussion of assertion in Being and Time (Seelion 32, 
"Assertion as a derivative mode of interpretation"). He is thinking principally of simple predications 
(e.g., "The hammer is lOO heavy")' but his argument concerning the way assertions point out and 
diren our attention to entities also applies to more complicated assenions (e.g., "Mammals are warm
blooded"). 
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The contradiction inherent in talk about the Nothing is essentia1\y a reprise of 
the tension between Heidegger 's commitments both to the idea that Dasein must 
understand entities as a whole and to the idea that Dasein cannot comprehend 
entities as a whole. This problem is not an artifact of his idiosyncratic expression 
"the Nothing"; even ifhe eschewed the words "the Nothing" and only talked about 
entities as a whole the same problem would arise. Entities as a whole are not an 
entity; one cannot make entities as a whole an object of thought. But then how 
can we think about entities as a whole? How is it that Dasein can (indeed, must) 
have a grasp of entities as a whole? The problem of talking about the Nothingjust 
is the problem of talking about entities as a whole, and this problem is in turn the 
problem of talking about the world: in each of these cases we appear to have an 
assertion about something, but there is no object to which it is directed. 

In having incompatible commitments, in saying things that are "inherently 
absurd," Heidegger violates a principle that he takes to belong to logic, namely, 
the principle ofnon-i:ontradiction. In discussing the question ''What is the Noth
ing?", Heidegger acknowledges as much: 

The commonly cited ground rule of all thinking, the proposition that contradiction is to 
be avoided, universal "logic" itself, lays low this question. For thinking, which is always 
essentially thinking about something, must act in a way contrary to its own essence when it 
thinks of the Nothing. (WlM, 85) 

To understand how this raises an internal problem within Heidegger 's work, we 
need to consider Heidegger's views about logic. Many readers of Heidegger
ooth hostile and friendly-assume that Heidegger wants somehow to do away 
with logical constraints. They think that Heidegger wants to engage in an inquiry 
that need not respect the fundamental principles of logic, e.g., the principle of 
non-i:ontradiction. But such readings are difficult to reconcile with views about 
logic that Heidegger expressed just one year before he delivered "What is Meta
physics?". These can be found in the transcription of a lecture course published 
as The Metaphysical Foundations of Logic. In these lectures, Heidegger embraces a 
thesis that most analytic philosophers would find congenial, namely, the thesis 
that thinking requires fo1\owing the rules of thought. Heidegger singles out four 
traditional rules of thought: the principle of identity, the principle ofnon-i:ontra
diction, the principle of excluded middle, and the principle of sufficient reason. 
He characterizes the relation between such principles and thought as follows: 

These basic principles [Grund-Satu) are not rules alongside a thinking that would be deter
mined from elsewhere, but they are the grounds for statements [Satu] in general, grounds 
which make thinking possible. '. 

According to Heidegger, the basic principles of thought make thinking possible. 
Thinkers owe a1\egiance to the principles of logic; there is no such thing as think
ing that ignores them. This applies even to metaphysical thinking: 

Every science, including metaphysics, and every form of prescientific thinking uses, as think
ing, the formal rules of though!. Using the rules of thought in the thinking process is 
uncircumventable. " 

.. Heidegger, The Metaphysical Foundations of Logic, Michael Heim, trans. (Bloomington, IN: Indi· 
ana University Pre.s, 1984), 19.1n subsequent quotations I will occasionally modifY Heim's translation. 

" Heidegger, The Metaphysical Foundations of Logic, 104. 
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Heidegger's commitment to the uncircumventability of logic means that it can
not be right to say that he wants to pursue an inquiry in the absence of logical 
constraints. But then "What is Metaphysics?" presents a formidable interpretative 
problem. To say that the principles of logic make thinking possible means, at a 
minimum, that when a thinker recognizes that she is in violation of the laws of 
logic, she is obliged to bring herself into conformity with them. If she refuses to 
modify her cognitive position as regards the violation, Heidegger 's conception of 
logic entails that she does not then have a thought, even though she may mistak
enly take herself to have one. Since Heidegger recognizes that his talk of the 
Nothing is incompatible with the principle of non-contradiction, his conception 
oflogic would seem to require that he modify or withdraw this talk. But Heidegger 
does no such thing. He concedes "the ostensible absurdity of question and an
swer with respect to the Nothing" and "the formal impossibility of the question of 
the Nothing" (WIM, 86). He says that "the objections of the intellect would call a 
halt to our search" (WIM, 87). But he persists in his search nonetheless; he says 
that this "formal impossibility" and "the objections of the intellect" should not be 
allowed to derail his metaphysical investigation. 

Heidegger is in a difficult predicament. Some of his most fundamental com
mitments are in conflict. On the one hand, his conception of logic implies that 
there is no such thing as a thought about the Nothing. But, on the other hand, 
when he attempts to elucidate how the revelation of das Seiende im Ganzen makes 
possible our thoughts about entities, he finds himself compelled to think about 
the Nothing in just the way ruled out by his own conception of logic. In the face of 
this conflict, Heidegger perseveres with his investigation of the Nothing. What 
does this signify? Does it mean that he is giving up his conception of logic, or that 
he is denying that logic applies to metaphysics? Does he have some way of bring
ing his commitments into harmony? 

5. HEIDEGGER'S ATTEMPT TO OVERCOME HIS PREDICAMENT 

Any attempt to understand the status of Heidegger 's talk of the Nothing must 
take into account Heidegger 's openness about the problematic character of asser
tions and questions about the Nothing. Heidegger has scarcely introduced his 
question 'What is the Nothing?" when he makes the point that, since "thinking ... 
is always essentially thinking about something" (WIM, 85), the very question itself 
involves a logical incoherence. Furthermore, Heidegger alludes to his view that 
all thinking owes allegiance to the laws of logic, or, in other words, that there can 
be no such thing as illogical thought. He writes: 

Since it remains wholly impossible for us to make the Nothing into an object, have we not 
already come to the end of our inquiry into the Nothing-assuming that in this question 
"logic (i.e., logic in the usual sense in which one takes this term)·6 is of supreme impor
tance, that the intellect is the means, and thought the way, to conceive the Nothing origi
nally and to decide about its possible unveiling. (WIM, 85) 

16 This parenthetical remark appeared in the original 1929 venian but was later deleted. 
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Here Heidegger implies that using thought in answering a question is to assign 
"logic" supreme importance. 17 This is a restatement of his basic commitment in 
The Metaphysical Foundations of Logic . But he has departed from his earlier position 
in one crucial respect. In The Metaphysical Foundations of Logic Heidegger regards 
any sort of inquiry (even metaphysics) as thinking and as therefore owing alle
giance to the laws of logic. But now in "What is Metaphysics?" he says that the 
notion that the metaphysical question of the Nothing is to be addressed by think
ing is merely an assumption. He thereby suggests that there is some alternative 
mode of inquiry, different from thinking and not beholden to logic, to pursue the 
question about the Nothing. We are now in a position to see how this inquiry is 
supposed to proceed. 

What lesson does Heidegger want us to take from his arguments that his in
quiry into the Nothing is formally impossible, that every question or statement 
about the Nothing is ostensibly absurd? I suggest that what Heidegger wants us to 
conclude from the incompatibility between his conception of logic and his sen
tences involving "the Nothing" is the following: the sentences that purport to be 
about the Nothing are not assertions or questions. If the sentences are not asser
tions or questions, then they will not be subject to the logical strictures that ques
tions and assertions are, and they will not have to be about some entity. If the 
sentences are not assertions or questions, then we need not think that "the Noth

ing" refers to an entity. 
It might well seem that this interpretative option (taking Heidegger 's sentences 

involving "the Nothing" to be neither assertions nor questions) is no favor to 
Heidegger. On my reading, Heidegger wants us to realize that his sentences do 
not express thoughts. His sentences appear to have cognitive content, but 
Heidegger, on my reading, wants us to regard this appearance as deceptive. It 
would thus seem that I am reading Heidegger precisely as Carnap does when he 
declares that Heidegger's metaphysical writings do not even get as far as express
ing thoughts. 

To see how Heidegger, on my reading. differs from his critics. we need to con
sider what happens when Heidegger puts forward sentences that appear to be 
assertions. even while he emphasizes their logical defects. The sentence "The 
Nothing makes it possible for us to encounter entities. " for example. appears to 
tell us something about the Nothing; "the Nothing" seems to be functioning as a 
referring expression. When Heidegger reminds us of the peculiar character of 
the Nothing. we are supposed to recognize that "the Nothing" is not a referring 
expression. But then the meaning that we thought we could hear in "The Noth
ing makes it possible for us to encounter entities" is not available. The sentence 

" I believe that Heidegger uses .care-quotes around "logic" in order to refer to the usual philo
sophical articulation of the basic principles of logic. or what he also calls the "lradilionalinterpretation 
of thinking" (WIM. 92, note c). (In The Metaphyjico.l Foundatioru oj Logic he list> these traditional prin
ciples a.the principles of noncontradiction. of excluded middle. of identity, and of sufficient reason.) 
Heidegger does not want to commit himself to the claim that these traditional principles do in fact 
capture that to which any thinking owes allegiance. But his purpose in "What is Metaphysics?" is not to 
challenge whether some particular set of logical principle. adequately captures that to which any 
thinking owes allegiance, but rather to challenge the idea that metaphysical thinking owes allegiance 
to any set of logical principles. 
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misfires; it fails to express anything. But in seeing the precise way in which the 
sentence misfires, we come to see (Heidegger thinks) what it is that makes it pos
sible for Dasein to encounter entities. When we see exactly why "the Nothing" 
and "das Seiende im Ganzm" do not refer to anything, we come to see how our 
relation to the whole of entities underlies our encounters with particular entities. 

It is tempting to try to give a positive formulation of the insight into the neces
sary conditions for encountering entities that Heidegger seeks to convey; I have 
just yielded to this temptation by writing the phrase "our relation to the whole of 
entities underlies our encounters with particular entities. " But any such positive 
formulation will use an expression (e.g., "the whole of entities ") that purports to 
refer, and so will fail to capture the inexpressible insight that Heidegger seeks to 
convey. At best, such a sentence can evoke the insight in a reader. Heidegger 's 
sentences about the Nothing and entities as a whole do not say anything; never
theless, according to Heidegger, they show something through their breakdown. 
Moreover, it is the very thing that these sentences show -the very insight they 
provide-that precludes them from saying anything. For when we grasp the in
sight we will understand that "the Nothing" (like "entities as a whole" and "the 
world") is not a referring expression, and that sentences that purport to use these 
words as referring expressions do not say anything. Precisely by not saying any
thing, Heidegger's sentences can show this insight to the discerning reader; and 
this is why he stresses that his sentences do not say anything. 

6. FREGE'S PREDICAMENT AND HIS ATTEMPT TO OVERCOME IT 

The predicament that we have been examining bears important similarities to 
one that Frege finds himself in when he tries to explain his logical vocabulary in 
"On Concept and Object. "IS By considering how Frege attempts to extricate him
self from his predicament we will gain a new perspective on Heidegger 's project. 
From this perspective, we will be able to see that Heidegger 's metaphysical inves
tigation of the conditions for the possibility of thought is a project of the same 
general type as Frege's logical investigations of the structure of thought. And we 
will be able to see that the resort to logically suspect locutions is not simply a 

consequence of Heidegger 's idiosyncratic project or supposed antipathy to logic, 
but is instead a move that is quite compelling when one reflects on the fundamen
tal structure of thought. 

In laying out the logical symbolism he calls "Begriffsschrift, "I, Frege distin
guishes various kinds of propositional components. He distinguishes, for example, 
between objects and concepts, which are represented by different kinds of ex
pressions when sentences are symbolized in Begriffsschrift. A sentence express
ing a simple predication is represented by a well-formed combination of an ob
ject-expression and a concept-expression. 

One of Frege's fundamental ideas is that the meaning of a sub-sentential ex
pression is the contribution that it makes to the meaning of the sentence in which j 

., P. T. Geach, trans., in Translations/rom the Philosophical Writing.< o/GottlobFrege, P. T. Geach and 
M. Black, eds., Jrd ed. (Oxford: Blackwell, 1980). Hereafter cited as ·CO." 

1"11 use the German word without italics to refer to Frege's system of logical notation. 
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it appears. Different kinds of sentence components are distinguished by the dif
ferent functional roles they play in making up meaningful sentences. For an ex
pression to be a concept-expression, for example, is for it to playa predicative 
role in the sentences in which it appears; for an expression to be an object-expres
sion is for it to stand for that which is said to fait under a concept in the sentences 
in which it appears. One way Frege explains the functional role of a concept
expression is by saying that it stands in need of supplementation; a concept-ex
pression is unsaturated, or, in other words, its sign in Begriffsschrift has blanks 
which have to be filled in, in order to yield a sentence. We can represent a con
cept by writing, e.g., "_ is a horse" (CO, 4 7n). Object-expressions, by contrast, 
are saturated; they fill the blanks in concept expressions so as to yield sentences. 
According to Frege, a sentence that expresses a simple predication, e.g., "Black 
Beauty is a horse," can be analyzed as consisting of a predicative part ( "_ is a 
horse "), which stands for ( bedeutet) a concept, and a subject part ( "Black Beauty "), 
which stands for an object. 

Since object-expressions and concept-expressions play distinct functional roles 
in making up a complete sentence -since object-expressions are saturated while 
concept-expressions are unsaturated -an expression cannot at one and the same 
time stand for both a concept and an object. Frege stresses this point when, at the 
outset of The Foundations of Arithmetic, he lays down his guiding principles, one of 
which is "never to lose sight of the distinction between concept and object. "'0 In 
a discussion of Frege 's views, a philosopher named Benno Kerry claimed that in 
certain cases this distinction does not hold. In these cases, Kerry claimed, a single 
expression is serving simultaneously as a concept-expression and an object-ex
pression. Frege's response to Kerry's examples will bring out the predicament in 
which he finds himself. 

Kerry thinks that an expression is serving as both a concept-expression and an 
object-expression in sentences like the following: 

The concept horse is a concept easily attained. 

The expression "the concept horse" would certainly seem to be the name of a 
concept, namely, the concept horse. Indeed, the sentence says that the concept 
horse is a concept; if the sentence is true (as it surely seems to be), then the expres
sion "the concept horse" means a concept. Yet when one applies Frege 's methods 
of analysis to Kerry's example it turns OUt that the words "the concept horse" are 
functioning as an object-expression: "the concept horse" names a saturated item 
that is combined with the concept expressed by "_ is a concept easily attained. " 
Thus Kerry concludes that the expression "the concept horse" stands for both a 
concept and an object. 

In his response to Kerry, Frege says that this argument involves a misunder
standing of what it is to be a concept and what it is to be an object. To use Frege 's 
techniques of analysis properly, we cannot assume that "the concept horse" stands 
for a concept. To determine what this expression stands for, we must consider only 

its role in the sentence. Since its role is to serve as the subject of predication (and 

,. GOlllob Frege, The FuundationJ 0/ Arithmetic, J. L. Auslin, lrans., 2nd rev. ed. (EvanSlon, IL: 
Northwestern University Press, 1980), x. 
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it is not itself predicative), this expression names an object, not a concept. In 
Kerry's example, "the concept hurst" is not a concept-expression. Frege expresses 
this conclusion when he says, "the concept hurse is not a concept. " 

There is something peculiar about this conclusion, as Frege acknowledges: ' 

It must indeed be recognized that here we are confronted by an awkwardness oflanguage, 
which I admit cannot be avoided, if we say that the concept hone is not a concept, whereas, 
e.g., the city of Berlin is a city, and the volcano Vesuvius is a volcano. (CO, 46) 

This "awkwardness oflanguage" is not confined to isolated or contrived examples. 
It appears whenever one tries to identity a concept as such. And such attempts 

occur whenever one tries to explain Frege 's logical system. One of his basic tenets 
is that the "fundamental logical relation is that of an object's falling under a con

cept. "" If we then describe a particular thought-content in these terms, we will 
say, for example, that the sentence "Black Beauty is a horse" says that the object 
named by Black Beauty falls under the concept hurse. But now "the concept hurse" 

is functioning as the name of one item in relation to another (the object named 
by "Black Beauty "), and so, by Frege's criterion of what it is to be a concept, these 
words do not express a concept. So we fail to properly express the fundamental 
logical relationship that the sentence instantiates. 

Here is Frege's description of this predicament and of a way to address it: 

In logical discussions one quite often needs to say something about a concept, and to 
express this in the form usual for such predications-viz. to make what is said about the 
concept into the content of the grammatical predicate. Consequently, one would expect 
that what is meant by the grammatical subject would be the concept; but the concept as 
such cannot play this part, in view of its predicative nature; it must first be converted into 
an object, or, more precisely, an object must go proxy for it. We designate this object by 
prefixing the words 'the concept'; e.g.: 

'The concept man is not empty. ' 
Here the first three words are to be regarded as a proper name, which can no more be 
used predicatively than 'Berlin' or 'Vesuvius.' (CO, 46-7) 

According to Frege, an object "goes proxy" for the concept. But this means that 
what we appear to say about the concept (e.g., that it is easily attained, or that it is 
not empty) is not said about the concept at all, but about this proxy object. In
deed, even when Frege says, "An object must go proxy for the concept, " the words 
"the concept" do not name a concept; they already name one of these proxy ob
jects that he means to be explaining to us. Frege wants to pin down a concept and 
to make it a subject of predication, but the concept always slips away. 

The problem with Frege 's sentences is not simply that they fail to capture his 
thought. They suffer from a logical defect as well. Consider an example of the sort 
of sentence that unavoidably arises in logical discussions: 

The concept horse is a component of the judgment expressed by "Black Beauty is a horse." 

This statemen t is, we now see, false: "the concept hurse" is the name of an object, 
but the only object referred to in "Black Beauty is a horse" is Black Beauty. But the" 
sentence is supposed to convey an insight to the reader, and it is supposed to be 

" Frege, Posthumous Writing>, H. Hermes, F. K..mbartel, and F. K..ulbach, eds., P. Long .and R. 
White. trans. (Chicago: University arChieago Pre.s, 1979), 1I8. 
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able to do this because the object designated by "the concept horsi' is going proxy 
for the concept. The special form of representation that Frege calls "going proxy 
for" must be the proxy object's playing a saturated role on behalf of a thought
component that is essentially predicative, or unsaturated. And in order for the 
proxy to be of any use in getting around the awkwardness of expression, it must 
be capable of allowing us to "say something (true] about a concept." If there are 
any truths in this area at all, surely one of them is "The concept horse is a compo
nent of the judgment expressed by 'Black Beauty is a horse. ,,, Thus Frege is led to 

treat such sentences as strictly speaking false but as somehow also true. And this 
puts him in a logically untenable position. He cannot consistently regard the sen
tences he uses to convey his thought either as false or as true; but the distinctive 
characteristic of indicative sentences is that they are either true or false. Frege 
concludes that the sentences that he must use in order to lead the reader to his 
intended thought are not expressions of possible contents of judgments, but are 
misfiring expressions that are strictly speaking nonsensical. The problem with 
them is not that they are awkward or obscure or even false, but rather that they 
are not even sentences in the sense proper to logic. They lie outside logic's pur
view. 

One might wonder whether Frege has to concern himself with such elusive 
things as concepts and objects. Couldn't he just forego all talk about such (appar
ent) items? To see why the answer is no, we have to recall Frege 's purpose in 
developing the Begriffsschrift. The Begriffsschrift i~ a symbolic language that is to 

assist us in analyzing our thoughts and expressions so as to clarify their cognitive 
content. Analysis in terms of the Begriffsschrift requires distinguishing concepts 
and objects, and so when Frege describes his method of logical analysis or tries to 

instruct someone in its use, he comes out with sentences that are problematic in 
the way we have been discussing. Frege comes out with sentences that necessarily 
fail to say what he needs them to say. 

Moreover, Frege argues that any investigation of the logical structure of thought 
will encounter difficulties analogous to those he finds himself in. Thinkable con
tents have components, and logic's business is to decompose complete thoughts 
into these components in such a way that the inferential relations between think
able contents become clear. No matter what components a logician takes as the 
basic units of her particular brand of logical analysis, in describing these basic 
units she will find herself in a version of Frege 's predicament. u 

U Many philosophers believe that Frege is wrong to claim that a version of hi, predicament will 
arise in any system of logical analysis whalsoever, for they think that there is (or must be) a technical 
.olution of his paradoxes. There are at least two candidate. for such a solution: one is a theory of type> 
that would ban the formation of the paradoxical sentence. that so exercise Frege; the other, offered 
by Michael Dumrnell, is a recipe for replacing the problematic Fregean sentences with supposedly 
unproblematic one •. For example, Dummell would replace the illegitimate sentence 'The concept 
heme is a concept" with '''A horse is something which everything either is or is not' (i.e., 'For every a 
either a is a horse or a is not a horse')" (Michael Dummell, Frege: Philosophy oj Language, 1nd ed. 
[Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1981], 116-7). 

It is beyond the .cope of this essay to evaluate whether either of these proposals succeeds in 
circumventing the difficulty Frege sees in making an assertion about a concept. But I am inclined to 
think that they do not. In the case ofa theory of types, it appears that the statement of the theory itself 
will involve statemenls of the kind Frege was suspicious of. Any theory of types will somehow have to 
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Frege expresses this conclusion when he writes: 

[Olver the question what it is that is called a function in Analysis, we come up against the 
same obstacle; and on thorough investigation it will be found that the obstacle is essential, 
and founded on the nature of our language; that we cannot avoid a certain inappropriate
ness of linguistic expression; and that there is nothing for it but to realize this and always 
take it into account. (CO, 55) 

This passage expresses Frege's conviction that any attempt to describe the logical 
components of sentences will necessarily misfire. It also expresses Frege 's convic

tion that the misfiring can be overcome: he thinks that if both he and his reader 

always take into account the fact that "a certain inappropriateness of linguistic 
expression" is unavoidable, then they can reach an understanding that will con

vey the crucial insights. The possibility of achieving this understanding is described 
as follows: 

I do not at all dispute Kerry's right to use the words 'concept' and 'object' in his own way, 
if only he would respect my equal right, and admit that with my use of terms I have got hold 
of a distinction of the highest importance. I admit that there is a quite peculiar obstacle in 
the way of an understanding with my reader. Bya kind of necessity of language, my expres
sions, taken literally, sometimes miss my thought; I mention an object, when what I intend 
is a concept. I fully realize that in such cases I was relying upon a reader who would be 
ready to meet me halfWay-who does not begrudge a pinch of salt. (CO, 54) 

If a reader will take his words with a pinch of salt, the misfiring of his sentences 
can be overcome, and Frege and his reader can come to an understanding -can 
come to grasp the same (inexpressible) thought. 

What exactly does Frege think is involved in this communicative transaction? 
We might elaborate Frege 's brief remarks along the following lines. In laying <lilt 
the Begriffsschrift, Frege has been seeking to impart an understanding of what 

concepts and objects are and how to represent them in his symbolic notation. To 
this end, he has formulated sentences like "The concept man is not empty ... At an 

early stage of our introduction to logical analysis, we hear this sentence as refer
ring to the concept man, an item that is the very thing we predicate of individual 

specify which linguistic expressions belong to which types; this will entail specifying predicative ex
pressions without using them predicatively. But this is to violate Frege's doctrine that an expression 
belongs to a certain logical type only insofar as it is being used in the way characteristic of that type. 
The result of the allemptto specify logical types will be sentences like "The expression '_ is a horse' 
is a first-order predicate," which are just as problematic as sentences like "The concept hone is a con
cept." 

And it is not clear to me that Dummell's suggestion fares any betler in avoiding paradox. For 
example, Dummell would recast "In that sentence, the concept hOTSe is predicated of Black Beauty" as 
follows: "In that sentence, what '~is a horse' stands for is predicated of Black Beauty." Here the expres
sion "what .~ is a horse' stands for" is, according to Dummett, "not a proper name but a predicative 
expression" (Dummett, 114). But is the expression "what '~is a horse' stands for" really predicative? 
In this example it is not functioning predicatively in a proposition, so by Frege's principle we will have 
to conclude that it is not a predicate, and if it is not after all a predicate, a version of the paradox will 
arise for Dummeu's reformulation too. 

These remarks obviously do not settle the issue of whether there is a technical solution of the 
paradox. (For further, provocative discussion, see Anthony Palmer, Conapt and Object [New York: 
Routledge, 1988].) But for the purposes of my comparison of Frege and Heidegger the most impor
tant thing is to note that Frege himself (rightly or wrongly) thought that the paradox is inevitable 
because it is inherent in language itself. 
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men. But when we reflect more deeply on the character of objects and concepts 
(as Kerry's objection forces us to do), we are to recognize that such sentences 
misfire. At the earlier stage, when we hear such sentences as being about a con
cept, we have but an imperfect grasp of the distinction between concept and ob
ject. We do not fully appreciate this essential distinction until we see what is wrong 
with such sentences, for part of having a full understanding of the distinction 
between concepts and objects is seeing why any sentence that purports to say what 
concepts or objects are-i.e., any attempt to express the full understanding-is 
bound to misfire. If we fully understand the distinction between concept and 
object, we will see why that distinction cannot be properly stated. And how do we 
come to a full understanding of Frege 's point? As I read Frege, we come to this 
understanding by recognizing what the misfiring sentences are, as it were, trying 

10 say and why they fail to say it. Frege 's sentences do not say what the distinction 
is, but they show what it is. 

7. CONCLUSION 

Now we are in a position 10 bring out the resemblances between Frege 's predica
ment and Heidegger's. Heidegger wants to explicate what it is to have a thought 
about a particular entity. To encounter a particular entity in this way presupposes 
an understanding of entities as a whole, das Seiende im Canzen. But the sentences 
in which Heidegger discusses das Seiende im Canzen prove to be logically problem
atic. They appear 10 be about some entity; but this appearance is deceptive, be
cause das Seiende im Carum is 10 be distinguished from any particular entity. Yet if 
the sentences are not about some thing, then, by Heidegger 's own lights, they are 
not assertions, and they do not communicate any statable content. Nevertheless, 
Heidegger thinks that, by drawing attention to their absurdity, he can bring his 
audience to grasp his crucial but unstatable doctrine concerning the relation be
tween having a thought about a particular entity and having an understanding of 
entities as a whole. To grasp his doctrine is to see why the statements that initially 
purport 10 express it in fact fail to say anything. 

Frege wants to explicate the logical structure of propositions (or, in his idiom, 
thoughts). This explication requires him to distinguish concepts and objects. But 
the sentences in which he expresses this distinction prove to be logically problem
atic. He forms sentences that appear to have a concept as their logical subject; but 
this appearance is deceptive, because concepts are to be distinguished from logi
cal subjects. His sentences are in a certain sense ill-formed; they necessarily fail to 
express the distinction that he wants to draw between concepts and objects. Nev
ertheless, he thinks that his sentences can serve as hints, which, if his readers 
meet him halfway, can lead them 10 grasp his crucial but unstatable insight -the 
insight that we try but fail 10 express in such misfiring formulations as "A simple 
predication is to be analyzed as bringing an object under a concept ... To grasp his 
insight is 10 see why the sentences that initially purport to express it in fact cannot 
do so; when he considers these sentences in the strictest, most literal way, he re
gards them as nonsense. 

In drawing attention 10 this parallel, I don't mean to elide the differences 
between Frege and Heidegger. They come to what they regard as their inexpress-
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ible insights by very different paths. Frege is searching for a perspicuous way to 
represent possible contents of judgment, a system offormallogic that adequately 
captures the logical relations among propositions. Heidegger is trying to articu
late that which enables human beings to make judgments about entities; he aims 
thereby to take a preliminary step toward articulating Dasein 's understanding of 
Being. Frege is unconcerned with how we come to grasp the thoughts (the con
tents of possible judgments) that he analyzes, whereas Heidegger, in his existen
tial analytic of Dasein, aims in part to explain the human ability to think. For 
Heidegger, Frege's project can have at best a secondary importance, since it pre
supposes the sort of understanding Heidegger wants to analyze. 'J This difference 
in their projects can in turn explain the differences in their reactions to their 

respective employments of logically defective expressions. Frege purports to be 
operating on thought with thought; he is making (and trying to express) judg
ments about the nature of judgment. Consequently, the "inappropriateness of 
linguistic expression" that inevitably arises in logical discussion is a problem, some
thing to be worked around by readers and authors meeting halfway, by readers' 
readiness to take an author's misfiring words with a pinch of salt. On the other 
hand, because Heidegger is trying to get to a level of Dasein 's kind of existence 
that lies below thinking, that lies below the making of moves within the realm of 
logic, he can at least initially be untroubled by the discovery that what goes on at 
that level is not subject to the laws of logic. He can be prepared to embrace, 
indeed almost to celebrate, the illogicality of attempts to describe this pre-logical 
aspect of Dasein 's existence. 

But these differences do not diminish the parallel I have drawn. What 
Heidegger's rejection of the sovereignty of logic comes to is, as we have seen, the 
notion that there is a way of conducting an inquiry and of imparting insights that 
does not involve asking questions or making assertions and so lies outside logic's 
purview. It now appears that Frege too is (implicitly) rejecting the sovereignty of 
logic when he seems to make assertions about concepts. An indication of the 
parallel is the resemblance between Heidegger's remark, 'With regard to the 
Nothing, question and answer alike are inherently absurd" (WIM, 85), and the 
following statement of Frege 's: 

The word 'concept' itself is, taken strictly, already defective, since the phrase 'is a concept' 
requires a proper name as grammatical subject and so, strictly speaking, it requires some
thing contradictory, since no proper name can designate a concept; or perhaps better still 
[would be to say that it requires] something nonsensical.'· 

In making the statements that serve to bring their audiences to grasp what it is to 
be a thought about an object (respectively, to be a judgment about some particu-

'J Michael Friedman's interpretation of Heidegger suggests a further respect in which Heidegger 
would have regarded Frege's inquiry as of secondary importance. Friedman portrays Heidegger in 
Being and Time as coming to terms with a problem he inherited from the neo-Kantian tradition (espe
cially as embodied in Heinrich Rickert), namely, the problem of explaining how laws from the 
atemporal, ideal realm of logic can apply to actual, temporal thinking about concrete objects. Frege 
(whom Freidman docs not discuss in connection with Hcidegger) was comparatively unmoved by the 
neo-Kantian problem of explaining logic's connection with thinking. See Michael Friedman, A Part
ing oj the Ways: Carnap, CassireT, and Heitkgger (Chicago: Open Court, 2000). 

'. Frege, Posthumuus Writing>, 177-8 (my interpolation). 
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lar entity which has been identified against a background of entities understood 
as a whole, to be the bringing of an object under a concept), Frege and Heidegger 
come into tension with the conception of logic that they both inherit from Kant, 
and which Kant expresses as follows: 

If, now, we set aside all cognition that we must borrow from objects and reflect solely upon 
the use of the understanding in itself, we discover those of its rules which are necessary 
throughout, in every respect and regardless of any special objects, because without them 
we would not think at a11." 

Kant conceives the laws of logic as rules without which "we would not think at all. " 
This is the conception of the laws of logic that Heidegger embraces in The Meta

physical Foundations of Logic when he says that "Using the rules of thought in the 
thinking process is uncircumventable " (104). Frege likewise endorses Kant's con
ception when he says the following about the laws oflogic: 

[Tlhey are the most general laws, which prescribe universally the way in which one ought 
to think if one is to think at all." 

Thus each philosopher finds that he has a conception of what it is to be a thought 
that rules out the possibility of making that conception of thought a possible con
tent of thought. And each philosopher responds to this paradox by self-{:onsciously 
using sentences that fail to express his insight (because they are "absurd" or "non
sensical")' but that are supposed to elicit the insight in the audience in some 
other way, to show it to them. 

My purpose in this essay has been to explain why both Heidegger and Frege 
find themselves caught in a tension between their own conception of the laws of 
logic as governing all thinking and their need to convey insights that lie outside 
the purview of those laws. I have argued that they try to resolve this tension by 
saying that their logically ill-formed sentences bring their readers to grasp these 
extra-logical insights. I have so far refrained from critically evaluating Heidegger 's 
and Frege's resolutions of the tensions that they confront, and I do not propose 
to render a final judgment on them here. Nevertheless, I will conclude with some 
remarks about what I think would be involved in criticizing the positions I have 
attributed to Frege and Heidegger. 

The line of criticism I envision would challenge the idea that Frege and 
Heidegger are in possession of .insights. I would argue that they have only the 
illusion of insights: they think that they have grasped a determinate cognitive con
tent, when in fact there is no content there to be grasped. In suggesting that 
Frege and Heidegger are under an illusion, I do not mean to diminish their re
spective achievements. Their illusions of insights (if indeed this proves to be the 
right way to describe their results) are responses to genuine philosophical needs. 
Frege and Heidegger recognize that certain philosophical positions are funda
mentally misguided, and they seek to expose these confusions by laying out an 
account of the nature of thought. I have been trying to bring out how, in giving 

., Immanuel Kant, Logic, Robert S. Hartmann and Wolfgang Schwarz, trans. (New York: Dover. 

1974),14· 
., Frege, The Basic Lows of Arithmetic, Montgomery Furth, trans. and ed. (Berkeley: University of 

California Press, 1964), 12. 
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such an account, they seem forced to think of what they are offering as insights 
that are extra-logical. In suggesting that what Frege and Heidegger have achieved 
are merely the illusions of insights, I am suggesting that there is no intelligible 
content to them. But I have been trying to show that it is quite intelligible that 
they find themselves under the illusion that they possess extra-logical insights, 
even if there is no intelligible content to the supposed insights themselves. 

This is not the place for a full discussion of the confused positions that Frege 
and Heidegger seek to untangle, but I will try to indicate them in a few words. The 
importance Frege initially attaches to the distinction between concept and object 
is that observing the distinction will show a formalist theory of fractional, nega
tive, etc., numbers to be untenable. '7 I think the ultimate importance of his con
ception of concepts and objects is that it provides for a critique of itemizing ac
counts of judgment (accounts, that is, which fail to recognize the characteristic 
uniry of a judgment). 

Heidegger has grander aspirations. He aims to recover a relationship to Being 

that has been distorted or covered up by all Western philosophy since the ancient 
Greeks. One aspect of this project requires combating a conception of the rela
tion between thought and its object according to which thoughts are representa
tions that have their content quite apart from any relations between the thinker 
and the entities represented. On this (broadly Cartesian) conception of thought, 
the content of a thought is not affected by whether the entities that the thought 
represents actually exist; it does not even matter to the content of a thought whether 
any entities at all exist. Heidegger 's claim that a pre-theoretical grasp of das Seiende 
provides the ground for thought Uudgment, assertion) is meant, at least in part, 
to correct the distortions inherent in the conception of thought advanced, in 
different ways, by Descartes and Husserl. 

I would argue that Frege and Heidegger are right to criticize these targets. But 
their respective methods of criticism require them to erect what appear to be 
systems of positive claims standing in opposition to the views they criticize but 
lying outside the purview of logic. This is an inherently unstable position, in that 
Heidegger and Frege are compelled to claim both that they are in possession of 
thoughts (insights, graspings which have cognitive content) and that the thoughts 
in question are not subject to the laws that are at least partially constitutive of 
thinking. In order to argue that Frege and Heidegger ought never to have devi
ated from their official conception of logic -in order, that is, to argue that we 
ought to regard what they say about concepts and objects and about the world as 
a whole as expressing merely illusions of insight -it would be necessary to find 
some other way of satisfying the genuine needs to which they are responding 
when they come out with their problematic utterances. It would be necessary to 
find another way of combating philosophical error, another mode of criticism. 

The aim of such a mode of criticism would be to expose the target of criticism 
as confused rather than false. A critic in this mode would not regard herself as 
setting up a position in opposition to the target position, but as revealing the target 
to be only the illusion ofa position. In the course of bringing out the confusion of 

'7 Frege, The Foundations of Arithmetic, x. 
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the target "position," this critic would no doubt have to come out with sentences 
that, like Frege's and Heidegger's problematic utterances, seem 10 promulgate 
extra-logical insights. But this critic herself would recognize that these supposed 
insights are merely supposed, and she would try 10 bring her readers to recognize 
this also, At the end of the day, the critic I am envisioning would not be trying 10 

advance any positive theory; she would seek to impart 10 her readers only an un
derstanding of how the targets of her criticism are confused, together with a cer
tain seif-{;onsciousness about the means by which the confusion has been exposed. ,8 

The criticism I am imagining is really quite similar to that offered by Frege and 
Heidegger, The crucial difference is that Frege and Heidegger unwittingly purvey 
mere illusions of positive insight, whereas the critic I envision would recognize 
that she is trafficking in illusions. If such a mode of criticism proves 10 be avail
able, we can address the genuine needs that elicit Frege 's and Heidegger's prob
lematic utterances without having to advance alleged insights that are supposed 
to lie beyond the purview of logic. And only if we can succeed in this will we be 
entitled 10 find fault with Frege's and Heidegger's convictions that they are in 
possession of extra-logical insights. '9 

" The critic I am envisioning is the early Wittgenstein portrayed in James Conant, ''The Search 
for Logically Alien Thought," PhilOJOPhical Topics 20 (1991): "5-80, and his "Frege and Early 
Wittgenstein," in Alice Crary and Rupert Read, eds., The New Wittgmsrnn (New York: Routledge, tooo) , 
and in Cora Diamond's essays "What Nonsense Might Be" and ''Throwing Away the Ladder: How to 

Read the Tractatus" in her The &alistic Spirit (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1991). I will not enter upon 
the question whether Conant and Diamond are right about Wittgenstein; for my purposes it is enough 
that a mode of criticism such a. they claim to find in Wittgenstein is possible. 

"I would like to thank John Haugeland, who guided me into Heidegger's work; Jim Conant, 
who pointed to important source material and helped me untangle numerous intellectual knots; 
David Finkelstein, who dispensed invaluable editorial and philosophical advice at crucial moments; 
and especially john McDowell, who encouraged my speculation. with a steady stream of incisive com
ments. 
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In Being and Time. Heidegger seems to have gotten the other minds 
problem backwards--taking it as obvious that we are in the midst of an 
intersubjective or "public" world and struggling with the question of how (in 
some sense) we come to know ourselves (given intersubjectivity, how to find 
an "I" or individuate myself). In what follows, I will try to make sense of 
Heidegger's backwardness here; to piece together the ~omewhat sketchy 
treatment of the traditional problem which prepares the way for his move in 
the opposite direction. 

Heidegger's discussion of our k.nowledge of others in Being and Time 
consists largely of brief and scattered remarks which look like conclusions 
without argument. 1 One is tempted to join Sartre in his charge that Heidegger 
has "solved" the philosophical problem by simply defining human existence 
as coexistence and awarding, without justification, privileged status to our 
ordinary beliefs.2 

I will argue that Heidegger cannot be dismissed so easily. By placing his 
remarks about our encountering of others into the context ofthe theory ofthe 
nature of things and the world which emerges from earlier sections of Being 
and Time, I will try to show that Heidegger offers a substantial criticism of, 
and a plausible alternative to, the traditional account of the relation ofselfto 
others which leads to the other minds problem. 

Being and Time represents, at least in part, Heidegger's response to 
Husserl's suggestion that a complete characterization of the "natural 
standpoint" (or attitude) would be a task of great importance--though one 
which H usserl could not take time to pursue. the more pressing task being the 

·Work on this paper was supported by a grant from the University of Ddaware. Earlier 
versions were read at the meeting of the Amerkan Philosophical Aswciation, Western Division. 
1976. and at a number of universities in the United States and Canada. I am glateful for many 
helpful suggestions made on these occasions. I. am particularly indebted 10 Hcctor-Neri 
Castaneda. Hubert Dreyfus, and Samuel Todes. 

1M. Hcidcger. Being and Time. 1962--hercafter referred to as B&T. pp.153 163. 
lJ. -Po Same. Being and Nothingness. 1966. pp. 333-336. 
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study of the "transcendental standpoint" from which strictly philosophical 
problems could be raised and solved. Reaching the transcendental standpoint 
required, according to Husserl, only brief attention to the most general 
features of the world of the natural attitude.) He saw the task of further 
analysis of the mundane world as an important application of 
phenomenology, but not as potentia1Jy productive of major methodological 
insights. 

In his attempt to employ phenomenology in a careful examination of the 
world of the natural attitude ("everydayness'"), however, Heidegger made 
discoveries which led to his rejection of much of Husserl's transcendental 
method and which he took to undermine traditional metaphysics. One of 
these discoveries is that our most fundamental sense of things is not a Sense of 
"mere things" whose basic properties are independent of us ("present-at
handi, but a sense of thihgs which matter to us, things as they fit into our 
actions and concerns ("ready-ta-hand'"), equipment in the broadest sense of 
the term. The important feature which distinguishes equipmental things from 
"mere thngs" is their essential embedded ness in a context of purposive human 
activity. An "item" of equipment is not understandable as a separate, 
independent particular. A thing (a hammer, for example) is what it is only 
insofar as it fits in a certain way into an equipmental totality (perhaps the 
tools and workshop of the carpenter) which in turn draws its significance 
from its place in a hierarchy of purposes and'projects (such as hammering, 
house building, family sheltering). The total network of purposes and projects 
is what Heidegger calls the "world"-the broadest pragmatic context in which 
things are encounterable. The relations holding between items in this context, 
along the sequence of purposes or between "pieces" of equip mental 
complexes Heidegger calls "reference" or "assignment." Things encountered 
in ordinary practical activity carry a reference in this senSe to other things 
with which they are bound up and to the human purposes and projects in 
which they figure. Heidegger's claim is that these references are essential to a 
thing's being what it is. 4 He takes it to follow that an appropriate ontology 
must fly in the face of traditional accounts by taking the equipmentality 
("readiness-to-hand'") of things rather than "mere thinghood" as basic and 
purposive practical involvment with things ("being-in") rather than 
disinterested spectating as the fundamental relation between man and the 
world. M uchofthe argument for the correctness on this ontological approach 

lAt least at the time of Ideas; see pp. 95ff. 
4Therc ia not space here to reproduce Heidegger's argument for the correctness of this claim. 

The argument occupies most of Chs. 2 and 3, Div, I of B& T; and in a sense, all of B& Tean be 
viewed al defendina this claim by showing that the account which results from it best fits the 
whole of our experience. One of Heidegger's more specific grounds for the claim is summarized 
below. 
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comes to something like this. If we take the equipmentality ofthings as basic, 
we can understand both the world of practical involvement and the world of 
"mere things" which traditional ontology describes; the latter being 
understandable in terms of the non-equipmentality or non-usability of things 
("unreadiness-to-hand') which results from the breakdown or abandonment 
of ordinary practical activity. On the other hand, if we take "mere thinghood" 
as ontologically basic, we will not be able to build up the purposive referential 
context ("world') of practical activity which makes the equipmentality (or the 
value) of things intelligible. s 

Against the background of this ontological account, Heidegger's remarks 
about our experience of others suggest two criticisms of the traditional 
treatment of the other minds problem. The first of these is a specification of 
the general claim that the traditional ontological approach6 produces a 
picture of the world and our interaction with it which does not fit our 
experience. Heidegger has in mind any theory which takes immediate 
presence as the principal criterion of the real or the knowable and leads to the 
following descending ontological! epistemological scale: my own inner 
mental life and its contents, the external world of material objects, other 
subjects of experience like myself with inner mental Jives oftheir own. Such a 
theory suggests that our experience of others ought to be divisible into the 
experience of their bodies as mere things and our less direct experience of 
them as complete persons via an inference7 which "adds" minds to bodies. 
Heidegger wants to say that our experience presents a very different picture. 
We do not actually encounter that mythical realm 8 in which we would 
experience ourselves as isolated subjects (Heidegger, 1962): 

... we have shown that a bare subject without a world never 'is' proximally, nor is it ever 
given. And so in the cnd an isolated 'I' without others is just as far from being proximally 
given. [po 152)9 

And the others we do encounter are not experienced as a composite of bodily 
thing and "tacked on" mental properties (Heidegger, 1962): 

The Others who are thus 'encountered' in a ready-to-hand, environmental context of 
equipment, are not somehow added on in thought to some Thing which is proximally just 
present-at-hand. 10 

'See B&1', pp. 131-133. 
6The target here is Descartes; and Heidegger attempts to show·that later historical figure~ 

(Kant, for example) may be viewed as working within the relevant Cartesian assumptions. See 
B&T, pp. 122-127. 

'Some form of the ~argument from analogy." 
IHusserl's "sphere of ownness" in the Cartesian Meditations. 
9 B&T, p. 152. Heidegger cites Scheler's Wesen und Formen der Sympathie to support his 

reading of these "facts" about the content of our experience. 
10 B&T, p. 154. 
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This is not to suggest that such descriptive inadequacy is sufficient to 
undermine the tradition.:ll treatment of the other minds problem. Nor does 
Heidegger intend to offer a simple description of our ordinary experience as a 
solution to the standard epistemological puzzle. What he wants to do is draw 
attention to the ontology which underlies the other minds problem. 
Heidegger is looking, not for one more solution to the traditional problem, 
but for an ontological alternative to the theory which makes our experience of 
others so problematic in the first place. 

The gist of Heidegger's initial criticism of the traditional treatment of the 
other minds problem, then, is that we have reason to suspect that something is 
wrong with its ontological underpinnings. His second criticism attempts to 
put the finger on exactly what goes wrong ontologically when we try to 
explain our experience of others in the traditional way. Briefly put, 
Heidegger's charge is that traditional ontology cannot account for those 
general structures (or categories, if we can translate the point into very non
Heideggerian language) which make possible (or make sense of) our 
experience of others. One of the things needed to make this charge "stick" is 
an understanding of what happens when we change the subject from 
epistemology to ontology-a sense of what Heidegger is and isn't up to here. 
He is nol primarily concerned with the separation of our ex perience of others 
into real and apparent, or with the validation of certain of our claims to know 
that or what another is thinking or feeling. The issue he wants to raise 
concerns something more like the "conditions for the possibility of' our 
experience of others, real or apparent. Heidegger wants to know how our 
experience, regardless of its epistemic credentials, is able to have "of 
otherness" about it-how our world comes to be structured in such a way 
that certain of its contents can be experienced as other subjects of experience. 
And the answer to this question will presumably bear on how we should 
describe and assess the particular experiences involved. It is in this sense that 
the ontological issue is prior to the epistemological one. 

Heidegger attributes to the tradition a stand on the ontological issue which 
includes the following. Starting from a point at which my ontology has room 
only for myself and things, I am motivated by the behavior of certain ofthese 
"things" to add to my world the ontological machinery for dealing with others. 
Heidegger's criticism is that this provides no explanation of the relevant 
ontological structures at all. We want to account for the ontological 
machinery which makes it possible to experience certain contents ofthe world 
as more than (or other than) things-and the traditional explanation seems to 
be that the experiencing of them as things and something more gives rise to 
the appropriate ontological machinery. To use Heidegger's terminology, this 
inverts the relationship between the "ontic" and the ontological, between 
actual experiences of others and the general structures which make such 
experiences possible. The actual (ontic) recognition of others which is 
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supposed to expand the world (ontologically) from private to intersubjective 
is unintelligible prior to the expansion (Hcidegger, 1962): 

... Dasein, as Being-in-the-world, already is (ontologically) with Others, 'Empathy' (or 
any other kind of actual relating to others) does not first constitute Being-with; only on the 
basis of Being-with does 'empathy' become possible ... [po 162]"11 

If we do experience "others" as "more than" things, it is because our 
ontological resources, from the start, exceed those ofthe solipsist's world and 
cannot possibly be explained in terms of the features of that world. At rock 
bottom, the world must be intersubjective in ontological structure, if not in 
fact (a "with world" in Heidegger's terminology), and my most fundamental 
sense of myself must include some sense of my being, at least in principle, just 
one of an indefinite number of subjects (in Heidegger's terminology, my 
"being" is essentially a "being-with'). Or, to put the point a bit differently, the 
most elementary ontologial account of subject and world must have a place 
for the possible experience of other subjects. 

Following this line of reasoning, Heidegger returns to his earlier treatment 
of the world of practical activity 12 to show that the ontological theory which 
emerged from that discussion has the resources for making sense of 
intersubjectivity. The relevant points ofthis theory are: (I) the equipmentality 
or instrumentality ("readiness-to-hand') of things is ontologically basic; (2) 
the essential nature of human being ("Dasein') is purposive, practical 
involvement with things as items of equipment or instruments; and (3) the 
world is the referential 13 context generated by purposive human activity. 
Heidegger wants to show that this context (the "world') is necessarily 
intersubjective in ontological structure (a "with world') and that human 
being ("Being-in-the-world') is essentially "ptlblic" or intersubjective (a 
"Being-with') independent of any actual experience of "others" (Heidegger, 
1962): 

Being-with ... (is) an existentialllllribute which DlIsein, of its own accord, hilS coming to 
it from its own kind of Being ... (and not) by reason of the occurrence of Others [po I 56JIO 

Heidegger's story is as follows. Things in their equipmentality or 
instrumentality already carry an implicit reference to an open and indefinite 
intersubjectivity. Equipment is always encounterd in practial activity as 
having a certain generality or "publicness" attached to its usability. It is 
experienced as "usable by one ... "what one uses to hammer," and so on." We 
do not experience and could not understand any item of equipment whose 

II Bel T. parenthetical mllterilll added. 
12 Bel T. Div. I, Chs. 2 and 3, summarized on pp. 248-249 above. 
IIln Heideuer's 'sense: of Mreference"-see p. 248 above. 
14 B.t. T, parenthetical material added. 
IS BelT. pp. 153-154. 
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usability would be private, not simply in fact but in principle. Correlatively, 
human activity-the practical utilization of equipment-takes on a certain 
general or public aspect. Every purposive enterprise ("project") is something 
"one can do"-one hammers," "one builds houses," and so on.l6 My sense of 
myself as practical subject is not one of privacy or uniqueness, but rather a 
sense of filling anonymously a set of essentially public roles which are 
indifferently or equivalently fillable by anyone. As a result, the context 
generated by practical activity is necessarily intersubjective in ontological 
structure; has, independent of any particular encountering of them, places for 
other practical subjects. And the human way of being, purposive, practical 
involement in the world, is a way of being related to possible others-as filling 
the same roles, engaged in the same or similar projects, using the same items 
of equipment, and so on. In Heidegger's (1962) words: 

The world of Oasein is a with-world. Being-in is Being-with Others. 17 

So far as Oasein is at all. it has Being-with-one another as its kind of Being. II 

This ontological understanding leads to a description of our actual 
experience of others which differs markedly from the traditional one. 19 

..... Others ... show themselves ... in terms of what is ready-to-hand ... "20. 

For example, ..... along with the equipment to be found when one is at work, 
those Others for whom the 'work' is destined are 'encountered \00'. "21 Our 
most basic experience of others is not as objects of passive observation or 
theoretical cognition, but as coparticipants in the everyday world of practical 
activity. 

The strength of Heidegger's position seems to depend on its being taken as a 
response to metaphysical (or ontological) views-solipsism as a metaphysical 
thesis or any theory which takes the solipsist's world as the legitimate 
metaphysical/ ontological starting point. The Heideggerian reply is clear. The 
world cannot be limited to a solitary subject and his "private" experience. The 
practical activity of even a single human subject is sufficient to make the 
world of his experience "public" or intersubjective in ontological structure. 
What is not so clear is the way in which Heidegger's ontological story might be 
used to address the standard epistemological problems associated with our 
knowledge of others. What is at issue when epistemological problems are 
raised is not the "in principle" (ontological) intersubjectivity ofthe world, but 
its actual (ontic) intersubjectivity. And the "publicness" or intersubjectivity 
for which Heidegger argues seems to be compatible with my being, for all I 

16 B&T. p. 164. 
17 B&T, p. ISS. 
II B&T. p. 163. 
l'Sec p. 249 above. 
1O B&T. p. 160. 
21 B.t.T. p'. IS3. 
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can know, in fact the only subject around. Let me suggest briefly both why 
Heidegger did not address, and how he might nevertheless have addressed, 
this issue. 

Heidegger's investigation of "everydayness" revealed that the natural 
attitude and the practical activity constitutive of it enjoy an ontological 
priority over the traditional philosophic attitude and its theoretical activity 
which is removed as far as possible from the natural world of human concerns 
and purposes. 22 This means, for Heidegger, that any adequate philosophic 
account of human experience wiII have to be, at bottom, an account of the 
practical world on its own terms, from within the perspective of purposive 
involvement rather than from a theoretical standpoint divorced from the 
world it attempts to understand. Heidegger's hermeneutic method and 
revised version of Husserl's phenomenology23 purport to make philosophy 
possible within this constraint. What is important to our discussion is that 
within the context of this restriction solipsism as an epistemological problem 
cannot arise. Behind Heidegger's apparently factual account of the everyday 
world in which an "isolated I without others"24 is never given, lurks the much 
stronger H usserlian claim that a radical (i.e. philosophical) questioning of the 
givenness of others cannot occur within natural experience. Within the natural 
attitude specific experiences of others may be questioned, but only when these 
questions are concretely or practically motivated, and only against a 
background in which our ability to have had and to continue to have veridical 
experiences of other is presupposed-that is, only within a context which 
rules out in principle any radical or general doubt as to my ability to know 
that I am not the only subject in the world. 2s So Heidegger's successful 
restriction of philosophy to the natural attitude (a consequence of his 
ontological theory) precludes his taking epistemological solipsism seriously. 26 
Heidegger's ontological story accounts for the possibility of our experiencing 
others and prescribes the following general explanation of our actual 

12See pp. 2-4 above, and B&.T, p. 99. 
llSee B&'T, pp. 37-38,49-03. 
l4See p. 5 above, and B&.T, p. 152. 
l5See E. Husserl, Ideas, 1962, pp. 92-96; and Cartesian Meditations, pp. 83--85. See also my 

"Criteria, Perception, and Other Minds," Canadian Journal oJ Philosophy, VI, 2, June 1976, 
especially pp. 268-274, for a Ileshing out of this claim which is free of phenomenological jargon. 

l6H usserl avoids serious confrontation with this issue by making the opposite move. H usserl's 
radical separation of the natural and philosophic attitudes and his understanding of the 
consequent "unnaturalness" of philosophy (transcedental phenomenology) take the bite out of 
the other minds problem. Questions which seem initially to concern the referents of those 
conscious acts which are (at least apparently) of others, turn out really to concern only the 
meaning (in a very broad sense) of those acts. See D. Fflllesdal, NH userl's Theory of Perception," 
Ch. 21 in Handbook oJ Perception, Vol. I, E. C. Carterette & M. P. Friedman ed. (New York: 
Academic Press, 1974); and my "Idealism and Solipsism in Husserl's Cartesian Meditations," 
Journal oJ the British Society for Phenomenology, VII, I, January 1976, pp. S3-SS. 
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experiencing of them. experience others whenever I experience beings 
involved in the practical world of useful things and uses for them in a manner 
similar to that which is definitive of my own being. If the fabric of 
everydayness or the natural world is so tightly woven as to prohibit the usual 
philosophical questions, and ifthe general theory of the nature ofthings and 
the world in Being and time is roughly correct, then that is the whole story. 
The other minds problem is a pseudo-problem, its source a "backward" 
metaphysical! ontological view. 

Finally, even if the world of ordinary experience is not as restrictive 
epistemologically as H usserl and Heidegger believe it to be, there is still a way 
to bring Heidegger's ontological theory to bear on epistemological solipsism. 
The ontology of Being and Time provides a global theory of what there is and 
how it fits together, supported as a whole by its intuitive fit with our 
pretheoretical experience and by its explanatory power. This theory carves 
out correlative places for certain complexes of equipment and practical 
subjects with purposive roles which involve the utilization ofthat equipment. 
There are, in fact, actual items of equipment (surgical instruments, for 
example) which refer to purposive roles which I do not, and in some cases 
could not, fillY And there seem to be other practical subjects filling these 
roles who would, if actual, explain the existence and apparent utilization of 
such equipment. Heidegger's ontological theory commits us to the actual 
existence of these others at least to this extent-any philosophical (non
practical or non-concrete in motivation) questioning of their actual existence, 
being strictly theoretical in origin, will in effect put in question the entire 
ontology of Being and Time. This means that any radical or general 
questioning of our knowledge of others-the kind which has traditionally 
made epistemological solipsism attractive-will have to be embedded in a 
global ontological theory preferable to Heidegger's on grounds normally 
relevant for the comparison of theories. This restriction would make it 
extremely difficult to raise seriously the problem of other minds. 
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1. Philosophy's "Legitimate Heir" 

Richard Rorty began a series of lectures in the early seventies by saying, 
"Just as no one in the nineteenth century could go on doing philosophy 
without coming to terms with Kant, so no one in our century can go on 
doing philosophy without coming to terms with Wittgenstein and Hei
degger." Though not everyone would agree with this judgment, it does 
pose an interesting question about what it is we are supposed to come to 
terms with in the writings of these two figures. How are we to understand 
the upshot of their thought for philosophy? Rorty himself seems to hold 
that Wittgenstein and Heidegger are master diagnosticians of the tradi
tion whose "therapies" anc,i "de-structions" have enabled us to stop doing 
philosophy. In contrast, Charles Taylor claims that their writings open 
the way to a new type of inquiry into the conditions for the possibility of 
intentionality. In his view, what they offer is a "critique of epistemology in 
which we discover something deeper and more valid about ourselves [as 
agents],. . . something of our deep or authentic nature as selves." I Rorty 
replies that Taylor has gone only halfway in grasping the consequences of 
Wittgenstein's and Heidegger's thought. For if human beings are truly 
"self-interpreting animals, " if they are "interpretation all the way down" 
(in the phrase Taylor borrows from H. L. Dreyfus), then "there are lots of 
ways to describe, and thus to study, human beings," and hence "there is 
no metaphysical privilege attached to [the] way of describing them" as 
agents that Taylor advocates! Taylor, for his part, thinks Rorty is too 
precipitous in taking the collapse of foundationalism to mean the end of 
philosophy. What Wittgenstein and Heidegger show us is not how to shut 

• "Overcoming EpistemololY," in K. Baynes. J. Bohman, and T. McCanhy, eds., After 
Phi/Mophy: End 0' T'lJIIsformation? (Cambridge: The MIT Press, 1987', pp. 482.-83 
(hencefonh ·OE"', . 

• "Absolutely Non-Absolute," Times Lite,ary Supplement, December 6,1985. p. 1379. 
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philosophy down, but how to open up a new, nonfoundationalist kind of 
inquiry that can shore up our views on politics and society. 

Behind this debate is the shared assumption that Wittgenstein and Hei
degger have undermined what Rorty calls "epistemology-centered philos
ophy," and so have permanently shifted the ground on which philosophy 
moves. In what follows, I want to examine some of the convergences in 
the writings of Wittgenstein and Heidegger that justify this assumption, 
focusing especially on their descriptions of our everyday predicament as 
agents in the world and on their visions of the role of language in our lives. 
But there is a deeper question I want to address, and that is the question: 
What direction does their thought point for the future of philosophy? Is it 
purely negative, undermining traditional philosophical questions and 
putting nothing new in their place? Or is it positive in the sense of paving 
the way to a refurbished and transformed philosophy? Wittgenstein once 
spoke of the "legitimate heir" of the subject which used to be called 
"philosophy.'" The question, then, is: What, if anything, is philosophy's 
legitimate heir? Although it will be impossible to argue for it here, my 
hunch is that Taylor's positive vision of the future of philosophy is more 
defensible. 

At first sight it might seem bizarre to think that Wittgenstein and Hei
degger can be compared at all. Heidegger's Being and Time announces 
itself as a work of "fundamental ontology" whose aim is to lay a founda
tion for the regional sciences by posing "the question of the meaning of 
Being. " Its turgid prose and heavy-handed architectonic mark it as a work 
in the grand tradition of metaphysics. The writings of the later Wittgen
stein, in contrast, consist of sprightly aphorisms, piecemeal therapies for 
"what we are tempted to say," and often inconclusive exchanges with an 
unidentified interlocutor. Where Heidegger is steeped in the history of 
philosophy and wants to "de-structure the history of ontology, " Wittgen-

J Wittgenstein, The Blue tIIId Brown Books (New York: Harper Torchbooks, 19S8), pp. 
18, 62. (hereafter cited as BB). In the text I also use the following abbreviations: from 
works by Wittgenstein, Phi/osophieall,,"estigatiolU, tralll. G. E. M. Anscombe (New 
York: Maanillan, 1967) = PIj 0" Cmai""" trans. D. Paul and G. E. M. Anscombe 
(New York: Harper Torchbooks, 1969) = OCj Philosophical Remarks, trans. 
R. Hargreaves and R. White (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1975) = PRj Remarks 0" the 
Fo""datio"s of Mathem4tics, trans. G. E. M. Anscombe (Cambridge: MIT Press, 
1983) '"' RFMj Zettel, trans. G. E. M. Anscombe (Berkeley: University of California 
Press, 1967) = Zj by Heidegger, Sei" ""d Zeit (Tiibingen: Max Niemeyer, 1972.} = Sz, 
with translatiolll from Bemg a"d Time, trans. J. Macquarrie and E. Robinson (New 
York: Harper Ilc Row, 1962.), which contains the German pagination in the margins. 
Unless otherwise noted, quotes from Wittgenstein's works refer to sections rather than 
page numbers. 
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stein concentrates on natural assumptions that arise when doing philoso
phy and generally ignores the history of philosophy. 

Yet despite these important differences, there are also some striking 
affinities in their thought. Both writers focus on our practical lives and 
criticize attempts to justify those practices by appeal to timeless truths 
about the nature of reason or to facts about the world. Both challenge rep
resentationalist accounts of our relation to the world - Wittgenstein by 
criticizing traditional theories of meaning and designation, Heidegger by 
questioning the primacy accorded "mere seeing" in the tradition. Both are 
"contextualists" in the sense of holding that, since we have no clear access 
to forms and categories of pure reason or to intuitions of essences, our 
starting point must be a description of our everyday situations in the 
world, or a "phenomenology of everydayness."4 

The source of these similarities, I believe, is to be found in the 
"philosophies of life" that dominated so much of German thought at the 
tum of the century.' With the collapse of Idealism, and with the growing 
sense of a "loss of meaning" accompanying the ascendancy of positivist 
science, a natural response was to interpret the role of philosophy as try
ing to articulate what is contained in the contingent and temporal flow of 
life itself. So we find Schopenhauer's demand that philosophy begin with a 
"hermeneutic" of concrete life-forms, Herder's and Humboldt's treat
ment of language as an expression of life, Lotze's "teleological idealism" 
which defines the "real" in terms of what is valuable for life, Marx's 
emphasis on the basic needs of life, Nietzsche's call for life-affirmation, 
and the Neo-Kantians' definition of truth in terms of its value for life 
{"truth-values"}. The vitalisms, energisms and biologisms of the tum of 
the century, together with the immensely influential Lebensphi/osophie 
movement, which evolved in the twenties into the "philosophy of exis
tence" and later into "existentialism," all testify to the appeal of this con
cern with rooting philosophy in life.' 

• The expression is Heidegger's, but sec T. R. Schatzki's valuable discussion of Wirtgen
stein's method as a "phenomenology of the everyday" in "The Prescription is Descrip
tion: Wittgenstein's View of the Human Sciences,· in S. MitcheU and M. Rosen, eds., 
The Need for IPiterpretIJtioPi (Adantic Highlands, New Jcrsey: Humanities, 1983). 

) Nicholas F. Gier has made a convincing case for Wirtgenstein's affinities with life-philos
ophy in WittgemteiPi aPid PhtPIomtPIo/ogy (Albany: SUNY University Press, 1981), 
Qapter 3. I discuss Heidcgger's debt to life-philosophy in Heitleggtr aPid the Problem 
of KPlowkdge (Indianapolis: Hackert, 1983), section 4. 

• See Herbert Schnidelbach's Philosophy iPi GmN"y: IBJI-I9JJ (Cambridge: Cam
bridge University Press, 1984) for I discussion of the crucial concept of "lifc· in German 
thought. 
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Although Heidegger came to feel that "philosophy of life . . . says 
about as much as 'the botany of plants'" (SZ p. 46) and needs a deeper 
grounding, his early interest in examining Leben-in-der-Welt and the 
meaning "inherent in facticallife"7 still shows through in his project of 
discovering the "roots," "origins," "wellsprings," and "soil" from which 
our concepts originate. If it is to avoid Bodenlosigkeit (groundlessness), 
philosophy must start from our own personal or "existentiell" grasp of 
what life is all about in our ordinary being-in-the-world. In order to find 
the "existentials" or essential structures of human being (Dasein) in gen
eral, we must begin from our own concrete lives: "the roots of the existen
tial analytic, for its part, are ultimately existentiell" (SZ p. 13)' When Hei
degger says that the question of Being is "nothing other than the 
radicalization of an essential tendency-of-being which belongs to Dasein 
itself - the pre-ontological understanding of Being" (SZ p. 14), he means 
that ontology starts from the everyday, pretheoretical grasp of life embod
ied in our practical agency. Similarly, Wittgenstein tells us to get out of the 
Luftgebiiude (castles floating in the air) of theorizing, and to get "bade to 
the rough ground" (PI 118, 107) of our concrete, ordinary grasp of lan
guage in use. Our words have meaning only in "the stream of life" (PR p. 
81), in the whole "tapestry of life" (PI, p. 174), not in a "sublime" logic 
beyond life. When we look for justifications for our practices, we find that 
what we simply do in living is "bedrock" (PI 2.17); there is nothing deeper 
than life which could explain or justify it. 

The affinities wiV- .jife-philosophy help to clarify the similarities in 
Wittgenstein's agd Heidegger's procedures in dealing with philosophical 
problems. Both suggest that these problems arise from a stance of disen
gaged, theoretical 'reflection, and both try to dissolve these problems by 
providing descriptions of how things show up for us in the course of our 
ordinary, prereflective lives. Heidegger begins with a de~cription of 
"average everydayness" where one is caught up in Jl "nonthematic 
absorption" in ordinary affairs and "loses oneself" in what one encoun
ters in the world (SZ p. 76). His goal i, to capture the way we encounter 
things "in the concern which makes use of them without noticillg them 
explicitly" (SZ p. 74). Wittgenstein's method is also descriptive: "We 
must do away with all explanation, and description alone must take its 
place" (PI 109). The aim is to bring out the "aspects of things that are 
most important for us [which] are hidden because of their simplicity and 
familiarity," those things one is "unable to notice ..• because [they are] 
always before one'·s eyes" (PI 12.9). His frequent references to the "prim-

7 See Heidegger and the Problem of Knowledge, p. 59. 
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itive" (ursprunglich or pr;m;t;v) serve as reminders of the unnoticed fea
tures of ordinary life that make our practices intelligible. 

The description of everydayness serves as a basis for articulating fea
tures of our agency that are generally hidden and only implicit in everyday 
life. From his phenomenology of everydayness, Heidegger arrives at 
"transcendental generalizations" about the conditions for the possibility 
of agency in general: those "fundamental existentials" which are the 
"basis on which every interpretation of Dasein which is ontical [that is, 
particular and concrete] and belongs to a world-view must move . . ." 
(SZ p. 2.00). Such structures of being-in-the-world as involvement in prac
tical concerns, future-directedness, and situatedness are said to be "more 
primordial" (ursprunglich) than theoretical reflection in the sense that, 
whereas theory can be seen as a derivative or founded mode of being-in
the-world, practical activities cannot be accounted for solely in terms of 
the representationalist picture assumed by the theoretical attitude. 
Although Wittgenstein officially eschews any "craving for generality" (BB 
p. 18), his procedure has often been compared to a transcendental argu
ment' in the way it moves from plain features of our lives to the back
ground conditions that make those activities possible. The notions of lan
guage-games, grammar, and forms of life may be seen as identifying those 
general (if not exactly "essential") characteristics of our lives which make 
our activities possible. 

Both Wittgenstein and Heidegger reject argument in the familiar sense. 
In struggling to convey a sense of our human situation that provides an 
alternative to the traditional, "commonsense" picture of representation
alism, they concentrate on description and claims about the conditions for 
the possibility of our daily activities. Since the traditional representation
alist picture is so deeply ingrained in our thinking and language, both also 
deploy detailed therapies and de-structurings, often loaded with meta
phors and neologisms, to helIfUs bypass the assumptions that arise when 
language is "idling" or when we adopt a theoretical stance toward life. 
What emerges in their writings is an understanding of human existence as 
finite, contingent, and contextualized, a picture which undermines the 

• For instance, by Roft}' in "Verificationism and Transcendental Arguments," Nods S 
(1971): 3-14; by Taylor in "The Opening Arguments of Hegel's Phmommology" in 
A. Macintyre, ed., Hegel: A Collection of Essays (Garden City, New York: Anchor, 
197:&); and more rca:ndy by Lynn Rudder Baker in ·On the Very Idea of a Form of Life, .. 
Inquiry :&7 (1984): :&77-89. To note this similarity to the procedure of transcendental 
arguments is not to suggest that Wittgenstein is developing a "transcendental philoso
phy." The differences between Wittgenstein and transcendental philosophy are clarified 
in Susanne Thiele's excellent book, Die Verwiddungm ;". Dmkm Wingemtems (Frei
burg: Karl Alber, 1983). 
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assumptions of traditional philosophy and paves the way for the recent 
thought of such figures as Rotty and Taylor. 

2. Everydayness, Understanding, and Meaning 

The representationalist picture of our human situation we have inherited 
from Descartes fixes in advance how things can appear to us "iike a pair of 
glasses on our nose through which we see whatever we look at" (PI 103). 
When we are doing philosophy, we tend to think of ourselves as essen
tially minds set over against a collection of independent physical objects 
which our ideas represent and our words designate. The goal of philoso
phy, then, is to show how our ordinary competence in interacting with the 
world is possible and justified. In other words, philosophy tries to account 
for the familiar intelligibility of things as they show up in our day-to-day 
lives. The intractable puzzles of traditional epistemology-centered philos
ophy arise precisely because of the assumptions of the representationalist 
model. For it seems that what is "given" in ordinary experience on this 
model (sensory input and possibly some in built rules) is too limited to 
ground or make sense of our full-blown understanding of ourselves and 
our world. Our grasp of things appears to be underdetermined by the 
"data" al)d capacities available to us. 

The way Wittgenstein and Heidegger handle these traditional philo
sophical problems is to suggest that they arise in part because of the repre
sentationalist portrayal of the self as a "subject" set over against an objec
tive external reality. By describing everydayness in detail, they lead us 
away from the tendency to think of ourselves as subjects or minds distinct 
from a world of brute objects, and they thereby suggest a new way of 
grasping the sources of intelligibility that are already present in our lives 
as agents. 

Heidegger's phenomenology of human agency starts out from a 
description of life as a "happening" caught up in "dealings" with equip
ment in ordinary contexts. In our prereflective activities, he suggests, we 
fin" ourselves absorbed in handling things, and in coping with situations 
we encounter as "significant" in the sense that things matter or count for 
us in specific ways. What shows up for us in such contexts is not a collec
tion of brute objects to be represented, but a totality of equipment organ
ized into a web of means/ends relations by our projects. Heidegger's well
known example of the workshop shows how, when everything is running 
smoothly, the hammer appears in hammering, in order to fasten boards 
together, which is for building a bookcase. Such familiar contexts of activ
ity are encountered as holistic fields of involvements - the 
"ready-to-hand" - organized around our undertakings ("what it's for"), 
and ultimately around our self-interpretations as agents in the world (the 
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"for the sake of which" of our concerns). Given this picture of everyday
ness, there is simply no way to drive in a wedge between the representing 
subject on the one hand, and mere objects to be represented on the other. 
The equipmental context gains its significance and structure from my 
sense of what I am doing in that setting. Yet, at the same time, who I am as 
an agent there is defined by the context in which I am engaged: in the 
workshop, for instance, I can be a craftsman or an amateur, but not a line
backer or an ayatollah. The ability to see things as mere objects on hand to 
be represented - as "present-at-hand" - requires a "change-over" in 
our stance toward things which Heidegger calls "the disworlding of the 
world." 

The description of everydayness also brings out the way in which our 
lives are always nested in the wider context of a historical culture. Our 
possibilities of self-interpretation and our concrete ways of acting are gen
erally guided in advance by the public roles, standards, and conventions 
we all absorb in growing up into a communal life-world. For the most part 
we are not so much unique individuals as we are participants and place
holders in what Heidegger calls the "They" (das Man): "We take pleasure 
and enjoy ourselves as they take pleasure; we read, see, and judge about 
literature and art as they see and judge .... The 'They' ... which [we] 
all are, though not as the sum, prescribes the kind of Being of everyday
ness" (SZ pp. U.6-17). This attunement to public ways of acting - the 
ingrained tendency to respond according to social standards, to fall into 
step with the crowd, to enact standardized roles - defines our identity in 
everydayness without residue. For this reason Heidegger says that being 
the They is a "primordial phenomenon" which "belongs to Dasein's posi
tive constitution" (SZ p. U.9). What I am doing at any time, as well as my 
thoughts and feelings, has a point and makes sense only against the back
ground of practices and institutions of my community - as, for example, 
talking to a group of people counts as an academic lecture only given the 
background of the university system. Heidegger's description of every
dayness leads us to see the world as a field of significance laid out by com
munal practices: "the They itself articulates the referential context of 
significance" (SZ p. 119). In this sense we exist as a shared "clearing" in 
which things can show up as relevant in relation to our lives. 

The description of human existence as bound up with a public world 
provides the basis for identifying three fundamental structures of human 
agency. First, we find ourselves "thrown" or situated within a familiar 
world where things "matter" to us because of our prior attunement (Stim
mung) (SZ p. 137). Because things always show up as mattering to us in 
some way or other, there is no horizonless vantage point for the apprehen-
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sion of brute "facts." Second, as agents we are "outside of ourselves" in 
addressing the concerns of daily life according to our culture's sense of 
what is important. In dealing with equipment, according to Heidegger, 
"Dasein addresses itself to the objects of its concern," and thereby 
"expresses itself too; that is to say, it expresses its being at home with the 
ready-to-hand" (SZ pp. 407-8). As we shall see, the way in which Dasein 
"expresses itself [spricht sich aus] as a being toward entities" (SZ pp. 
223-24) is focused by the possibilities of interpretation articulated by a 
public language. Finally, we are always" ahead of ourselves," organizing 
and interpreting current situations in the light of future possibilities. 
Understood as "projection," human life is teleological, a purposive thrust 
toward the future which Heidegger calls "Being-toward-the-end." This 
futurity unfolds not so much in conscious goal-setting or planning as in 
simply drifting along into the routines and undertakings defined by 
socially approved tasks and obligations. Our being toward the future is 
the source of the "forestructure of understanding" which preshapes the 
ways things can show up for us in our everyday lives together. 

Heidegger's claim, then, is that explicit awareness of mere objects is 
possible only for beings who have some prior competence in coping with. 
what he calls an "as structure" of practical involvements. This 
prereflective mastery of the "hermeneutic as" of equipment - the ability 
to handle things in familiar ways in meaningful situations - is made pos
sible by our participation in the public life-world opened up by the They. 
It follows that we are always caught up in a "hermeneutic circle": our 
dealings with what we find around us are preshaped by our culturally
defined overview of how things can count for our community, while that 
background understanding is itself constantly revised in the light of our 
encounters with what shows up in our activities. And so there can be no 
access to raw facts independent of our pre-understanding: if one is 
engaged in interpretation and one wants to appeal to what just "stands 
there," Heidegger says, "then one finds that what 'stands there' in the first 
instance is nothing other than the obvious undiscussed assumption of the 
person who does the interpreting" (SZ p. 1 so). In other words, what can 
count as a relevant "fact" is always preshaped by the background of intel
ligibility embodied in our skilled practices. For this reason Heidegger 
points out that fundamental ontology - the inquiry into what makes 
things the things they are - ash "about Being itself insofar as Being 
enters into the intelligibility of Dasein. The meaning of Being can never be 
contrasted with entities, or with Being as the 'ground' which gives entities 
support; for a 'gr~und' becomes accessible only as meaning, even if it is 
itself the abyss [Abgrund] of meaninglessness" (SZ p. 152). The Being of 
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things is therefore constituted by our shared background of attuned intel
Iigibility, a background which itself has no deeper ground than the contin
gent practices that have emerged in our historical culture. 

Where Heidegger's phenomenology focuses on our involvements with 
equipment, Wittgenstein's Philosophical Investigations begins by inquir
ing into how we refer to things with words. But Wittgenstein's concerns 
may be seen as congruent with Heidegger's to the extent that the basic 
question for both is how we are able to understand the world, or how 
intentionality is possible. A commonsense way of accounting for our 
understanding of the world presupposes "the model of 'object and desig
nation'" (PI 1.9 3). According to this model, we start out in life finding our
selves surrounded by objects; we then learn the names for those objects 
through "ostensive training" (someone points to a piece of paper and says 
"paper"); and thereafter we "know what objects of that type are. Our 
understanding of the world is built up from such instances of learning the 
significations of words. This traditional account of language presupposes 
the representationalist picture of ourselves as minds related to objects, 
and then tries to explain our understanding in terms of mental processes 
linking words to things, that is, knowing the meanings of words. 

Wittgenstein challenges every aspect of this account of the basis for our 
understanding. How, he asks, would a preverbal child know what point
ing is, or that the teacher is pointing to the paper and not to its color, size 
or shape? How does the child learn the use of the word (as a mass term, 
say, rather than as a count noun)? Does the child start out with our under
standing of objects in the world, so that the only issue is grasping what 
conventional sounds we associate with those objects? Or isn't it the case 
that the child first finds out how we articulate the world into "objects" by 
learning our language? Ostensive training seems to explain how we come 
to understand things because it is seen on the model of "ostensive 
definition," i.e., cases where someone already knows our language - can 
ask, for instance, "What color is that?" - and so understands the reply
"That's called 'sepia'" (PI 30). But ostensive definitions succeed because 
the learner already knows "what place in language, in grammar, we 
assign to the word," "the post at which we station the word" (PI 1.9). In 
other words, some understanding of language is necessary before this 
kind of ostension can succeed: "One has already to know (or be able to 
do) something in order to be capable of asking a thing's name," just as one 
must already have mastered the game of chess to some extent in order to 
understand the words, "This is the king, " when shown a particular piece 
(PI 31). The traditional account of how we come to understand words 
therefore presupposes the very understanding it was supposed to explain. 
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"We may say: only someone who already knows how to do something 
with it can significantly ask a name" (PI 31). 

Wittgenstein's reflections here lead to an inversion of the traditional 
order of explanation. The question asked was, "How can we explain our 
ordinary competence in dealing with things and grasping the world?" and 
the philosophical response was to show how understanding could be built 
up from particular cases of grasping the meanings of words. What Witt
genstein suggests, however, is that we can learn words (and, hence, grasp 
what objects are) only if we already have an understanding of the world, 
an understanding itself rooted in a prior mastery of language. What is 
basic is the "preunderstanding" embodied in our know-how: our "ability 
to do" things, our "mastery" of standard patterns of discrimination and 
articulation as competent agents in a familiar life-world. Items in the 
world can stand out as counting for us in cenain ways only because we 
have some mastery of what Wittgenstein calls the "significance" or 
"imponance" of the ordinary situations in which we find ourselves: 
"What is happening now has significance in these surroundings. The sur
roundings give it its imponance" (PI 583). Words have meanings and can 
be understood only within "intelligible situations" (Z 17). But in that case 
the intelligibility of things cannot be explained atomistically in terms of 
isolated identifications. Rather, "[I]ight dawns gradually over the whole" 
(OC 141). 

It follows from the priority of this holistic background of understand
ing that we can pick out or identify "facts" only against the backdrop of a 
prior sense of how things can count as significant in our lives. Wittgen
stein asks, "But whatthings are 'facts'? Do you believe you can show what 
fact is meant by, e.g., pointing to it with your finger? Does that of itself 
clarify the pan played by 'establishing' a fact?" Suppose it takes a grasp of 
the practices constitutive of some region of our life-world "to define the 
character of what you are calling a 'fact'" (RFM p. 381). The world in 
which we find ourselves is always already organized into intelligible, 
meaningful contexts which determine what facts there can be, and so, as 
for Heidegger, there is no way to see our understanding of the world as 
built up from discriminations of originally meaningless, isolated facts. 
When Wittgenstein asks, "What are the simple constituents of a chair?
The bits of wood of which it is made? Or the molecules, or the atoms?" (PI 
47), he makes it clear that the simple component pans of things are 
specifiable only by reference to our interests and purposes in dealing with 
them. 

Wittgenstein's undermining of the traditional conception of grounding 
is summed up in the familiar slogan, "What has to be accepted, the given, 
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is - so one could say - forms of life" (PI p. 2.2.6). The full meaning of 
this can be brought out by considering what Wittgenstein says about fol
lowing rules. The tradition tries to explain the orderliness and regularity 
in our activities in terms of underlying "mental" rules. Without the men
tal, it seems, there would be not "action" but mere physical movement. 
Wittgenstein criticizes the assumption that there must be inner mental 
rules guiding our actions by, among other things, showing that rules have 
to be interpreted, that every interpretation of a rule relies on another rule, 
and consequently that the appeal to rules leads to an endless regress. Gen
erally, wherever we might feel that the mental would explain our actions, 
Wittgenstein undercuts that notion by showing that appeal to the mental 
is pointless. 

If meaningful human agency can be accounted for neither in terms of 
mental processes nor solely in terms of physical movement, how is it pos
sible? Here Wittgenstein's description of our everyday activities gives us a 
new way of looking at our agency and, indeed, at our own identity as 
humans. "To obey a rule," he says, "to make a report, to give an order, to 
playa game of chess, are customs (uses, institutions) .... To understand 
a language means to be master of a technique" (PI 199). What comes 
across here is that action gains its meaning not from "inner" accompani
ments, but from its place within the background of regular practices, tech
niques and customs of a community. As we are initiated into a communal 
life-world, we become tuned in to those ways of responding that make up 
the background of intelligibility embodied in the "common ways of act
ing" (Handlungsweise) of our culture. Consider, for example, how bow
ing is learned in japan. From an early age japanese infants are tapped on 
the back of the head when someone enters the room. Through this condi
tioning they begin to "duck" in the appropriate circumstances, and this 
ducking evolves into the formal japanese bow. It would be a mistake, 
however, to think that bowing is nothing other than the conditioned 
reflex of ducking, for a bow is a profoundly meaningful gesture in japa
nese society. Yet the meaning of the bow does not depend on something 
"mental" behind the movement; anything, or nothing, might be "going 
through one's mind" when one bows. Rather, the gesture gains its mean
ing from its place within the background of practices, customs and institu
tions of the entire culture. Generally, then, what is "given" as the source 
of intelligibility of our actions is the attunement - the "agreement in 
judgments" (Ubereinstimmung, PI 2.42.) - we pick up by becoming par
ticipants in a public world. As Wittgenstein says, what "determines our 
judgment, our concepts and reactions, is not what one man is doing now, 
an individual action, but the whole hurly-burly of human actions, the 
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background against which we see any action" (Z 567). Our actions are 
"rule-governed, " coherent and meaningful because of their position in the 
entire fabric of social practices that make up our form of life. 

This conception of shared forms of life as the basis for our practices 
points to a way of envisioning the self which provides an alternative to the 
representationalist model. According to this viewpoint, what defines our 
identity as human agents is not our capacity for conscious representation, 
but rather our mode of "presentation" - our ways of expressing our
selves in the mesh of a public world.9 Wittgenstein advises us to think of 
the language of the mental not as designating something "inner," but as 
an expression of natural life-processes: for example, the word "pain" as 
connected with a "primitive, natural expression" (PI 244); the words 
"We mourn ... " at a funeral as "an expression of mourning" (PI p. 
189); the exclamation, "Now I know how to go on!" as "an instinctive 
sound, a glad start" (PI 323); the utterance "I hope he'll come" not as a 
"report about [one's) state of mind," but as "an expression [Ausserung) 
of [one's] hope" (PI 585); and the sentence "I am in pain" as like moaning 
- an "expression" of pain, not a report on a mental state (BB pp. 68-69). 
The force of these suggestions is to lead us to shift from thinking of the 
mental as something" inner" represented by our words to thinking of it as 
what is presented or expressed in our communal lives. It is something we 
embody, something we "body forth" in making manifest our attuned 
being-in-the-world together. Seen from this perspective, we exist as 
"meaningful expressions" in a shared life-world rather than as minds rep
resenting objects. 

Wittgenstein's description of our everyday lives overlaps the picture we 
find in Heidegger. The self, regarded as agency, appears as an ongoing 
"happening" embedded in a public life-world whose actions and self-un
derstanding draw their significance from their location in the practices 
and customs of the "They." Given this portrayal of our human situation, 
the picture of the self as a mind representing objects simply has no role to 
play. For both thinkers, to grasp the situatedness of our lives within a 
background of life-expressions of a community is to see that the mental, 
can be made intelligible without recourse to a "yet uncomprehended pro~
cess in the yet unexplored medium" (PI 308). As Wittgenstein says, "Only 
surrounded by certain normal expressions of life (Lebensausserungen) is 
there such a thing as an expression of pain. Only surrounded by an even 
more far-reaching expression of life, such a thing as the expression of sor
row or affection" (Z 534). And, for both thinkers, the contextualization 

9 This account draws on James C. Edwards' Ethics Without Philo$ophy (Tampa: Univer
sity of Florida, I9hl. pp. 183ff. 
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of our lives in a communal world - our existence as, so to speak, com
mentaries on the text of our culture's ways of interpreting things -
implies that there can be no access to brute, uninterpreted "facts" about 
independently existing objects to be used in justifying or explaining our 
practices. At the same time, however, the description of everydayness lets 
us see that our lives and the world are already intelligible, and therefore do 
not need any philosophical explanation or grounding. 

3. Language and Truth 

In the writings of both Wittgenstein and Heidegger, language plays a cru
cial role in articulating our shared sense of ourselves and the world 
around us. We saw that, for Heidegger, Dasein "expresses itself" in its 
everyday dealings with equipment. These ordinary ways of articulating 
our surroundings into a field of significance are focused and organized in 
advance by a background of intelligibility opened by discourse: 
"Intelligibility has always been articulated, even before there is any 
appropriative interpretation of it. Discourse [Redel is the articulation of 
intelligibility. Therefore it underlies both interpretation and assertion" 
(SZ p. 161). 

To understand what Heidegger means by discourse here, we must keep 
in mind thatthe term "Dasein" does notsimply designate isolated individ
ual human beings. Dasein, as we have seen, is essentially "Being-with," a 
communal being whose sense of reality is initially preshaped by the way 
the "They" articulates significance. Accordingly, language is the medium 
in which a community's "clearing" (its understanding of itself and its 
world) is opened up and maintained. "In language, as a way in which 
things have been spoken out, there is hidden a way in which the under
standing of Dasein has been interpreted •... Proximally, and with cer
tain limits, Dasein is constantly delivered over to this interpretedness, 
which controls and distributes the possibilities of average understanding 
and of the situatedness belonging to it" (SZ pp. 167-8). Seen from this 
standpoint, Dasein as a clearing is made possible by the articulations built 
into a public language. "For the most part, discourse is expressed by being 
spoken out, and has already been 50 expressed; it is language. But in that 
case understanding and interpretation already lie in what has thus been 
expressed" (SZ p. 167). Heidegger elsewhere calls this linguistic back
ground the "projective saying" of a people, the linguistically attuned goal
directed ness in which "the concepts of a historical people's essence, i.e., of 
its belonging to world history, are preformed for that people. "'0 

I. "The Origin of the Work of Azt,• in Heidegger, Basic Writings, ed. D. Krell (New York: 
Harper, 1977), p. 18S. 
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Our everyday talk contributes to sustaining this shared background of 
intelligibility. In talking, Heidegger says, our "Being-with becomes 
'explicitly' shared"; through talk "the articulation of being with one 
another understandingly is constituted" (SZ p. 162.). In other words, the 
central role of language use is to "express" or "make manifest" our 
shared attunement to a public world: "In talking, Dasein expresses itself 
not because it has, in the first instance, been encapsulated as something 
'internal' over against something outside when it understands. What is 
expressed is precisely this being-outside. . ." (SZ p. 162.). Charles Taylor 
has discussed the role of language in expressing or making manifest our 
shared "being-outside" with one another." As Taylor points out, the tra
dition generally regarded language as a tool at our disposal for designat
ing and communicating information about objects. In contrast to this 
kind of "designative" view of language, Taylor proposes we see language 
as primarily a medium in which a "public space" is opened up. To take his 
example, if I get onto a crowded bus on a hot day and say to a fellow-pas
senger, "Hot, isn't it?" my utterance neither conveys information nor asks 
a question. Instead, its role is to make manifest our shared predicament, to 
"get something out into the open between us, " to fine tune our sense of the 
existential space in which we stand. 

Similarly, for Heidegger, "[c]ommunication is never anything like a 
conveying of experiences, such as opinions or wishes, from the interior of 
one subject into the interior of another. Dasein-with is already essentially 
manifest in a co-situatedness and a co-understanding" (SZ p. 162.). It fol
lows that language is not primarily a tool for relaying ideas from one sub
ject to another, but is instead the medium in which our shared under
standing of ourselves and our world is deposited and maintained. This is 
why Heidegger says that it is not humans who speak, but rather "language 
speaks" - "Humans speak only insofar as they corespond to lan
guage ..... Because our shared sense of reality and the public space of our 
practical life-world are constituted by language, "essence and Being 
express themselves in language. "., Language is the "dwelling" in which 
our sense of who we are emerges, and so "we human beings remain com
mitted to and within the essence of language, and can never step outside of 
it in order to look at it from somewhere e1se."'4 

II "Language and Human Nature" and "Theories of Meaning," reprinted in his HUmQlI 

Agell'Ylmd Language, Philosophical Papers, Vol. I (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 1985). 

.. The Piery of Thinking, trans. J. G. Hart and J. C. Maraldo (Bloomington: Indiana 
University Press, 1976), p. 2.5. 

" llltroduction 10 Metaphysics, trans. R. Manheim (Garden City: Doubleday, 1961), p. 
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Correlated with Heidegger's description of the self as a place-holder in 
the public life-world, and of language as making manifest a shared back
ground of intelligibility, is a transformed way of looking at "truth." 
According to this outlook, "primordial" truth is the "disclosedness" 
which makes it possible for things to emerge-into-presence, and truth as 
"correspondence" or "correct representation" is derivative from this 
more primordial truth. The notion of primordial truth is clarified in Hei
degger's attempt to show that what usually is assumed to be the primary 
locus of truth, the subject/predicate assertion, is derivative from a more 
basic involvement in practical affairs (SZ sec. 33). In our normal trans
actions with equipment, we layout and appropriate equipment according 
to our aims and needs. Language, when it has a role to play, usually speaks 
into these concerns, lighting up aspects of the "hermeneutic as" of taking 
something as something in otir concemful dealings. For example, calling 
out "Too heavy! Hand me the other hammer!" in the midst of hammering 
makes manifest how things stand in the workshop: it shows how the work 
is going, and lets things become manifest as they are in our clearing. 
Through this expression, the entire context of significance relations is lit 
up. 

When we shift from using language in order to express our absorption 
in a field of significance to using it to make" apophantic assertions," there 
is a change-over in our mode of comportment to the world. In a subject! 
predicate assertion such as "The hammer weighs four pounds," we focus 
on the hammer as a present-at-hand object with a property, supposedly 
severed from any particular context of practical significance. "In its func
tion of appropriating what is understood," Heidegger says, "the 'as' no 
longer reaches out into a totality of involvements.. . . [IJt has been cut 
off from that significance which, as such, constitutes environmentality" 
(SZ p. 158). The bare subject/predicate assertion is disengaged from its 
role in disclosing how things stand with our activities, and is regarded as 
merely representing a "fact" about a meaningless, present-at-hand thing. 
Only when there has been this kind of change-over to decontextualized 
assertions can questions about "correctness" or "correspondence to the 
facts" arise, and now standard sorts of checking and confirmation get 
under way. What this account of assertion shows, however, is that 
encountering things as mere objects represented by subject/predicate 
assertions is parasitic on the "clearing" opened in advance by those prac
tical concerns and involvements through which things are discovered as 
meaningful in our lives. 

'. 0" the Way to La"fU4ge, trans. P. D. Hartz (New York: Harper & Row, 1'71), p. 
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Heidegger's derivation of the traditional concept of truth as correspon
dence from a "more primordial" experience of truth as disclosedness (SZ 
sec. 44) follows the same pattern. The claim is that only because the world 
and the things in it ar~ already opened up by our discursive preunder
standing is it possible for a conception of things as mere objects to arise. 
Our practical activities disclose the arena in which questions about the 
correctness of beliefs or the truth of statements get off the ground. And 
within this clearing, "things stand in different truths""-depending on 
our interests and our concerns - for example, a crucifix would playa dif
ferent role within the "truths" of science, aesthetics, or religious experi
ence. But it is only because Dasein in general "is 'in the tTUth,''' and 
because disclosedness "belongs to its existential constitution" (SZ p. 
2.2.1), that these "different truths" and the standard types of regional 
inquiry correlated with them are possible. 

Wittgenstein also sees our language and practices as opening a field of 
intelligibility in which the issue of truth as correspondence can arise 
(though, to be sure, he would not call this background itself "truth"). As 
the medium in which our understanding of ourselves and our world is 
maintained, language articulates and shapes our attunement to shared 
forms of life and defines our own being as meaningful expressions. Our 
ordinary language-games make manifest our attuned participation in the 
customs and practices of our public world. But language-games do not 
merely formulate an understanding we could just as well have without 
language. For language constitutes our ways of encountering things and 
interpreting ourselves. When Wittgenstein says that a dog can "feel fear 
but not remorse." and that this is so because it "can't talk" (Z 518). he 
means that, although a dog can react to physical danger, it lacks the 
capacity to grasp public standards of conduct, to recognize the 
significance of the situation in relation to those standards. to contrast 
remorse with shan1e or regret, to revise its self-evaluation in the light of 
redescriptions of the situation - all those language-dependent capacities 
that constitute our ability to feel remorse. We are able to have certain sorts 
of feelings and to identify things in our environment as significant, then, 
because of the mastery of what Wittgenstein calls the "grammar" - the 
background articulation of our possibilities of understanding - that 
prestructures the language-games we learn in growing up into a linguistic 
community. For this reason he says, "Essence is expressed 
[ausgesprochen 1 by grammar," and "grammar tells us what kind of object 
anything is" (PI 371 , 373). 

I, What 1$11 Thing?, trans. W. B. Barton, Jr. and Vera Deuts~h (Chi~ago: Henry Regnery, 
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I take Wittgenstein's concept of "grammar" as referring to what he 
sometimes calls the "system" of standard connections and relations 
organizing our language use which is embodied in the regular practices 
and contexts of communal life. Thus, it seems to be part of the grammar of 
obtaining and reporting results of measuring that there is "a certain con
stancy in the results of measuring" (PI 2.42.). Similarly, it is part of the 
grammatical -framework on which the working of language is based" 
that " [d]isputes do not break out (among mathematicians, say) over the 
question of whether a rule has been obeyed or not" (PI 2.40, my emphasis). 
The "framework" or "scaffolding" that makes the activity of mathemat
ics possible is found not by conceptual analysis, but by describing the 
familiar life-expressions of mathematicians. This context of familiar prac
tices is referred to (perhaps misleadingly) as "agreement in judgments": 
"If language is to be a means of communication there must be agreement 
not only in definitions but also ... in judgments" (PI 2.42.). The attune
ment to regular, orderly practices makes up the "grammatical multiplic
ity" of our language, but it cannot be thought of as justifying or explain
ing our language-games: "I have not said why mathematicians do not 
quarrel, but only that they do not" (PI p. 2.2.6). Nevertheless, our attune
ment constitutes the concepts we have: "If there were not complete agree
ment [in the calculations made by mathematicians], then neither would 
human beings be learning the technique which we learn" (PI p. 2.2.6). 

If this way of reading Wittgenstein's notion of "grammar" is right, then 
grammar might be thought of as a web of practices which, like a grid or 
template, guides our ways of speaking and taking things in ordinary lan
guage-games. Wittgenstein compares this background of understanding 
to a "world-picture" or a "mythology" that makes up the tacit, "inherited 
background against which I distinguish true and false" (OC 94-95), and 
to "a system, a structure" of taken-for-granted convictions (OC 102.) that 
makes identifications and discriminations possible. But this background 
of understanding is not a "web of beliefs" (as the term "judgments" sug
gests); it is something that is embodied in those shared practices we come 
to express as we become initiated into the forms of life of our culture. For 
this reason, Wittgenstein says that giving grounds does not come to an end 
in a proposition that one just sees as true: "it is not a kind of seeing on our 
part; it is our acting which lies at the ground of the language-game" (OC 
2.04). The ground of our beliefs and practices "is not an ungrounded pre
supposition: it is an ungrounded way of acting" (OC 2.10; my emphasis). 

For Wittgenstein, then, language embodies a grammar which consti
tutes our sense of reality and grounds our beliefs and ways of doing things. 
But, as is true of Heidegger's background of intelligibility, grammar can-
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not itself be grounded by appeal to any extra-linguistic facts. According to 
Wittgenstein's well-known "autonomy of grammar" argument, "I can
not use language to get outside of language" (PR p. 54). That is, to put it 
roughly, since every attempt to justify grammar by appeal to "facts" 
about reality only succeeds in making use of some description of reality 
which itself presupposes the correctness of the grammar in question, any 
such attempted justification begs the question. Insofar as our grammar 
constitutes what can count as reality for us, there is no exit from language 
to non-linguistic "facts" about ourselves or our world which could 
ground the grammar we have. But neither is it correct to think we create 
our language-games or their grammar: "a language-game does not have 
its origin in consideration [or reflection]. Consideration [or reflection] is 
pan of a language-game" (Z 391). Hence, though language may look 
"arbitrary" to the extent that "the use of language is in a cenain sense 
autonomous" (Z 310), in another sense it is not something we cook up 
ourselves (it is "not as if we chose this game" [OC 3 17)). A language-game 
"is not based on grounds. It is not reasonable (or unreasonable). It is there 
-like our life" (OC 559). 

In the picture of our situation that emerges from Wittgenstein's 
reflections, we come to see ourselves as participants in public language
games which are not grounded on anything outside our lives, and yet, 
insofar as they constitute our lives, they are not something we create or 
can fully master. The background of intelligibility opened by our gram
mar is neither true nor false ("If the true is what is grounded, then the 
ground is not true, nor yet false" [OC 105]). Yet, as the "scaffolding of 
our thoughts" (OC 1ll), it is what makes it possible to believe and say 
things that count as either true'or false. For language as a whole, "we see 
that the idea of 'agreement with reality' does not have any clear applica
tion" (OC 115). Thus, although Wittgenstein would eschew Heidegger's 
talk of "primordial truth," the view he presents parallels Heidegger's 
notion of a linguistically constituted "clearing" or "disclosedness" as the 
backdrop which makes possible our everyday assertions and denials, test
ing and disconfirming, explanations and justifications. 

4. The Legacy of Wittgenstcin and Heidegger 

The question posed at the outset was: What is the impact of Wittgen
stein's and Heidegger's thought for traditional philosophy? In this con
cluding section I want to summarize the results of the comparisons I have 
made, and sketch out some of the issues in the debate between Rorty and 
Taylor. We might sum up the outcome of the thought of Wittgenstein and 
Heidegger by saying that it is holistic, anti-dualist, and nonfoundational
ist. The holism appears in their convergent pictures of our transactions 
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with the world as constituted by a background of understanding embod
ied in our practices and shaped by our language. For Heidegger, our deal
ings with equipment make it possible for the world to show up for us as an 
interrelated web of "significance" where what anything is is 
"ontologically defined" by its relation to our goals and practices. The 
relations of "in orderto," "for which," and "forthe sake of which" that 
define our life-world are not properties tacked onto pre-existent objects. 
As "relationships in which concernful know-how as such already dwells" 
(SZ p. 88), they define not only the "worldhood of the world" but our 
own identity as agents in the world as well. Similarly, for Wittgenstein, the 
"essence" of anything - what makes it the object it is - is defined by the 
"grammatical multiplicity" of our language-games. What things are is 
inseparable from their place in the contexts of significance opened up by 
the linguistic customs, conventions, and practices of our life-world. 

One consequence of this holism is that understanding always operates 
within a hermeneutic circle. Our ways of encountering things in the world 
are sketched out in advance by what Heidegger calls a "blueprint" or 
"groundplan" of preunderstanding, while that understanding is con
stantly redefined as a result of our ongoing transactions with the world. 
There is consequently no way to gain access to brute facts or raw data 
independent of some framework of understanding. In Wittgenstein's 
example, a chemist's investigations are made possible by the fact that he 
"has got hold of a definite world-picture - not of course one that he 
invented: he learned it as a child." This world-picture "is the matter-of
course foundation for his research and as such also goes unmentioned" 
(OC 167). Yet, since a world-picture or mythology "may change back 
into a state of flux, the river-bed of thoughts may shift" (OC 97), there is 
no unchanging foundation that underwrites the grammar we have. 

A second affinity between Wittgenstein and Heidegger is found in the 
way they undercut traditional dualisms. It should be evident, first of all, 
that their thought subverts the Cartesian oppositions of subject and object 
or mind and matter. If our actions are understood as expressions inter
woven into a public "tapestry of life," then the notions of mind and con
sciousness have no necessary role to play in describing and grasping our 
everydayness. One can "divide through" by the mental; "it cancels out, 
whatever it is" (PI 2.93)' Yet, at the same time, neither Wittgenstein nor 
Heidegger feels that displacing the mental thereby commits us to physical
ism or behaviorism. In their picture of our lives as bound up with a Iife
world where things show up as significant in relation to our purposes and 
needs, there is no place in the description of everydayness for the notion of 
brute, meaningless physical objects or "mere" physical movement. In 
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fact, since both thinkers suggest that the natural sciences are derivative 
from and parasitic on a "more primordial" way of understanding our
selves and our world as participants in the meaningful contexts of every
day life, there is no reason to assume that the conception of reality we get 
from physics has any privileged status in telling us what the world is 
"really" like. 

Deflating the opposition between subject and object should also under
mine the traditional distinction between idealism and realism. This dis
tinction has always been parasitic for its sense on the representationalist 
picture of our situation, according to which reality is either "out there," 
independent of us, or "in here," within the mind. But if the representa
tionalist model is discarded, so is the dilemma: either realism or idealism. 
Thus, it seems misleading to suggest that, since "our language. . . shows 
us everything as it appears to our interests, our concerns, our activities, " 
and since these are "things which are expressions of mind, " this "provides 
grounds. . . for calling such a view a kind of idealism.. . . ".6 For the 
very notion that our interests, concerns and activities are "expressions of 
mind" is exactly what Wittgenstein and Heidegger have blocked. We can
not explain our activities by recourse to extra-linguistic facts, but neither 
can we consider the possibility that all there is is language or mind as 
opposed to getting in touch with the facts. It also seems wrong to say, 
"Horses and giraffes, colors and shapes - the existence of these is not [a 
product of human linguistic practice] .... But the metaphysical necessi
ties belonging to the nature of such things - these seem to be regarded by 
[Wittgenstein] as 'grammatical rules.''''' For, on the one hand, since 
what we mean when we try to affirm the existence of horses and giraffes is 
always constituted by the linguistic articulations made possible by the 
background of our "grammar," there is no way to get out of language in 
order to assert the existence of these types of things as they are in them
selves independent of any grammar. And, on the other hand, since the 
"metaphysical necessities" of such things are indistinguishable from the 
concrete ways those things show up for us in our language and actions, 
talk about metaphysical necessity seems to be a wheel in a machine that 
turns when nothing else is moving. 

Finally, Wittgenstein's and Heidegger's vision of our situation is non
foundationalist to the extent that it undermines the prospects of finding a 
final explanation or justification for our lives. For Heidegger, our exis-

" Bernard Williams, ·Wittgenstein and Idealism," in his Moral Lucie (Cambridge: Cam
bridge University Press, I liS I ), p. 153. 

" G. E. M. Anscombe, -The Question of Linguistic Idealism," in her From Parmtmides 
to Wittgenstein (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, IlISI), p. 111. 
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tence as a "happening," as a "thrown projection," is finite, contingent 
and historical in the sense of being an ongoing dialogue with the past for 
the purposes of the future. As the source of all intelligibility, the clearing 
that we are is itself suspended over ~the abyss of meaninglessness" (SZ p. 
152.). And Wittgenstein constantly reminds us of "the groundlessness of 
our believing" (Oe 166), the transience of even our most central 
"mythology" (Oe 96-99), and the seemingly "arbitrary" nature of our 
core beliefs. 

But for both thinkers this groundlessness does not lead to skeptical res
ignation or perpetual uncertainty. As Wittgenstein says, "The difficult 
thing here is not to dig down to the ground; no, it is to recognize the 
ground that lies before us as the ground" (RFM p. 333). Recognizing the 
rootedness of our beliefs and activities in our shared forms of life and in 
the "common behavior of mankind" (PI 2.06) can throw us back onto the 
grounds we do have - our patterns of upbringing, natural "primitive" 
responses, capacities for picking up skills, and so on - with a deeper' 
respect for their dependability and bindingness. To acknowledge, with 
Seabright, that "fmJeanings are not in the head but in the world"" would 
be to see our practices as guided by the steady and regular "expressions of 
life" of our cultural world, and to realize that, since our shared forms of 
life constitute our identity, there is no way to regard them as arbitrary 
impositions or as mere excess baggage with no real connection to who we 
really are. In a related way, Heidegger thinks that facing up to our own 
finitude can throw us back onto our lives in a fuller way. In his view, to 
clear-sightedly acknowledge that we are caught in the hermeneutic circle 
is also to realize that this circularity is an enabling condition which first 
gives us access to our lives, with the result that our aim should be "not to 
get out of the circle but to come into it in the right way" (SZ p. 153). And 
his discussion of "authentic historicity" (SZ sees. 74-77) proposes that 
once we fully recognize the finitude and temporality of our possibilities of 
self-interpretation, we will take over the "happening" of our communi
ty's history with deeper commitment and respect, appropriating the past 
as a "heritage" and orienting our goals for the future as part of a shared 
"destiny." What this nonfoundationalism does imply is that there is no 
(inal explanation for our forms of life that would put an end to inquiry, 
and consequently that attempts to understand ourselves and our world 
are an open-ended, ongoing project. 

II Paul Seabright, "Explaining Cultural Divergence: A Wittgensteinian Paradox," Journal 
of Philosophy 84 (1987): 11-17, p. 11. 
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The divergent readings of the significance of the writings of Wittgen
stein and Heidegger found in Rorty and Taylor might be seen as resulting 
from emphasizing different strands of these thinkers' work. Rorty focuses 
on the anti-foundationalism and contextualism of their writings and 
draws the conclusion that they have put an end to traditional epistemolo
gy-centered philosophy as a search for final truths about ourselves and 
our world. On Rorty's reading, the writings of Wittgenstein are primarily 
therapeutic and negative, clearing away the presuppositions of traditional 
philosophy and offering nothing new in their place: "When Wittgenstein 
is at his best, he resolutely avoids. . • constructive criticism and sticks to 
pure satire. He just shows, by examples, how hopeless the traditional 
problems are;. • . he just makes fun of the whole idea that there is some
thing here to be explained. ",~ And the legacy of the later Heidegger (who 
threw off the vestiges of "fundamental ontology" still found in his early 
work) is not a new picture of humans, but "the endless, repetitive, liter
ary-historical 'deconstruction' of the Western metaphysics of presence" 
(CP p. xxii). 

The outcome of Wittgenstein and Heidegger, according to Rorty, is 
"epistemological behaviorism," the pragmatist attitude that is content 
with explaining rationality and epistemic authority "by reference to what 
society lets us say"'o rather than by privileged representations or by cri
teria dictated by pure reason. And "behaviorism which dispenses with 
foundations is in a fair way towards dispensing with philosophy."u To 
see a human being as a self-interpreting animal is to see "man as a self
changing being, capable of remaking himself by remaking his 
speech. "u The lesson to be drawn from the insight into "the ubiquity of 
language" is that "one cannot see language-as-a-whole in relation to 
something else to which it applies, or for which it is a means to an end" 
(CP p. xix). Wittgenstein and Heidegger, then, are "making only negative 
points" that there is nothing behind language which could ground it (CP 
p. xx). Grasping the outcome of the development of thought in the twenti
eth century should lead us to a new attitude of irony and playfulness: to 
"abjure the notion of 'the truly human'" and to "become increasingly 

I, Consequences of Pragmatism (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1982.), p. 
34 (henceforth "CP"). 

"" Philosophy and the Mirror of Nature (Princeton: Princeton Univenity Press, 1979), p. 

174· 
" "Epistemological Behaviorism and the Dc-transcendentalizarion of Analytic Philoso

phy," in R. Hollinger, ed., Hermeneutics and Practice (Notre Dame: Notre Dame Uni
versity Press, 1985), p. 101 . 

.. Ibid., p. 104. 
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ironic, playful, free, and inventive in our choice of self~descriptions. "" A 
certain "ethnocentrism," which acknowledges we can never "step outside 
our skins" or escape from "the 'merely conventional' and contingent 
aspects of one's life" (CP p. xix), is combined with the ability to "see every 
human life as a poem"'· created by individuals through imaginative self
descriptions. 

Taylor, in contrast, emphasizes the way in which the phenomenology 
of everydayness provides us with an alternative way of understanding 
who we are. For Taylor, the fact that we are self-interpreting animals 
insures that we have what he calls "agent's knowledge" (OE p. 475), that 
is, insight into what we are doing insofar as our own self-descriptions con
stitute our movements as actions. Although a person's own self-under
standing may be shot through with self-deception, it provides the expla
nandum from which any account of the agent must begin, and it therefore 
has a privileged status in grasping his or her action. Taylor's hope is that 
our agent's knowledge will also provide a basis for uncovering deeper 
insights into the underlying structures of agency in general. Rorty, in con
trast, thinks this belief in something "deep" or "more authentic" about 
ourselves is just a remnant of the "craving for metaphysical comfort" that 
Wittgenstein and Heidegger have undermined. The faith that we have 
"privileged access" to ourselves - that we can "read our own program" 
(CP p. 165) - presupposes a now untenable essentialism. 

Though it is impossible to adjudicate this dispute here, I want to sug
gest that Taylor's reading of the "legitimate heir" of philosophy is more in 
line with the overall direction of Wittgenstein's and Heidegger's thought. 
Taylor correctly criticizes Rorty's view that all language-games are 
optional and up for grabs. Both Wittgenstein and Heidegger have shown 
us that, although our self-descriptions are ungrounded, they are neverthe
less constitutive of who we are, and so cannot be taken up or abandoned 
at will. As Taylor says, Rorty's picture of all vocabularies as optional 
makes sense only if we can think of ourselves as "in fact at home 
nowhere," and this assumption seems to rely on a "notion of the subject 
as disengaged" which is itself "generated by the epistemological tradi
tion" Rorty seeks to overcome," If we recognize that, as agents, we are 
always enmeshed in a concrete cultural context, we will see that there is no 
vantage point for the stance of global irony and playfulness Rorty recom
mends. 

"' -Freud and Moral Reflection," in J. H. Smith and W. Kerrigan, eds., Pragmatism'S 
Freud: The Moral Disposition of Psychoanalysis (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins, 1986), p. 
11 • 

.. -The Contingency of Selfhood," London Review of Books, May 8, 1986, p. 14. 

"' ·Philosophy and Its History," in Rorty, Schncewind, and Skinner, eds., Philosophy in 
History: Essays on the Historiography of Philosophy (Cambridge: Cambridge Univer
sity Press, 1984), p. 30. 
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Within our own background of understanding, then, we can try to for
mulate the types of "transcendental generalization" about the conditions 
for agency Heidegger sought - such pervasive features as situatedness, 
future directedness, involvement in significant situations, and linguistical
ity - while holding onto Wittgenstein's distrust of totalization and his 
insistence on detailed, case-by-case description. The results of such a 
quasi-transcendental inquiry will be defeasible given our embeddedness 
in an ongoing historical culture, and they can be defended only by local 
skirmishes with specific objections rather than by knock-down arguments 
starting from indubitable premises. But, to the extent that this search for a 
deeper self-understanding through the critique of representationalism 
points to a transformed outlook on pressing puzzles about our human 
situation, it reveals the potential of a post-WittgensteinianlHeideggerian 
philosophy." 

.0 Research for this paper was supported by a University Research Grant from the Univer
sity of Vermont and an NEH Summer Seminar grant. I am grateful to Kathleen Emmett, 
Mark Bickhard, and Lynn Rudder Baker for comments on an earlier draft of this essay. 
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5 

Meaning constitution and justification 
of validity: has Heidegger overcome 
transcendental philosophy by history 
of being? 

The problem as a consequence of the present impact of 
Heidegger's philosophy 

Let me sl<1rt out with il question: whilt l'xplilins the filsciniltion of 
Heideggcr's philosophy ill the I)!"('sent nil? Certilinly, this lasciniltion 
no longer elllilnates frolll till' so-cillied philosophy of 'cxistence', 
which WilS, Ill) doubt, 101"l1lulilted in Rein" and Tillie in iln expressive 
Jnd ilppeilling wily. Nor is it, I suppose, the concern of il 'lundalllcn-
1<11 ontology', thilt is the response to the question as to the 'mcilning 
of being', which Heillegger himself opposed to whilt he cililed the 
'exi~tl'ntiillist niisunderstillHling' of his Illilill work. The source of 
filscillation ill our <lilY is rathn, it seellls to llIe, his Vl'll\ure 01 il 
'destruction' 01 occidentillllletilphysics which WilS postulilted illrcildy 
in Beil1.'! and Time but latcr, illter the so-cillied 'turn' (I(('lIre) , WilS 

dirl'cted ilgilinst the conception of fundillllentill ontology ilS well. In 
othcr words: ilt present, the following progrillllllle o[ Heidegger's 
seellls to stilnd in the forcground of interest: his iltlelllpt ilt thinking 
bilck - by critical reconstruction ilnd destruction 01 illl current con
ccptual SChCIl1l'S, metaphysics ilnd scicnce - beyond the beginnings 
of r1ilssicill Greek philosophy, in order possibly \0 regilin tht' 'frce 
spilce' (Spic/mlllll) 01 iln 'initiill thinking' tltilt Illight hilvc existed in 
thl' tillll' 01 myth or cven olthe pre-SoCfiltic philusophers. This Irct' 
spilce, on Heidegger's account, might CVl'lltuillly opt'n up the precon
ditions for il pust-l11etilphysicill ilnd post-technologicillthf)ughtto the 
extcnt thilt Stich il possibility Illil)' be ilctuillized by thl' 'hilppening of 
being', thilt is through a 'cleilrilnce' of the nWilning of being. 

It is eSIH'ci,llly tht' last suggestion 01 il post-l1lctilphysicill, nily 
evt'n posl-philosophical ilnd posl-rilliollai (illlhough 1101 - ilccording 
to Hcillcggn - 'iiTiltiun<ll'), I Ihinking Ihill wilhin the lilst deCildl' hil~ 
ilrtluq'd thl' gre,ltl'~t filscin<1tioll - lor l':\<1Illpll' in thl' sphert' 01 
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Frellch ilIld It,lliJIl postllloderllislll,' btlt evell beyolld this ill J spL'ciJI 

version of AmericJIl neo-prJglllJtislll which thinks it possible -

Jlthough with certJin political reservatiolls - to bring into line 

the thought of Dewey, Wittgenstein and Heidegger.' 

However. beyond this vJgue outline of the history of Heidegger's 

impact, let us Jsk more closely: which forms or schemes of 

Heidegger's thought lend support to these aspects of its reception 

history in the present era? [ will try to surn up the answer to this 

question in a thesis that allows me to introduce the topic thilt [ 

indicated in the title of this chapter. 

The fascination of the IJter Hcidegger Jnd the I'M-reaching il11-

plications of the reception or his thought by the post modernists and 

the post-Wittgensteinian lll'o-pragI1lJtists derive primarily from the 

fact that in Heidegger's late philosophy (or the history of being) the 

initially trJnscemil'ntJI-phenomenologicJI problem of the consti

tution or llleJning is subject to a detrJnscendentalizJtion Jnti 

historicizillion. [n Heidegger's philosophy this is a consequence 01 
his conception of truth as alerheia, a conception that was already 

implied in Being and Time in the existential-hermeneutical analysis 

of the 'pre-structure' or all world-understanding, conceived as 

'disclosed ness' of being-in-the-world and bter terminJted in the 

conception of the c!earil1.'1 (I,it'll/lIn.'!) or (the 1I1eaning) or heing. The 

latter, as a happening of disclosure and silllultJlleously conceJlmenl. 

precedes the possibility or true and false judgements. Within the 

context 01 Frcnch post-structuralism - ror eXJmple in the work of 

Derrida - the structure of the 'ontic-ontologiGIl differellce', which 

in Heidegger's philosophy was cOlJlll'Cled with the 'happening' of 

'cleilfJnCe' ilS a condition of thc possibility of linguistic l11eaning 

constitution, came to be fused with Saussure's notion or a semio

tical constitution of difference and DerridJ's conception of dijprance 
as the happening or silllult,lnl'OlIsly opening up and shifting or 

llleJning. 

But why or in whJt respect nlJY one SJY th,lI b~' Heidegger's 

analysis of 'tiisclosedncss' in Beil1!/ a/1d Timt' J trJnscendentJI or 

qUJsi-transcendelltJI problelll is rJised Jntl Jt the SJIlle time is ten

delltiJlly subject to J detrJllscelltientJliz<ltioll') 

.To Judress this question I willlirst distinguish Jnd elucidJte two 

pertinent dilllensiolls of Heidegger's so CJlled 'pre-structure' of exis

tential world-linderstanding ,1Ild self-linderstanding. For this PI't'-
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slructurc 01 whJt is 'JlwJ)'s JlrcJd)' prc-ullderstood' hJS J qUJsi

trJllsccndcntJI function in Beill." tlnd Til11f.'. 

The 'pre-structure' of the 'disclosed ness' of 
being-in-the-world as an answer to the transcendental 
question as to the conditions of the possibility of the 
world's meaning constitution 

Heidegger's JIlJI),sis silows tilJt tile subject-object relation of sci

entific knowledge is Jlways alreJdy embedded in the contexlUJI 

structure of being-in-the-world as understilnding the coherent sig

nificJnce of the world. The beings encollntered within the world are 

not primarily understood as existing or present (vorlwl1dene) objects 

of theoreticJI obscrvJtion JIHI predicJtive delermination but (rJther) 

JS equipment to hJnd (mil/lllrimes Zt'IIg), looked upon from the 

viewpllint of care, Jnd pre-understood (rom this point of view 'as 

sOl11ething' (i.e. JS Significant). Therelore, the world itself is not 

primJrily In JggregJte of present objects or - JS for KJnt Jnd natural 

science - the 'existence of things in JS far JS they make up J coher

ence according to IJws'; but, for Heidegger, the. world is 'the 

situJtiollJI context 01 lIlHit:rstJnding Jccording to rell'rence-marks 

JS a (teleological) horilOn of possible l'nl'Ounterings 01 beings IhJt 

hJVC a specific significJnce'. (In Gerlllan: 'DJS Worin des sich

verwl'isenden Verstehens Jls WorJltlhin des IkgegnenlJssetls von 

Seiendelll in der Seins,lr1 der BewJndtnis:)~ 

On the presupposition of this HeidcggeriJn concept of the world, 

those criticJI-epistelllologicJI (erkel1llllli~krirische) questions thJt are 

suggested by the IraditionJI reflection lIpon the pure objectivity 01 

beings prove to be pseudo-problellls: for instance, Ihe question 

whether pcrbJPs all objects (and thJt llleJns: even all hUIllJn sub

jects 01 action JIHI knowledgc qua objects) migbl be only within 

hUIllJn consciousness. This IlIUSI be a pseudo-problel11, since those 

l1lodes of bl'ing-in-Ihe-world Ihat are supposed in the criticJI ques

lion - nJl1lely 'being wilh' merc representJtions or sense dJta or 

being ~olilill'Y in principle - CJn be understood by us only JS 'ddi

ciell! modes' of being-in-the-world as 'being with the beings Ihelll

selves' and 'being-together-with' other people.' 

This lIeideggeri,lIl JnJlysis, which is phcnolllenological and 

l'Xi\lCllliJI-llt'l'IlH'IH'utical, is alJl10st L'xanly confirillcd by ,1 
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Wittgensteinian allaly~is of language games - namely of the 

interwovenness of language games, world interpretations alld aClivi

ties as parts of lite forms. For this analysis reveals that the idealistic 

and ~()Iipsistic pJradigll1s of the philosophy of consciousness are 

parJsitic upon nOll-idealist and non-solipist everyday language 

games, that is on language games that even Descartes (and Husserl) 

must make use of in order to articulate their problems linguistically. 

Thus with regard \() the Cartesian dream argument, one may 

prove that the meaning of the phrase 'illl that is comitiered to be real. 

might possibly be merely my dream' is parasitic upon a language 

game, according to which there must be a differellce in principle 

between a real world outside my consciousness and that which 

might be 'merely my dream'. Thereby one may justify also 

Heidegger's objection to Kant that the 'scandal of philosophy' docs 

not lie in the lack of a proof for the existence of an outer world 

but rather in demanding such a proof.(' To put it briefly: the 

hermeneutic-phenomenological rellection on the 'being-always

already-in-the-world' proves its priority with regard to the post

Cartesian reflection on the 'object-consciousness' in the same sense 

as the pragmatically oriented analysis of language games can prove 

that those language games of ordinary language that are interwoven 

with the praxis of life are presupposed by the philosophical language 

gamcs - <lIld also by the constructive languages of the logic 01 
science. 

Thus far we have already shed light on the point of Heidegger's 

interpretation of what the late Husser! called Lebcnswcll and of tile 

fundamental relation of this lifeworld to the abstractive and ideal
izing world-thematizati()n 01 the sciences. And the point ()f 

Heidegger's analysis of the lifeworkl appears to me to bc more radical 

and more illuminating than that which Ciln bc found in the remain

ing part of IIusserI's last writings Oil the /(risis. 7 This holds especially 

with rcgard to thc quasi-transcendental function of our prl'

understanding ()r the lifeworld as a preconditioll or the subjl'lt

objcct relation of scientific knowledge. For, on Heidegger's aCCOlillt. 

it becomes clear ·that a pure transcendental c()nsciousnc~s of objects 

docs not sufficc as a basis I'm the constitution of a world 01 signifi
callce - and this for at least two reas()ns. On the one hand, tht'l"c 

is a lack of the horizon of practical l'ngagemellt and hence of cogni
tive interests that could guide our seClrching and asking for sOllle
thing 'as something'. On the other hand, there is also a lack with 
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regard to the medium of language by which the interpretation of 
something ilS something must be mediated in order 10 be inter

subjectively valid. 

However, given the feillUrcs of the lifeworld th,1I we hilve eIud

dilted thus 1M, we hilVC not yct revcakd the whole significance of 

what Heidegger always characterizes as Ihe 'pre-slfllClure' of 'being

in-thc-world' by using the phrase 'always already' (imlller schOll or/c 

schOll). Our explanation of this by pointing 10 the Iileworld as a 

presupposed embedding of the object-consciousncss could still be 

understood in the abstract sellse of clilil11ing only nccessary prccon

ditions of knowledge as Kant does in his transcendentill logic. And 

already on the ground of this understandillg, one could speak of a 

heightening of Ihe trilnscendcl1Iill problen1iltic of the conditions of 

meilning constitution beyond the special problematiC of the constitu

tion of 'objectivity' in the Kantian sellSe. But in this case the dimen

sion of existential temporality, which is also indicated by Heiciegger's 

lIsing the terms 'alway~ already', would not yet be taken into consid

eration. In fact the world- and self-understanding of human Daseill 

according to Heidegger is dependent on its 'pre-structure' not only in 

an abslracrive trilllscelldental-Iogicill sense but illso in the temporal 

sense of being 'illways already ahead of itself' (siclt vorwefJ). The 

Doseil1 Cilnnot pull up, so to speilk, its 'thrownness' into a historically 

conditioned situation-world (imd its having always illready become 

addicted to this world in a specific way). 

Now, if one carries through the ill1alysis of the tcmporality 

structure of being-illways-already-in-the-world, then the inesc<lp

able in~ight into the 'historicity' o\thc finite Dasein and its possible 
understanding of meaning must be Ihe result. II is in thi~ respect, I 

suggest. that the most radical effects of Heidegger's philosophy 

on the rest of contemporilry philosophy have been exerted: 

Ihose effects Ihill. as being quasi-tramcendenlal conditions of Ihe 

world-meaning constillltioll, have contributed most effectively to 
the delranscendel1lillization of conlel1lpor<lry philosophy - in Rorty's 

sense, for example. 

Tilus the following Heideggerian insight. which was further 

elaboraled by Gildamer, has presumably found a world-wide accept

ance: there is a ternporJlly and historically determined (condilioned) 

pre-understilnding of the world that belongs 10 the pre-structure of 
all cognition - Ihilt of every day as well as that of the sciences. This 
pre-ullderslilnding is Jlways alrt'Jdy linguistically aniculilled in the 
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sense of the 'public interpretation' of the lifeworlc!. This is what 

Heidegger elucidaled in Bcill!l {lnd Time as follows: 

The Dascill is never Jble to escape this everyday world
interpretatioll to which it has been familiarized from the beginning. 
Within, from, ancl against it, illl genuine understanding, interpreting 
and communicating, illl appropriation afresh is performed. It is not 
the case that J Da.\.:il1 should ever be posed before or confronted 
with the open spilce of a world ill itself, i.e., untouched by the pre
interpretation, just to gaze upon whal is presented to it.' 

Here is an elucidation of that dimension of the pre-structure of 

being-in-the-world by which Heidegger's hermeneutical phenom

enology is definitely distinguished from Husserl's optical and pre

linguistic type of 'evidence-phenomenology'. And it is this 

dimension that made possible the convergence of the hermeneutic 

phenomenology with the PDst-Willgensteiniiln development of lin

guisl ic philosoph y. 

Bul, in what respeci may Ihose insighls inlo the temporality and 

historicity still be considered ilS dimensions of a possible reconstruc

tion and transformation of transcendental philosophy? Does this 

question really expose the problematic ilne! intriguing aspect of our 

topic? 

First il has to be pointed out thai it is Heidegger himself who, in 

his early work, eSlablished an illiernal relationship bel ween his 

analysis of Ihe pre-slructUf(.' of Ihe disdmedness oJ being-in-the

world and the problematic of trallscendenlill philmophy. 

Heidegger's attempt at understanding his 'fundamental 
ontology' as a radicalization of Kant's project of 
a transcendental philosophy 

In Brill!! alld Time Heidegger emphasized thilt his pmgrJlllllle 0/ a 

'fundamental ontology', which plilced the qucstio\l JS to the 'Illean

ing 01 being' before the questioll 01 traditional ol1tology JIllI tried to 

answer this question by recourse to that 'understanding of being' 

that belongs to htllllJn D,1Seill, IllJY by no llleans takc its oricntation 

toward a prc-Kafllian understanding oJ cognition as ,111 inllLTwordly 

relation between a subject ilnd an object. Thus far Heiclegger disso

ciated himseH from Max Scheler's and furthermore frolll Nicolili 

Hartmann's cOl1ception of 'ontology' or 0/ cognition il~ an ontol-
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ogical relatiollship betweell beings. He wrote: 'Scheler a~ well as 

HartmanIl, lIotwithstallding their differellt phenomenological point 

of departure, Llverlook the fact that ontology in its traditional basic 

orientation fails with regard to (human) lJosein and that precisely 

that "relationship of being" that is implied in cognition enforces a 

revisioll and not only a critical repair of ontology:" The 'relation of 

being' that i~ at ~takl' here cannot, on Heidegger's account, be re

garded as a relation between two beings in the world but has to be 

thought of as 'transcend('lIt,ll' in so far as, along with Dasein's under

standing of being, the horizon 01 a world, which transcends every 

possible object as well as every possible subject, is projected and, so 

to speak, extended in a primordial WLIY-

Thus far in Bein.'! ilnd Time Heidegger can still Illaintain (in con

nection to Husserl'~ ideas): 'compared with realism, idealism, how

ever opposed and ulltenabk it is in effect, has a priority in principle, 

ir it does not misunderstand itsell as "psychological" idealism'.lu And 

he explains: 'if the term "il/t'alism" llleans a~ Illuch as understanding 

that being [Sein] can never be explained by beings, since it is always 

alrcadr the transcelldental with regard to each being, thell idealism 

implies the only and right possibility or a philosophical problematic'. 

But he adds: 'if idealism means reducing all being to a subject or 

consciousness that is distinguished only by the lact that it renlilins 

undetermined in its being and at best is negatively characterized as 

"noll-substalltial" (rll1ciill.'llidr), then idealism is IlO kss Ilaive thall the 

crudest realism'.11 lIere Heidegger seems to make explicit tbe need 

for a fundamental-ontological transformation of Kant's transcenden

tal philosophy. 

But Heidegger clarified the relationship between his programme 

()f fundall1L'lltal olltology and trallscendental philosophy lTIuch more 

precisely and thoroughly in his first bo()k on Kant, {(alit alld rhe 

Prohklll (Jj MClill'liysics.'2 There he aiso h,ld to pose the most difficult 

question with regard to the relatioll oj his own approach to classical 

trallscendental philosophy: the question regarding the relatioll of 

'purl' reason' to human Daseill, which precisely in (or on the ground 

of) ito; temporality ,llld historicity is presupposed as conditiol1 of the 

possibility 01 the understanding of heing. A trallScL'ndental phi

losopher might ask immediately: how is it possible to compare the 

pre-structure of the temporal-historical being-in-the-world - charac
terized by Hcidegger as that of a 'thrown project' (.qeworfener 
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Entwurf) - with the transcendental basic structure o[ pure reason, 
which is presupposed by Kant? 

In his first book on Kant Heidegger tried to solve this problem by 
interpreting Kant's 'pure reason' primarily as 'finite reason'. In this 
sense he tried to lay open the root of the transcendental synthesis 
o[ apperception as that o[ 'understanding being' in Kant's [acllity 

of imagination (Einbildul1gskraft) and to understand this faculty as 
'original temporality' of the transcendental projection of the world. 

For Heidegger the transcendental faculty of imagination is the capac

ity of 'pure synthesis' and thereby of projecting by which the finite 

reason of human beings must display the horizon of all understand
ing of being in advance of all possible affect by beings. As a projecting 
of 'pure intuition' in the Kantian sense, the transcendental faculty of 
imagination must generate (bilden) the horizon of time in such a way 
that it simultaneously engenders the ecstatic dimensions of the 
present, the past and the future and thereby opens up the conditions 
of the possibility of the 'pure succession of the nows' as providing 
a 'schema-image' (Schemabild) for the possible given ness of object 
representations. I I 

Thereby Heidegger reconstructed Kant's transcendental faculty 
of imagination as a testimony and illustration for what he himself 
had claimed in Being and Time to be the threefold ecstatic 
temporalizing function of the 'original time'. And Heidegger left no 
doubt about the fact that the original function of ecstatic 
temporalization, which corresponds to Kant's 'faculty of imagina
tion' as 'original synthesis', constitutes the essence of understanding 
- that is of the 'synthesis of apperception' and moreover the essence 
of theoretical and practical reason. 

However, already in Heidegger's first book on Kant there is 
some evidence for the fact that Heidegger's separation of empirical 
intratemporality (/nnerzeitlichkeit) , that is of the succession of the 
nows within the horizon of time, from the original time as ecstatic 
temporalization or 'pure synthesis' is counter-intuitive and cannot 
be sustained. It does not seem to be possible for Heidegger simply to 

draw a parallel between his distinction of original and vulgar time 
and Kant's transcendental distinction of reason as synthesis and 
Innerzeitlichkeit as empirical succession of moments. For at the end of 
his first book on Kant. where he summarizes his interpretation oj 
the Critique oj Pure Reason along the lines of a fundamental ontology, 
Heidegger is compelled 10 abandon the analogy between Kant's <lnd 
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his own 'ilrchitcctonics'. This happcns, I think, as a result or his 

discussion - apparently only in passing - of the occurrcncc or the 

finiteness of the untlcrslilndillg in Dasl.'in and the 'trallScendelltal 

subject'. According to Heidegger, this occurrence is to constitute after 

all 'the transcendental subjectivity' or the subject, the finiteness of 

reason. 

The failure of the Heideggerian quasi-transcendental 
interpretation of 'original time' and the abandonment of 
transcendental philosophy after the turn of his philosophy 

In what scnsl' Illay one say that the use of the word 'occurrence' or 

'happcning' (Ereigllis or Gl.'sc/lehfll) all10unts to an overthrowing of 

the Kantian 'ilrchitl'ctonics' of transcendental philosophy? I think 

that thc word 'happening', which, as is well known, is chilracteristic 

of Hddcggcr's laler philosophy and has also a central significance in 

Gadamer's TrlIl/J and Method, points to a difficulty of Heidegger's 

analysis of tillle already in BI.'il19 and Time. It is a difficulty that l1lust 

becol1le visible, if (or, rather, when) one parallels Ileidcgger's 'ontic

ontological diflercllce' with Kant's 'empirico-transcendcntal differ

ence', as Hcidegger hilllself in his first book on Kant still endeavours 

to do. 

Heidegger asserts tillle and again that the 'original time', which 

constitutes the essence of the transcendental synthesis, is radically 

dillerl'llt from the vulgar conception of time in the scnse of a sllcces

sion of lI1ol1lelllS within the horizon of time because the original 

ecstatic time precedes thl' 'illtratemporaJity' as a condition that 

gellerates the horizon for the succession of mOl1lcnts. This appears 

quite transcmdenta/- even in the Kantian sense. But thl' question is 

whcther in this ca~e Heidcggcr is right to talk meaningfully about a 
'happening' 01 'transcendcllce', or of thc 'trallsccllLiclltal synthcsis' 

gl'ncr,lting thc horizon? Is it possible to spcak in a Illcaningful W,ly 

of a 'happcning' without alrcady Illaking usc of the traditiollal 

concept oj time as a succession of Ilhlll1Cnts, that is to say, of 

int rat clllpora Ii t y? 

Onl' lila), casily grant Hl'idcgger that the traditional conccpt 

of til1l!:' does not hCL'd thc 1ll01llL'lll of (quasi-transcendcntal) 

'tl'lI1poralization' (261(<]1111.</), thai is of generating thc three ecst,ltic 

dimensions of Ihe prcscnt. thc past and Ihe future, and that this 

ccstatic slrurturl' of tL'l1lporaliZ':lIioll (which Illay be parilllcll'LI to 
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the triJdic structure of the 'Jpprehemive', 'reproductive' Jnd 

'recognitive' fJculty of imJgination) i~ JlwJYs alreJdy presupposed in 

our tJlk of 'now' (in contradistinction to 'a minute Jgo' Jnd 'soon'). 
At the same time, however, one has nevertheless to insist that. by 

referring to a 'happening', the factual 'one Jfter another' of J succes

sion of moments Jnd thus far empiricJI 'intrJtemporality' in the 

KantiJn sense is presupposed too. If one Jbstracts completely from 

'intrJtemporality' - JS Heidegger seems to suggest in Being alld Time 

and still in his first book on KJnt - thJt is if one tries to conceive of 
In 'originJI time' only in the sense of the simultJneous originating of 

the three 'ecstJsies', then one CJn no longer understand the moving 

of the time. (It is not accidental that most philosophers, for example 

Kant. James Jnd Husserl, used the metJphor of a streJm in talking 

about the time or the consciousness of time. BUI a Slrt'Jm - being J 

continuous hJppening - is something Ihal in KJnt's sense is Jlso 

'intrJtemporJI'. It (In he experienced within Ihe frJme of KJnt's 

temporal form of intuilion, Jnd Ihat meJns: il must be empiricJlly 

ascertJinable, e.g. by the dislinction between the simullJneity and 

the succession of two events.) 
Thus far Ihe suspicion arises thai Heidegger's reconstruction of 

Kant's conceplion of IrJnscendental synthesis in terms of 'originJI 

lime' mJY be doomed \0 failure. And Ihis sllspicion, I think, is fully 

confirmed by the chJnges in philosophicJI 'architectonics' IhJI arc 
connected wilh Heidegger's Kehrr. The qUJsi-lranscendl'nlJl under

slJnding of the ('original') time, Jnd thereby also Ihe qUJsi-KJnlian 

distinclion between ecstJlic 'temporalization' Jnd 'iIltrJlemporJlity', 

is now tJcitly given up logether wilh the whole philosophy of subjec
tivilY which now hJS 10 be overcome. 

Heidegger now speuks quite openly of J 'hJPpening' of 'cieJring' 

Jnd simultaneollsly 'conceJling' of being and thus far of J 'hislOry of 
being'. Still il lJlJy nol be overlooked IhJI Ileidl'gger, by Ihe 'hJP

pening' (Ere(ql/i.\) of Ihl' mission (Sc/Iick/ll/!/) of being, slill ml'Jns 
'lemporalil.Jlion' (Jnd 'sPJcing' or 'spJciJliI.Jlion') JS primordial 

conslilulion of meJning horizons of a lifeworld rJlher thJn 'occur

rence' wilhin the world IhJt hJS been JlreJdy constituted. The qUJsi

IrJnSCelHkntJI notion of 'lemporalizJlion' qUJ meJIIing constilulion 

by Dasein's project is transformed into the notion of a world- Jnd 
meJning constitution by the mission (Schickun!/) of being. BUI it must 
not be overlooked also thJt Heidegger now tJlks of 'epochJl' hJppell
ings of the 'hislory of being', that is of hJppenings thJt followed eJch 
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other Jnd mJ)' bt: considcrt:d JS corresponding to the well-known 

intrJtt:JllporJI Jlld intrJ-historicJI t:pochs of the history of philoso

phy, JS for instJnce the foundJtion of l11t:tJphysics by the Greeks, the 

transformation of this foundation by the ROT11JnS Jnd ChristiJnilY, 

Jnd finJlly the instJurJtion of modern scit:nce Jnd technology as the 

frJ me (Gesle//) , 

It is precisely this intrJtemporality Jnt! intrJ-historicity of 'hap

penings' (Ereigl1isse) , which at the SJme time are considered to hJve 

opened up and thus originated the meJning of being, that precedes 

the possibility of true Jnd fJlse judgements, And it is this intertWIn

ing of quasi-trJnscendental tellllHlrJlizJtion and intrJtemporJlity 

thJt makes up the challenge of Heidcgger's later philosophy to a 

trJllscendentJI philosophy thJt is oricnted towJrd Kant's conception 

of J universJlly VJlid constitution of the world's objectivity by thc 

synthcticJI functions of understJnding or rCJson, This chJllenge 

culminJtcs in Hcideggcr's c1Jims thJt the whole philosophy of the 

trJllSccndentJl subject - Jnd, moreover, the whole philosophy in 

generJI JS an enterprise of the logos, or reason (Vernlll1f/), JS a faculty 

of demJnding and providing reJsons - is now to be understood with 

regard to its VJlidity JS a finite result of In originJting event of the 

history of being, 

Here J question might Jrise: how CJn this Heideggl'riJI1 thesis 

itself still be thought or stJted with J c1Jim to universal VJlidity? 

Docs it not turn out. Jlter JI!. thJt time in the trJditionJI sensc, 

which was JlreJdy considered by PJrnll'nides Jnd PIJto JS the most 

serious endJngering of the possibility of thought's VJlidity - thJt time 

in this sense in Heidcgger's IJte philosophy holds SWJY over reason 

which Jccording to the l'Jrlier Heidegger WJS to bc identicJI with 

'orignJI timc'?" (With GJdJmer the SJIllC problemJtic rCJppeJrs -

the only difference being here thJt GJ(lJmer does not tJkc pJins to 

deny the intrJtemporJI chJrJctcr of whJt he CJlb Sillll.qc,\'chchm or 

cven Wah rlrcir,lgesc!rchm , Hc still wishes to rcspond in J sensc to the 

trJnSlTndcntJI qucstion JS to the 'conditions of the possibility of 

understanding', IS but he no longer sees Jny difficulty in answering 

this qllestion exclusively in tcrms of historicJI happcnings or even 

processes - finJlly in terms of ontologicJI or cosl1lologicJI processes 

of playing thJt seem to be conceived in a pre-KJntiJn sensc of 
ontology.) 1(, 

Nl'Vl'rlhl'll'ss, Jfter this reconstruction of IIt:ideggl'r's 'timc' phi

losophy which finally JIllOLInts to J dcstruction of IrJnscendelllJI 
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philosophy, we lllust again ask the question whether l-kidegger's 

approach is justified a~ all answer to tht' question Jbout the condi

tions of the possibility of the meaning constitution for the lifcworld. 

With regJrd to this question wt' have suggested that it points to the 

need for a transformation of transcendental philosophy, since a 

pure transcendental consciousness cannot explain the constitution of 

the concrete pre-understanding of the significance of the lifeworld 

that is presupposed by all cognition. To this extent Heidegger's trans

formation of Kant's transcendental philosophy seems to be plausible 

to lilt'. 

But our reconstruction 01 this trJnsformation has also led liS to 

make the following point: Heideggl'r's presupposition of a meanillg

constitutive temporality and historicity 01 world-understanding, 

which linally leads to the ml'aning-constitutive happenings of the 

history 01 being, turns out to he incompatible with the possibility of 

answering Kant's question as to the conditions of the possibility of 

the universal objectivity and hence inter-suhjective validity of our 

understanding. Which consequence may be drawn from this di

lemma? Do we perhaps - following Heidegger - have to consider the 

possibility that all objective validity of knowledge and thus far the 

possible truth Jnd fJlsdlOo<l of judgeml'nts is dl'pl'ndent. in a unilat

eral way, on the preceding happenings of a world disclosure that 

articulates ilnd delivers itself in rhe historical Ianguilges? 

The spirit of our time Jppears to bc prepJrcd to accept this 

principled subordination of the qucstion or the validity of knowledge 

(and, by tht' way, also of norms) under tiIe question of historical 

world disclosure qua meaning constitution. Thus the truth ilnd false

hood of scicntific discovL'fies - according lP TllOl1lilS Kuhn - Illily be 

understood ilS dependent upon the preceding col1stitution of the 

'paradigms' of 'normal science' which themselves lllay bc compared 

with the hislOricill 'c1ciHings' or 'concealings' of the 'history of bc

ing'. In accordance with this conception also the rightncss or wrong

Ilt'ss of l1loral Ilorms scems be depclldent (Ill J particulilr, ('olltingcnt 

'collScllslls-basis', as Rorty sllggeqs. In bricl: the vulidilY oj the /of{OJ 

(reason) and its I.llodes, which serve universality and idclltity, secll1s 

to be subordinatcd to a Illeaning-constitutivc happening oj 

temporal-historical generation of dillerences (what Oerridil terms 'Ia 

differallce') . 
However, there is a lrJl1scendental-rl'f1exive argument lhat we 
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collld oppo~c to Ihis tendency: the universal validity claim of the 

dctrallSccndentalization argulllents thcllls(:Ivcs is not compatible 

with the propositional content 01 these arguments: arguments that 

rclativizc their own validity claim to temjloral-hiqorical happenings 

cannot state at least this relativization itself with a corresponding 

validity claim. Ap.:nt from this central paradox, the question arises 

whether there is in fact a unilatcrallTlation of dependcnce between 

the truth and falsehood of (cmpirical) judgelllcnts and thc preceding 

clearing-concealing world disclosures as suggested by I-Ieidegger's 

theory of truth. Could it not bc that thert' is rather a relation of 

reciprocal depcndence between both sides - such that also the lin

guistic disclosure pI mcaning on its part is dependcnt on its being 

testcd in thosc proccsses of experiellce alld learning that itself has 

made them possible? In Bt'inH and Time I-Ieidegger himself had sug

gested the possibility or stich a relatioll of mutual correction by 

introducing his notion 01 the 'hermeneutic circle'. 

However, ('veil if one defends the latter strategy, as I would, one 

is blatantly supposing - in contradistinction to classical transcenden

tal philosophy - that the qucstion a~ to the conditiuns of the possibil

ity 01 meaning constitution is not the same as the question as to the 

conditior~s 01 the possibility 01 justifying the validity of knowledge 

(or of norms). This distinction, which, on its part, makes possible a 

new relating of both dilllensiollS of the tramccndental problem, 

appears to ll1e to turn out as an interim result 01 our reconstruction 

of Hcideggcr's transformation of transcendental philosophy. 

In my opinion this interim result may ~erve as a vantage point 

for another strategy which is an alternative to the I"ashionable strat

egy of dctrilllscendentalization: this alternative should do justice, on 

the one hand, to the historicity 01 the world's meaning constitution 

and its being the precondition for truc and false judgements, but also 

to the conditions of the universal and till1eless validity of these 

judgclllents, on the other. (This holds not only for the empirical 

judgell1ents that have bet'll made possible by the I1lcaning constitu

tion but also for the philosophical judgell1t'nts about the relatiollship 

between Illcaning constitution and the validity of judgments.) 

To corroboratc this thesis I Illust discuss in a detour the internal 

relation and the difference between the probknlJtic of mcaning 

constitution and of the justification of validity within the history of 
transct'ndental philosophy. 
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The relationship of meaning constitution and justification 
of validity in the frame of a transcendental pragmatics 
of language 

The relation between the question of meaning constitution 
and the question of validity within the history of 
transcendental philosophy 
Let me first state that for Kant the question as to the conditions of the 

possibility of the objective validity of scientific knowledge cuillcides 

with the question as to the transcendentill conditions of the collSli

llItion of the {/ priori meaning of objectivity (i.e. Gt:genstiindlichkeif). 
More specificillJy, Kant docs answer the first question by reducing it 

to the second. This constitutes the point of the 'Copernican turn' 

which is inspired by the hasic (OPOS of modern philosophy, according 

to which we Ciln understilnd {/ priori only whilt we ourselves hilve 

made or in il certain sense Cilll make. 17 I3ut Killlt could l1lilke plau

sible this solution of the trilnscendentill problem ollly by conlining 

his entire problematic to the question of the constitution of the {/ 

priori valid form of objective experience and hence of the objectivity 

of the world to be experienced. 

This situation was chilllged however in il lundamenlill Wily by 

Husserl's expilnding of the Kantian problematic of 'transcendental 

constitution', thilt is by HlIsserl's trilllscending Killlt'S question ill 

order to account for the constitution of the concretc lllanifoidness of 

the Illcilning contents of experience of the lifeworld - such as it 

expresses itself in language. Such an expansion implied ilS its imllle

diate consequcnce, [ believe, that the Kantiiln identification of the 

formal a priori conditions of meaning constitution with the condi

tions of the justiliciltioll of the validity of knowledge could IlO longer 

be redeemed. For the presuppositions of meaning constitution in 

the senSl' 01 the concrete l1lilnifoldness 01 world disclosure refer 

indeed to those temporal-historical conditions thilt were {lssull1ed 

by Heidegger. 

Be thilt as it milY, the pcculiilrity ilnd the deficiency of Husser/'s 

trilnsformation o!'trilnscendt'lltal philosophy ilre due to the fact that 

he preserved the solutioll strategy of K<lIlt's philosophy 01 till' trall

scendcl1IJI subject evell with regilflllO his expillllkd probkllliltic 0\ 

Illcilning constitution. For although he had extended the questiolJ ill 
the way I poillted out, he nevertheless wished to give the illlswer-

in il certilin illlalogy to Kant - by reducing the l1ll'ilning constitutions , 
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01 Ihe lifeworld III Ihe illlelliiollill ilchievclllcnis 01 il trilllscelldentJI 
consciousness, without tJking into Jccount thc IJllgUJge mediation 

of the VJst vilricty 01 the llleJlling contents of the lifeworld. Thus he 

WJS Jble, JS il JppeJrl'd, \0 eSCilpe Heideggcr's problelllJlic of J 
tCIllporal-historicill world-l1leaning constitution and thereby JdJpt 
his newly detected problematics of the pre-scientific l1leJning COIl
stitution of Ihe lifeworkl to thJt of a K,1l1liJll transccndenlal 
philosophy. Rut this rl'storJtioll of Ihl' progrill1ll1le of dJssical trJn
s(l'ndl'l1Ial philosophy WilS evidently doollled to fJilurl' hccJuse 
Hussl'rl totJlly ovcrlookcd the role of linguistic l1lediJtion JIHlihus of 
the dependence 011 history of concretc I1lcilning constitution. 

Does this rejection 01 HlIsSl'rl's project of trJl1ScendentJI phi
losophy allows for In Jltl'fI1iltivl' to Hl'idl'gger's transforl1lillion Jnd 
dcslruction of Irilnscendenlill philosophy") Musl thc ilIll'fIlJtivc 

10 Hussl'rl's s\rJlcgy of reducing lite justilicilliol1 of the validity of 
l'xpniencc to I1ll'Jllillg (onslitutioll by the Irilns(l'ndentill subjcct hc 
- necessJrily - the reduction of JIl VJlidity to Iltc Illl'Jning constilll
tion by the history 01 being, ilS slIggcsted by lleidcgger? 

A transcendental-pragmatic renegotiation of the analysis of the 
'pre-structure' of understanding in Being and Time 
In Illy opinion there is Jll Jltl'rtIiltivc 10 Ihl' HcidcggeriJn sllggestioll. 
II is opened by Ihe SJll1e rl'llection thJt - ilS il first step -enforced the 
ilSSlIll1ption of a IClllporill-historicJI Illl'Jlling constitution: n,1mely 
by the reflection Oil the lilnguage ml'diJtion 01 ollr IIntlerstJl1lling of 
Ihe Iifeworld. For this reflectioll points not only to the undeniJble 
historicity of llleJning constitution but Jlso \0 the fJct thill. Jlrl'ady 
on the level of COl11ll1l1l1icJlivc undnslJnding of thc Illeilning of our 
uttcrJnces, J dJilll to universJI villidity of Il1l'ilning is presupposed: J 

clJil11 to the VJlidity of IllcJning which CJn bc definitively rcdecl1led 
- il Jt all - only by lite possible conscnslIS of In indefinite, idcJI 

(ollllTlLlnity 01 cOllllllUnicJlion Jnd interprl'lillion (JS underslood by 

Peirce and Royce).'" In a ~l'lI1iOlicJlly trJllsforl1led trilllsccndclltJI 
philosophy Ihis 'rt'guIJtivc idea' hilS to tJkc thc plJce (so to speak) 
of thc IrJIlSCelldclltill subject of I1lt'Jlling cOllstitution (which on 
!fusscrt's ilCCOUllt WJS to WJrrilllt Ihl' lInivl'rsal illler-subjective VJ
lidity of II1cJlling by irs solililry intcntionJI ilchievellll'nts). 

If the definile WIlSl'nsus of the idcal COlllllllJllity of intcrpretJ
tion Il1i1Y be prcsupposcd - which of coursc can never be supposed 
el1lpiricillly - then the lInivcrsillly villid reoemption of illl jllstifiilble 
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nleJning clJims would be identicJI with the historicJlllleJning con

stitution (i.e. everybody would Jt leJst ullderstJnd Jnybody e1se).I" 

And therefore, under this ideal presupposition and the additionJI 

supposition of Jll exhJustion of all truth criteria that Jre aVJilable to 

an indefinite community of researchers - for example of JII possible 

criteria of cvidence Jnd coherence - the redemption of JII discur

sively justifiable truth claims would Jlso be possible. 20 

I argue that this counterfac!llJI suppositioll of the ideJI of J 

consensual justification of validity claims (which was first envisaged 

by Peirce) represents the alternative, or, so to speak, 'counter

instJnce' of reJson, to Heidegger's conception of the history of being, 

and to the transcendentJl subject of classical transcendental philoso

phy. 8eing J counterfactual supposition Jnd a regulJtive ideJ of 

what consensuJI justification of validity would be, it obviously does 

not contrJdict the fJctual dependence of our understanding, for 

example of our CJpJbility of Jsking questions Jnd hence Jlso of the 

truth or fJlsehood of possible answers, Oil the temporal-historicJI 

meJning constitutioll of the lifeworld, JS it is JrticulJted in tile 

iJnguage JS medium of understJnding. Nevertheless, we have to 

insist thJt from this dcpendence - which \VJS explored by Heidegger 

- it does not follow thJt the possible justification of VJlidity - of 

I11cJning and truth - is conditioned in J unilaterJI WJy by the 

preceding historicJI rneJlling constitutioll. 

In light of the vJricty and diversity of languJges or IJnguJge 

gJI11CS, the postulJte of consensuJI justificJtioll of VJlidity firstly 

functions JS J regulJtivc idea of trJnslJtJbility Jnd hence for J 

progressive trJnslJtion Jnd hermeneutic intcrprctatioll ofmcJning; 

furthermore it functions JS J regulJtive ideJ for the progrcssive 

reseJrch qUJ seJrching for the truth under the restrictive conditions 

of Jbstractive meJning constitutions. Even lhese restrictive condi

tions however do not constitute themselves merely in dependence 

on the bJckground conditions of the lifeworld JS they Jre Jlways 

alreJdy opened up by the history of being. For they Jre Jlso always 

alreJdy constituted in dependence on leJrning processes in the sense 

of 'triJI Jnd error', Jnd this meJns, in the age of sciencc, on methodi

cally controlled processes of discursive redemption or rdutatioll on 

the basis of criteria. 

It has to be conceded thilt we shall JlwJYs remJin under lhe 

sway of the historicJI Jnel socio-cuiturJI 'bJckground' Jssumptions of 

lhe IileworId. Up to this point. a view lhal. Jlollg with Heidegger and, 
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Willgenstein, foclises only on the fJClllal condili()ns of underslJnti

ing l1lJY JPPt'iH JS if it finJlly considers only the historicJI happening 

of l1leaning Jnd truth. However, such J position would be blind to 

the JctuJL perforlllative validity clJims thJt Jre brought forwilrd 

in the situation of cOl1llllunicJtion, Jntl it is finJlly the VJlidity claims 

of the philosophers thel1lselves who ilrgue for the historicist position 

that have to \w put under scrutiny. 

A~ I sce it, Heideggcr himsclf, who discovcred the idca of thl' 

telllporality 01 being (which is not to be confused with the abstract 

beingness of traditionJI ontology), could never bring to bear, as 

agJinst the generative power of tillle, J counter-instance of reJson, 

for <.'XJmple such J Ihing as Kant's 'regulative ideJs'. This fundJlllen

tJI deficiency seems to be caused, in the last resort, by the filct thilt 

Heidegger, Jlreildy in Bein;/ and Ti11le, in his JnJlysis of the pre

slructure of being-in-the-world or of underslilnding being, did not 

account - by stricttrilllScendental reflenion- for the claim to univLT

Sill villidity ilnd the presuppositions of his own anillysis of the 

(existential-ontologicill) structures of being-in-the-world. Instead, 

his anJlysis, so to speak, lell upon the contingent. historically con(li

tinned structures of 'fJcticity' Cqell'orfmf'r-El1tlvlIrf). Herehy he in

dced discovered for the first time thosc structures that today ilre 

cJlled 'background' prcsuppositions 0\ the lifeworld. Thus in Being 
and Time the IJter turn of his philosophy in the sense of deriving the 

'thrown project' from the 'happening' of the 'mission of heing' hilll 

alreildy been grounded - at Icilst in the sense that there WilS no {ogos 

of the philosophical thought itself thJt could he counterposed to the 

history of being. The Wily to 'detranscl'ndcl1laliz.Jlion' which today 

SCl'nlS so pl.Jusihle for Illany people was paved then. 

But this whole surrender of the {O.'IOS to the superiority of time

ilt least in Heidegger - rests on the \JCl thJt one pJrt 0\ thc pre

structure of world under<;tJnding WJS ovcrleJPt. so to speilk: nJme\y 

tlwt pJrt which conlilins the specific VJlidity clJims Jnd presllpposi

tions of Ihe philosophical Jnillysis of bl'ing-in-the-world. In short: 

a deficiency of reflection came about thJt - by contrJsting it with 

Heidegger's wlk of 'oblivion of being' (SeillsVt'rgessenheit) - we may 

CJIl it 'oblivion of the lo.qos' (l.ogo.I'l"l'r.'lcss('//heit). And it should be 

noted tllJt by '{O.'1os' I would not lIndlTslJnd the {Og05 of the Ccstefl, 

thilt is of making Jvaililble by objectifying or making present ill 

Heideggcr's Jnd DerridJ's sense, but J llluch wider logos, which is 

presupposed by a CUl1l1111lnicalive lIlHierslillHling and - finilllY in il 
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form that cannot be rl'llectively denied without self-contradiction -

by the philosophical discourse itself.2J 

At this point the task of a reiteration of Heidegger's analysis 

of the pre-structure of world-understanding arises, if we desire a 

transformation of transcendental philosophy that would be 

oriented toward a pragmatics of language communication. Such 

a transformation should avoid Heidegger's reflection dl'licit of 

the Logosvergessenheit without losing sight of his discovery of the 

temporal-historical background presuppositions of the lifeworld -

especially of the clearing-concealing structure of the meaning con

stitution by the linguistic world disclosure. It seems clear that this 

task cannot be carried through to the end by a return to a trJnsccn

dental philosophy of the transcendental subject or consciousness, 

that is neither by a restriction of the problematic of n1l~ilning consti

tution to the constitution of objectivity in Kant's sense nor by re

course to a ll1eilning constitution thilt - alollg Husserlian lines -

could be conceived as an intentional achievement of a self-sufficient 

subject in the wake of 'transcendental solipsism'. Insteild I suggest 

that, at the beginning of the philosophical venture, we reflect on 

those transcendental-pragmatic presuppositions of arguing, that is of 

the argumentative discourse, th,ll must be acknowledged - in order 

to avoid a performative self-contradiction - by each interlocutor, in 

other words, even by each subject of empirically solilJry thinking. 

And I do insist on this suggestion, even if. at present, this appcJrs to 

be very uIlfJshionJble with regard to the opening move of the 

philosophicJI language game. 
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The question of the subject: 
Heidegger and the transcendental tradition· 

DAVID CARR 
Depaflfllclll of f'lll/osopily, /:'lIlory Ullil'crsily, AI/alita, GA 311322, liSA 

Recent Continental European philosophy has converged on the rejection of 
the subjel:t, or more broadly of the metaphysics of subjectivity. Though this 
rejection is most commonly associated with French Post-structuralism, it is 
equally important in Habemws' work. Habermas disagrees with french views 
on humanism, rationality and the enlightenment, but he joins them in their 
opposition to what he calls the philosophy of consciousness. A recent anthol
ogy by a group of French thinkers (Cadava, Connor and Nancy, 1991) bears 
the title: Who Comes Ajier the Subject'! I suggesting that the battle against the 
subject has been fought and won, the opponent vanquished for good. Where, 
its editors seem to ask, do we go from here'! 

What exactly is the metaphysics or the subject, that is so resoundingly 
rejected by such diverse thinkers? It is generally portrayed as nothing les~ 
than the entire mainstream of modern philosophy, beginning with Dt!scartes 
and culminating in its most extreme form in phenomenology and existential
ism. It is centered in such notions as the cogito, the 'I think,' consciousness, 
self-consciousness, self-transparency, self-determination. In spite of its domi
nance, this tradition is thought to have been gradually undermined in the 
course of our century when philosophers began to take seriously some pow
erful ideas from outside the philosophical mainstream, notably those of false 
consciousness (Marx) the unconsciolls (Freud) and structuralist cOOl..:eptions 
of language. 

By themselves, however, these extra-philosophical intrusions would 1I0t 
have been enough to bring on the full-scale repudiation of the mainstream 
tradition. Merleau-Ponty and Ricoeur, among others, have made valiant at
tempts to intergrate them into the mainstream. What was decisive, I think, in 
combination with the inl1uenl:es already mentioned, was the wurk uf the 

• A version of this pap~r was delivered as The Aaron (iurwitsch Mcmorial Lecture at the 
annual mcding of the Society for PhenoJ1lcnology and Existential Philosophy in New 
Orleans, October I ~I)). 
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later Heidegger. There is a well-known irony in this: IIcidegger betrays no 
acquaintance with Freud or structuralist theory, and acknowledges Marx only 
-;eldom and grudgingly. Unlike them, he is the ultimate philosophical in
sider, preoccupied primarily with the canon of philosophical history. 

Nevertheless I1eidegger's attack on the modern tradition has been thought 
.::ompatible with these other counter-currents, at least by some. But it is also 
in many ways broader and deeper. If Freud, Marx and structuralism call into 
question the modern understanding of human beings, Heidegger links this 
llOderstanding to that of being as such. He attacks not just the philosophical 
anthropology of modern philosophy, but the underlying ontology or meta
physics on which it is based. Furthermore, his account of the connection 
hetween philosophy, science and technology adds a dimension which is to
tally lacking in Freud and structuralism, and it is much more sophisticated, 
in the eyes of many, than the one found in Marx. And in any case Marx has 
been discredited for political reasons in french philosophy now for more 
than a decade. 

Thus it is Heidegger's later work, and in particular his reading of the his
lOry of modern philosophy, which has been the dominant influence in the 
a\lack on the metaphysics of the subject. In this paper I want to reopen the 
)uestion of the subject by critically examining Heidegger's reading. In par
ticular, I want to claim that Heidegger ignores the distinction between the 
metaphysical and the transcendental traditions in modern philosophy, and 
lhat he does this by misreading the work of Kant and Ilusseri. I shall first 
recount the main features of Heidegger's reading. Then I shall try to show 
what is wrong with it by advancing an alternative reading of my own. 

1. Heidegger's reading of modern philosophy 

For the late I Ieidegger all philosophy is ontology or metaphysics, whose task 
it to think about beings as a whole with respect to their being (EdP 61 ).1 For 
ancient and medieval philosophy, this thinking finds its expression in the 
,:oncept of substance as hypokeimellun, suhstantia or slIhjectum. Suhstance 
is the underlying, persisting foundation which supports everything clse. To 
he is either to be a substance or to be a property or predicate of a substance. 
Substance exists in the primary sense, everything else exists "in" suhstance 
and thus has a menily secondary and dependent way of existing. 

Modem metaphysics is a variation on this theme, with an important differ
ence. Beginning with Descartes, the human or conscious "subject." the cogito, 
:\ssumes the role of substance or primary existence. As Ileidegger puts it in 
lhe Nietzsche lectures, all metaphysics is charactized by '·subjectity," but in 
modem philosophy this is transformed into "subjectivity" [N 450tT.]. To be 
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is either to he such a subjt:ct or to exist "in" such a subject, and thus again to 
have a secondary and derivative mode of being. But to exist "in" a subject is 
now not su much tu be a predicate ur property of it, as to be an ubject or 
representation for it. I n virtue 01 the principle of sci f-consciousness the sub
ject even has the status uf ubject or representation lor itself. Alld primary 
being or subjectivity, Illilowing Leibniz, liege! and Nietzsche, is conceived 
as the allivity, striving or will, which takes over all being by objectifying it 
and reducing it to calculable representations, framing it within a wurld-pic
ture which is a produ~:t of subjective (human) activity. 

This notion of activity is embodied in various notions of method or proce
dure, from Descartes' Discours and Regulae through Hegel's dialectical 
method, and linds its expression as well in such notions as scientilic method, 
research, and experimenlUl and technical procedure. Modern philosophy cul
minates in the developlllent and success of technology. "The end of philoso
phy n:veals itself as the triumph of the manipulable arrangement of a 
scientilic-technical world." ("Das Ende der Philosophie zeigt sich als der 
Triumph der steuerbaren Einrichtung einer wissenschaftlich-technischen 
Welt. .. ") IEdP 651 

Ilow do Kant and IllIssal tit into this picture? In keeping with his reading 
of all the modern philosophers, I kidcgger asserts that Kant's doctrine in the 
first Critique is really metaphysical rather than epistemological or critical [K 
13 f.]. In his early work (Being and 71me and Kant and the Prohlelll u.(Meta
phYSICS) lIeidegga subjects Kant to the same sort uf critique he directs at 
other modern philosophers. They lInderstand the being of beings in general 
as substantiality or Vorhullclenheit, which is bad enough, and go on to make 
the much more seriolls mistake of interpreting the being of Vaseill in the 
same way. Thus, in spite of the rich ontological pussibilities tll be found in 
his work, Kant contributes to the misunderstanding ufhuman existence which 
Ilcidc.:gger seeks to put right with his fundamcntal ontology. 

III his later work, Ileidegger's critical reading uf Kant developes parallel 
to his reading or the other figures of modem philusophy. For olle thing, the 
attempt to lind in Kanl's work positive steps toward a genuine untology, is 
practically abandoned. Kant is treated along with Descartes et al. as a repre
sentative of the modcm "metaphysics and ontoillgy" which Ilcidegger stud
ies in order to overcume. 

In a scnse, thclI, wc could say that it is only the lIegative side uf Kalil that 
now interc.:sts Ilcidegger; but the negative sidc has also subtly changed. The 
issue is 110 longer the misunderstanding of Doseill, but rather Kant's partici
pation in the metaphysics or thc subject. Again denying any distinction be
twt:ell untology and epistemology or (in Kuntian terms) Critique, Hcidegger 
calls "Transcendentalphilosophie" simply "the modern form of ontology" 
Cdie ncuzeitliche Gestalt der Ontolugie") lUdM 74]. The claim that Kant 
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substantivizes the human being remains part of this, of course, but equally 
important is the more general notion that "the beingness of beings is thought 
as presence for the securing representation. Beingness is now objectivity" 
("die Seiendheit des Seienden als die Anwesenheit ju,. das sicherstellende 
Vorstellen gedacht wird. Seiendheit ist jetzt Gegenstandigkeit.") [74f.] 
Heidegger seizes on the teml Vorstellen in order to express the connection, in 
modem philosophy as a whole, between representation and technology, and 
Vorstellen is a central Kantian tenn. Given the importance of language for 
Heidegger, Kant could be seen to have played a central role in modern meta
physics by this terminological choice alone. The development that begins 
with Descartes, whereby the essence of reality (Wirklichkeit) is seen as the 
"Gegenstandlichkeit des Gegenstandes (Objecktivitat des Objekts}," is fully 
grasped in all clarity only by Kant. [N 433] ( ... erst von Kant in aller Klarheit 
... begritTen.) In his notion of the "original synthetic unity of transcendental 
apperception" (as Heidegger styles it, N 463), Kant also fully articulates the 
principle of self·consciousness originally formulated by Descartes. 

Equally important is the manner in which Kant goes beyond Leibniz in 
portraying knowledge as an activity and objects known as something like its 
products [see FndD 142-3]. "Das Vorstellen erwirkt die Zustellung des 
Entgegenstehens des Gegenstandes." [N 433; Heidegger warns us not to in
terpret this to mean the object is a psychological product.] What is more, 
Heidegger emphasizes that Kant calls the understanding a faculty of rules 
(Vermogen del' Regeln), and even as source of rules [FndD 147], which ties 
in with the modem conception of knowledge as procedure or method. This is 
a crucial step on the way to the conception of subjectivity as will to power. 

In one of Heidegger's last publications, Husserl is drawn into this picture 
'IS well. Heidegger's relation to Husserl was always, to say the least, compli
cated. Being and lime is of course dedicated to Husserl, and contains refer
c~nces to him which are almost exclusively positive. The lectures orthe 1920s 
document better than Being and 1ime Heidegger's critical stance toward 
Bussert's conception of phenomenology, but even they are veiled in the kind 
of deference Heidegger obviously thought he owed to his mentor. It is clear 
'hat he found Husserl's transcendental turn, atter the Logical Investigations, 
a perversion of the genuine idea of phenomenology. And Ileidegger's cri
tique of Kant's substantivization of the subject was probably aimed at 
Husserl's "transcendental ego" as well. 

When Heidegger turns in the mid-1930s to his more historical preoceupa
lions, Husserl practically vanishes from his pages along with others who 
were frequently cited in his earlier works, such as Jaspers, Scheler, Cassirer, 
;Ind Dilthey. These philosophers were contemporaries from whom Beidegger 
wished to distance himself, some had become politically unmentionable (in
duding Husserl); and in any case they were not taken to belong to the history 
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of lIletaphysil:s, with whidl Ileidegger was now preol:wpied. This history 
was supposed to have come to an end with Nietzsche. 

It is thus all the more interesting that Ilusserl should turn up in the 1964 
text "Das Ende der Philosophic un die Aufgabe des Denkens," where he is 
given a place of honor alongside Ilegel as a representative of modem meta
physics. To be sure, this is an honor which Husser! and Hegel might not have 
al:cepted with a great dl!al of pleasure, since what they supposedly reprl!sent 
is a mode of thinking which has now come (or is coming) to an end and 
needs to be replac,ed. The point here is to seek for a task still reservl!d for 
thinking alter the end of philosophy. "Welche Aufgabe bleibt dem Denken 
nOl:h vorbehalten am Ende der Philosophie?" [66]. 

It is in this wntext that Hussed now enters the Sl:ene, along with Hegel, as 
a representative of modern philosophy. Beidegger is himself in searl:h of 
"die Sache des Denkens" --the matter or the issue of thinking «.fier philoso
phy, and he turns to these two thinkers for what they said about the "Sac he" 
of philosophy. Eal:h of these thinkers called philosophy back "zur Sal:he" or 
"zu den Sachen selbst." What did they think the "Sache" of philosophy was, 
what did they think philosophy was really about? 

Though he admits that there are great differences between Hegel and 
Husser!, Heidegger thinks they both conceive of philosophy in terms of the 
connection between subjedivity and method. Thus they conform to the fa
miliar and unified picture developed by Ilt:idegger for modern philosophy as 
a whole. The matter of philosophy is really decided in advance t{)(" both 
philosophers in virtue of their belonging to the modem tradition. The "sub
jectivity of consciousness" (p. 69) is what both of them are after, and both 
conceive of their task as that of developing a procedure fm bringing subjec
tivity "to certitiable givenness" ("zur ausweisbaren Gegebenheit.") (p. 69) 
Heidegger mentions Hussed 's "Principle of all prinl:iples" ti·om Ideus /, which 
is embodied in the transcendental reduction (p. 70). Through it llusserl seeks 
10 ground "I he objectivity of all objects" -- which Heiuegger clJuales with 
"das Sein dcs Seienden" - in and through subjectivity. 

Thus Heidegger prl!sents Husser! as conforming perlCl:lly to the pattern of 
Ihe tradition, as yet another variation on the theme of modern metaphysil:s. 
Like everyone else, whether he realizes it or not Ilusser! is "really" trying to 
think the being of beings. In the first instanl:e, to be is to be an object of 
representation. "Gegebenheit" is just Hussed's version uf Allwesenheit or 
Vorhandellheit. Hut this in turn means to be an object or representation jh,. 
the subjel:t; and of course the subjel:t even has this status lor itself. The laller 
is thus being in the primary sense, or as Busserl himself says, "das einzige 
absolute Seiende" (p. 70). Transcendental subjectivity is just the latest ver
sion of the ancient h}pokeimenun. 

What is more, Husser! shares with his modem predecessors the preuccu-
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pation with method. Through the phenomenological epoche, atlcr all, any 
independence the object might have is taken away. The method is described 
as a reduction: it reduces the world to the status of intentional object or 
representation. In the process transcendental subjectivity achieves full 
Gegebenheit to itself. Though he does not say it, Heidegger might have char
acterized Husserl's method, as he does that of the other modern philoso
phers, as a roundabout way of describing the technological SUbjugation of 
the world. 

2. An alternative reading 

Having laid out in broad outlines Heidegger's story of modern philosophy, I 
would like now to suggest ways of opening a critical perspective on it. Pre
cisely with respect to its central focus, the concept of the subject or subjec
tivity, Heidegger's account seems to me to overlook a major difference in 
modem philosophy, that between metaphysics and the critique ofmetaphys
ics, and the closely related difference between the ontological and the tran
scendental traditions. In recounting Heidegger's reading of the moderns, I 
singled out his interpretations of Kant and of Husserl, who for me are the 
chief representatives of the latter tradition. I want to show that I-Ieidegger has 
misread what is central to their thought and what distinguishes them from 
the rest of modem philosophy. 

There are a couple of rather obvious things about Kant that Heidegger 
seems almost blatantly to ignore. To consider Kant's theory a metaphysics of 
the subject is to ignore that such a metaphysics is one of Kant's primary 
targets in the First Critique. The section entitled Paralogisms of Pure Reason 
attacks precisely those philosophers who treat the epistemological subject as 
substance and try to build a metaphysics upon it. They have failed to distin
guish, Kant says in effect, between the selfas it turns up in experience as the 
bearer of psychological properties, and the "I think" that functions as condi
tion of the possibility of that very experience. While the former may be con
sidered substance in the limited phenomenal sense, the lattcr certainly cannot. 

That the transcendental "I think" may not be treated as a substance in any 
metaphysical sense, is clearly enunciated in the First Critique. While Kant 
speaks of transcendental apperception or self-consciousness, the "I" is not 
conscious of itself as an object, as something vorhanden or anwesend to 
itself. One of the great puzzles of the Transcendental Deduction, one which 
practically scandalized Kant's contemporaries, is that the self-awareness which 
constitutes the supreme condition of the possibility of experience, cannot be 
considered an instance of self-knowledge. In saying this Kant denies pre
cisely what is most important about Descartes' cogitu. This was intolerable 
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to Fichte, for example: how could the fundamental principle ofthe system of 
knowledge not itself by known? It seems not to have occurred to him that 
Kant was not seeking in the self the same metaphysical jill1damelltllm 
jnconclissum sought by other modern philosophers, that he was not really a 
foundationalist in the same way they were. And it seems not to have occurred 
to lJeidegger either. 

Furthermore, the relation of the "I think" to its objects, ifrelation it can be 
called, cannot b~ construed as a relation between a thing and its properties, 
or even as a relation a la Leibniz between a subjed and its representations. 
To construe it in this way seems to me to attribute to Kant precisely the view 
he is most at pains to deny. I am referring to what Kant calls Elfahrung, 
experience, which is equivalent for him to empirical knowledge. We actually 
do have experience in this sense, as Kant tdls us repeatedly, and the question 
is, how is it possible? But Kant raises this question based on a very definite 
conception of what experience is. 

The "I think" expresses, in the idiom of later period, an intentional 
directedness. To think is to think of something or about something or that 
something is the case. Experience in Kant's sense is of course a particular 
kind of thinking, that is, the kind embodied in our knowledge of the sensible 
world. This knowledge requires that out thinking be linked with sense-repre
sentations or intuitions. Hut what is the nature of this link? One might expect 
that, since thought requires an object, it is sense-representations that serve 
this function, that they are what experience is about. 

But this is precisely not what Kant is saying. In fact, his rejection of such 
a notion is a decisive asped of his own doctrine in relation to his predeces
sors. 

Kant rejects the so-called "way of ideas" expressed notoriously by Locke 
when he said that the term "idea" "serves bet to stand lor whatsoever is the 
object of the understanding when a man thinks" (Locke, 1l)56: 17). Kant 
indeed uses the !elm Vo/,stellung -- usually rendered "repn:sentation" in Eng
lish, in a way that corn!sponds roughly to the term "idea" ill English and its 
cognates in French and Latin, as used by Locke and other early modern 
philosophers. And he believes that such representation, in the form of sensa
tions or "impressions" (L'j"Jrucke, A 50, B 74)! arc necessarily involved in 
our knowledge of the sensible world. But these representatiolls arc "mere 
determination of the mind" (ibid). Our knowledge of tilt: sensible world is 
not about our mind or its contents or determinatiolls; it is precisely ubout the 
sensible world, or rather about objects in the sensible world. All experience 
"contains[s], in addition to the intuition of the senses through which some
thing is given, a concept of an object as being thereby gi ven, that is to say, as 
appearing." (A 93, B 126). Experience requires that a manifold of intuition 
be united, not in the subject that has or receives them, but rather in an object 
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- i.e., something whose very concept is that of bt!ing other than and indt!
pendent of the subject. 

What functions as the supremt! condition of the possibility of expt!rience, 
then, transcendental apperct!ption, is a self-consciousness, but not of the sub
ject as metaphysical substance conversant only with its own ideas. This would 
be the Berkeleyan soul or the Leibnizian monad. It may also corrt!spond to 
Kant's conception of the self given in empirical self-consciousness: a thing 
in the world with its psychological properties. Instead, this transcendental 
subject transcends itself toward its objects and toward the world. But his 
means it is also limited by the world. 

Kant's notion of the understanding "as it wt!re, ... prescribing law to 
nature" (der Natur gleichsam das Gesetz vorzuschreiben) might seem to sup
port perfectly the Heideggerian intt!rpretation, but that notion must be takt!n 
together with that of the receptivity of the knowing subjt!ct. If the undt!r
standing determines what counts as an object of knowledge, it does not crt!
ate its objects [A 92, B 125] but must wait tor them to be givt!n. This is one 
side of its finitude. The other is expresst!d in the doctrine of transct!ndental 
idealism according to which the world may be more than or other than it is 
under the conditions governing its appearance to us. To be surt! this doctrine 
is so difficult and troublesome that it was rejected from the start, and is 
rejected to this day, even by some of Kant's strongest suppotters. But Kant 
insists on it. And its deepest sense is that of the finitude of the subject. 

In Kant the subject may seem, in its cognitive guise, to legislate to nature, 
just as, in its moral guise, it may seem to legislate to itself. But in fact both 
its spontaneity and its freedom can never be shown to be anything more than 
necessary assumptions under which alone it can think and act. The transcen
dental unity of apperception is, in the cognitive sphere, the self-conscious
ness in which this assumption is made. This is far indeed from an indubitable 
self-presence or self-knowledge. When the self becomes an object to itself 
the apperception becomes empirical, the "1" loses its transcendental status, 
and it becomes an item in the world. 

Clearly the transcendental "I" is not a thing in the world. But even less is 
it a substance which reduces the rest of the world to part of itsel f. Instead it is 
a kind of pure relation to a world that transcends it. 

It is a similar consideration which governs Busserl's use of the term "tran
scendental." Of cOl!rsc this is a term which he takes over from Kant. His 
definition of it is different from Kant's, hut it seems to me to he a good 
expression of Kant's deepest intentions. In the Cartesian Meditations he 
introduces the "concept of the transcendental and its correlate, the concept of 
the transcendent," in the following way: 

Just as the reduced Ego is not a piece of the world, so, conversely, neither 
the world nor any worldly Object is a piece of my Ego, to be found in my 
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conscious life as a really inherent part, as a complex of data of sensatioli 
or a complex of acts. This .. tralJ .... r.:endence" is part of the intrinsic sense 01 
anything worldly ... The Ego ... necessarily presupposed by this sense, 
is legitimately called transcendental, in the phenomenological sense. Ac
cordingly the philosophical problems arising from this correlation are called 
transcendental-philosophical (Husserl, 1962: 26). 

This statement, from a relatively late work, tells us that the velY notion 01 

transcendental philosophy derives from the transcendence of the world, ib 
non-reducibility to consciousness. It confirms an aspect of Husserl's phe 
nomenology which goes right back to the Logh:al Investigation .... and till' 
attack on psychologism. Broadly speaking, this attack is directed at the ten
dency of empiricism to collapse into subjective idealism by reducing objec 
tive structures to contents of the mind. The opening move, so to speak, 01 

phenomenology, is a realist move, and it is preserved throughout in the very 
notion of intentionality. Consciousness is consciousness of something, and 
the of-ness of that relation, or quasi-relation, is irreducible and not explain· 
able in terms of anything else. In being (~lsomething, consciousness distin
guishes itself and its own features, whatever they may be, from that thing, 
whatever it is. 

The concept of intentionality, as Husser! uses it, is meant to counter all 
attempts to reduce the object of consciousness to pal1 of consciousness or a 
property of consciousness. For this reason, Husserl's use of the term "reduc
tion" is misleading. Transcendence, that is, ilTeducibility to consciousness._ 
belongs to the intrinsic sense of the objective or the worldly, he tells us. The 
purpose of the phenomenological "reduction" is precisely to preserve thai 
sense and understand it. Hence the realism of phenomenology'S opening 
move does not remain naive; it is not content simply to assert the transcend· 
ence of the world, but wants to know what it means to assert it or to believl 
it. Understanding this sense will, among other things, prevent its being trans 
formed into something else by a philosophical theory laden with metaphysi 
cal assumptions, such as empiricism. 

The naive and unretlected belief in the transcendence of the world is whu: 
Husserl calls the natural attitude. Later, in the Cri .... is, he calls it thc world-lif 
of consciousness, whose always pre-given horizon is the life-world. Tit· 
phenomenological reduction suspends the validity of the natural attitud, 
puts it out of play. There is no doubt that Husserl considers this fundament. 
change in attitude the l'ullillment of all philosophy's dreams, and as is w, 
known, he even compares it to a religious conversion (llusserl, 1970: 13/ 
But its sole purpose is to understand the very naivete it has len bchind. 
suspends the natural attitude, the better to understand it. 

There are two scnses in which the natural attitude is never rcally len b 
hind in Husserl's phenomenology. First, if the purpose of the reduction is I 
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understand the natural attitude, then this attitude is in a sense the source of 
phenomenological descriptions. All the sciences, including the Geistes
wissenschaften, are based on the natural attitude, or, as he says later, arise on 
the basis of the pre-given life-world. A phenomenological clarification of the 
sciences involves understanding how the undifferentiated natural standpoint 
gets narrowed into the naturalistic attitude of the natural sciences, on the one 
hand, and the personalistic attitude of the human sciences, on the other. (This 
is a distinction made already in Ideas II.) Clearly such an understanding is 
not possible unless the phenomenologist continues in some sense to live in 
the natural attitude which is being described. Presumable because it is im
possible to live in the natural attitude and to observe it phenomenologically 
at the same time, Husserl often characterizes this pattern of investigation as 
a zig-zag. 

Continuing to live in the natural attitude is not something we need great 
effort to do. It is, after all, natural to us, and it is its suspension that requires 
the effort. This is the second sense in which the natural attitude is not really 
left behind in phenomenology. Husserl repeatedly warns us against falling 
back into it, as if it exerted a kind of gravitational pull against which we had 
constantly to struggle. It is the phenomenological reduction that goes against 
the grain, and Husserl even goes so far as to call it "artilicial" (Husserl' 
1989: 189). Thus phenomenology, which attempts to satisfy the demands of 
philosophy by suspending the natural attitude, can never really lorget its 
origins in the natural attitude; nor should it, since by doing so it would be 
derived of content. In phenomenology consciousness turns back upon itself; 
but what it finds there, and attempts to describe and understand, is a con
sciousness immersed naively in the world. 

This idea that phenomenology is forever poised on the line between the 
natural and the transcendental attitudes is borne out in the distinction be
tween transcendental and empirical subjectivity. In the Crisis Busserl (1970: 
178) calls it the paradox of subjectivity: clearly 1 am somehow both an object 
in the world and subjectJor the world: how can this be? Again this is an idea 
taken over from Kant and given a somewhat different account by llusserl.As 
in Kant, this distinction corresponds to that between two different modes of 
self-consciousness or apperception; Husserl speaks of natural vs. transcen
dental reflection. In the one case I take myself and the events of my mental 
life, intentional an non-intentional, simply to co-exist with all the other things 
and events in the world. Here the relation between consciousness and the 
world, whatever else it may be (e.g., causal), is essentially a part-whole rela
tion. 

To consider myself as subject for the world, in the full transcendental 
sense, by contrast, means that the events of my mental life relate to other 
events and things- whether physical, mental, or ideal- purely intentionally. 
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That is, the lattt!r tigurt! solt!ly as objects tlll" 1lIt! in tht! sensc that tht!y have 
meaning Illr 1lIt! or make sense to mt!. Ilere I relate to the wurld not a part tu 
whole but rather as consciousness to its horizon of possible intt!ntional ob
jects. 

Husserl speaks of a rt!solution of the paradox of subjectivity when we 
realizt! that transct!ndental subjt!ctivity objt!ctifit!s or constitutt!s itsdfjust as 
it constitutt!s the world. But tht! empirical ego is nu mort! surmounted or 
eliminatt! thert!by than is the natural attitude to which it belongs. Unlikt! tht! 
subjective idealism of a Bt!rkelt!y, or the absolutt! idt!alism of a Ht!gd, the 
transct!ndental idealism of Kant and llusserl dot!s not aUt!mpt to triumph 
over the othernt!ss of tIlt! world by incorporating it into the sUbjt!ct. The tran
sct!ndental is not a subject in tht! st!nse of a substance in which evt!rything 
elst! inht!res. This may bt! why, in his latest work, Hussert speaks It!ss of the 
transcendental t!go amlmOft! simply of transccndental subjectivity. 

3. The insubstantial subject 

The foregoing discussion of Kant and Busserl has madt! it possiblt!, I hopt!, 
to inaugurate a rt!reading of what I am calling the transct!ndental tradition. 
This nt!w rt!ading differs signilicantly, it seems to mt!, from that advanced by 
tht! latt!r Heideggt!r, though it is by no means exclusive to him. Whetht!r 
inl1ut!nced by Heidt!gger or not it has become tht! standard picturt!, which 
tries to assimilatt! transct!ndental philosophy to the absolute idealism which 
in fact foIlowt!d historically upon Kant aud drew on many of his ideas. This 
same reading has been applied to Husserl, primarily by his dt!lractors, who 
see him as something of a reincarnation of Fichte. In this concluding st!ction 
I want to bring together tht! main elements of my altt!rnativt! rt!ading of Kant 
and Busserl as transcendental philosopht!rs. 

There are two featurt!s of tht! transcendental tradition, arising out of the 
fort!going discussion, that I want to stress. The first is tht! transct!udt!nce of 
the world. This is a vulnt!rable elt!ment in the intt!rprt!tation oftranscendt!ntal 
philosophy sinct! it st!t!ms to run counter to the basic insight which gets the 
wholt! thing going. Kant's great innovation, aner all, is the idea that tht! 
mind, instead of passively mirroring an indt!pt!ndent and sclf-sullicient world, 
is active and productive. It is world-structuring, t!vt!n world-engendt!ring, if 
we think of "world" as Kant thought of nature, i.e., as the ordt!r and connec
tion of phenomt!na. Busserl's term is constitution,and both thinkers stress 
the notion of consciousness as synthesis. 

Yet for all that, the mind is not world-crt!ating. True, somt! read this as a 
last reluctant concession by Kant to his pit!tist commitments, as if he would 
have human rt!ason replacing God in all but the creation of prime matter. 
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This is of course suggested by the role of sense in his epistemology: Kant 
himself calls it the raw material to be shaped and fashioned by the under
standing [A I]. And the early Husserl employs the notion of hyletic data 
brought to lile by an animating intention. All of this fits Heidegger's cri
tique, which is in some ways that of the outraged Catholic confronted with 
blasphemy: man replaces God as source of the world. 

Yet the unformed matter of sensation is not, for either of these two phi
losophers, the genuine mark of human finitude and of the transcendence of 
the world. I f for both thinkers the mind does not create the world, it is not 
because some kernel of un created, pregiven stutTis required for the mix. It is 
because what the mind genuinely does produce is not existence at all but 
meaning. And the primary meaning it generates and articulates is that of 
objectivity and transcendence of the world. The attempt to absorb that tran
scendence into subjectivity, a la Fichte and Hegel, would be for Kant and 
Husserl to confuse meaning with being. Furthermore, the meaning generated 
by subjectivity is itself finite in the sense that it does not exhaust all the 
possibilities of being. This is the sense of Kant's transcendental idealism: 
there is more to the world than is captured in our conceptual net. And this is 
the reason Husserl's phenomenological reduction does not overcome or re
place but only thematizes the natural attitude. 

The second feature of the transcendental tradition that I want to stress, 
after the transcendence of the world, has to do with the peculiar ontological 
status of the transcendental subject. We have seen that Heidegger interprets it 
not only as substance but as the fundamental substance, primary existence 
on which all other existence is metaphysically dependent. But how accurate 
is this? Ifwe begin to look closely at Kant and Husserl with this question in 
mind we begin to wonder in what sense, if indeed any, the transcendental 
subject can be said to be at all. 

We have already noted that there is a sense in which for Kant the transcen
dental subject cannot be known. In what sense, then can it be said to exist? 
Kant expresses himself in a way that seems contradictory on this point. On 
the one hand he says that in transcendental apperception I am conscious that 
I am, that in the "I think" "existence is already given thereby" (13 157 and n). 
Yet he also says that "this representation is a thought, not an intuition" (bid). 
Intuition would be required for knowledge of existence, but the only intui
tion of self is that of inner sense; this yields knowledge of the empirical self, 
which is an item in the world, not the supreme condition for knowledge of 
the world. The chief characteristic of the transcendental subject is spontane
ity, but it seems spontaneity cannot be sensed and consequently cannot be 
know to exist. It seems that the supreme transcendental condition of the 
possibility of empirical knowledge is that I take myself to be a spontaneous 
subject; yet I cannot know myself to be such. The transcendental subject thus 
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aquires something of the als vb status associated with the moral subject. 
Henry Allison (1989: 190) has noted the parallel between the moral agent 
and the knowing subject, as well as the somewhat tentative character of both: 
"just as we can act only under the idea of freedom, so we can think only 
under the idea of spontaneity." 

On this reading, the transcendental subject, far from being a fundamental 
existent, begins to look something like ajictiul1, albeit a necessary one. There 
would be some historical irony in this, since "liction" is of course the term 
favored by Hume ( 1961: 230) to describe, among other things, "the notion of 
a so1l1 and seljand substallce" lying behind our changing perceptions. Kant 
is generally taken to be attempting a refutation of Hume's sceptical 
fictionalisl1l, yet at the velY most, with respect to notions like sel f, substance 
and causality, he seems to be substituting necessary fictions for fictions that 
are merely useful or cunvenient. 

The idea of necessary fiction may sound like a contradiction in terms, 
since "fiction" is linked with feigning or pretending, and is thus associated 
with the freedom of our imagination or fantasy. Even well-known scientific 
tictions, like Newton's inertial motion, though somehow mon: than merely 
useful, are hardly necessary. Yet a convinced Newtonian would say lhat the 
notion is required if we want to understand nature correctly. Thus it makes 
sense to imagine a conceptual scheme which requires, in a very fundamental 
way, lictional elements. 

Turning to Husserl, both Aron Gurwitsch (1961: 287--200) and Jean-Paul 
Sartre (1957) have argued that the only concept of an ego truly consistent 
with phenomenology is that of the empirical ego. Consciousness conceived 
as intentional (and transcendental) has its own internal unity which does not 
need and in fad would be compromised by a substantial underlying self. 
Sartre's affirmation "there is no I" in "The TranscendeJll;e of the Ego" leads 
directly to his conception of consciousness as "nothingness" (Ie Neallt) in his 
lI1ajOi early work. Thomas Nagel (1986), outlining a wnception of tilt: "I" 
that he explicitly compares with lIusserl's, speaks of "The view from No
where." 

This idea of the transcendental subject as fictional or non-existent should 
not be taken too far, or understood in the wrong sense. lIume' s original 
tictionalism llIay be understood, in the context of his religious scepticism, as 
an attempt to dispense with the immortal soul as a serious contender for 
philosophical attention. In somewhat the same spirit the contemporary mate
rialist Daniel Dennett seizes on the notion of fiction as a way of dealing with 
the selfas an element of "folk psychology." Whereas Burne begins with the 
empiricist principle and reports that he is unable to find the self among his 
experiences, Dennett (1988: 17) begins with the materialist premise that what 
exists must be "an atom or subatomic particle or ... other physical item in 
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the world," and then affirms, uncontroversially, that the brain contains no 
such item that we could call the self. Seeking to appear more generous than 
Hume, however, Dennett reserves a place for the self by imagining that the 
brain, like a computer, could generate biographical stories. The central char
acter these stories are about would be the self. But stories don't have to be 
about real people, as we know from novels and the tikI!. The self can be 
considered a fictional character just as Sherlock Holmes is a fictional charac
ter! 

For a materialist like Dennett, of course, this is something like a grand 
slam. He has not only denied the existence of the self by declaring it fic
tional, he has explained it away by accounting for its origins. Where Dennett 
goes wrong is in his notion that brains or computers could generate stories. 
Of course it is quite conceivable that computers could generate print-outs 
that could be read and interpreted as stories, just as participants in a party
game, to use another of his examples, can supply random bits of information 
that can be hilariously combined into stories (Dennett, 1991: 10). But they 
have to be so combined by someone, just as the print-out has to be read and 
interpreted by someone, in order to become a story. Like a deconstructionist 
eagerly announcing the death of the author, Dennett discovers that we can 
dispense with the writers and tellers of stories. But we cannot dispense with 
the reader-hearer-interpreters who are the very meaning-bestowing conscious 
selves he is trying to explain away (He also speaks ofth!! self as the "central 
meaner") (Dennett, 1991: 228). Without them we hav!! nothing but dried ink
marks, throbbing vocal chords and wagging tongues. Dennett's literary ma
terialism is a valiant attempt: instead of reducing the self to a bit of matter he 
tries to reduce it right out of existence, by making it a figment of the imagi
nation. But he seems not to notice that this presupposes consciousness in 
precisely its most sophisticated form, not dumb sensation reacting to worldly 
stimuli but the capacity to conjure up non-existent worlds and persons. 

It is this capacity, consciousness as origin of meaning, which is the central 
pivot of the transcendental tradition. The philosophers of that tradition would 
agr~e with Dennett on one point: subjectivity is not a thing in the world. And 
perhaps with another: Dennett (1991: 101) says, "Wherever there is a con
scious mind there is a point of view. This is one of the most fundamental 
ideas we have about minds - or about consciousness." But a point of view is 
a point of view on something or toward something. In other words, in Husserl's 
language it is intentional. Now you or I can have a point of view on this 
landscape or that house, or more broadly on this or that topic. But the general 
point is that to be a subject is to have or to be a point of view in general -
toward what? Toward the world as a whole. 

This is how the term "world" is used by the phenomenologist: not just "all 
there is" but "all there is - as experienced from a particular point of view." 
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Having or bdng a point of view on the world is hard to square with being an 
item in the world. This is what Husserl calls the paradox of subjectivity, the 
paradox to which Nagel's The View From Nowhere is devoted. This is why 
the term "transcendental subjectivity" is used, and why Busserl and Kant, 
like Sartre and Nagel after them, resist substantializing the sdf. In my view 
this is the key to what I am calling the transcendental tradition, which 
Heidegger wrongly characterizes as having substantialized the subject. In 
fact, ironically, it is the key to Heidegger's own concept of Dasein in his 
early work: human existence as meaning - and world-engendering intention
ality. 

Notes 

I. I shall bc referring to the following texts of Hcidegger's by means of the imill:ated 
abbrcviations. The translations are my own. EdP = BDas Ende dcr Philosophic und dic 

Aufgabe des Denkens" in Zur Suche dcs Denkcns (Tubingen: Max Niemeyer Verlan, 1(69), 
pp. 61-80; FndD = Die Fruge nach dem Ding (Tubingen: Max Niemeyer Verlag, 1962); K 
= Kanl lind das Pmblem der Metaphysik (Frankfurt: Villorio Klostermann. 1(51); N = 
Nielzsche, Vul. II (Pfullingen: Neske, 1(61); UdM = Uberwindung der Metaphysik" in 
~ul"/riige IUld All/Salle (Pfullingen: Neske, 1(54), pp. 71--99. 
2. I refcr in thc standard way to thc marg,inal pagination in Kallt. 
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Heideggerean Postmodernism and 
Metaphysical Politics 

Robert B. Pippin 

In the following, I shall mostly be concerned to do two things. One is to explain, 
in so far as I understand it, some aspects of Martin Heidegger's attack on the 
classical German philosophical tradition, 'German' or 'post-Kantian Idealism'. 

I want especially to understand his account of the one essay he seems to 
regard as the death-knell for this Kantian programme, and thereby, he insists, a 
death-knell for i11l the aspirations of modern philosophy itself. This account is 
given in the lectures Heidegger gave in the 1936 Summer semester in Freiburg 
on Schelling's 1809 'Treatise on the Essence of Human Freedom', the last essay 
Schelling personally prepared for publication (even though he was to live and 
lecture for over forty more years). 

As already implied, for Heidegger, the stakes are very high in what appears to 
be a very abstract topic. The fact (if it is a fact) that the post-Kantian notions of 
subjectivity, self-consciousness, freedom, etc., could not be defended or saved 
from various objections, is for Heidegger a reflection on the far deeper 
insufficiencies of all modern philosophy itself, and, indeed, tlrose deficiencies 
reflect the inevitable nihilism of all post-Platonic philosophy. (Heidegger 
famously interpreted all of modernism and especially the German philosophical 
version as a failed attempt at human autonomy, an inevitable collapse into a 
meaningless willfulness he often summarizes with the single word that devours 
Plato, Descartes and even Nietzsche in its condemnation: 'technology'.) 

In that context, the second thing I want to show is how the form of 
Heidegger's attack, or here the appropriation of Schelling's initial anti-idealism, 
should be understood as a kind of paradigmatic attack on what is itself a 
paradigmatic version of philosophical modernism (German Idealism), repeated 
many times after Heidegger, and that understanding the structure of this attack 
helps clarify its power, as well as its weaknesses and dangers. Heidegger was 
quite right to seize on Schelling as the first to appreciate this problem (which, as 
we shall see, is indeed a serious one), but that fact also helps one to identify 
what I think is the blind Schellingean alley Heidegger begins to wander into 
with his own doctrine of historicity, or the inevitably situated 'happening' of any 
'thinking'. 

More simply: for the sake of argument I shall agree with Heidegger when he 
claims (later, in a 1941 seminar) that 'Schelling's treatise is the acme of the 
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metaphysics of German Idealism'; and so the 'highest expression of philo
sophical modernism'; even that 'the essential core of all of Western metaphysics 
can be delineated in complete clarity in terms of this treatise', 1 but will argue that 
when Heidegger begins to formulate his response to the problems Schelling 
identifies, he misreads his opponents and so 'mis-reacts' in what remains a 
Schellingean form. 

Straightforwardly then, the simple question is: in what sense is modern 
philosophy supposed to have failed? I take my bearings from Heidegger because 
(i) his expression of dissatisfaction has been extremely influential for European 
thought ilfter him, and itself echoes deep, persistent strains in the German and 
European counter-Enlightenment and (ii) because I think that this Heideggerean 
and counter-Enlightenment reaction misidentifies its target, and so in some 
sense mis-reacts. 

Before beginning, I should also note the context for my remarks about 
Heidegger's view: what could be called the complex problem of the political 
illf/IICJJCC of Heidegger, or even the emergence of what might be called 'left 
Heideggereans' . 

With that label, I mean to identify a certain form of opposition to a number of 
central aspects of European modernity, or, if you like, to modern bourgeois 
culture; an opposition to such things as - the very highly authoritative cognitive 
status of modern natural science (and the growing dependence of modern 
societies on the technologies made possible by such science); the supreme moral 
authority of individual conscience and so individual responsibility; the political 
authority of rights-based, liberal democratic institutions; or the general 
European Enlightenment hope that the modern revolution would make possible 
a secular, an essentially rational, foundation for a collective life that could be 
safely and rightly relied on. 

Heidegger's attack on philosophical modernism has recently taken on new 
meaning in this context, a putative postmodern political agenda (one supposedly 
not linked to the universalist aspirations of European modernism). At the very 
least, this sort of approach involves a radical dissatisfaction with the official 
culture of Western modernity, a dissatisfaction not tied to an analysis of 
modernity as essentially the culture of a self-contradicting capitalism, but more 
concerned to link all the universalist, moral aspirations of European modernism 
with a merely contingent, even necessarily contingent expression of mere self
assertion, 'power', cultural imperialism, Euro-centrism, etc. To be sure, the 
people that might be linked together under this left-Heideggerean label have 
profound differences, but the attack on the Idealist 'philosophy of the subject', 
and 'of reason', on any possible 'first philosophy', and the insistence on some 
sort of acknowledgement of the historicity or contingency of institutional life, 
even of truth itself, do shape some common agenda for Rorty, Foucault, Reiner 
Schurmann, Jean-L~c Nancy, Philippe Lacoue-Labarthe, Gianni Vattimo and 
others.2 

Now there are a number of ways to express some sort of dissatisfaction with 
the putative 'subjectivism' of modern philosophy; the way modern philosophy, 
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after Descartes, seems to have retreated from any attempt at an account of the 
world, or 'the whole', and instead concentrated only on the thinkability or 
representability of possible objects, as if, in Kant's famous phrase, the human 
mind can know only itself. The inevitable threat of scepticism and psychologism 
so generated also produced Frege's and Husserl's realism. But I am here treating 
Heidegger's statement of the philosophical issues in such an anti-subjectivism 
and anti-humanism as in a way canonical for a certain tradition of later thinkers, 
however much they disagree with Heidegger or with each other. 

II 

In these 1936 Freiburg lectures, as Heidegger struggles to explain the 
significance of the failure of German Idealism to Third Reich university students, 
one can find one of the most compressed and clearest of Heidegger's many 
accounts of the history of Enlightenment thought, all in formulations that make 
it clear where contemporary 'anti-humanisms' get their start 3 The Enlighten
ment is to be understood 

.. as a liberation of man to himself. But what man is as himself, 
wherein his being a self should consist, is determined only in his 
liberation and by the definitely oriented history of this liberation. 
Human 'thinking', which here means the forming powers of man, 
becomes the fundamental law of things themselves. The conquest of the 
world in knowledge and actions begins ... Commerce and economy 
turn into powers of their own in the most narrow, reciprocal connection 
with the origin of technology, which is something different from the 
previous invention and use of tools. Art becomes the decisive manner of 
self-development of human creativity and at the same time its own way 
of conquering the world for eye and ear ... The idea of 'sovereignty' 
brings a new formation of the state and a new kind of political thought 
and requirement.~ 

In particular, Heidegger emphasizes frequently, Schelling, in his 1809 essay, 
focused on what he regarded as the 'metaphysical reality' most inconsistent with 
the idealist notion of freedom as autonomy and self-grounding, and so with the 
Idealist (or all modernist) hope for a systematic or comprehensive account of any 
claim for the reality of freedom: ti,e reality of eviI, a topic I shall return to in the 
concluding section of this paper. 

Understanding and contesting such claims will require two large preliminary 
steps. One concerns Heidegger's own project and the distinctive character of his 
claim about historicity or the presuppositions of his treatment of Schelling. The 
other involves some attempt at understanding at least the aspirations of the 
post-Kantian idealist tradition which Heidegger, through Schelling, is attacking. 
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III 

We must first, in other words, give Heidegger his due. His own attempt to 
suggest the futility of giving ultimate priority to the reflecting, self-determining 
subject, his account of the futility of attempting to render the mind or the logical 
structure of thought, absolutely translucent to itself, depends on what he calls 
the problem of historicity, the locatedness of human subjects in time. That 
account is radically different from the nineteenth-century versions of historicism 
with which Heidegger is often associated. These latter doctrines simply extend 
the subjectivism characteristic of all modern thought as Heidegger reads it. That 
is, they attempt to transform claims like 

into 

These A's are 8's; 
X-actions are good; 
Y's are beautiful; 

We are so minded that: 
A's count for us as 8's; 
we count X-actions as good, or Y's as beautiful. 

Instead of a psychoIogishc theory of such like-minded ness, or a transcend
ental or Hegelian theory of this possible like-mindedness, conventional 
historicism just gives historical and often social accounts of such Iike
minded ness and Heidegger was always infuriated to see what he regarded as a 
profound attack on such collective subjectivism read as just that theory.s 
Understanding the radicality of his attack on modern thought requires some 
summary of his theory. 

Heidegger's 1927 masterwork, Being and Time, was published only as a 
fragment, yet there is something deeply fitting about the question which ends 
the published version of the book. Its last sentence is: 'Does time itself manifest 
itself as the horizon of Being?'h The very title of the work already indicates that 
Heidegger had all along intended to offer an affirmative answer to this question, 
to defend a claim about the 'historicity' of human existence and of 'truth' itself, 
and therewith to begin the destruction of all Western metaphysics, a tradition 
understood by Heidegger to consist essentially in a refusal to acknowledge such 
a historicity. 7 

Yet, to frame immediately the question at issue in all 'postmodern' 
appropriations of He'idegger: what would it mean to acknowledge such historicity 
and radical contingency, and so, if we follow Heidegger, not to think 
metaphysically, or subjectively, even 'philosophically', but in some new way 
informed by such an acknowledgment? If we pursue this issue in Heidpgger's 
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thought, we find mostly, over and over again, warnings, hesitations, indirec
tions, allusions, neologisms, quotations from the pre-Socratics, and from 
H6lderlin. Heidegger never tired of reminding his readers of just how 
profoundly difficult it was to understand what he wanted to say about historicity 
(Geschichtlichkeit) (even to the point of pointing out that his own formulations 
were necessarily 'concealing', or deceptive). 

He is certainly clear enough about the consequences of avoiding or forgetting 
the ontological dimensions of historicity and of aspiring to be the complete, self
determining subject of one's deeds and thoughts. 'The essence of modernity,' he 
writes in a typical claim, 'is fulfilled in the age of consummate meaningless
ness.'s Such a meaningless essence is said to involve 'The securing of supreme 
and absolute self-development of all the capacities of mankind for absolute 
dominion over the entire earth.' This impulse at a kind of predatory dominance 
is said to be the 'secret goad' that 'prods modern man again and again to new 
resurgences, a goad that forces him into commitments that secure for him the 
surety of his actions and the certainty of his aims.,q The modern aspiration for an 
enlightened future, the hope that a secular foundation for moral and political life 
could be formulated and safely relied on, and that a kind of collective, self
legislating autonomy could be achieved, have all failed, according to Heidegger. 
The totality of 'the essential possibilities of metaphysics' have thereby been 
'exhausted', and 'European nihilism', most visible in Nietzsche's 'culmination' 
of the tradition, is the result. 

These claims all obviously depend on Heidegger's distinctive formulation of 
the basic problem of philosophy. 'The question of Being' (die Seinsfrage) is 
Heidegger's question and in Being and Time especially, that question is 
understood as the question of 'the meaning of Being in general'. The question is 
not be be confused with the metaphysical questions of substance or degrees of 
reality or necessity, nor with traditional ontological questions: the kinds of 
beings there are, the basic categories necessary to articulate whatever there is. 
'Fundamental ontology' is the theme, some prereflexive and everywhere 
presupposed 'sense' of anything's 'being' at all. This requires at all costs 
respecting what Heidegger calls the 'ontological difference', or not confusing 
this question of the meaning of Being with any question about beings or entities. 
This amounts to the problem of the possibility of our somehow always already 
being 'oriented' in the world, originally haVing bearings of a sort. 1D 

As noted already, this way of framing the issue will lead Heidegger to the 
famous answer embodied in the book's title: 'time' is the horizon of all pOSSible 
such significance; the meaning of human being, all Being, is radically historical; 
the familiarity or disclosed ness of 'what is' happens (is a 'Geschehen'), even though 
what happens is not a result of the beliefs or representations of subjects, or 
norms held in common, or of any sort of a subjective event or meaning conferral. 
How such meaning or orientation happens, and why it cannot be some sort of 
result, or some event of matter-of-fact like-minded ness with sources, causes, 
explanations, etc. is one of the great constant themes in Heidegger. (In fact, his 
position is so radical that even this fairly neutral language is misleading; 'what' 
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is disclosed is not a 'what' but the utterly contingent event of the disclosed ness 
itself, what Heidegger calls 'Ereignis'.' since 1936,' he wrote, 'the leading word of 
my thinking.,] I) 

In BC'ing and Time and in many other works, Heidegger claims that the fact that 
we are somehow intuitively inclined to ask about our deepest pre-reflexive 
familiarity with the world by asking: what is the source of this sense making? 
how do Wi' render the world originally sensible, begin by trying to make sense out 
of it? and so forth, has had disastrous consequences since Plato. Being is taken to 
be disclosed, rendered intelligible, by or because of us and so is made into a kind of 
standing or enduring presence by being so 'measured' in our terms. We thus 
forget everything we would need to remember if we were to 'think' funda
mentally.}2 

Perhaps the best way to put this is to say that Heidegger's conviction about 
the extraordinary elusiveness of the basic question for human thought means 
that any meditations inspired by the question must finally be distinctly non
philosophical, not 'directed' by a subject towards an end, not a problem to be 
solved, not an aporia to be addressed, or an opaque meaning to be clarified by 
some activity of ours. Heidegger's notion of historicity is thus not comparable to 
similar claims in the social or moral sciences, and this alone makes it (and his 
influence on the postmodernity discussion) extremely hard to understand. He is 
not trying to offer some transcendental case for the necessary conditioned ness of 
thought, nor to point to contingent social determinants or interests behind or 
motivating the authority of various intellectual practices. He realizes that we 
inevitably take him to be offering a thesis about the historicity of truth and he 
wages a life-long battle to disabuse us of that response, claiming that his 
founding idea about ontological difference would thereby be ignored. He keeps 
insisting that he is actually trying to think historically, not to think about history. 
He knows we intuitively assume that an argument for the latter is necessary to 
justify the former, but that, he keeps saying, is the great error. There is no such 
argument, no place from which it could be made. There is just historizing 
thinking, whether acknowledged or not, whether in argument form or not. The 
key issue turns out to be the mode of acknowledgment. So, in Kant and the 
Problcm of Metaphysics, in commenting on his own writing about the problem of 
finitude, he writes, 

. the working Of/t of the innermost essence of metaphysics must itself 
always be basically finite and can never become absolute. The only 
conclusion one can draw from this is that reflection on finitude, always to 
be renewed, can never succeed, through a mutual playing off, or 
meditating equalization of standpoints in order finally and in spite of 
everything to give us absolute knowledge of finitude, a knowledge that 
is surreptitiously posited as being 'true in itself.,13 (My emphases.) 

(This is not to say that Heidegger is not interested in motivating his own 
acknowledgment of this historicity, or that he just 'poeticizes' historically. The 
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acknowledgment begun by Being and Time is said to be provoked, even made 
necessary, by the 'completion of metaphysics' in Nietzschean nihilism. 14 A very 
great deal thereby hangs on the sufficiency of Heidegger's narrative of 'modern 
thought', as is the case, I believe, with all 'postmodernisms,.15) 

Heidegger's own interrogative stance is thus itself some sort of expectation or 
an attentive waiting, or, in a frequent, obscure phrase, 'repetition', not a 
thought or proposal in the traditional sense. (The later fascination with the 
DiciztelJ-DelJkell, and Dallken-Denken relation is also crucial here, as is the 
formulation: Gclassenizeit.) It could thus itself be called a poetic or theologico
political elJsagf'lllcnt of a sort, rather than the theory that would drive an 
engagement. 

IV 

It will not be difficult to contrast such a fundamental ontology with the original 
idealist aspiration. Put in their own intoxicating language, the modern problem 
at issue for the idealist tradition is the possibility and status of freedom, and the 
possible final realization of freedom in the world. The idealism of German 
idealism has little to do with ideas or representations in the rationalist or 
empiricist sense. The ideal is human freedom, understood as being a law wholly 
unto oneself. The enemy, the enemy of modernism simply (whether in the name 
of pre- or postmodernism), its other, is dogmatism: the reliance on anything not 
redeemed by some rational justification or by a reflexive account of the 
possibility of any such reliance, defending it against possible objections. Their 
case is for what they called the reality, finally the 'absolute reality', of such a self
determination, or freedom; a claim that such a fully reflexive self-grounding 
could be realized systematically and in practical life. In Coming to a final 
understanding of such a reality, and appreciating its 'living' potential in the 
emerging modern social and political world, is, for the classical German 
tradition, the unimpeachable, irrevocable achievement of modernity. 

In that tradition, the possibility of such freedom is linked both to the 
possibility of a wholly self-authorizing or self-grounding reason (and thereby to 
the final destruction of dogmatism, and the realization of reason's complete or 
'absolute' self-reliance and so 'maturity'), and to the possibility of a practical 
rationality, and therewith practical autonomy or self-legislation. As understood 
by Kant, the early Fichte and Schelling, and Hegel and the left Hegelians, the 
modern enterprise is thus also inextricably tied to a kind of 'metaphysical 
politics.' Philosophy is one dimension of a practical engagement, as it is for 
Heidegger, but where Heidegger strives for a kind of poetic acknowledgement, 
the Idealists strive for a complete, universal, self-authorization. For the moment, 
we can understand this as a demand for a kind of free self-determination, what 
Fichte called an actil'e 'positing' of one's stance toward nature and towards one's 
desires not originally determined or caused by one's relation to nature or to such 
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desires. Such activity was understood as a 'norm-governed spontaneity', 
supposed to be ontologically prior, or 'the condition for the possibility' of all 
possible relations to nature. 

In cognitive terms, the claim is a denial of the view that we can successfully 
explain the mind's intentional content, its holding possibly true or false 
knowledge claims, by appeals to the mind's being-determined by some 
independent content. In the simplest terms, in being aware that something is (or 
even could be) so-and-so, / am holding that it is; taking it to be so-and-so; making 
up my mind; taking a stand. The subject is not in a relation to the world; it takes 
itself to be, and so is always in absolute command of its conceivings and 
concludings. The same logic applies to action: I can never be said to act for a 
pressing interest or desire, but only on the condition that I determine such 
interests or desires to merit acting on. In the extraordinary language soon 
developed: the I's relation to itself is 'The Absolute'; the unconditioned 
possibility of which explains the possible intelligibility of all else. 

Now, none of this insistence on a subject's establishing its relation to the 
world, especially on its doing so freely or spontaneously, nor my own 
characterization of such a priority for agency and activity as a kind of 
metaphysical politics, should be taken to imply that the door opened by Kant 
did or must lead to some measureless field of possible sorts of activities, to some 
creativity, to relativisms or historicisms, etc. It may be the most controversial 
and difficult to understand aspect of this tradition, but the original argument 
was always that such a central 'spontaneity' must be conceived as law or norm 
governed, as itself possible (or possibly establishing any intentional relation to 
objects, or responsible activity) ollly if normatively constrained.]7 

This argument form - that the mind-world relation must be 'spontaneously 
established' and in what must be a norm-governed way (or the argument that 
such an original spontaneity collid make experience or a practically intelligible 
life possible Dilly if realized as law, principle, categorical imperative, a sensus 
commllllis in the aesthetic domain); all in a way that displaces rationalist, 
empiricist, and naturalist alternatives - was an argument form that was to have 
many incarnations and reinscriptions, from Hegel's Logic to Lukacs' reformula
tion of Kantian spontaneity as productive labour. But it is the argument form 
most at stake, most in need of attention, I think, in assessments of a possibly 
modern philosophy. And this is especially true of the concept at the centre of 
everything, a notion of activity or of human doings and engagings and 
comportings not, supposedly, itself an empirical or material event, and not a 
non-empirical or immaterial event, a condition not resistant to naturalist 
accounts because unnatural but because a different sort of philosophical explicans 
altogether. 

(Another way to .put this would be: the idealist turn is not a turn to some 
matter of fact or to some special sort of mental activity as constitutive, but is an 
argument for the autonomy and irreducibility of the normative dimension in our 
discursive and ethical practices. To make a claim is to extend a commitment or 
undertake an obligation, and we could never be said simply to be directed to 
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such a claim by experience, and it could never be rightly understood as how the 
human brain concludes things or how we collectively go on.) 

To a degree still unappreciated, I think, the young Schelling quickly realized 
that the whole approach, however interpreted, necessarily generated a basic 
problem. It was one whose logic would first appear in the German counter
Enlightenment (especially in Jacobi) and then in many, many forms later 
(certainly in Kierkegaard, later in Nietzsche's account of 'life', and thanks to 
Heidegger, in thinkers such as Gadamer and Derrida.) The task had been: to 
think through the implications of the claim that being ill any cognitive relation to 
the world, to have disclosed any sense (or being the true subject of one's deeds) 
is necessarily to have assumed such a reiation actively, to have determined oneself to 
be in such a relation. This does indeed make all the contents or objects of such a 
relation necessarily the results of some self-conscious self-determining. Yet we, 
as embodied agents in the world, are already natural or at least pre-volitionally 
situated beings, already thinking in a certain way, with a certain inheritance, 
with certain capacities we clearly share with non-human animals (like 
perception). It is only ill being a kind of being, within a certain sort of world with 
kinds of beings, at a certain historical time, that we could be the particular self
determining subjects or agents that we are. To view the issue of this sort of pre
reflective situation as itself a result, or in terms of 'what we must think' to make 
sense of 'our' conditions of intelligibility, is to miss the point profoundly. 

There is indeed something about the radicality of the insistence on the 
autonomy of this normative or self-authorizing dimension which clearly invites 
such worries about finitude, whether expressed in religious terms, like Jacobi's, 
or systematic worries, like Schelling's. It also invites the predictable counter 
response: that any restriction based on an acknowledgment of such finitude or 
embodiment or subjection to the laws of neuro-biology, is still something like 
the self-imposition of a norm, and so is still within the space of reasons. There is 
nothing, not even das Nichts, 'outside' such a space. And this is the ping-pong 
game European philosophy has been playing since the original Kant-Hegel vs. 
Schelling-Kierkegaard version, up to and including the Gadamer-Habermas 
con troversy. 

v 

As we have already seen, in Heidegger's appropriation of Schelling's rejection of 
any such 'priority' for subjective self-determination, some sort of lived 
acknowledgement of such an original situation is at issue, not a new intellectual 
realization or a different sort of system (all this to avoid the Hegelian rejoinder 
suggested above). In passages like #74 of Being and Time (about 'The Basic 
Constitution of Historicity'), the pOSSibility of such acknowledgement is tied to 
anxiety, not to insight, or to systematic philosophy. Angst is Heidegger's early 
figure for the sorts of practical, lived dislocations, or breakdowns, which make 
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just 'going on' as usual impossible (as if functioning anti-methodologically like 
Husserl's 'bracketing' of the natural attitude). Boredom, the violence of poetic 
language, world historical crises, and, as we shall see below, radical evil itself, 
can all function this way. One is displaced in one's being-towards-death; one 
does not just see something, and the acknowledgement is discussed as both a 
'taking over' of one's factual possibilities, and a 'handing down to oneself' of what 
has been handed down to one, a 'Dasein existing fatefully in the resoluteness 
which hands itself downd~ This will make assessing Heidegger's 'reaction' to 
modernism extremely difficult. He tries so hard to make his position a 'non
position', itself an 'event', that he defines himself out of that game mentioned 
above. But I do think that a general point can be made and explored in terms of 
the topic Heidegger himself focused on in 1936. That requires turning to the 
topic Schelling introduces to make his point against the subjectivism of modern 
philosophy, the problem of t'vil. 

For Kant, Fichte and Hegel, moral evil is generally understood as a supreme 
affirmation of an individual subjectivity, as if I alone am supremely 'real'; and all 
else counts for nothing. Such acts are themselves considered intelligible against 
the assumption of, and by contrast with, what free agency really consists in. And 
of course, in this tradition, morality is a matter of practical rationality; the 
realization of the highest value, freedom, being the realization of rationality. 
Immoral acts are themselves free, but only imperfectly, incompletely, and are in 
some way contrary to, conflicting with, one's own agency. Such acts appear 
within such a systematic understanding as a failure to realize true freedom, and 
so as un freedom, a deficit, a failure to be who you really are. (In fact, in Hegel's 
most notorious extension of this logic, the criminal actually wills 110/ the crime 
itself, alone, but also, implicitly, his own punishment. He must so 'will' on the 
assumptions necessary for him to be the subject of his own act.) Various possible 
realizations of freedom are, on such a view, obviously resisted or rejected by 
subjects, but this is due to ignorance, weakness, historical conditions (which can 
reach a point where an inseparability between good and evil is inevitable, as in 
tragic contexts), etc. Such acts remain evil, even if intelligible, but can never be 
described as absolute negations. There is and can be no 'absolute' evil in the 
world. 

Schelling categorically rejects such a version of what he calls the malum 
l11etaphysicul1l, and insists that 

. the basis of evil must therefore not only be founded on something 
inherently positive, but rather on the highest positive being which 
nature contains. 19 

This extraordinary claim implies a notion of 'freedom for good and evil' or the 
claim that evil acting is not a kind of mismeasuring 'through a glass darkly', or a 
failure, but a completely unmeasurable, or even unconditioned, unintelligible 
even if depressingly real human and metaphysical potential. (l should note 
immediately that even though Schelling formulates the issue often as a radical 
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choice for good and evil, he has in mind no standard voluntarist picture. Such a 
'choice' enacts or evinces or in some sense merely expresses a pre-voluntary 
structure of significance or 'Absolute'.) 

And Heidegger joins Schelling in the general worry about any comprehensively 
intelligible idealism, particularly as revealed by the problem of evil. In fact he 
goes quite far in his affirmative and sympathetic summaries. He writes, 

To demonstrate the possibility of evil means to show how man must be, 
and what it means that man is. After all this it becomes clear that the 
ground of evil is nothing less than the ground of being human. But this 
ground must be in God's innermost center. The ground of evil is thus 
something positive in the highest sense. 20 

Now it is quite likely that Heidegger is not much concerned here with 
traditional (say, to cite one of his heroes, Augustinean) problems with moral 
evil. It is more important to him to insist on some notion of radical possibility in 
his account of historical happenings and of the pre-subjective origin of our 
collective practices and self-monitorings. Evil figures for him throughout these 
discussions as something necessarily unrecognizable as ours, and not a finite 
and incomplete failure to fit in to how we go on. 21 Not acknowledging such a 
wholly negative possibility would be like regarding the nihilism crisis itself as 
still incomplete rationalization, or one's impending death as a possibility that 
will happen someday but not soon, or the failure of meaning in profound 
boredom as an accidental or pathological aberration in the meaning-structures 
that are authoritative. In Heidegger's Schellingean version of such responses, 
we are always trying to re-inscribe within the sovereign realm of the subject a 
phenomenon that actually wholly undermines the possibility of any such 
sovereignty. 

So here again we have a version of Schelling's worries about the absolute 
status of a self-determining subjectivity, supposedly the source or condition for 
the intelligibility of all human thinkings and doings. Evil, so goes the largely 
implicit argument, cannot be rightly understood on such an assumption, as the 
privation or failure of practical rationality, without denying its status as evil (the 
assumption being that weakness, ignorance or the mere influence of our 
passions fail to account for the reality of evil). For there to be evil, our capacity 
for evil must be original, not derivative from a potentially fully free agency; and 
for such evil to be an original possibility, self-determining subjects cannot be 
'absolute'. The Heideggerean 'event' of Being must manifest itself originally 
both 'positively' and 'negatively'. 

Although the language is obscure, the intuition behind such disaffection is 
not hard to understand. On the Idealist assumptions we have been discussing, 
and on many other modern secularist assumptions, if what ought to be done is 
fundamentally a matter of what we collectively institute, esteem, authorize 
ourselves to hold each other to, what was traditionally viewed as evil will look 
like only a falling away from our norms, just not going on as we do. Heidegger 
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and Schelling are trying to evoke some deeper sense of the complete breakdown 
of 'how we go on', a violation which can highlight the artificiality and 
incompleteness of any such norm. 

(I have not been mentioning the many, many political allusions in Heidegger's 
Schelling lectures, but it becomes ever clearer in the lectures that Heidegger is 
not anything like a confused bourgeois academic who wandered naively, like 
many other such academic Mandarins and Catholic intellectuals, into joining the 
Nazi party. He means to affirm directly and enthusiastically, Germany's 
revolutionary situation; its massive breakdown into moral and political anarchy, 
its potential for terrifying evil and complete dislocations, all of which, he hopes, 
will shake us loose from the subjectivist illusions of liberal democracy and 
inaugurate a new beginning.) 

To return to Schelling's and Heidegger's language, our own determination for 
good or evil, in other words, must be seen as a kind of phenomenon or 
appearance; itself possible because of or by reference to 'the self-positing of the 
Absolute'. Since this origin is not, for the reasons we have been outlining, a 
possible object of any account, it follows (for Schelling and Heidegger at any 
rate) that the reality of freedom, or ontological possibility, is absolutely unlimited. 
There can thus be no system, no 'whole', no 'philosophy of freedom'. (Kant's 
original argument that the mind must actively bring its thoughts and intentions 
into unity, and so under a norm, for there to be 'my' thoughts and intentions is 
thus rejected, since such a spontaneity is argued to require, for its possibility, a 
dependence on some 'arche' or fundamental principle, some 'Absolute', whose 
unity or coherence or intelligibility cannot be articulated. 22) And if we are free in 
this sense, then Being cannot be accounted for by any notion or norm, and to 
live freely cannot be a life commonly and justifiably measured by some norm. It 
must be some sort of ackllowledgement of what cannot be measured without 
falsifying, covering-over. A kind of mythic/poetic discourse seems to keep 
emerging as the appropriate mode of such acknowledgement. (To some extent, 
as Heidegger shows, Schelling would agree with some formulation of the lIature 
of evil as linked with an extreme individuation, but he insists that traditional 
interpretations of what Heidegger will call the 'attraction' of such individuation 
have not been accounted for. Schelling, and Heidegger after him, attribute this 
attraction to the historical self-manifesting or disclosing process of Being itself. )23 

Such claims all hearken back again to the radical dimensions of Heideggerean 
historicity - that he is not talking about how we situate ourselves within a tradition 
(or how we legislate the norms regulating our lives), but how we are, 
contingently and ineffably, situated in the revealing and concealing process 
within which 'fundamental' sense is made. Our attempts to master and ground 
such contingency (to 'conquer' it he frequently says) is defeated in these 
breakdown situations, like anxiety or eVil, wherein 'being the null basis of a 
nullity' cannot but be acknowledged. 

Schelling's treatise has nothing to do with the question of the freedom of 
the will, which is ultimately wrongly put and thus not a question at all. 
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For freedom is here not a property of man, but the other way around. 
Man is at best the property of freedom 24 

29 

Or, 'insofar as man is man, he must participate in this determination of Being, 
and man is, in so far as he brings about this participation in freedom.'25 

VI 

The path Heidegger is on, the way in which his distinctive oppositions set a 
direction for him, will lead to a number of complex, and I think, unresolvable 
aporiai. The most important consequence of the kind of anti-modernism we have 
been discussing will involve the resources Heidegger will have left himself in 
accounting for the possibility of the kind of prereflective intelligibility of 
finitude, the kind which, for him, renders so problematic the Idealist or 
modernist aspirations. To live 'in' such 'truth' after all is not merely to live 
truthfully, wholly unreflectively, as if a matter of luck or facl. It is to live in the 
light of the truth, ultimately in the light of the true place or status of human 
being. And this immediately opens multiple possible alternatives that must be 
contested: whether as rights bearing individuals, morally responsible agents, a 
pious, thankful ens creatllm, or an ontologically disclosive Volk. (We are thus back 
to our first question: how Heidegger can account for our acknowledgement of 
this historicity without some self-determination as historical, and I don't think we 
find, within Heidegger, a coherent answer.) Contrary to what Heidegger 
suggests, we do not simply participate or 'dwell' within a 'world' 'framed' by 
such alternatives. We participate in a world only by also situating ourselves 
within it, either carrying on or contesting its own narrative about itself. 
Heidegger often seems to concede this puint. He certainly distinguishes 
between an inauthentic falling within the practices of 'the They', and an 
authentic resoluteness. And the light images, suggesting such an illuminated 
self-situating, are his. But he always paints his picture like one of those great 
seventeenth century achievements, where the light shines from nowhere. 

Admittedly, our own subjection to, and revision of, such norms is not easy to 
account for phenomenologically. We do, of course, inherit and pass on much 
unreflectively, or at least in a way that makes the language of self-imposition 
and justification look highly idealized. But the difficulty in stating that issue, and 
some general, well justified reluctance to think of such norms in a non-historical 
and non-social way, as if a matter of 'pure practical reason' alone, etc., is no 
reason to throw the baby out with the bathwater. If we do, we confront 
immediately the post-Heideggerean dissolution of subjectivity into the rei fica
tions of mentalites, epistemes, 'discourses', 'fields or power', etc., terms that 
always suggest to me an arch, defensive neo-positivism. 26 
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VII 

The basic point I am trying to make is that the most important idea of modernity 
which Heidegger refuses to acknowledge is much broader than anything that 
can be captured by the Idealist notions of system or even the meaning of Being. 
It is a great confusion, for example, to treat the requirement within German 
Idealism for an 'absolute' condition of intelligibility as somehow on a par with 
the notion of natural-scientific comprehensiveness, or an absolute explanatiol1, as 
Schelling and Heidegger often do. (It is true to say that the Idealist made das lell 
'the Absolute'. But that involves a claim for the unavoidability and irreducibility 
of our normative self-regulation in the possibility of any cognitive claim or 
action. It is absolute as the supreme condition for thought and action, not itself 
'conditioned'. This is a divergence from, not an instance of the metaphysical or 
scientific notion of ground.) To assume otherwise would be to assume that the 
Idealist 'threat' to the 'reality' of evil were the same as the putative threat which 
would be based on some comprehensively informed point of view, where the 
difference between the agent who acted wrongly and one who didn't could be 
explailled 01' predicted, thus denying the metaphysical reality of evil. (As in: a sick 
body obeys the laws of nature as much as a healthy one; it is not any less real or 
incomplete.) 

The original animus of the Idealist revolution, though, was so set against the 
problem of dogmatism that this sort of explanatory ideal could never emerge for 
it as an issue, and neither could any such realist question about metaphysical 
evil. We are never in any position to confront or reject or accept the reality of evil, 
and Heidegger's confusion tempts him to the same formulations he admires in 
Schelling. To comprehend the irruption of absolute subjectivity as a possible 
moment within, or permanent threat to, our own developing self-compre
hension, and to understand it as a failure of such full self-understanding and so 
as unfreedom, is not to domesticate or deny it. It is marly 110t to lIlystify it, not to 
pose it as other, not to dr/a111il1e oneself in relation to such an event as a malum 
IIIdnphysiCl/7I1, and then deny such positing, all of which, from the 'Idealist' 
perspective, is what is being done in Schelling's response. 

Hegel himself makes this point in just these terms in his Lectures 011 Aesthetics. 
In speaking of Greek tragedy in particular, he says, clearly at odds with the 
Schellingean-Heideggerean treatment: 'For evil ill the a/7stract has 110 truth ill itsrlf 
OIlll is of 1l(J illtcl'cst.'27 In his earlier discussion of the moral dimensions of 
tragedies, he had conceded that agents can freely perform monstrous and 
barbaric acts, and would be thereby unrecognizable as 'like us' and transformed 
into some malignant, contingent force of nature. (Lear's insanity in the storm is 
alluded to.) But there is, he also insists in a way that refers to his whole project, 
'110 truth' and therewith no 'interest' in such gross injustices. 28 There is only such 
'truth' in a more complexly hUll/ail enactment of evil deeds, one in which the 
possible instability (or mere subjectivity) of the distinctions our norms establish 
between good and evil is evoked and confronted. (In his Lectures 011 Religion, he 
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cites Milton's Satan as paradigmatic of this phenomenon, who is not a malignant 
force because he is, however evil, still recognizable as one of us.) 

A full statement occurs later: 

For the purely negative is in itself dull and flat and therefore either 
leaves us empty or else repels us, whether it be used as a motive for an 
action or simply as a means for producing the reaction of another 
motive. The gruesome and unlucky, the harshness of power, the 
pitilessness of predominance, may be held together and endured by the 
imagination if they are elevated and carried by an intrinsically worthy 
greatness of character and aim; but evil as such, envy, cowardice and 
baseness are and remain purely repugnant. 29 

This all introduces a number of issues which cannot be pursued here. The 
central distinction at issue, between a kind of collapse into or the eruption of. the 
non-human, which contains no 'truth', and a recognizably motivated, complexly 
'positive' and 'negative' evil, raises a number of questions. But it is clear that 
Hegel's approach does indeed foreclose the idea of some 'pure' evil, or a 
'metaphysical' attraction to it, as evoked by Schelling and Heidegger. But for 
Hegel, this concedes only that the conditions of human agency itself can 'fail'; a 
mad, unrecognizably human malevolence can occur. In the same way Hegel 
would object to the notion of some absolute Nichts, or event-like absolute failure 
of sense, evoked in Heidegger's account of death. Hegel would insist instead 
that our being towards death is a being towards a kind of death in a kind of 
community at a kind of time; in the same way he would object to the idea of 'the 
modern' technological will to power, insisting that there is only a kind of 
technological reliance, within a community for a purpose; so he would object to 
the way in which Heidegger wants to evoke somehow what is beyond human 
self-determination or intelligibility as itself some negative measure for the 
human. 

And so on, on into a refusal to mystify the notion of 'what' we must face now, 
'the' retreat of the gods, our 'fate', our 'destiny', our 'locatedness', our 'origin', 
contingency, what we allow each other to get away with saying, 'the' Other, 'the' 
language of the Unconscious, 'the' ineffable, textuality, 'the' body, gender, and 
so on, through the list of postmodern 'realities'. By contrast, the Idealist version 
of modernism, as I am presenting it, immediately trumps, as it were, or renders 
suspicious any claim about real origins or about what is putatively 'outside' our 
comprehension (like evil). 

This version of modernism is not an inviting prospect, since it promises a kind 
of unending contestation about any fixed points or settled results, a modernity 
necessarily unending and unsettled. 30 It seems to require both a constant 
'bootstrapping' (a reflective self-examination which is made possible by criteria 
themselves suspiciously local, themselves always subject in principle to such 
reflection), and so a constant dissatisfaction with such incomplete and finite 
reflection. Working out what such a modernist model of our intellectual and 
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ethical practices might look like will obviously not be easy. Finally, it might now 
seem even more unlikely in this context to invoke the name of Hegel as the 
champion of such a complete, if also therefore unsatisfying modernism, since he 
is regularly taken to be the ultimately satisfied, systematically closed thinker. 
But he does begin to bring his Scicllcc of Logic to a close with the following: 

The Identity of the Idea with itself is one with the process; the thought 
which liberates actuality from the illusory show of purposeless mutability 
and transfigures it into the Idea must not represent this truth of actuality 
as a dead repose, as a mere picture, lifeless, without impulse or 
movement, as a genus or number, or an abstract thought; by virtue of 
the freedom which the Notion attains in the Idea, the Idea possesses 
within itself also the most stubborn opposition; its repose consists in the 
security ilnd certainty with which it eternally creates and eternally 
overcomes that opposition, in it meeting with itself.31 

Robert B. Pippin 
University of Chicago 

NOTES 

I Heidegger (1991a), pp. 2-3. Some of these remarks are translated in the Appendix to 
Heidegger (1985), p. 165. 

2 Among such others, see Oallmeyer (1991), and (1993); White (1991); Fynsk (1986). 
, Heidegger's Schelling lectures themselves evince a self-conscious political agenda. 

For example, Heidegger begins by telling his students that what is at stake in the topic he 
will pursue, the fate of German Idealism, is not a dispute among academic theorists, but 
the very 'historical spirit of the Germans'. Heidegger had decided to begin his lecture 
series as a whole by reminding his students in great detail of the political setting when 
Schelling wrotc and thereby implying that the fate of Germany and metaphysics or 
philosophy were linked (then and, we are obviously supposed to conclude, again in 
1936). He reminds his students that in 1809 'Prussia had disappeared: that Napoleon had 
ruled since 1806 ('and that means here, he oppressed and abused Germani). And 
Heidegger had remarked on the 'profound untruth' of the famous words Napoleon had 
spoken to Goethe at their meeting in Erfurt. Napoleon had told Goethe, in trying to 
persuade him to leave Germany and come to Paris: 'politics is fate.' No, Heidegger tells 
his students, 'Spirit (Geist) is fate and fate spirit. The essence of spirit, however, is 
freedom.' Heidegger (1985), pp. 1-7; Heidegger (1982b), pp. 1-4. 

Such cryptic remarks (wherein Heidegger sides with Schelling's rejection of 'politics' in 
favour of 'spirit', with his rejection of the idealist notion of freedom, in favour of the pre
institutional, pre-subjective or even pre-political, perhaps Volk-ish 'spirit') already point 
to the way in which some acknowledgment of the historicity of thought is meant in a 
sense relevant to politics, even in opposition (in the name of 'Spirit') to all traditional 
public life. 

More conventionally, of course, Heidegger sees the 'subjectivist' understanding of 
freedom in Kant, Fichte and Hegel (itself paradigmatic of modern aspirations), as 'fated' 
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to fail, and that Schelling SJW and appreciated that failure but could not resolve anv of the 
difficulties caused by it, ilnd so that Schelling's fate presaged the modern failur~ itseli. 

• Heidegger (1985), p 31. 
o Of course, .llso at st"ke for Heidegger is the difference between the conventional 

understanding of temporality in conventionill notions of historicism and even of the past, 
and his own ontological theory. d. his account of 'das Vergangene' or 'das Vorbei
gegangene' and how such a past '. ." besteht" treilich nicht irgendwo "an sich", 
sondern ist das eigentlich Geschichtliche im Vergangenen, das Unvergangliche, und das 
heilSt, das anfangliche Gewesene und anfanglich wieder Wesende.' Heidegger (1991), 
p. 87. Another rich text on these issues: 'Der Spruch des Anaximander' in Heidegger 
(1972), pp. 296-343. 

h Heidegger (1972a), p. 435; Heidegger (1962), p. 488. 
7 The relation between the notion of Gesclrichllicllkeil, which Heidegger inherited from 

Dilthey and transformed, and notions of historicism and history, is a complex one. d. my 
discussion in Pippin (1988), pp 71-3. 

~ Heidegger (1961b), '1m Zeitalter der vollendeten Sinnlosigkeit erfiillt sich das Wesen 
der Neuzeit', p. 24; Nietzsche (1987), p. 178. 

" Heidegger (1961b), p. 145. Heidegger (1982b), p. 99. 
III In the 1936/7 Nietzsche lectures, Heidegger characterizes the 'entscheidende Frage' 

at the end of Western philosophy as 'die Frage nach dem "Sinn des Seins", nicht nur nach 
dem Sein des Seinden; und "Sinn" ist dabei genau in seinem Begriff umgrenzt als 
dasjenige, von woher und auf Grund wovon das Sein uberhaupt als solehes oifenbar 
werden lind in die Wahrheit kommen kann.' Heidegger (196Ia), p. 26. (English 
translation: Heidegger (1979), p. 18.) For Heidegger's own account of Sill/I, as 'openness 
for self-concealement, i.e. truth' or 'openness of Being' (not as sense of a word), see 
Heidegger (1982), p. 11; Heidegger (1953), pp. 64, 67. 

11 From the NaclHPOrl to the Heidegger (1982), p. 512. Perhaps the most radical, and 
thus clearest formulation is from the end of the Nietzsche lectures: 

What happens in the history of Being? We cannot ask the question this way, 
because then there wlluld be a happening (Geschellcll) and something which 
happens (Gese/lellelldes). But the happening (Geschelzen) itself is the only 
occurrence (Ge,clzeitenis). Only Being is. What happens? Nothing happens, if we 
are seeking for something that happens in the happening. Nothing happens; the 
event e-vents (das En'i:.lllis a-eiSllel). Heidegger (1961b), p. 485 (not translated in 
the Harper and Row series.) 

11 The most economical summary of his position are the summaries given in the 1941 
lecture series on Nietzsche, 'Entwiirfe zur Geschichte des Seins als Metaphysik', 
Heidegger (1961b), pp. 458-80 (notes not translated in the Harper and Row series), For a 
more extensive discussilln of these themes, see Pippin (1994), pp. 327-46. 

1.1 Heidegger (1962.1), p, 245, 
H It could also be noted that, since such a fundamental ontological orientation is not a 

result of, or driven by, insight or theories or beliefs, it is also a consequence of such claims 
that all politics inspired by an attachment to theories, beliefs, principles, or appeals to 
reason, become suspect as naive, hiding instead of illuminating, falsely locating 'the 
subject' and its reflecting activity at the centre, all with political consequences which 
Heidegger wants to summarize in one word: technology. (He goes so far as to claim that 
the term Technik' 'reveals itself in its meaning with the designation: 'completed 
metaphysics'. 'Uberwindung der Metaphysik', (a collection of remarks collected together 
from 1936-46) in Heidegger (1967), p. 72.) At the 'centre' is rather a pre-subjective 
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ontological site or Lich/I/IIX, a collective orientation, something with important conse
quences for any rights based or individualist politics, or any which takes as supreme the 
sovereign, self-conscious, self-determining individual. (Heidegger's language varies in 
describing the nilture of such a collective orientation. for an oft-quoted formulation, see 
the Hiilderlin lectures of 1934/5 especially, and his claim that, 'The Fatherland is Being 
itself which from the ground lip carries and ordains the history of a folk as one that 
exists.' Heidegger (1982a), p. 121.) Since the meaning of Being hOl'pells, and happens in 
common, in a \lolk (most especially, linguistically), it might be said that Heidegger's own 
programme is itself an attempt at a kind of 'political' reversal of the traditional priority of 
metaphvsics (which is, for him, itself already a political act, a 'subjectivism'). Metaphysics 
is characterized as a 'decision' (EII/scheidlll'S) in the Nietzsche lectures called 'The Will to 
Power as Knowledge', Heidegger (1961a), p. 476; Heidegger (1987), p. 6 (although, 
typically, Heidegger will also gloss such a decision as a 'letting' be decided, to avoid the 
impressions ot someone just thinking something up and resolving). What is being 
displaced is the possibility of any contemplative a priori determination of substance, what 
has been called the 'mirror of nature' view. Whereas say, for Hegel, any such 
determination already reflects spirit's practical determination of itself ill relation to tlze 
,POrld, for Heidegger, such a determination is also not primarily contemplative but a 
derivative expression of some pre-reflective mode of practical engagement, 'care' and 
orientation which comprises the 'event' of Being (as does his own hermeneutics, adding 
to the complexities). At least, it is with respect to this dimension of his thought that a 
comparison with Idealist humanism, and the corresponding notion of agency proper to 
it, can best eventually be made. 

The 'mirror of nature' phrase has oi course been made popular by Richard Rnrty. Any 
reference to Rorty raises the question of his own answer to the question: ll'hat is 
displacing traditional attempts to get the furniture of the universe risht, particularly those 
elements not sensibly apprehensive? Rorty rejects both any notion of a search for the 
nOTl1liltive requirements of some indispensable free activity, and any original 'event of 
Being', in favour of a Deweyean pragmatism. See especially ROTty (1991). For objections, 
see Pippin (1991a), p. 70-4. 

I' In the Schelling lectures, this sort of claim is quite explicit. Schelling and Nietzsche 
(who is called 'the only essential thinker after Schelling') failed, their projects to realize 
and complete modern philosophy 'fell apart', but this wasn't just a failure. It was the 
advent of something wholly different, even the 'summer lightning flash' (Wetterlel/chtell) 
of the 'new beginning of Western philosophy'. Heidegger (1985), p. 3; Heidegger (1982b), 
p.5. 

II> All ot thes£' claims of course were regarded by Hegel and others as implied by the 
Kantian revolution £'ven if they would have been vigorously disputed by the historical 
Kant. 

17 In Kant, the very possibility of a distinction between a 'realm of nature' and a 'realm 
of freedom' requires a possible distinction between (natural) law-governed and norm
regulated activities. The latter are (ollstitlltil'e of freedom, as Robert Brandom notes and 
explores in interesting, neo-Hegelian ways in Brandom (1979), PI'. 187-96. For the 
Hegelian ver~ion of this case, and his objections to Kant, see my Pippin (1991), pp. 99-
132, and (1995). 

I" Heidegger (J972a), p. 384; Heidegger (1962), p. 435. Derrida accuses Heidegger of 
such a nostalgia for an arche, or first principle, but my own view is that that charge is 
hasty and unfair to Heidegger, as if what Schurmann calls the an-archie nature of 
Heideggerean thinking is to be trumped bv the debating trick of calling the anarchic the 
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Heideggerean arche. d. Derridil (1982), pp.I-27; and Schurmann (1987), and the 
critici,ms in Pippin (1991a), pp. 142-7; 156-64. 

14 Schelling (1860), p. 369. 
20 Heidegger (1985), p. 119; Heidegger (1982b), p. 208. 
21 His extremely compressed formulation of this point (italicized in the original): 'O,e 

Grii/.I" f;nes Oilse;lIs zei:.;1 sid, ZlIersl damll. 01) I'S im Stallde isl, dm fS iibcrmllgended gro'/)n, 
Widersttllld s<,ille:' WesC/ls 211 fllldl'ckt'll lII11t f"stzlllwitell.' Heidegger (1985), 105; Heidegger 
(1982), p. 183. 

22 My own view is that the most important thing to appreciate about Hegel'S project 
after 1807 is that he does not reject this Kantian beginning, as Schelling does, but tries to 
'realize' it. See Pippin (1989). 

2.1 d. Heidegger (1985), pp. 152--6; Heidegger (1982b), pp. 264--71. Obviously in most of 
these passages, Heidegger is evoking his own claims about the inevitably 'coyering over' 
aspect of any 'uncovering'. 

2< Heidegger (1985), p. 9; Heidegger (1982b), p. 15. 
2'i ibid. 
26 Such a reification and neo-dogmatism is not foreign to Heidegger either: 

Only a few, and they rarely, attain the deepest point of the highest expanse of 
self-knowledge in the decidedness of one's own being . That means that 
decidedness does not contract one's own being to an empty point of mere 
staring at one's own ego, but decidedness of one's own being is only what it is as 
resoluteness. By this we mean standing within the openness of the truth of 
history, the perdurance (/nsltllldiskl'it) which carries out what it must carry out, 
unattainable and prior to all calculation and reckoning. (Heidegger (1985), 
p. 155; Heidegger (1982b), p. 269.) 

For a different, but compelling criticism of 'Heidegger's positivism' (p. 294) compare 
Rosen (1993). Rosen 'reverses' Heidegger in the name of I'lato, but not the textbook Plato 
of the ancient and modern schoolmen. See especially the first chapter, 'Platonism is 
Aristotelianism', pp. 3-45. 

27 Hegel (1970), p. 543; Hegel (1975), p. 1212. My emphasis. 
2H Hegel (1970), pp. 276-7; Hegel (1975), 212. 
24 Hegel (1970), p. 288; Hegel (1975), 222. 
11) I discuss this notion in more detail in the last chapter of Pippin (l99Ia), and in a 

response to comments and criticisms of this book, Pippin (1995a). 
11 Hegel (1969a), p. 412; Hegel (1969), p. 759. 
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